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“Wearing the face that she keeps in a jar by the door” 

On the cover:
The Beatles by 
Robert Whitaker
Aaron Dessner 
by Josh Goleman

WELCOME to the new issue of Uncut –  where we continue
to celebrate the return of live gigs. This month, we have 
reports of shows by Eliza and Martin Carthy and Black 
Country, New Road – both, coincidentally, reviewed in 

Brighton. Meanwhile, in just a few months’ time, the Uncut team will be 
heading en masse to Wiltshire for the End Of The Road festival. More on 
that nearer the time – but suffice to say for all of us, End Of The Road
will be an unmissable highlight after being deprived of live music for so 
long. Incidentally, you can find further updates and lineup information
at endoftheroadfestival.com and on uncut.co.uk.

Elsewhere in the issue, we also have our first face-to-face interview for 
many long months – with Leon Bridges, who Stephen Deusner meets in his 
hometown of Forth Worth, Texas. It’s a welcome change from the Zoom 
chats that have constituted our interviews lately. Ah, I can almost smell the 
coffee brewing in Leon’s local, the Cherry Coffee Shop.

What else? Exclusives with Lindsey Buckingham – he brought up the 
subject of Fleetwood Mac first, I’m reliably informed – and also Big Red 
Machine, the collaborative project created by The National’s Aaron Dessner 
and Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon. For this, their second album, they’ve recruited

Fleet Foxes’ Robin Pecknold among other notable guests. His presence 
finally unites on record three contemporaries whose eclectic, progressive 
and ambitious music has been a critical part of Uncut’s aesthetic for the past 
15 years or so. Laura Barton manages to corral Dessner, Vernon and Pecknold 
for her excellent piece – and I’m pleasantly surprised to learn that Vernon 
and Pecknold have only ever met once so far, in a lift in Phoenix, Arizona.

There’s more, of course. The Beatles, Curtis Mayfield, Steve Gunn,
Ripley Johnson, Mercury Rev, the Sugarcubes, Lovin’ Spoonful, Martha 
Wainwright, Springsteen, Bowie and much more.

Before I go, I should also pay tribute to Alan Lewis – IPC Magazines’ former 
editor-in-chief, who helped launch Uncut back in 1997. Alan had a brilliant, 
intuitive understanding of magazines, as evidenced by the 
many successes he was involved in. He was a lovely bloke, 
too, and great company in Uncut’s old local, The Stamford 
Arms. Allan Jones, our founding editor, has given Alan a 
great send-off on page 110. Take care.

Michael Bonner, Editor. Follow me on Twitter @michaelbonner
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S MONTH’S REVELATIONS FROM THE WORLD OF UNCUT
ATURING... Karen Black |David Bowie |Jason Sharp |Juni Habel

B
RUCE Springsteen
has given a boost to 
New York’s Covid-hit 
theatreland – not
to mention the

gig-starved public – by 
unexpectedly reviving his
hit one-man Broadway show. 
The opening night at new venue 
The St James Theatre (June 26) 
was an emotional affair for all 
concerned, with Springsteen 
welling up when remembering
those no longer with us, from his
father to bandmates Clarence
Clemons and Danny Federici to
the childhood friends he lost in
Vietnam. But there were

moments of humour too, as the
Boss sardonically recalled his 
recent arrest and Zoom trial for 
“an act so heinous that it has 
offended the entire fucking 
United States! You, my 
lawbreaking bridge-and-
tunnel friend, have drunk 
two shots of tequila!”

An audience that included E 
Street lieutenant Stevie Van 
Zandt were treated to three 
songs that didn’t feature in
Springsteen On Broadway’s
original 236-date run back in
2017/8. After Patti Scialfa joined
for “Tougher Than The Rest”, the
couple gleefully tackled “Fire” –
he song originally intended for
lvis Presley that became

a hit for The Pointer Sisters. 
Springsteen then revived the 
harrowing but still sadly 
relevant “American Skin (41 
Shots)”, about the fatal 1999 
shooting of unarmed Guinean 
immigrant Amadou Diallo by 
New York police.

He then finished the show with 
“I’ll See You In My Dreams” from 
last year’s Letter To You, rather 
than traditional closer “Born To 
Run”. Perhaps he felt it was a bit 
too soon for escapist celebration; 
perhaps he was just itching to 
play one of his newest songs. 
In which case, all bodes well 
for the much-anticipated
announcement of a full
E Street Band tour in 2022.
SAM RICHARDS

Springsteen On Broadway runs 
until September 4 at The St 
James Theatre, New York
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Showtime: 
the Boss’s 
name in 
lights again

Old pals’ act: 
Bruce with Patti 
Scialfa; (left)
in rehearsals
with manager 
Jon Landau
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Born to run 
and run!
Bruce Springsteen’s acclaimed 
autobiographical show makes an 
emotional return to Broadway 



An audience that
included Stevie
Van Zandt were
treated to three

songs that didn’t
feature in the
original show
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THROUGHOUT an acclaimed
and award-winning film
career, Karen Black always

seemed to find an opportunity to
sing. “She sang in Nashville, she
sang in Cisco Pike... even if it’s just a
tiny bit like in Five Easy Pieces, she
found a way to sing when she and
Jack Nicholson are in a car,” says
self-confessed movie nerd Cass
McCombs. “She snuck it in all the
time, and I picked up on that.”

McCombs has just compiled
Dreaming Of You: 1971-1976, a
startlingly good album of songs
Black recorded in the 1970s with
producers Elliot Mazer and Bones
Howe that were never released.
McCombs first tracked her down
to collaborate on his 2009 album
Catacombs, after which they
had planned to record an album
together. But when Black died in
2013, it seemed that dream was over.

Then Black’s husband,
director Stephen Eckelberry,
discovered several boxes
of tapes dating back to
the early-’70s. “She had
expressed this interest in
singing and her boyfriend
of the time had a connection
with Elliot Mazer,” explains
Eckelberry. “I found some
press releases from 1972 
and it says they were going 
to make an album, but 
Karen was pretty big as an 
actor so it never actually 
materialised. These demos 

are from that time in Nashville and
a later session with Bones Howe.”

Black’s talent as a songwriter
was obscured but not entirely secret.
She sang three original numbers
in Nashville, earning a Grammy
nomination, and recorded songs
for several other films, including
The Pyx and Born To Win. But it
was difficult at the time for actors,
let alone female ones, to be taken
seriously as artists. “No label was
going to front her the money to do
thisproperly,andshewasmeanwhile
getting offered $200,000 to do
something like Airport 1975,”
says Eckelberry.

“You can count the [successful]
women songwriters of that time 
on one hand,” adds McCombs. 
“It’s quite sad. I’m sure there were 
thousands of women writing 
songs but there weren’t many 
that got through.”

What impressed McCombs as
he set about transferring the tapes 
was the plethora and variety of 
exceptional original material, which 
often saw Black occupy the role of a 
character, adjusting her voice and 
music accordingly. “It’s very hard to 
genre-ify this but she was an actor 
who worked with her voice and the 
music is diverse,” he says. “It’s not 
country or folk, though she touches 
on both of them – it’s about where 
the voice is leading her.”

McCOMBS and Eckelberry 
plan to release more from 
the archive, but Dreaming 

Of You is a great starting place. As 
well as 15 songs from the 1970s, the 
album includes two more recent 
songs she recorded with McCombs 
for their proposed album together, 
showing how her voice and talent 
developed. “Karen helped me 
through some dark times, but 
more than that she gave me a new 
perspective on how to think about 
things,” says McCombs. “She was a 
challenging and dynamic thinker 
and she permanently altered the 
way I organise my thoughts. This is 
a chance to say thank you and give 
something back. We all lost Karen, 
but through this music and her other 
work, we can still communicate
with her.” PETER WATTS

Dreaming Of You: 1971-1976 
by Karen Black is out July 16 
on Mexican Summer

15 Easy Pieces

“She permanently 
altered the way 
I organise my 

thoughts”
CASS McCOMBS

Karen Black was one of the finest film 
actors of the 1970s. Now Cass McCombs
has revealed her lost parallel career as 
a singer-songwriter
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With Jack 
Nicholson 
in Five Easy 
Pieces , 1970

Guided by voices:  
Black in the 1970s

Back to Black: 
with Cass 
McCombs 



THE artist Edward Bell is one of
a select band of collaborators
who worked with Bowie

twice: first on the iconic sleeve for
Scary Monsters, then 10 years later
producing the art for Tin Machine II.
Now for the first time he’s assembled
all his Bowie work and memorabilia
for a retrospective and auction. “It
was an extraordinary experience,
the time I spent with him,” says Bell
on the phone from his home in
Shropshire. “But it wasn’t until he
actually died that the penny
dropped about how special he was,
and that’s when I started to have
another look at it all.”

Bell is reminiscing on a friendship 
with Bowie that spanned some 33 
years, beginning in a Neal Street 
gallery, continuing through Venice 
and LA, and producing some of the 
most stunning images in pop’s 
richest iconography. “I was always 
relating to him as just another bloke. 
But he wasn’t just another bloke – 
he was David Bowie. Every so often 
one had to be reminded of it. But if 
one treated him like David Bowie, 

then you’d never get anywhere
near him, you’d just be a fan. It was
a tightrope.”

Their first meeting, at Bell’s debut
show in 1980, was not auspicious.
“When I first saw him I really did
think he was an American tourist.
I thought he was so badly dressed
in his red trousers and yellow shirt,
and on top of it all it was quite
insulting for him to be looking at
my paintings through dark glasses!
So I was a bit standoffish at first.
But then gradually
as he spoke he was
saying lots of rather
interesting things
about the paintings,
so I started to listen.
And it suddenly
dawned on me
[who he was]. But
because we’d already
established a rapport,
I put that out of my
mind and we just
carried on relating as two artists,
I suppose.”

Bell was initially hired to “tart up” 
Brian Duffy’s photography, but soon 
had other ideas.

“There was Duffy taking all the 
pictures of Bowie in this ridiculous 
clown costume. I had no idea what 
the hell was going on. So when 
Duffy stopped, I just dismantled it… 
and luckily Bowie saw exactly what 
I was doing. And he went with it and 
added to it. There was no resistance 

whatsoever. It was like a dance.
If I said smudge the makeup, he
smudged the makeup, but he did it
in just the right way. He got it and he
knew what I was angling for.”

A peculiar friendship was born.
“Every so often, out of the blue,
he would just ring up. He’d say,
‘What’s happening? What are you
painting?’ We got on quite easily,
except he wasn’t very fond of being
teased. He was telling me about a
party he’d hosted in Mustique.

Princess Margaret
had been invited
and got so drunk that
he had to have her
chucked out. I said,
‘Oh dear – she sounds
as bad as some of
these pop stars!’ And
he took that very
badly and he walked
straight off. Then
I got the silent
treatment for a

while until it was all forgotten.”
Bell’s show includes an 

abundance of Bowie riches, 
including a stunning alternative 
version of the Scary Monsters cover, 
plus several amusing polaroids of 
Tin Machine in togas. But some of 
the strongest images were produced 
after Bowie’s death: mixed-media 
collages depicting him as an
ancient religious icon, and an eerie 
death mask. “It was only later [that 
his death] kind of hit me,” says Bell. 

“I’ve never replayed the memories,
but when they did come out, they
came out so strange and so fresh...
I thought, ‘I’ve got to get this all
down.’” STEPHENTROUSSÉ

Edward Bell’s David Bowie
Collection is on display at The
Dory Gallery, Llangollen, from
July 16 to August 1; the online
auction runs for the same period
at fineart.hallsgb.com

“It was like a dance”

A valuable friend: 
diptych sketch for 
Scary Monsters 
and (below) Tin 
Machinetogaparty

“When I first 
saw him I 
really did 

think he was 
an American 

tourist” 

Scary Monsters 
sleeve designer 
Edward Bell on his 
“extraordinary 
experience” with 
David Bowie 
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Never get 
old: Bell in 
front of a 
portrait 
purchased 
by Bowie



A QUICK ONE
Marking 50 years since 
the passing of their 
legendary singer Jim 
Morrison, we present 
the Ultimate Music 
Guide to The Doors – on 
sale July 8. In-depth 
reviews of every 
album, remarkable 
contemporary

encountersan
fantastic new 
interviews with band-
members about their 
incredible legacy: “We 
got five years,” says 
Robby Krieger. “We 
wereluckytogetthat…”

BrianEnohascomposed
apieceofgenerative
musicentitled“InA
Garden”forthisyear’s
SerpentinePavilionin
HydePark.“Iwanted
tothinkofthemusicas
asortofsonicgarden
–aconcentratedpark
withintherealpark,”he
says.It’llbeplayingall
dayeverydayuntil
July23…
Somegoodnewson
thefestivalfront:Sea
Change ishostinga
one-dayeventinits
usualhomeofTotneson
Aug28featuringWhite
Flowers,TheOrielles
andAnnaBSavage;The
PitchforkMusicFestival
iscomingtoLondon
onNovember10-14
withStereolab,Moses
Boyd,BobbyGillespie&
JehnnyBeth,Beak>and
manymore;meanwhile,
TerryHallhascurateda
seriesofintimategigs
forCoventry’sCityOf
Culturecelebrations
–he’llplaythefamous
cathedralhimselfon
July31…G
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EVEN before the pandemic
made the act of being in a
functioning band close to

impossible, Jason Sharp had been
thinking about going at it alone. A
saxophonist from Montreal, Sharp
had put out a couple of albums on the
city’s post-rock hub, Constellation
Records – the first recorded as a trio,
the second as a duo. But his third
album was to be something new.

“I had in my mind a solo record
where I was influencing, triggering
or directly controlling all the voices
within each composition at the same
time,” he says. On The Turning Centre
Of A Still World, he plunges his
rippling sax into a rich soundworld
of modular electronics guided by
his own heartbeat, captured by a
bluetooth heart monitor. “If I felt a
piece needed to speed up in tempo
I had to conceive of it as being
increasingly more physical,” says
Sharp. One track, “Everything Is
Waiting For You”, was recorded with
Sharp jogging on the spot, raising the
tempo to a sweat-inducing 140bpm.

Technology is key to Sharp’s modus 
operandi, a tool to transform his 
instrument into something much 
bigger. He’s just one of a wave of 
saxophonists now working at the 
intersection of classical composition, 
jazz and electronic music as a means 
of developing a singular voice.
Take Joseph Shabason, a Toronto 
saxophonist whose latest album The 
Fellowship is an autobiographical 
journey touching on his upbringing 

in an Islamic and Jewish dual-faith
household, and told through the
language of ambient and new age.
Or take Sam Gendel, a West Coast
musician who in the past couple of
years has played with everyone from
Vampire Weekend to Ry Cooder. Satin
Doll, his 2020 album for Nonesuch,
reinterpreted a host of jazz standards
– the likes of Miles Davis’s “Freddie
Freeloader” and Charles Mingus’s
“Goodbye Pork Pie Hat” – in a woozy,
hip-hop-inflected style reminiscent of
J Dilla or Flying Lotus; this year, he
dropped the 52-song, three-and-a-
half-hour Fresh Bread. “I like to frame
my sound on the saxophone from

different sonic angles, so sometimes
an effect gives me a new wall or light 
to bounce off or reflect,” says Gendel. 
“I let my ear guide me. I don’t think 
about goals or concepts – just the 
music I am involved with at any
given moment.”

Colin Stetson has rocketed 
experimental sax right to the edge of 
the mainstream, having toured with 
the Arcade Fire and Bon Iver while 
also turning out a spree of ferociously 
visceral solo albums. Lately he’s 

graduated to film scores, bringing his 
churning tones to Richard Stanley’s 
Color Out Of Space and Ari Aster’s 
Hereditary while also providing a 
memorable cameo on Mogwai’s “Pat 
Stains”, from their chart-topping 
album, As The Love Continues. 

In 2013, Stetson told Uncut of the 
physical demands of playing a bass 
sax: “It’s a clunky, slow and heavy 
piece of material… it has to be man-
handled.” An emphasis on the 
physicality of the sax also manifests 
in the work of Bendik Giske. A 
Norwegian based in Berlin, Giske’s 
astonishing new album Cracks draws 
on his queer identity and the sounds 
and community of Berlin’s club scene. 
He doesn’t use electronic effects – 
rather, he transforms himself into a 
machine. “I’ve been mesmerised by 
the step sequencer, and have asked 
myself how I’d create if I were to think 
in those lanes: my fingers were the 
sequencer, my breath and mouth the 
oscillator, and my heart the clock.” 

Cracks’ shimmering repetitions are 
gorgeous to listen to, but sound tiring 
to play – in a sense, perhaps, that is 
the point. As Giske puts it: “I find that 
exhaustion reveals something about
us as honest beings. Herein lies true,
unmasked beauty.” LOUIS PATTISON

Jason Sharp’s The Turning Centre 
Of A Still World is out on August 27 
via Constellation; Bendik Giske’s 
Cracks is out Aug 27 via Smalltown 
Supersound; Sam Gendel’s Fresh 
Bread is out now on Leaving

Brotherhood
of breath

Sam Gendel: 
hip-hop 
inflected

Colin 
Stetson: 
ferociously 
visceral

Jason Sharp: 
bass sax and 
modular synths

“I find that 
exhaustion reveals 
something about us 

as honest beings” 
BENDIK GISKE

Meet the new school of adventurous saxophonists 
pushing their craft to physical extremes



“IGREW up in the countryside and now I’m
back in the countryside,” laughs 27-year-
old Juni Habel, who’s crocheting a summer

hat for one of her sisters in the old schoolhouse
where she lives, in a village 50 miles south of Oslo.
“I’m never going back to the city! You just go home
to your apartment and there’s no fun stuff to do in
an apartment. Living here I can work outside and
go out in the woods and do practical things. I
really like chopping wood, for instance.”

Raised nearby in idyllic, kids’-movie
circumstances on a farm with her six siblings –
“a big, modern family with a lot of different
fathers, very different from everyone else
around” – Habel’s gentle, bucolic debut album
All Ears would seem to reflect that
rural upbringing. But it was actually
conceived in the city. A few years
ago, she relocated with her Danish
husband to Copenhagen; knowing
no-one there, she was forced to find
“fun stuff” to do in her apartment
alone, and music was the solution.
She’d played when she was younger
– her grandmother, who lives with
her now, gave her a guitar when she
was eight, as well as arranging piano
lessons – but upon reaching
adulthood she stopped.

“I really lost my confidence,” she
admits. “I quit for seven years or so.
When I moved it was like a bang – the
songs just started popping out. I was
free to reinvent myself because no-one
was watching and I could go to open-
mics. I’d really wanted to find a way to

express myself artistically and had never 
managed before, so it was very liberating. I was 
very surprised and happy, and that’s what a lot of 
the songs are about.”

The first to persuade her she was onto 
something was “Surrendering”, which opens  
All Ears with an intimacy indicative of the  
record’s distinctive tone. “Secret, secret little 
tune,” she murmurs over an acoustic guitar, her 
voice blending Vashti Bunyan’s prim sweetness 
with Josephine Foster’s delicate vulnerability. 
“That was the fourth song I wrote,” she recalls 
shyly. “I’d decided, ‘Now I’m going to write a 
proper song, with a cool melody and pretty 
chorus’, and I managed to! It was like a secret  
skill I never knew I had!” 

It’s not her only song to address her overdue 
urge for self-determination. On “Play”, whose 
guitar lines ripple like Nick Drake strumming 
for Karen Dalton, she confronts her formerly 
submissive willingness to adopt unfulfilling roles 
– “I will never play that part again” – while, on 

“Demons” she concludes defiantly 
“the hiding will come to an end”. Just as 
in childhood, Habel was surrounded 
by family: her husband Emil Petersen 
plays guitar on a number of songs and 
they’re joined by her half-brother 
Mattis Finne-Habel on “My Love (Is  
A Crazy One)”, about the death of their 
half-sister. The record’s mixed by her 
uncle, Sverre Thorstensen, who’s 
worked with Nils Bech. 

“It was a very scary experience to  
try to do this all by myself,” Habel 
confesses, “so it was good to have my 
family’s support on the project. Plus, 
of course, I had no money. I couldn’t 
have paid anyone else to do it!” And 
with that, she returns to chopping 
logs. WYNDHAMWALLACE

Juni Habel

“I was free to 
reinvent myself”:  
city escapee 
Juni Habel

MeetNorway’snew
pastoralfolkvoice–
backedupbyhertalented
extendedfamily

UNCUT PLAYLIST
On the stereo this month...

LOW
Hey What SUB POP

“When you think you’ve seen 
everything…” From out of the 
malevolent murk of Double 
Negative emerges a brilliantly 

extreme kind of pop record. 

WILLIAM TYLER & LUKE 
SCHNEIDER
“Understand” EP LEAVING

Two ambient Americana stalwarts 
contemplate the cosmos, evoking 
Popol Vuh, Emeralds and The Durutti 
Column’s “Otis”. 

DANIEL LANOIS/ 
LEONARD COHEN
“Torn Again” EONE MUSIC

Super-producer constructs a shimmering 
soundbed for the poetic consolations of 
his late, great countryman: “You gave me 
a lily/But now it’s a field”. 

HOWLIN RAIN
The Dharma Wheel 
SILVER CURRENT

From Rolling Thunder to Howlin 
Rain! Violinist Scarlet Rivera 
lights up the latest rumbustious 

road movie from Ethan Miller and pals. 

LA LUZ La Luz HARDLY ART

Shana Cleveland reconvenes her 
spectral surf trio, with Jazz Is Dead’s 
Adrian Younge helping to ratify their 
cinematic funk credentials.

SPENCER CULLUM
Spencer Cullum’s Coin Collection 
FULL TIME HOBBY

Englishman in Nashville steps out from 
behind his pedal steel to front an album of 
delightful, Canterbury-sound bagatelles.

KHRUANGBIN
“Time (You and I) (Put A Smile On 
DJ’s Face Mix)” DEAD OCEANS/NIGHT TIME STORIES

Terrific cosmic disco finessing of 
Khruangbin’s infectious 2020 single c/o 
Felix Dickinson, from the new Mordechai 
Remixes LP. 

IMMERSION
Nanocluster Vol 1 SWIM~

Intriguing synth-pop symposium, with 
Wire’s Colin Newman and Minimal 
Compact’s Malka Spigel spitballing 
ideas with Tarwater, Laetitia Sadier 
and Ulrich Schnauss.

DAMON & NAOMI WITH 
KURIHARA
A Sky Record 20-20-20

Former Galaxie 500 couple 
reconnect with Japanese 
guitarist Michio Kurihara for 

serene songs inspired by childhood 
summers and the shipping forecast.

ADIA VICTORIA
A Southern Gothic CANVASBACK

“I’m gonna let that dirt do its work”– 
Nashville-based singer delivers her 
swaggeringstatementofintent;Jason
Isbell,MargoPriceandMattBerninger
areonboard.

I’M
NEW
HERE

“JuniHabel
sounds
timeless, like
areincarnation
ofmultiple
classicfolk
voices,butshe
stillhasherown
authenticity
andpresence”
AneBrun
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1 SON VOLT
The Globe
Jay Farrar’s latest album, Electro
Melodier, is his strongest in a while,
and “The Globe” is a perfect place to
start this month: a hymn to faith in
humanity over a raging rocker with
nods to The Who’s “Won’t Get
Fooled Again”.

2 LIAM KAZAR
So Long Tomorrow
This Chicago-born artist made his
solo recording debut on Uncut’s
Wilcovered CD a couple of years
back, and now here comes his first
LP, Due North. With help from James
Elkington and Spencer Tweedy,
Kazar’s created a record that’s at
once classic and modern. Read
more on page 34.

3 NATHAN SALSBURG
Psalm 47
The master fingerstyle guitarist and
Alan Lomax archivist turns singer-
songwriter here – well, kind of –
with this selection of Jewish psalms,
brought wonderfully to life with
assistance from Joan Shelley, Will
Oldham and more.

4 BNNY
Promises
Fronted by Jess Viscius, this Chicago
indie quintet match deep lyrics on
love, loss and grief with spectral
Velvets chuggers and sprightlier
fare such as this track, as propulsive
as it is wracked.

5 SHANNON & THE CLAMS
All My Cryin’
Year Of The Spider is the Clams’
sixth album and probably their best,
and with Dan Auerbach in the
producer’s chair, their mix of ’60s
and ’70s grooves is given an even

grittier and more infectious hue. 
It’s reviewed at length on page 20.

6 SUZIE UNGERLEIDER
Sweet Little Sparrow
Though she no longer performs 
under the name Oh Susanna, the 
Vancouver songwriter has resisted 
any urge to similarly reinvent her 
music here; all the better, as this 
bittersweet ballad, drifting with 
Mellotron and canyon-wide slide 
guitar, shows.

7 THE SCIENTISTS
I Wasn’t Good At Picking 
Friends
Australia’s legendary swamp-
punks are back with their first 
album in decades, and they’re still 
as snotty, noisy and irreverent as 
ever, Kim Salmon spitting out bratty 
lines as the backing vocals warn of 
“the Ides Of March”.

8 VILLAGERS
So Simpatico
A seven-minute slice of future-soul, 
this is a fine introduction to the 
latest album by Conor O’Brien, 
Fever Dreams. While you spin this 
stew of The Flaming Lips, Elliott 
Smith and Curtis Mayfield, check 

out the songwriter discussing the 
record on page 35.

9 MARISA ANDERSON & 
WILLIAM TYLER
At The Edge Of The World
As if Tyler hasn’t been productive 
enough of late, he’s teamed up with 
Portland’s experimental folk 
guitarist Anderson for this duo 
record. “At The Edge Of The World” 
shows how the mix of their styles 
creates a third identity, vividly 
evocative of the Old West with 
its swooping prairie fiddles and 
sun-baked picking.

10 ISHMAEL ENSEMBLE
Empty Hands
Led by saxophonist Pete 
Cunningham, this Bristol collective 
combine spiritual jazz, cosmic 
electronics and sultry balladry to 
create mood pieces that feel like 
Portishead at their most soulful. 
Here’s a highlight of their new 
Visions Of Light LP.

11 DURAND JONES AND 
THE INDICATIONS
The Way That I Do
Private Space is the most seductive 
and soulful record yet from Jones, 
singing drummer Aaron Frazer 
and the Indications. Infused 
with touches of disco, “The Way 
That I Do” is impeccably produced, 
exquisitely sung and hard to ignore.

12 LIARS
Big Appetite (Edit)
Angus Andrew has made the finest 
Liars record in a decade or so with 
The Apple Drop, a dark, heavy 
tapestry of guitars and electronics 
inspired by microdosing 
mushrooms and grappling with 

anxiety. Check out the slow grind 
of “Big Appetite” while you read 
our review and Q&A with Andrew 
on page 32.

13 THE SHADRACKS
No Time
Produced by William “Spook” 
Loveday – aka Billy Childish, the 
dad of frontman Huddie Hamper – 
this Kent garage-punk three-piece 
make a stylish troglodytic racket on 
their new LP, From Human Like 
Forms. The fruit doesn’t fall far from 
the tree, but that’s no issue when it 
feels this fresh.

14 HAIKU SALUT
All Clear
Hailing from the Derbyshire Dales, 
Haiku Salut have been making 
hushed, experimental cross-
genre instrumental music for a 
decade now. This is the closer of 
their new album, The Hill, The Light, 
The Ghost, ever ascending and 
suitably soothing.

15 DAVID CROSBY
I Won’t Stay For Long
We end with Croz’s favourite track 
from his new album, For Free, a 
tender rumination written and 
produced by his son James 
Raymond. “I don’t know if I’m dying 
or about to be born/But I’d like to be 
with you today”, he sings over piano 
and ghostly horns.
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Heavy 
Rotatıon
15 tracks of the month’s best new music
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Nathan 
Salsburg

Villagers David 
Crosby





Buffalo guys: 
Grasshopper 
(left) and 
Jonathan 
Donahue
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“We have  
this unspoken 

connection. It’s not 
simply two guys 
who found the 

same record at the 
same moment in 
the same town” 
JONATHAN DONAHUE



GRASSHOPPER:We met
in Bu�alo at this great club
called The Continental when
we were, like, 18 years old.
We both loved the same stu�:
The Velvet Underground,
Pink Floyd, The Kinks, The
Psychedelic Furs. We just
started playing together.
JONATHAN:Grassy and
I, we have this unspoken
connection. And the origin
of that must have come from

mething much deeper, it’s not simply
wo guys who found the same record at

e same moment in the same town.

Whatdoyourememberabout
upportingBobDylanatyour
econdevershowatYale
nive sityin1991?

ickJohnston,Exeter
: There was always a
reat distance kept between
verybody else and Bob, and
at was made very clear to us
hen we showed up. Probably
th good reason.
Backstage there were
ese lines made with duct
e and his road manager said,

“You can’t cross over this line, that’s Bob 
space!” We had the same booking agent 
and Bob Dylan wanted younger bands to 
open up shows. I think he got more than 
he bargained for! I remember that our set 
was pretty shambolic and crazy. 
J: Our songs all sort of bled into one 
another. There was never really a way 
to gauge the reaction, so it was gonna 
come as this giant mystery at the end of 40 
minutes. From what I could discern, half of 
it was incredible booing and the other half 
seemed to be cheering. It was awesome.
G:While we were playing, I looked over in
the wings and I saw this �gure standing
there. It was like, ‘Wow, this is pretty
amazing. Bob Dylan’s checking it out.’

DidDavidBakerreallytrytogouge
youreyeoutwithaspoon?Isthat
whyyou’venevertriedtoreunitethe
originalMercuryRevlineup?
JasonKirklees,viaemail
G:That story has been changed around
a bunch of times. It was just this minor
thing on a plane that happened – nobody
had to have their eye popped back in at
the hospital or anything, and we laughed
about it later. There were other times when
we really did come to blows, especially
when we played the Royal Albert Hall.
We had a �ght backstage there that was
pretty crazy. David’s a great guy – I saw
him last year in Chicago. But he had his
opinions and we had di�erent opinions,
and sometimes it came to �sticu�s! That’s
why we separated a�er Boces, because
we were going in di�erent directions.
J:It was six very energetic particles
thrown into a very small nuclear reactor.
What would we have expected? Nothing
less than combustion, a nuclear �ssion.
As for [the idea of] reuniting the original
lineup, it’s been loosely passed around.
G:It’d be fun. Everybody’s into it. Dave
Fridmann doesn’t like to leave Fredonia,
so he’d be the one to coax out.

From their base in the 
cosmic Catskills, Jonathan 
Donahue and Grasshopper 

recall rolling with Alan 
Vega, deafening Bob Dylan 

and a ruckus at the 
Royal Albert Hall

Watching
fromthe
wings:Dylan

A
FTER songs about bees, 
butter� ies, spiders and 
swans, Mercury Rev’s Sean 
“Grasshopper” Mackowiak 
is seeking his next animal 

muse. “I’m looking out my door and 
there’s red cardinals � ying by, blue jays… 
there’s a family of squirrels living in a 
tree in my backyard. The woods start at 
the end of my street, so we’ve had bears 
knock down the fence and go through 
our garbage.”

“There’s a lot of birds coming up,” says
bandmate Jonathan Donahue, who lives 
even further out into the wilderness 
of the Catskill Mountains. “I’ll leave 
it at that: look out for the birds!”

Six years since The Light In You, 
a new full-blown Mercury Rev 
album is almost ready. There’s 
even the possibility that it might 
be a double. “I’ve been writing 
a lot since the pandemic,” says 
Donahue, “but I really can’t say 
how it’s di� erent. I feel the best 
thing I can do as I get older and 
deeper into this is to detach 
myself from a feeling that the 
album has to do something, as 
if it’s some form of weaponry. 
Having said that, there’ll be 
lyricism on this new album that 
maybe people will be surprised 
by, and hopefully feel deeply 
connected to.”

For now, the pair are looking 
back at 30 years of musical magic 
realism in their role as “walkers in-
between worlds”, as Grasshopper 
puts it. Join as they reveal the secrets 
of their mercurial revolutions…

I’ve heard some pretty bizarre 
origin stories, but how did you 
two really meet and decide 
to make music together? Mark 
Everingham, Westbury, Wilts

Look 
out for the
birds!

ANAUDIENCEWITHMERCURYREV

Interview by SAM RICHARDS
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J: The �rst performance we ever did 
outside of Bu� alo was at a very small bar 
in Fredonia. So that might be one of the 
few contractual stipulations that all six 
would agree to. That and six therapists 
paid for by the promoter!

Did you ever hear what Bobbie Gentry 
thought about The Delta Sweete 
Revisited? Mel, Sutton, Norfolk
J: No, and on purpose we never wanted 
to approach her about it. She’s worked so 
hard for her reclusivity, so who are we to 
try to prise someone out of that? We didn’t 
do it for a response from Bobbie; we did 
it as a celebration.
G: It was a favourite record of ours since 
we were kids, so we wanted to do it again 
in our own way. It’s weird when somebody 
walks into the woods like Salinger and 
you don’t hear from them again, a� er 
they’ve created this thing that really 
connects with you. On the one hand, we 
all love a great mystery. On the other hand, 
you wanna know what makes them tick 
and what their perspective is now. But we 
may never know.

Where is the Tettix Wave 
Accumulator these days and will 
there be more shows like the one in 
LondonwhereyouplayedalongtoLe
BallonRouge?MattWalsh,viaemail
G:The Tettix Wave Accumulator is kind
of dismantled. It was a bunch of patched
oscillators connected to instruments you
couldplaythroughittomakecrazysounds.
On Boces, I was plugging my guitar in
through the Tettix Wave Accumulator

and people were like, 
‘What the hell is that?’ I tried 
to make the guitar sound like 
something else. But it’s almost 
obsolete because now there’s 
all these computer programs. 
J: We’ve always enjoyed doing 
� lm work, improvising live 
soundtracks. The genesis of 
Yerself Is Steam was playing 
along to nature � lms, the good 
feeling of the penguin making 
its way across the ice � oes. 
G: We’ve done it a few times since 
that London show – we did 
Vampyr at the San Francisco � lm 
festival when Simon Raymonde 
played with us – so we’d love to do
it again.

Howdidyougettomake
“ThePrivatePsychedelicReel”
withTheChemicalBrothers?
IvorMoreno,Valencia
J: It was a very dark time for me. I give
The Chemical Brothers a great deal of
credit for not only saving Mercury Rev
but for saving me. It’s like that song, “Last
Night A DJ Saved My Life” – they called
out of the blue and said, “Hey, we’re
fans of you guys and would you be
interested in doing something?”
at a time when it felt like we
had fallen o� the face of
the Earth: late ’95, early
’96 maybe. It gave me
that electricity to know
there’s someone out
there. It might only be two
crazy guys from Britain but they’re
listening, and that was what began my
own writing for Deserter’s Songs.

What was it like working with 
Alan Vega on “Dead Man”?
Pete Havering, Manchester
J: It was everything I thought it would 
be and more. Whatever it is that you 
can’t buy, Alan Vega had it. 
G: He’s almost like a shaman – he’d go 
into a weird trance and start delivering 
this crazy spoken-word stu�  as we were 
playing along. A� erwards he kept in touch 
and invited us down to his lo�  where he’d 
make all these neon crosses and stu� . He 
said, “You guys have gotta stop making 
music and get into the art world!” We 
found out years later that he was lying 
about his age; he was actually as old as my 
dad, but he had such a youthful presence 
that it was infectious.
J: It’s actually tough to talk about because 
I really did feel so close to him. I used to 
call him Uncle Al, I still have a letter of 
his framed on my wall. To this day, 
“Dead Man” is probably in my top 
three Mercury Rev songs.

You’ve had close ties with The  
Flaming Lips down the years – would 
you ever consider merging bands 
and making an album together? Phil 

Metzler, Raleigh, North Carolina
G: Anything is possible. Before the 
pandemic, we played the Levitation 
festival in Austin together and that 
was really cool. Jonathan went up 
and played with them on a few songs. 
There was talk of us doing some shows 
together again.
J: Flaming Rev? I don’t think it 
necessarily works that businesslike. 
My connection with The Flaming 
Lips is deeper than, ‘Hey, let’s all 
get together and have a company 
picnic’. Merging two bands would be 

counterintuitive to the way we work. 
If we got together it wouldn’t 

be bringing baggage from 
both bands, it would just be 
long-time friends seeing what 
would happen. The idea isn’t to 
cherrypick from two gardens
and throw it into a basket, the

idea is that something new
would come up from the soil.

What’syourfavouritesongyou’ve 
written?GerryMcDonnell,viaemail
G:“The Hudson Line” is probably the
favourite one I wrote. It was around the
time I moved out of New York, so it was
about me changing some of my bad ways!
And Garth Hudson played on it, which
was awesome.

J:“Holes”. It’s more profound than
the song itself or what it did for us
commercially. For me, “Holes” is not 
something I wrote – it’s someone
I met, this friend I made, and he or

she is always there with me. When
I really get down or �nd myself lost,
there’s this friend called “Holes”.

“Alan Vega’s
almost like a
shaman, he’d go
into a trance and
start delivering
this crazy spoken
word stuff”
GRASSHOPPER

ADJsavedhis
life:Jonathan
Donahue

The “Holes” gang’s 
here: the Deserter’s 
Songs lineup, 1999

Car wash hairies: 
Mercury Rev with 
original singer David 
Baker (right), 1990

Mercury Rev’s Snowflake 
Midnight: Deluxe Edition 
is out now on Cherry RedG
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CARGO COLLECTIVE: AN AMALGAMATION OF RECORD SHOPS AND LABELS DEDICATED TO BRINGING YOU NEW MUSIC
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CARGO COLLECTIVE

DEAFHEAVEN 

INFINITE GRANITE
SARGENT HOUSE LP / CD 

Deafheaven return with their new album In�nite Granite. 
Produced by Justin Meldal-Johnsen (M83, Wolf Alice), 
In�nite Granite �nds the band embarking on a new 

chapter of de�ant beauty.

LINGUA IGNOTA 

SINNER GET READY
SARGENT HOUSE LP / CD 

Kristin Hayter, the classically trained multi-
instrumentalist, performance artist, and vocalist returns 

with SINNER GET READY, the follow up 2019’s critically 
acclaimed break out CALIGULA.

GOAT 

HEADSOUP
ROCKET RECORDINGS LP + 7” / CD 

A globetrotting acid trip of an album, collecting rarities 
spanning GOAT’s career: standalone singles, B-sides and 

two enormous brand new tracks!

JOSEPHINE FOSTER 

BLOOD RUSHING
FIRE RECORDS LP / CD 

“The album follows North American folk linage from 
Jean Ritchie and Hedy West through to the present, via 

the chugging, churning electronic (folk) rock of The 
Velvet Underground, all the time infused with a joyous 
communal warmth.” Mojo “Magni�cent” **** AllMusic

ALEXIS MARSHALL 
HOUSE OF LULL . HOUSE OF WHEN

SARGENT HOUSE LP / CD 
House of Lull . House of When is the solo debut from 

Poet, artist, and Daughters vocalist Alexis Marshall, with 
songs that live in the nebulous territory where abrasive 

rock fuses with high-art aspirations

NATHAN SALSBURG 

PSALMS
NO QUARTER LP / CD 

New musical arrangements of Hebrew psalms by 
acclaimed guitarist Nathan Salsburg. Sung and played 

by Salsburg with support from Noa Babayof, Will Oldham, 
Joan Shelley, Nick Macri, Spencer Tweedy & James 

Elkington.

TROPICAL FUCK STORM 

DEEP STATES
JOYFUL NOISE RECORDS LP / CD 

The third album from the avant-punk quad aptly titled 
Deep States mines familiar ground as well as new cul-
tural terrains, while digging deeper into the subjective 

state of contemporary panic.

SUSANNA & DAVID WALLUMRØD 

LIVE
SUSANNASONATA LP / CD 

Susanna in duo with David Wallumrød on a new album 
featuring covers of The Beatles, Joni Mitchell and 

Tom Waits.

ALEX REX 

PARADISE
NEOLITHIC RECORDINGS LP / CD 

Paradise reunites band leader Alex Neilson with his  
ex-Trembling ‘Belle’ Lavinia Blackwall to produce an 
album that navigates the kosmische rock of Richard 

Youngs, the wyrd-folk of Alasdair Roberts and the 
psychedelic majesty of the Bells.

TANGENTS 

TIMESLIPS & CHIMERAS
TEMPORARY RESIDENCE LTD 2LP / CD 

The enigmatic Australian ensemble returns with a 
breathtaking new double album of elated jazz,  

Sdeconstructed techno, melancholy piano, throbbing 
ambience, and a 100-carriage coal train.

LANGAN, FROST & WANE 

LANGAN, FROST & WANE
GOLDSTAR RECORDINGS LP / CD 

New trio Langan, Frost & Wane cross folk with �ower 
power on their upcoming new album.

EL MICHELS AFFAIR  
MEETS LIAM BAILEY 

EKUNDAYO INVERSIONS
BIG CROWN RECORDS LP / CD 

Ekundayo Inversions is El Michels Affair reimagining 
Liam Bailey’s Ekundayo album featuring Lee “Scratch” 

Perry and Black Thought of The Roots.

WHITE FLOWERS 

DAY BY DAY
TOUGH LOVE LP / CD 

Day By Day is the dark-hued dreampop debut from 
Preston duo, White Flowers, recorded in an abandoned 

textile mill and produced with Doves’ Gez Williams.

KING GIZZARD & THE LIZARD WIZARD 

LIVE IN LONDON ‘19  
(FUZZ CLUB OFFICIAL BOOTLEG)

FUZZ CLUB RECORDS 3LP BOX SET 
1 of 9 King Gizzard bootleg albums from Fuzz Club, this 

discography-spanning, triple LP box-set captures a 2019 
show at Alexandra Palace. Exclusive remaster by Brett 

Orrison (Jack White, The Black Angels).

MEGA BOG ALBUM 

LIFE, AND ANOTHER
PARADISE OF BACHELORS LP / CD 

Mega Bog returns with fantastical off-world transmission 
Life, and Another, the most sophisticated, exploratory, & 
accessible statement yet from surrealist songwriter & 

avant-pop prospector Erin Birgy. Featuring co-producer 
James Krivchenia (Big Thief).

TORRES 

THIRSTIER
MERGE RECORDS LP / CD 

“Horniness on an eternal loop.”
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1 SHANNON & THE CLAMS (P20)
2  DAVID CROSBY(P22)

3 SAULT (P26)
4 LIARS (P32)

A BNEW ALBUMS

S
TEVE GUNN likes to paint a 
beautiful picture, then scribble 
all over it. “Fulton”, the second 
song on his new album Other 
You, opens with stray piano 
notes and organ chords twined 
around a striding guitar strum, as

Gunn muses on � nding calm and stillness. “The 
night felt so quiet, listening to the silence,” he sings, 
then the electric guitar rampages into the song, 
thick and staticky and tangled, intruding on Gunn’s 
contemplation and lingering on the fringes of the song 
like a gremlin in the works. The solo doesn’t quite � t 
the mood or the sound of the song, but that’s the whole 
point: there can be a peculiar beauty in such stark 
contrasts between sounds, in the interruptions of our 
everyday reveries.

Other You is full of similar moments of lovely friction 
and disruption. His solo in “On The Way” sounds 
heraldic, majestic in a prog-
rock sort of way, upending the 
song’s understated sense of 
anticipation. “The Painter” 
makes space for a dust-up 
between a Spanish guitar and 
what sounds like a drunken 
mandolin making trouble at 
the bar. A strange two-note 
theme gusts through “Good 
Wind”, played on some 
unidenti� able instrument or 
possibly by some otherworldly 
entity. It could have been 
unsettling, but instead it 

reinforces the song’s o� -kilter optimism. 
The result is a record that is all the more 
beguiling for sounding so � dgety and 
mercurial. Gunn introduces a new guitar 

tone on every song, and the other instruments 
swim in and out of the mix, surfacing brie� y 

then submerging again, lending the songs a 
gentle, swirling psychedelia. The true constant is 

his voice, which he pushes to the forefront of these 
songs, and he sounds more engaged and more 
vulnerable than ever. Other You is not only his best 
album in some years, but also his most human. 

Gunn is an odd sort of guitar hero, one who 
de� nitely has the chops to shred and wail with the 
best of them but who seems unconcerned with 
showboating or self-regarding displays of virtuosity. 
No bowing his Flying V with a Stradivarius for him. 
He’s more interested in tone and texture, how the 
sound of an instrument might comment on the song 

he’s singing, how it might 
� t into an arrangement and 
bounce o�  the other elements. 
If that occasionally leads to a 
brainy kind of folk music full 
of odd tunings and deadpan 
vocals, it also means that his 
playing always serves the 
song, not vice versa. 

That approach, along with 
his keen curiosity about an 
array of styles and traditions, 
has made him a sensitive and 
proli� c sideman, so much 
so that his collaborations 

STEVE GUNN
Other You

MATADOR

A beguiling and mercurial folk-rock gem. By Stephen Deusner

THE UNCUT GUIDE TO THIS MONTH’S KEY RELEASES

““I’m not in the best place in my mind/Have you ever been there?”

ALBUM
OF THE
MONTH

9/10
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outnumber his solo albums. A teenage 
hip-hop fan growing up in Philadelphia, 
he toured with his �rst hardcore punk 
band before he was old enough to drive 
the van, then became fascinated with 
Indian classical music, avant-garde 
composers, psych rockers, folkies from 
every continent. Even while recording 
excellent albums under his own name 
– including 2013’s Way Out Weather, a 
high point – he frequently teamed up 
with his contemporaries and heroes to 
create a mirror catalogue that stretches 
from the Southern folk strut of Hiss 
Golden Messenger to the hallucinogenic 
Appalachian folk of The Black Twig 
Pickers, from the gritty folk of Michael 
Chapman to the experimental noise of 
drummer John Truscinski. 

Even as a solo artist, the sideman 
remains. Gunn nestles himself deep 
into his songs, merely one player in a 
large band. His brightest and most vivid 
record, Other You nearly sounded like 
something completely di�erent. Around 
the time he released 2019’s relatively 
monochromatic The Unseen In Between, 
he reconnected with his friend Justin 
Tripp, who played on several of his early 
records, and they exchanged ideas and 
traded playlists for months. Together, 
they gradually unspooled Gunn’s stray 
melodies and lyrics into �nished songs, 
but their �rst sessions in early 2020 were 
cancelled for obvious reasons. That lull 
gave Gunn the opportunity to break 
those songs back down and build them 

up in new directions, and this version of 
Other You sounds all the more colourful, 
distinctive and a�ecting. “New mutations, 
old salvations,” he sings on “Circuit Rider”, 
“ease a troubled mind”.

When he �nally recorded the album 
in Los Angeles with Tripp and producer 
Rob Schnapf (Beck, Elliott Smith, many 
others), he took with him a small but 
skillful backing band, including drummer 
Ryan Sawyer (TV On The Radio, Stars 
Like Fleas). They’re at their best on 
standout “Protection”, which opens with 
Gunn playing a few stray notes like he’s 
picking them up o� the �oor. The rhythm 
section comes with a jittery kosmische 
rhythm that’s part dub, part co�eehouse 
jazzbo ensemble, and Tripp’s Morse-code 
bassline anchors the song even as 
the other instruments threaten to peel 
away from it. 

The title track in particular sounds 
slightly unsettled, with glimpses of piano 
and electric guitar, all held together by 
Tripp’s �dgety bassline and Sawyer’s 
insistent click of drumstick against snare 
rim. It culminates in an extended outro 
full of guitars spiralling forwards and 
backwards, building toward a climax even 
as they casually unravel the song. When 
he pleads for protection and “cool, clear 
direction”, it seems Gunn is posing those 
questions to his fellow musicians. “Can 
you play it over and over?” he asks them. 
“Such lovely noise in the sky.”

Even when his lyrics seem impenetrable 
on the page, his performances pull out

the meanings in the words and lend 
them gravity. Gunn’s vocal range, both 
octaval and expressive, has traditionally 
been limited, yet he’s always made the 
most of it. Here he �nds new dimensions, 
rethinking his phrasing, tone and 
cadence. Gunn harmonises with himself 
through the album – a new trick that 
brings out some of the natural grain and 
colour in his voice. His voice sounds both 
forceful but also casual on “Morning 
River”, where he’s joined on the choruses 
by Bridget St John. 

Music – whether made by him or made 
by others – provides both shield and 
compass, a salve against confusion and 
isolation. When he digs for “precious metal 
memories” on the title track and traces the 
“curvature of rock”, he’s not shovelling soil 
but ri�ing through his record collection, 
chasing a feeling into a favourite song. By 
album’s end he’s directing his questions 
outward, seeking connection through his 
own music. “I’m not in the best place in my 
mind,” he confesses on “Ever Feel That 
Way”. “Have you ever been there?” As the 
song packs itself up and puts itself away, 
that question becomes a poignant request 
for empathy, perhaps with that other you 
he’s been singing about.

“Re�ection”, the album’s standout, 
opens like no other Steve Gunn song: 
with a keyboard. The simple chords 
vaguely recall the Fender Rhodes on 
Aretha Franklin’s “I Never Loved A 
Man (The Way That I Love You)”, but the 
song itself is more Todd Rundgren. It’s 
delicate, with air around the notes and 
vocals, at least until the band enters 
with a roll of Sawyer’s snare. He might be 
singing about the experience of listening 
to music, how he can get lost in an album, 
lose track of the hours, and the song 
becomes something like a valentine 
to his musical heroes. “Plays in the big 
orchestra, follows along the rhythm,” 
he sings. “They come extend the days.” 
And of course the song is interrupted 
by a guitar solo, this time a huge, 
mushrooming sound that is worn and 
scu�ed, shrill but oddly beautiful, out of 
place but a perfect �t.

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Other You
2 Fulton
3 Morning River
4 Good Wind
5 Circuit Rider
6 On The Way
7 Protection
8 The Painter
9 Reflection
10 Sugar Kiss
11 Ever Feel That 
Way 

Produced by:  
Rob Schnapf, 
Justin Tripp
Recorded at: 
Mant Sounds, Los 
Angeles
Personnel: Steve 
Gunn (vocals, 
guitar), Justin 
Tripp (bass, 
piano, synth, 
drum machine, 
samples), 
Rob Schnapf 
(guitar, organ, 
synth), Ryan 
Sawyer (drums, 
marimba), Jerry 
Borgê (piano), 
Mary Lattimore 
(harp), Ben 
Boye (piano), 
Matt Schuessler 
(bass), Jeff Parker 
(guitar), Bill 
McKay (guitar), 
Bridget St John 
(vocals), Julianna 
Barwick (vocals), 
Ben Bertrand 
(baritone 
saxophone), Jon 
Leland (drums)

BRIDGET ST 
JOHN
Songs For The 
Gentle Man
DANDELION, 1971
“I’ve always been a 

fan, especially of this record, and 
now she’s my friend. We got to 
know each other through Michael 
Chapman, who is someone I 
played a lot of shows with. She’s 
such a gentle, forceful, amazing 
woman, and she can still sing and 
play so well. I was happy she was 
able to sing on this record.”

ROBERT
WYATT
Rock Bottom
VIRGIN, 1974
“He’s made a lot of 
great records, but 

this is my favourite. It was the first 
record he wrote after his accident, 
and he’s coming to terms with it 
and transcending his pain. It 
changed the way he made music. 
He’s relying more on piano, and 
there’s a gentleness and a 
playfulness. I was trying to channel 
him on ‘Reflection’.”

PENGUIN
CAFÉ
ORCHESTRA
Music From The 
Penguin Café
OBSCURE, 1976

“Justin Tripp and I talked about this 
group a lot. They came out on Brian 
Eno’s label. You wouldn’t hear it in 
the music per se, but the way they 
mixed folk tradition with modern 
and classical instrumentation was 
important to me. I like that these 
are almost Irish reels played on 
classic instruments.”

MARY 
MARGARET 
O’HARA
Miss America
VIRGIN, 1988
“There’s a song on 

here, ‘When You Know Why You’re 
Happy’, that I love. I thought about it 
a lot making Other You. She has this 
amazing presence and this almost 
free-associative way of singing. 
She cultivates this odd energy,  
experimentation and language 
play. She’s living in the song, and 
you’re right there with her.” 

HOW TO BUY...

ON THE WAY
Steve Gunn on the albums that inspired Other You
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NEW ALBUMS

“Iwastryingtoletgo
oftheconfinesofwho
Iwasandjettisonsome
baggage” STEVEGUNN

There’sabrightnessinthe
soundofthisrecord,acolour
tomatchthealbumcover.
Wasthatsomethingyou
planned,orwasitsomething
thesongsdemanded?
The whole idea for the album started
with me really wanting to get back to
who I was as an individual. As clichéd as
that sounds – I’m sure everybody who
makes an album says that – I was trying
to reconnect with the openness of my
music on previous albums. A big part
of doing that was connecting with my
friend Justin Tripp, who ended
up co-producing the record.
He’s known me since my early
Philly days, and we worked
together years ago. We made
Way Out Weather, and that
album has always been sort of
a reference point for me.

Whatmakesthat
particularalbumstand
outtoyou?
I remember we didn’t know
what we were doing with
Way Out Weather. I hadn’t made many
records yet, so I was just trusting my
instincts at the time. So there’s an
openness to the music, a sense that
we weren’t con�ned. The albums
I made a¢er that one were done in
better studios and had more advanced
musicianship, but I wanted this album
to have a similar openness to it. Justin
really helped me cultivate that. I was

Steve Gunn: “I was
able to break out
of certain patterns
and cycles”

sending him ideas for songs, and he
was being honest with me, telling me
what to try and what to cut out. We
talked about melody a lot, and we talked
about my vocals. I tend to fall into a
comfort zone with my range and my
abilities, but working with him freed
me up a bit more. We built the songs up
gradually, but we had to cancel those
recording sessions.

Why?
The pandemic hit. The record was
supposed to be made during that time,
early 2020. But it made me slow down
and take a step back and realise the
songs weren’t �nished. I rethought
everything and took more time. I feel
like my process really changed

because of all the time I had
during lockdown.

Didithelptobeofftheroad
forawhile?
Yes. It was a really important
break. I’d been on the road for so
long. I’d been all over the world
and burned myself out. So it was
nice playing every day and sitting
up on my roof, reading a lot and
chilling out. It put a lot of things
in perspective. I wouldn’t say I
had been going down the wrong

road, but it made me stop and get more of 
an aerial view of my creative life. 

How did that experience change 
your music?
I started playing piano more and 
thinking about constructing songs in a 
more direct way, rather than coming into 
the studio with a song in an open tuning 
and hoping all these awesome musicians 
could � gure out what the hell was going 
on. I simpli� ed things. I was making 
decisions for the sake of the song rather 
than for the sake of guitar wizardry. It’s 
funny, I’ve been playing these songs a lot 
lately and getting ready for gigs, and holy 
shit, they’re really simple. They’re easy 
as hell to play, and they’re all mostly 
in standard tuning. Sometimes it’s a 
balancing act trying to actually play the 
stu�  I’ve come up with, especially when 
I can’t remember how I came up with it. 
But this feels totally di� erent, in a really 
good way.

How did you end up working with 
Rob Schnapf?
I think I met Rob through Kurt Vile.
He came out to see me play a few years
ago in Los Angeles, and we started
writing to each other. I really liked his
approach and his aesthetic, and when I
went to visit his studio a few years back,
we just clicked. It seemed like a good
environment where I could �gure this
album out. It’s not a huge room or super
fancy, but it’s very comfortable. And his
knowledge of gear is incredible. I had so
many awesome people playing on this
record, but most of their stu� was done
remotely. It really was just a few of us in
the studio making this record, and we
felt like we could try whatever the hell
we wanted.

Howdidthataffectyourvocals?
Itsoundslikeyou’redoing
differentthingswithyourvoice
onthisrecord.
Rob was a good coach for my vocals. He
helped me �nd a di�erent register. I did
all the backing vocals for the record, as
well a lot of harmony singing – all stu�
I knew I could do but never really did
before. Plus, I wrote some of the songs
on piano, because you can fall into the
same patterns if you’re only writing on
guitar. Rob was helping me break out of
that. “Re�ection” was important in that
regard. It started as a really simple demo,
just me singing and playing piano. I
was thinking about Robert Wyatt and
trying to channel him a bit. It was like,
I’m just going to try this. And it worked.
I was trying to let go of the con�nes of
who I was and jettison some personal
baggage. I’m not saying this album
is some sort of rebirth of myself. That
would be ridiculous. But I do feel like I
was able to break out of certain patterns
and cycles that I was stuck in. I feel like I
cracked some things open.
INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DEUSNER

Q&A

Gunn in the
studio: “I’d burned 
myself out”
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S
HANNON AND THE CLAMS 
are part of a decades-long 
tradition of musicians who 
have channelled bygone 
sounds and imagery for new 
audiences. The best of these 
acts don’t engage in rote 

resuscitation or simple tributes. Instead, 
they bring a rough-hewn edge, a wild 
experimental spirit or – crucially – both 
of those things to the act of revivalism. 
Amy Winehouse, The White Stripes and 
The Black Keys may be the most visible 
examples, but bands like Shannon & The 
Clams, and The Detroit Cobras before 
them, o�er an equally rich and punchy 
take on tradition – with gale-force women 
at the helm, no less. They de�ly stitch 

together decades and genres with nary a 
visible seam. They’re specialists, but they 
are also omnivorous, updating tried and 
true templates with a thoroughly modern, 
anything-goes attitude.  

But along the way, such groups, 
particularly those with a ’60s focus, have 
been a�xed with a particular designation: 
retro. In a word, it relays an abiding sense 
of nostalgia, and a reverence for tradition. 
But it also discounts the singular pizazz, 
and the distinctive innovation, involved 
in updating older sounds for modern 
audiences. Retro isn’t bad, per se, and 
neither is throwback. But each suggests 
an artist lost in the past, one ambivalent 
about the world around them. And with 

Year Of The Spider, 
Shannon And 
The Clams look 
decidedly toward 
the future.

Bassist and 
vocalist Shannon 
Shaw and guitarist/
singer Cody 
Blanchard, along 
with drummer 
Nate Mahan and 
keyboardist Will 
Sprott, came 
together more than 

a decade ago in the Bay Area of northern 
California a�er meeting through art 
school. A�er releasing largely DIY albums 
on tiny regional punk labels, and then 
the Sub Pop subsidiary Hardly Art, they 
signed with Dan Auerbach’s Easy Eye 
Sound for 2018’s Onion, their most mature 
and fully formed collection, but one that 
only hinted at where they’d go with Year Of 
The Spider. 

With it, they have created a 
multitudinous pop album that threatens 
lasting signi�cance. By blending their 
previous ’60s focus on girl group, classic 
R&B and garage-pop with post-’60s forms 
like psychedelia, glam and country-
rock, they o�er a stylish, seamless yet 
unpredictable listen, one that is threaded 
with palpable heartache, earworm 
melodies, dynamic vocal performances 
and sparkling instrumentation. Each 
compact song feels like a revelation, 
unfolding like the pages of a �ipbook, 
animating movement and story at a 
focused, rapid clip. 

It’s also the band’s best sounding 
album, recorded with clean, clear �delity 
by Dan Auerbach, though the group 
remain loyal to their underground DIY 
roots through a menagerie of o�-kilter 
textures and accents, and Shaw and 
Blanchard’s signature vocals. He 

SHANNON AND 
THE CLAMS
Year Of The Spider
EASY EYE SOUND

8/10
Blues, punk, psych and personal tragedy 
fuel a stunning return. By Erin Osmon

Pretty good 
Year (l-r):  Nate 
Mahan, Cody 
Blanchard, 
Shannon Shaw, 
Will Sprott
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NEW ALBUMS

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Do I Wanna Stay
2 All Of My Cryin’
3 Midnight Wine
4 I Need You Bad
5 Year Of The
Spider
6 In The Hills, In
The Pines
7 Godstone
8 Snakes Crawl
9 Mary, Don’t Go
10 Leaves Fall
Again
11 Flowers Will
Return
12 Crawl
13 Vanishing

Produced by: Dan
Auerbach
Recorded at: Easy
Eye Sound Studio,
Nashville
Personnel:
Shannon Shaw
(bass, lead vocals,
backing vocals),
Cody Blanchard
(guitar, lead
vocals, backing
vocals), Nate
Mahan (drums,
percussion, synth,
Rhodes piano,
Mellotron), Will
Sprott (synths,
piano, organ,
glockenspiel,
vibraphone,
backing vocals,
Mellotron,
Wurlitzer,
harpsichord),
Matt Combs
(strings)demonstrates a lilting falsetto while 

she traverses haunting incantation 
and formidable growl e� ortlessly and 
with evident � re, like Wanda Jackson 
or Brenda Lee at a sweltering basement 
punk show. And though the band now 
open for larger acts such as Greta Van 
Fleet, they still transmit the physical 
immediacy and spiritual connection of 
an underground gig in any setting. Year 
Of The Spider retains that same spirited, 
o� en kinetic energy – an authentic 

rendering of the band onstage, despite
slicker production.

The album opens like a Tarantino
�lm. A brooding guitar solo introduces
Shaw’s velvet singing, which is plagued
by a looming choice. “Do I wanna stay in
the place I was half raised?/Haunted by
the days of being young?/Or do I wanna
go to a place that I don’t know?/Take a
chance and see if there still will be a me?”
she asks, setting the tone for a song and
an album that probes existential crisis,
critical judgements and imminent tragedy.
Shaw’s father was diagnosed with
cancer around the same time she began
writing for the album, and the pain and
uncertainty of that new reality introduces
a fear and fragility not heard before from
this group. “Open up, open up/You’re still
here/Weary mind, bleary eyes/You’re not
vanishing,” she pleads on “Vanishing”, a
form of solace and conviction.

Shaw peels back her power on “All Of
My Cryin’”, a soulful psych-pop missive
where she meets Blanchard’s falsetto
in harmony so close it feels like blood
relation, the sort of unspoken bond forged
by a long running creative partnership.
The same is true of standout “Midnight
Wine”, where it’s di�cult to tell them
apart as they narrate the down-and-out
tale of a terror-soaked loner over pulsating
organ and a stomping beat – part murder
ballad, part blues howler and part
psychedelic daisy chain. Taken together,
the music of Year Of The Spider is anything
but stuck in the past. Its novel sonic alloys,
and punk rock spirit, very much ring of
right now.

Shannon Shaw and Cody Blanchard:
“No one wants to be painted with one colour”

Do you consider yourselves retro?
SHANNON SHAW: It’s always irked me. It oversimplifiesour
art. However, I don’t know another single wordthatcould
sum up our sound and vibe. No-one wants to bepainted
with one colour, or wear the same patterned suitforever!
I’ve never sat down and said to myself, “Ok, timetowritea
song that sounds like a throwback, retro tune!”Noway!

What were you going for in 
terms of the instrumentation 
and references?
CODY BLANCHARD: Lately I’ve been 
attracted to glam, baroque pop, 
disco, non-Beatles ’60s and ’70s Brit 
pop – the period where psychedelia 

wasnolongercuttingedgeandhadbeendigestedand
infusedmorebroadlyintopop.AfricanandSouthAmerican
’60sand’70spopstuff–theunpredictablereimagining
andkindof“rotated”interpretationofAmericanpopthat
happenedintheseplacesanderas. I loveit.

Yourharmoniesaresocloseonthisrecord.
BLANCHARD: Ourharmonysingingwasreallyabsentfrom
ourlastrecordandwelamentedthat.Wereallymadean
efforttofeatureitonthisrecord.Nobodyisreallydoing
harmonyleadvocals in2021,andIhopethetimeforclose

vocalharmonymightreturnsoon.
We’renodifferentfromhundredsof
musiciansfromthelast70years–we
justwanttorecreatewhattheEverly
Brothersdidandhavetheexperience
ofdoingit. It’spuremagic,whatthey
did. INTERVIEW: ERIN OSMON

Q&A

ACID MOTHERS
GURU GURU
Tokugoya
BAMBALAM

7/10
Japanesepsychmeetskrautrock
legends:aface-meltingwipeout

There was
something
inevitable about
the eventual mind-
meld of Japanese
psychlords Acid

Mothers Temple and krautrock
lifer Mani Neumeier of Guru Guru:
they share a similar love of sensory
overload and extension-through-
repetition. Tokugoya is their third
album proper, a�er a number of
Guru Guru Fest collections early
last decade. It’s a curious collection
that cleaves more to the monolithic
mantras of Neumeier’s host out�t,
no doubt reinforced by the versions
here of two Guru Guru classics.
“Next Time See You At The Dalai
Lhama” is particularly thrilling,
Makoto Kawabata’s guitar an
unruly, storm-bringing force,
drilling through the changes.
JON DALE

ALABAMA 3
Step13
SUBMARINECAT

8/10
Moreacidcountrygroovesfrom
Brixtonragtags

Thirteen albums
in, Alabama 3 �nd
themselves releasing
their �rst without
founding member
Jake Black AKA

The Very Reverend Dr D Wayne Love.
However, despite nods to death and
rock’n’roll tragedies throughout, the
party still rages here with aplomb,
with the opening “Whacked”
merging acid-house grooves with
gravel-voiced tales of hedonism.
The band’s Happy Mondays-meets-
Hank Williams shtick still proves
a successful combo throughout –
from the tender “Everytime I See
A River” to the stomping “The
Lord Stepped In (Taking Back
Control)” – and �nds the band
sounding potent and energised.
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

AtoZ
This month…
P24 SON VOLT
P25 DEAN BLUNT
P27 ANDERSON EAST
P28 LITTLE STEVEN
P29 WILLIE MASON
P31 KATHERINE PRIDDY
P33 THE SCIENTISTS
P35 VILLAGERS

There’s a fear 
and fragility 
not previously 
heard from 
this group 
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THErenewedand
reinvigoratedCrosby’s
twilight productivity
continues apace as
he approaches his
80th birthday this
August. For Free is

his��halbumsinceCroz,2014’scomeback
a�er a 20-year absence from the studio,
againwiththeguidinghandofhismulti-
instrumentalist and producer son James
Raymondandthesamecoreofmusicians,
now dubbed the Sky Trails Band.

Yet, while the record’s 10 tracks are
elegantly shaped by players plucked
from a younger generation, there are
strong contributions of both pen and
performance by more veteran �gures from
the main man’s past too, not to mention
a sleeve portrait painted by Joan Baez.
The title track �rst saw service on its writer
Joni Mitchell’s 1970 album Ladies Of The
Canyon, stripped back here as an intimate
piano ballad with Texan singer-songwriter
Sarah Jarosz as duet partner.

It’s a number that Crosby has
intermittently sung live over the past 50
years, itslyricaleavesdroppingsimplicity
appealing “because I love what it says
about the spirit of music and what compels
you to play”. That compulsion, to play for
free,wastheethosbehindtheself-�nanced
Croz and the collections that followed,
a desire to pursue one’s art regardless
of its commercial potential.

Tapping into that lifelong joy for
what he does informs the opening
“River Rise”, co-written by Raymond and
Michael McDonald, the latter weighing in
with exquisite harmonies. It’s a sweet and
gentle evocation of the California-soaked
vibesofthosedayswhenhe,StephenStills
and Graham Nash �rst discovered the
beauty in the blend of their voices.

Early explorations of what became a
signature sound are also recalled on the
self-penned “I Think I”, as are the pitfalls
that tended to befall Crosby along the way,
examined through older eyes (“They don’t
tell you when you arrive/All the things you
need to stay alive/There’s no instructions
and no map/No secret way past the trap”).
It’s tempting, on more than one occasion,
to view its maker as a sage-like �gure
imparting the wisdom of both
triumphs and wrong turns.

Crosby is just as confessional and
articulate a writer on “Shot At Me”, a
Laurel Canyon guitar-pickin’ resolution
tokeeptothestraightandnarrow(“You’ve
got to �nd your lifeline and pick up your
thread/And tell your story before you’re
dead”). However, don’t be tricked into
thinking the album should be �led on
the same shelf as motivational guides
or self-help manuals. There remains a
ratherplayfulappetiteforself-deprecation
here, an endlessly attractive willingness
to laugh at one’s own shortcomings
and foibles.

It’s not all self-re�ection 
and navel-gazing; For Free 
is awash with illustrations 
of Crosby’s talent to tell 
stories as a detached 
observer, whether or not 
he wrote the story himself. 
The slick, mid-tempo 
“Rodriguez For A Night” 
is cinematically rich in 
its sketches of outlaws, 
angels and drugstore 
cowboys, and would have 
sat neatly on its composer 
Donald Fagen’s own 
solo high-water mark, 
The Night�y. Even here, 
though, Croz the narrator 
is feasibly singing about 
a version of his younger 
playboy persona (“I 
confess he had some 
qualities that might attract 
a foolish girl/An e�ortless 
charisma, and a clever  
way with the world”). 

Fagen fashioned the 
song speci�cally for Crosby, a showcase 
for his friend’s o�en underappreciated jazz 
phrasing, the laconic punctuation of the 
vocal mirroring the sharps and �ats of the 
brass melody (also in evidence on the lost 
love lament “Secret Dancer”). However, if 
any one man has the most assured handle 
on the singer’s strengths, it’s Raymond, 
assembling eloquent but unobtrusive 
musical mosaics that �t Dad like a glove.

He’s no slouch as a writer, either, 
drawing upon what one imagines is 
eyewitness accounts of the older man’s 
past indiscretions. “Boxes” �oats along  
on a wave of, to use a divisive phrase, 
yacht rock, seemingly at odds with a lyric 
that touches on recurring struggles (“I’ve 
tried so o�en to summon my better angels 
but they’re over the horizon once again/ 
I already tried to lock them all away/ 
Up high where the blood runs thin”).

Raymond is also responsible for 
arguably the most emotionally a�ecting 
song on the album, closer “I Won’t Stay 
For Long” (its “one, two, three” count-in 
the sole contribution of another erstwhile 
“casualty” Brian Wilson, but that’s by 
the by). Inspired by Marcel Camus’s 1959 
�lm Black Orpheus, a retelling of the 
Greek myth of Orpheus and his attempt 
to bring his wife Eurydice back from the 
dead, Crosby inhabits the rawness of the 
lyric with both the stately grandeur of a 
Shakespearian thespian  
and the smoky 3am introspection of 
Sinatra in his prime.

“I’m standing on the porch like it’s the 
edge of a cli�/Beyond the grass and gravel 
lies a certain abyss,” he sings, on what he 
calls his “painfully beautiful” favourite 
track on the album. It’s a commanding 
performance bringing down the curtain 
on a set of songs that, in the space of 
an economical 40 minutes, crystallise 
everything that makes Crosby such an 
alluring, vital and still relevant force. 

Crosby: more 
than mere 
navel-gazing
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DAVID CROSBY
For Free
BMG

8/10
Personal reflection and pithy humour, with a few pals.  
By Terry Staunton

NEW ALBUMS

1 River Rise
(feat. Michael
McDonald) 
2 I Think I
3 The Other Side 
Of Midnight
4 Rodriguez  
For A Night
5 Secret Dancer
6 Ships In  
The Night
7 For Free (feat. 
Sarah Jarosz)
8 Boxes
9 Shot At Me
10 I Won’t Stay 
For Long

Produced by:  
Dan Garcia, 
James Raymond
Recorded at: 
The Bamboom 
Room, Altadena; 
Hz Werks, Van 
Nuys; Joel Jacks 
Studios, Santa 
Ynez; Groove 
Masters, Santa 
Monica; Stubbs 
Recording, Spring 
Hill, Tennessee
Personnel: David 
Crosby (vocals, 
guitars), James 
Raymond 
(guitars, 
bass, piano, 
synthesisers), 
Dean Parks, 
Steve Postell, 
Shawn Tubbs 
(guitars), Andrew 
Ford (bass), 
Abe Laboriel 
Jr, Gary Novak, 
Steve DiStanislao 
(drums), Greg 
Liesz (pedal 
steel), Steve 
Tavaglione (tenor 
sax), Walt Fowler 
(trumpet), Sarah 
Jarosz, Michael 
McDonald, Gracie 
Raymond, Becca 
Stevens, Michelle 
Willis, Brian 
Wilson (backing 
vocals)

SLEEVE NOTES



EDGE ST LIVE PRESENT

JOHNCOOPERCLARKE.COM

06 OCTOBER
FROME CHEESE & GRAIN

07 OCTOBER
EXETER CORN EXCHANGE

10 OCTOBER
STRATFORD PLAYHOUSE

12 OCTOBER
NORWICH THE HALLS

13 OCTOBER
SEVENOAKS THE STAG

15 OCTOBER
NANTWICH WORDS & MUSIC FEST 

17 OCTOBER
GLASGOW CITY HALLS

19 OCTOBER
LINCOLN THE ENGINE SHED

20 OCTOBER
ILKLEY KING’S HALL

21 OCTOBER
LANCASTER THE GRAND

27 OCTOBER
HALIFAX VICTORIA THEATRE

28 OCTOBER
WHITLEY BAY PLAYHOUSE

30 OCTOBER
OXFORD NEW THEATRE

04 NOVEMBER
WIMBORNE TIVOLI

06 NOVEMBER
HEREFORD COURTYARD THEATRE

12 NOVEMBER
CHESTER STORYHOUSE

16 NOVEMBER
CHELTENHAM TOWN HALL

23 NOVEMBER
HULL CITY HALL

24 NOVEMBER
BEDFORD CORN EXCHANGE

26 NOVEMBER
NOTTINGHAM  PLAYHOUSE
 

2022

16 MARCH
BEXHILL DE LA WARR PAVILION

18 MARCH
LIVERPOOL MOUNTFORD HALL 
20 MARCH
BIRMINGHAM TOWN HALL 

24 MARCH
LEEDS O2 ACADEMY

30 MARCH
BRIGHTON THE DOME

01 APRIL
CAMBRIDGE CORN EXCHANGE 

02 APRIL
SHEFFIELD OCTAGON

07 APRIL
SOUTHEND PALACE THEATRE

08 APRIL
LONDON EVENTIM APOLLO

12 APRIL
LEICESTER DE MONTFORT HALL

13 APRIL
MANCHESTER BRIDGEWATE

14 APRIL
MANCHESTER BRIDGEWATER HALL

16 APRIL
EDINBURGH QUEEN’S HALL

22 APRIL
SOUTHAMPTON O2 GUILDHALL

30 APRIL
GATESHEAD SAGE

04 MAY
GALWAY THE BLACK BOX THEATRE

05 MAY
CORK CYPRUS AVENUE

06 MAY
LIMERICK DOLANS WAREHOUSE

08 MAY
BELFAST CATHEDRAL QUARTER

09 MAY
DUBLIN OLYMPIA

LAST FEW

LAST FEW

LAST FEW

LAST FEW

ESL in associat ion with Moneypenny present

GRETCHEN 
PETERS

with Special Guest 
Kim Richey

GRETCHEN 
PETERS

2022 25 March GLASGOW Central Hall 
26 March GATESHEAD Sage  
27 March LINCOLN Engine Shed 
29 March LYTHAM ST ANNES Lowther Pavilion 
30 March LEEDS City Varieties 
31 March LONDON Kings Place 
02 April EXETER Corn Exchange 
03 April BEXHILL De La Warr Pavilion 
04 April SWINDON Wyvern Theatre 
06 April LIVERPOOL Philharmonic Hall
07 April LONDON Kings Place
08 April BURY ST EDMUNDS The Apex
10 April CARDIFF St.David’s Hall 
11 April STAMFORD Corn Exchange 
12 April MILTON KEYNES The Stables 
13 April BIRMINGHAM Town Hall 
15 April BUXTON Opera House 
17 April EDINBURGH Queens Hall 
26 Aug WIMBORNE Tivoli*

gretchenpeters.com

* except Wimborne

@gretchenpeters

NEW ALBUM OUT NOWThe Night You Wrote That Song: 
The Songs of Mickey Newbury

BUY TICKETS NOW@EdgeStreetLive edgestreetlive.com 

LAST FEW

Edge Street Live, Serious & SNG Live by arrangement with Asgard present

ove wi e re orn
MARTHA WAINWRIGHTMARTHA WAINWRIGHT

a a n g t m @WainBright 

20   Sept   LONDON            Union Chapel 
23   Sept   FROME              Cheese and Grain 
24   Sept   SHEFFIELD        Leadmill 
25   Sept   BRIDPORT         Electric Palace 
26   Sept   CARDIFF            Tramshed 
28   Sept   CAMBRIDGE      Junction 
29   Sept   BIRMINGHAM   Town Hall 
30   Sept   BEXHILL            De La Warr Pavilion 
01   Oct     LIVERPOOL       Philharmonic Hall 

love will be reborn

marthawainwright.com 

FRAZEY FORD

Gorilla 
MANCHESTER

Thursday  
25th November 2021 

Tickets:  
thisisgorilla.com  
0161 826 2998 

10 Nov Bristol The Lanes 
12 Nov Birmingham Sunower Lounge 
13 Nov Liverpool Jimmy’s 
16 Nov London Paper Dress Vintage 
19 Nov Halifax The Lantern 
20 Nov Leeds Headrow House 
21 Nov Manchester Night & Day Cafe 
23 Nov Newcastle Bobiks 
24 Nov Glasgow Hug & Pint 
25 Nov Edinburgh Sneaky Pete’s 
27 Nov Barnsley Old School House 
02 Dec Ramsgate Music Hall 
03 Dec Brighton Hope & Ruin 
05 Dec Southampton The 1865

@freyabeer freya_beer Download from: freyabeer.com

With Special Guests
UK TOUR 2021

New Single

OUT NOW

The Calm Before 
The Storm

The Debut Album

Out Sept 2021
BEAST

New Album  
U Kin B the Sun  

OUT NOW 



NEW ALBUMS

MARISA ANDERSON & 
WILLIAM TYLER
Lost Futures
THRILL JOCKEY

8/10
Wanderingguitarsoli joinforces

Separately, Marisa 
Anderson and William 
Tyler have carved their own 
deep furrow in the �eld of 
roots guitar music. On Lost 
Futures, they team up for 

a joint piece that shows their close artistic 
a�nity. The body of the album is given over 
to gorgeous, baroque instrumentals such 
as “Hurricane Light” and “Pray For Rain”, 
the pair moving together with the grace and 
intimacy of seasoned tango dancers. But 
there is variety here. “Something Will  
Care” is a droning raga that thrashes  
darkly for six minutes, while “At The Edge 
Of The World” is vulture-pecked Mexicana 
with wailing strings courtesy of Gisela 
Rodriguez Fernandez.
LOUIS PATTISON

GASPARD AUGE
Escapades  
GENESIS/ED BANGER

6/10
DebutsoloalbumfromFrench
electronicaaesthete

The crunching intensity 
of the music that Gaspard 
Augé made as one half of 
Justice may have blinded 
some to the fact that these 
Frenchmen had quite 

the grasp of melody. Escapades is hardly 
subtle, but by toning down the impact a 
notch, Augé’s personal aesthetic – a breezy 
blend of European electropop, cinematic 
symphonics and prog rock pomp – slides 
into focus. The result is an exquisitely 
polished music that sometimes strays a little 
into fromage. But where it works, as on the 
epic “Force Majeure” or “Belladone” – think 
’80s erotic-movie score given thumping 
piano house makeover – it can sweep you 
o� your feet.
LOUIS PATTISON

AZURE RAY
Remedy  
FLOWER MOON

7/10
Omahafolk-popduoendlonghiatus
withfurtherloveliness

A�er a �urry of releases  
in the early 2000s, Omaha 
scene mainstays Orenda 
Fink and Maria Taylor  
have reconvened to 
harmonise with much  

less regularity – indeed, nine years have 
passed between 2012’s gentle-hearted 
As Above So Below mini-album and this 
successor. While the new songs’ whispery 
delicacy is not such a rare quality now  
that even Taylor Swi� follows the same 
winsome path, Remedy still proves why 
Azure Ray remain special. Their fealty to 
Troubadour-era songcra� is one reason 
why, with the gorgeous “Phantom Lover” 
and “The Swan” evoking the most heart-
rending moments of Judee Sill and Carole 
King as heard through a dream-pop gauze.
JASON ANDERSON

AMERICANA ROUND-UP

AMERICANA 
Country, bluegrass, folk and more

A new Felice Brothers LP is always cause
for celebration. Due in mid-September,
From Dreams To Dust YEP ROC draws its unique
ambience from being recorded in a
renovated 19th-century church in Upstate
New York. Led by siblings Ian and James
Felice, the revamped quartet that debuted
with 2019’s Undress are joined across 12
songs by Bright Eyes’ trumpeter Nathaniel
Walcott and pedal steel player Mike Mogis.
Earlier that month, Grammy-winning
producer and engineer David Ferguson
takes the mic for the first time on Nashville
No More FAT POSSUM. Described by recent
collaborator Sturgill Simpson as “a bona
fide card-carrying
legendary hillbilly
genius”, Ferguson’s CV
includes Cowboy Jack
Clement, John Prine and

Johnny Cash’s American Recordings series.
Some big-name help is at hand for this
10-song set too, with Margo Price fetching
up on “Chardonnay” and Dan Auerbach,
Jerry Douglas, Béla Fleck and Ronnie
McCoury among the players. Ferguson
notes that making a solo album is the
hardest thing: “You’ve got to learn how to
listen to it like you’re listening to somebody
else. Man, that takes gumption.” And look
out for Pokey LaFarge’s follow-up to last
year’s troubled Rock Bottom Rhapsody. The
more upbeat In The Blossom Of Their Shade
NEW WEST moves away from the swing and
blues-style that made his name, preferring

instead a pursuit of
“the perfect summer
afternoon soundtrack”.
Expect deep soul and
killer grooves. ROB HUGHES

HAD everything gone as 
planned, Jay Farrar might still 
be looking back rather than 
forwards. Last year marked 
25 years since Trace, his debut 
album as leader of Son Volt, the 

band he founded a�er the demise of alt.country 
avatars Uncle Tupelo. But global events meant 
that the anniversary tour never happened, 
forcing the singer and guitarist to hole up and 
contemplate an uncertain future instead.

The upshot of his new labour is Electro 
Melodier, a rich, impassioned set of songs that 
essay a global nation in �ux. Farrar didn’t intend 
to follow one political record (2019’s Union) with 
another, but he says, “it always seems to �nd 
a way back in there”. These sentiments reach 
their most powerful expression on “Living In 
The USA”, which addresses a homeland built on 
spurious notions of freedom, choking on fossil 
fuels and o�ering up the rule of law to the highest 
bidder. “Where’s the heart from days of old?” he 
despairs. “Where’s the empathy?/Where’s the 
soul?” Equally scornful, “The Levee On Down” 

shames American history – speci�cally Andrew 
Jackson and his role in the Cherokee removal – 
and its bloodied legacy.

Yet Electro Melodier is �nely weighted 
between anguish and hope. “The Globe”, a �ery 
throwback to Son Volt’s earliest days, draws 
sustenance from the age of protest, sensing very 
real change on the street. And for all its low-key 
blues and accompanying background hiss, “War 
On Misery” is essentially a call for togetherness 
and compassion. Stylistically, in keeping with 
recent works, the album aims for the spot where 
folk, blues and country converge. Farrar’s 
acoustic guitar is an unwavering presence, 
though multi-instrumentalist Mark Spencer (on 
slide, lap steel and organ) provides much of the 
texture and shade. “Diamonds And Cigarettes” 
is a prime example, with Laura Cantrell duetting 
with Farrar on a salute to his wife of 25 years and 
“all the hard lessons with no regrets”. Against 
a backdrop of disquiet, Electro Melodier is 
ultimately mindful of counting life’s blessings, 
“friends to care for and places to be”.
ROB HUGHES

SON VOLT
Electro Melodier 

TRANSMIT SOUND/THIRTY TIGERS

8/10
Socio-political 10th from seasoned Illinois quintet
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Brothers



NEW ALBUMS

newfound love. It’s a �ne framework
for Burch’s gossamer voice, which
shi�s from breathy incantation
to rhythmic rubber-ball bounce à
la Kevin Morby with nary a seam.
“Emotion”, a collaboration with
dream-pop labelmate Wild Nothing,
marks the album’s apex. The problem?
This neo-disco banger overshadows
the rest of the record, leaving the
listener longing for those same types
of compact, entirely snackable treats.
ERIN OSMON

CHORUSING
HalfMirror WESTERNVINYL

7/10
Analoguegearhead’sfirst,
fiveyearsinthemaking

Given his passion for
DIY electronics and
a day job with Moog
Music calibrating and
building synths, it’s
a wonder Matthew

O’Connell didn’t get down to his debut
album sooner. But evolution must run
its course and the Raleigh, NC-based
singer-songwriter and producer spent
years drumming in Louisville punk
and hardcore bands. No evidence of
that is audible here, though. Instead,
a spare and seductively lonesome
pooling of bluesy folk and electronics
that eschews “folktronica” and nods

to Martyn, Hollis, Crosby and Jason
Molina. O’Connell lets it �ow wider,
too, as on psychedelic jam “Midday
Sun” and “Watching The Beams”,
which echoes Cloudland Canyon’s
kosmische melts. SHARON O’CONNELL

LUCINDA CHUA
Antidotes 4AD

8/10
Bewitchingcompilationofsouth
Londonmusician’searlywork

By combining her 2019 
debut EP with this 
year’s follow-up, FKA 
Twigs’ touring cellist 
Lucinda Chua o�ers 
the listener insight 

into her evolution as a composer. 
Where “Antidotes 1” combines 
abstract imagery with imaginative 
audio experimentation – cello tone 
warped beyond recognition on 
“Feel Something”,  textured vocals, 
delicately layered, on “Semitones” 
– “Antidotes 2”, produced a�er a
nine-month break from writing,
adds an elegance and solemnity
that is bewitching to listen to. Chua’s
extraordinary voice soars above a
barely-there arrangement of piano and
so� string harmonics on “Until I Fall”;
atmospheric piano composition “An
Avalanche” is tender and hypnotic.
LISA-MARIE FERLA

BIG BIG TRAIN
CommonGround
ENGLISHELECTRICRECORDINGS

7/10
Proghistorybuffsturnaneye
tocurrentevents

This neo-prog
institution has
a reputation for
extrapolatingskilfully
turned, multi-part
prog yarns from

obscure historical episodes. Common
Ground’s opener instead takes a more
contemporary focus, as “The Strangest
Times” places us in March 2020
waiting for “the PM’s 5pm address”.
The accompanying piano-led romp is
stirring and immediate, but the scene
is set a little too prosaically. They’re on
stronger form elsewhere as “Atlantic
Cable” weaves vocal harmonies and
instrumental �ourishes around the
story of the �rst transatlantic phone
lines. “Black With Ink”’s meditation on
the destruction of ancient libraries is
similarly powerful, while “Dandelion
Clock”’s lament to ageing, gorgeous
piano reverie “Headwaters” and
shapeshi�ing instrumental workout
“Apollo” show three more sides to a
versatile creative force. JOHNNY SHARP

JADE BIRD
DifferentKindofLight GLASSNOTE

5/10
Smoothersecondoutingfor
US-focusedBritsongwriter

Anysinger-songwriter
withstreaksof
Americanaintheir
musicalDNAwould
surelylovetorecordin
NashvillewithDave

Cobb,butonJadeBird’ssecondlong-
player it’sdebatablehowmuchgood
ithasdonetheBritSchoolgraduate.
Whiletuneslike“Honeymoon”
and“TrickMirror”haveagraceful
FleetwoodMac-stylecharm,they
lackthelyricalbitethatwasoneof
herearlyUSPs,andthevocalrasp
heardonliveperformancesseems
smoothedo�.She’satherbestwhen
stinginglineslike“I’vebeenasleep
atthewheelmywholedamnlife”from
“Punchline”cometothefore,re�ecting
acharismaticperformercapableof
morethanjustradio-friendliness.
JOHNNY SHARP

MAX BLOOM
Pedestrian ULTIMATEBLENDS

7/10
EndearingintrospectivesoloLPfrom
formerYuckguitarist-vocalist

Indie post-rockers 
Yuck were co-founded
by Max Bloom and 
Daniel Blumberg, 
who played together 
in Cajun Dance Party. 

Blumberg has since gone on to release 
two excellent quasi-experimental 
solo albums, while Bloom’s solo work 
o�ers a similar feel of meditative 
introspection tied to a more traditional
singer-songwriter style. The title track 

of his debut album opens with  
a plainti� ri� on piano before boosting 
into something more substantial 
as Bloom, working solo, delivers a 
full band sound. He �nds a Teenage 
Fanclub-style melancholic charm on 
songs like “America”, “How Can I Love 
You” and the excellent “Palindromes”, 
while “All The Same” and “Twenty-
Two” head into heavier territory.
PETER WATTS

DEAN BLUNT
Black Metal 2 ROUGH TRADE

8/10
MoredarkstufffromUKrap’s
tricksterprince

From the warped club 
tracks he made as half 
of Hype Williams to 
his more recent output 
as Babyfather, Dean 
Blunt’s music has 

been characterised by its obscurity 
and taste for the conceptual. But Black 
Metal 2 – a sequel to his 2014 album, 
also on Rough Trade – shows o� a rare 
side to Blunt: a soul-baring sincerity. 
Perhaps being on a storied indie label 
is the concept. Assisted by ethereal 
vocals from collaborator Joanne 
Robertson, “Mugu” and “La Raza” 
channel dream pop and post-punk, 
even as Blunt’s dry, matter-of-fact raps 
draw on the lingo of the streets – of 
poverty, violent rivalries and doomed 
romance. LOUIS PATTISON

BNNY
Everything FIRE TALK

7/10
Chicagoans’debutisoneraw
reckoningwithgrief

As the name implies, 
Bnny’s debut album 
contains multitudes. 
Written partly 
during a tumultuous 
relationship and 

partly in its a�ermath, following the 
death of songwriter Jess Viscius’s 
partner, the album tracks a cycle of 
love, loss and grief in confessional 
vignettes. “Ambulance” is a foreboding 
opener, with its whispered prayer of a 
refrain: “If I can’t see, then no-one dies”. 
The ‘before’ is fractious, two-chord 
Velvet Underground cool – the sultry 
“August”, the minute-and-a-half 
burst of “Time Walk” – the ‘a�er’ like 
eavesdropping on something private. 
Viscius’s vocals cleave so close to 
the bone the lyrics emerge only in 
snatches: “forgive me”; “open your 
eyes”; “please stay”. LISA-MARIE FERLA

MOLLY BURCH
Romantic Images CAPTURED TRACKS

7/10
Austinsongwritergoessynthpop

With Romantic 
Images, Texas-based 
singer-songwriter 
Molly Burch trades 
in her twangy band 
for a suite of shiny 

synthesisers, o�ering 10 smitten 
pop songs inspired by the hope of EL
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MARISA ANDERSON & 
WILLIAM TYLER 

United through loss and hauntological concepts

REVELATIONS

M ARISA ANDERSON and 
William Tyler’s new LP 
Lost Futures is haunted 

by two cultural figures no 
longer with us. Both Anderson 
and Tyler played at Bike Chain 
Rain, a tribute concert to Silver 
Jews frontman David Berman 
in Portland in January 2020. 
“David was a mentor and 
friend and his passing was very 
hard and strange,” says Tyler. 
The pair hung out, played a 
little guitar, and resolved to 
make a record together. That 
record borrows its title from 
Ghosts Of My Life: Writings On 
Depression, Hauntology And 
Lost Futures, a book by the late 
writer and theorist Mark Fisher. 

“My manager and friend Ben 
Swank had given me the book 
based on my interest in how to 
integrate this whole concept  
of hauntology into more 
idiomatically folk and 
American music,” says Tyler. He 
had the book in his bag as he 
and Anderson hunkered down 
to make the record, and at first 
the title was just a placeholder. 
Says Anderson: “To me the 
phrase is about the choices we 
have at any given moment, and 
how by definition, the action 
we choose leads to a different 
outcome than the unchosen 
action. A perfect analogy for 
the act of creating and 
improvising music.” LOUIS PATTISON 



NEW ALBUMS

I
N a 2019 interview, the singer-
songwriter Michael Kiwanuka
credits his producer and main
collaborator In�o for giving
him the con�dence to appear
on camera. “I was always
terri�ed of pushing myself and

appearing in videos,” says Kiwanuka.
“But In�o told me how important it was
for fans to see the artist they’re listening
to. It helps them connect.”

Would that In�o took his own
advice. In�o is a producer and multi-
instrumentalist based in London,
whose real name (according to his
label’s listing at Companies House)
is believed to be Dean Wynton Josiah
Cover. For all his deliberate anonymity
he’s actually quite a big name in the
biz: he’s won Mercury and Ivor Novello
awards for co-writing and producing
albums for Kiwanuka and the London
rapper Little Simz; he took The Kooks
in a funkwards direction on their

(rather good) 2014 album Listen, 
and he’s also written, arranged and 
produced for artists as diverse as Jack 
Peñate, Tom Odell, Jungle, Belle & 
Sebastian, The Saturdays, Max Jury  
and Portugal The Man.

But, even better than all these 
achievements, In�o is also the main 
�gure behind an enigmatic Brit-soul 
collective called Sault. They’ve done 
no interviews, no photo sessions and 
have no press agent, so their albums 
appear to leak out without warning. In 
2019 came two albums named, rather 
confusingly, 5 and 7. Two more followed 
in 2020: Untitled (Black Is), released in 
June, and Untitled (Rise), released in 
September. There are standout tracks 
on all four albums: Rise featured the 
plaintive piano-led, Donny Hathaway-
ish “Little Boy”, the poetic punk-funk 
of “The Beginning And The End” and 
the dreamy disco of “Strong”; Black Is 
included the trance-like Afro-funk of  
“I Just Want To Dance” and the Afrobeat 
of “Bow” (featuring Kiwanuka); while 
the �rst two LPs featured some cracking 
punk-funk oddities. But really, there are 
barely any du� Sault tracks. 

Using assorted singers and poets, 
they seem to change in genre from track 
to track, drawing from half a century 
of soul, funk and other black music, 
inviting comparisons with one of those 
“anthology” projects like Gorillaz, 

Handsome Boy Modelling School or 
Mr Jukes (indeed, In�o was initially 
rumoured to be Damon Albarn or Brian 
“Danger Mouse” Burton).  

Where Sault’s two 2020 albums 
addressed the George Floyd murder 
and the BLM protests with a host of 
US poets and singers, Nine is a much 
more London-centric a�air. The only 
American voice on the LP is a sample of 
an African-American woman on “You 
From London”, gleefully identifying 
someone as British before asking them 
if they know the Queen, eat “crumpets 
and shit” and have bad teeth. An 
immediate counterpoint comes from a 
slack-jawed, London-accented rhyme 
from Little Simz, which references 
Oyster cards, Overground lines and 
shopping at Morrisons. 

It’s one of many street-level voyages 
through the capital, starting with  
two white-knuckle rides through its  
grimier postcodes. “London Gangs” 
uses a twitchy synth bass, a funky  
ride-cymbal pattern and some 
discordant post-punk bass ri�s to tell 
a thrillingly grim story of revenge, 
crippling pride and horri�c peer 
pressure; “Trap Life” is a tale of knife 
crime and police suspicion based 
around a monstrously funky breakbeat. 
Both sound weirdly similar to Gorillaz 
songs (something that will only fuel the 
Albarn rumours) and �irt with the sonic 
tropes of grime and hip-hop, but there 
is none of rap’s traditional braggadocio 
here. The thugs and gangsters on 
display are sweet and tender hooligans, 
viewed through the female gaze, 
their arrogance a mask for crippling 
insecurity. The only male voices on  
the album are interviews with young 
black Londoners, who tell despairing 
tales of broken homes, murdered 
fathers and the stresses caused by petty 
gangland rivalries. 

Some American critics have compared 
Sault to Soul II Soul and they certainly 
share a celebration of black London, 
but any Daisy Age positivity has been 
replaced by a weariness and anger. On 
the gorgeously string-drenched “Bitter 
Streets”, Cleo Sol sings a sorrowful 
hymn to a once-sensitive boyfriend who 
“made friends with a gun”; “Alcohol” is 
a wonderfully drowsy old-school soul 
ballad in 6/8 about the pain caused 
by alcoholism. The only optimism 
here comes from identifying problems 
and de�antly working through them. 
“Light’s In Your Hands” is a piano-led 
ballad about how a young man from 
a troubled home has the power to 
reinvent himself; the title track, “9”, 
is a Noel Gallagher-esque dirge about 
a child from a broken home, which 
springs to life when it suddenly morphs 
into a joyous slice of Rotary Connection 
soul positivity. “One day you’ll make it, 
one day you’ll be free”, sings an ecstatic 
Cleo Sol. “Before you lose yourself, don’t 
forget to dream”. 

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Haha
2 London Gangs
3 Trap Life
4 Fear
5 Mike’s Story
(featuring
Michael Ofo)
6 Bitter Streets
7 Alcohol
8 You From
London (featuring
Little Simz)
9 9
10 Light’s In Your
Hands

Produced by: Inflo
Recorded in:
London, 2020
and 2021
Personnel include:
Cleo Sol, Little
Simz, Kid Sister
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SAULT
Nine
FOREVER LIVING ORIGINALS

9/10
Fifth LP in two years from the mysterious 
London soul collective. By John Lewis



CHVRCHES
ScreenViolence VIRGIN/EMI

8/10
Genre-mashingsynthpopbliss

With nearly a decade
of sublime electronica
behind them,
Chvrches maintain
the momentum of
2018’s Greg Kurstin-

produced Love Is Dead, and here, on
the self-produced album number four,
still sound like they have everything to
prove. Screen Violence is a punchy and
determined e�ort, full of big hooks and
awash with glittering synth textures.
Lauren Mayberry’s characterful vocals
are frequently astounding, whether
treated (“He Said, She Said”, “Good
Girls”) or le© to soar organically, such
as on the shimmering “California”
and the smoky, dream-pop of “Violent
Delights”. The Robert Smith-featuring
“How Not To Drown” is a notable treat.
ANDREWPRICE

JOSIENNE CLARKE
ASmallUnknowableThing
CORDUROYPUNK

7/10
Indie-folkqueenassertsher
independence

A©er �ve albums
with Ben Walker
and one with her
band Pica Pica,
Clarke went to live
on a Scottish island,

where she wrote her 2019 solo debut
In All Weather. Self-produced and
self-released, the follow-up is even
more de�antly unchaperoned – and
something of a departure as she blows
up a quiet storm. The gentle sweetness
of her voice has taken on an added self-
assertion that �ts well with a new sonic
experimentalism, from the o�-kilter
jazziness of “Super Recogniser” to the
fuzz guitars and pounding drums on
“Sit Out”. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

THE COLD STARES
HeavyShoes MASCOT

6/10
DarknesspervadesIndiana-based
duo’sfifthLPinsevenyears

A cancer survivor 
with a brutal 
backstory, Chris 
Tapp burrows into 
the dark side of his 
existence on Heavy 

Shoes, hammering the bass strings of 
his guitar to grind out heavy ri�age 
on nearly interchangeable tracks like 
“Take This Body From Me”, “Hard 
Times” and “Prosecution Blues”. 
Here, as on their previous LPs, Tapp 
and drummer Brian Mullins are 
perpetuating a Midwestern brand  
of blue-collar blooze rock that’s been 
around since the ’60s in the service of 
emotional exorcism. The album is so 
su�ocatingly grim that the appearance
of the spare, syncopated garage rocker
“In The Night Time” is a massive relief,
suggesting a possible lifeline for a 
band drowning in despair. BUD SCOPPA   

DARKSIDE
Spiral MATADOR

7/10
Challenging,captivating
arrangementsfromartisanduo

The latest from  
Dave Harrington  
and Nicolás Jaar is 
their long-awaited 
follow-up to 2013’s 
Psychic. As on that

album, the on-o� duo have assembled
a patchwork-like array of musical
ideas and moods, and explored some
experimental niches. Springing
to life with icy metallic plucks,
“Narrow Road” grows into a haunted,
somewhat downbeat opener, with
Robert Fripp-esque guitar snaking
around the mix defensively. As the
record continues, we hear similarly
decaying constructs, with ramshackle
guitar (“The Question Is To See It All”)
and odd, barely standing rhythms
(“Inside Is Out There”). Though not
everything here works, Spiral remains
consistently intriguing throughout.
ANDREW PRICE

INDIGO DE SOUZA
AnyShapeYouTake SADDLECREEK

8/10
NorthCarolinandeliverssecond
albumsteepedinalternative
‘90sgoodness

The anguished howls
that �ll the middle
of the aptly titled
“Real Pain” indicate
just how high the
anxiety levels can

sometimes run in Indigo De Souza’s
second album and �rst for Saddle
Creek. Yet the Asheville-based singer
and guitarist has a knack for couching
her raw and remarkably candid lyrics
in fuzzy, hooky songs that are as
jagged as they are exuberant. In so
doing, she somehow �lters the ragged
ethos of Gen X alt.rock heroes like the
Breeders and Dinosaur Jr through a
Gen Z sensibility. De Souza’s ability to
balance the brute force of “Real Pain”
and “Bad Dream” with something as
sunny as “Hold U” is another reason
to look forward to more of her
shape-shi©ing. JASON ANDERSON

MADI DIAZ
HistoryOfAFeeling ANTI

8/10
Emotionslaidbareamid
incandescentinstrumentation

The break-up album is
a time-tested concept 
that in its best forms 
transmutes betrayal, 
loss and heartache 
into resilience, clarity

and healing. With History Of A Feeling,
Nashville-based singer, songwriter 
and guitarist Madi Diaz de©ly carries 
the torch, fusing stripped-down, 
bleeding-heart acoustic meditations 
with bursts of �ery instrumentation, 
her glossy voice at once tender and 
insistent, rhythmically narrating her 
loveworn journey with precise, clever 

turns of phrase. If you can get through
“Man In Me” and “Crying In Public”
without tearing up (possibly in public),
there may be no hope for you.
ERIN OSMON

ANDERSON EAST
MaybeWeNeverDie
ELEKTRA/LOWCOUNTRYSOUND

8/10
Thestudio’saplaygroundon
audaciouspostmodernmélange

As an Americana
singer-songwriter,
Anderson East – an
Alabama preacher’s
son blessed with a
rich, rangy voice –

is right out of central casting, and his
�rst two albums put him comfortably
in that rustic box. But on his third LP,
the 32-year-old and his co-producers,
mentor Dave Cobb (Sturgill Simpson,
Jason Isbell) and bandleader Philip
Towns, have gleefully tossed the box
aside, enlivening East’s introspective
R&B/gospel/country-rooted songs
with every sonic trick imaginable –
including jeep-rattling funk basslines
(“Falling”, “Drugs”), 1980s-treated
drums (“Hood Of My Car”), Sam Smith-
style falsetto grandstanding (the
title cut) and mid-century orchestral
opulence (“If You Really Love Me”).
At turns playful and philosophical,
this inspired act of stylistic liberation
delivers one infectious moment a©er
another. BUD SCOPPA

STEPHEN FRETWELL
BusyGuy
SPEEDYWUNDERGROUND

8/10
Tender,no-frillsthirdbyunder-
statedBritishsongwriter

Fretwell’s personal, 
slow-burning style 
saw him support 
the likes of Oasis, 
Travis, Elbow and 
Athlete back in the 

noughties, but his last album came in 
2007. Re-emergence has come with 
the knowing title of Busy Guy, which 
shields a touching and intimate series 
of songs, recorded in a couple of 
hours with Dan Carey. Using mostly 
acoustic guitar and some keyboard, 
Fretwell delivers a series of poignant 
vignettes. Several are rooted in 

London geography, including two 
of the highlights – the exceptional 
“Embankment”, which starts with a 
drowning in Chelsea Harbour, and the 
gorgeously meandering, �amenco-
infused “Almond”. PETER WATTS

THE GOON SAX
Mirror II  MATADOR

8/10
Thirdfinealbuminasmanyattempts
byAustraliantrio

Brisbane high- 
school friends  
James Harrison, 
Louis Forster and 
Riley Jones took some 
time apart before 

recording Mirror II, which breaks a 
three-year silence. It’s a considerable 
relief to discover that, upon reuniting 
with a somewhat expanded sonic 
palette, they have not deviated from 
their core virtues: drolly mordant 
lyrics, instinctive tunefulness and the 
lo-� new-wave sensibility that carries 
it all. Instant deadpan classics such 
as “Tag” and “In The Stone” would 
prompt comparisons to early Go-
Betweens even if Louis Forster’s father 
wasn’t Robert Forster, but as any such 
references are about the highest praise 
imaginable, The Goon Sax should not 
be daunted by them. ANDREW MUELLER

GREENTEA PENG
Man Made AMF/EMI

7/10
Stylishnu-souldebutcloakedin
heavystonerfog

Visually arresting and 
with a compelling 
back story, rising 
nu-soul sensation 
Greentea Peng – 
aka multicultural 

south Londoner Aria Wells – feels 
suspiciously like a major-label 
marketing department’s wet dream. 
But behind the surface noise, Wells 
undeniably possesses an alluringly 
woozy, smoky, languid voice. 
Nodding to Lauryn Hill, Erykah Badu 
and her teen heroine Lily Allen, her 
meandering paeans to sensimilia and 
spiritual emancipation are mostly 
hazy cosmic jive. But her high-calibre
production team, led by Slowthai and
Skepta collaborator Earbuds, ensure
standout tracks such as “This Sound”,
“Earnest” and “Sinner” are lush
confections of jazz, dubstep, grime,
trip-hop and psychedelic soul. More
style than substance at times, maybe,
but invariably rich in promise.
STEPHEN DALTON

The Goon 
Sax
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NEW ALBUMS

THE HELICOPTER OF  
THE HOLY GHOST
Afters KSCOPE

8/10
Indieluminariesdeliveracarefully
orchestratedrebirth

With its original 
demos neglected 
following a bout of 
amnesia caused 
by a near-fatal car 
crash su�ered by

Billy Reeves, founder of Sophie Ellis-
Bextor vehicle theaudience, A�ers
is unsurprisingly dominated by a
morose beauty. Almost two decades
later, his songs are now fronted by
The Bluetones’ Mark Morriss, whose
hushed restraint characterises
“Di²cult Song” and guides “I Will
Never Hurt” towards a brass blowout,
while journeyman Crayola Lectern’s
piano provides their vital backbone.
“Tony Got A Car” swells dramatically
mid-song, but the album’s bookends,
luxurious laments “Slow Down” and
“I Didn’t”, set a rarely disturbed tone
for this resurrection. WYNDHAM WALLACE

ISHMAEL ENSEMBLE
VisionsOfLight
SEVERNSONGS

7/10
SecondLPofrave,minimalismand
astral jazzfromPeteCunningham’s
Bristolcollective

The second LP by
this Bristolian jazz
collective goes deep
into club culture.
Harp-heavy astral
jazz drones mutate

into ambient waltzes; rolling blip-hop
loops are overlaid with ecstatic tenor
sax solos; juddering techno beats
mix with electronic burbles; tribal
rave anthems get an experimental
makeover; “January” is a doomy Joy
Division ballad straining for sunlight
and positivity through the angelic
vocals of Holyseus Fly. But the best
bits keep the jazz spirit alive: “Looking
Glass” sees harpist Stanlaey singing
a trippy, one-chord Indo-jazz epic in
an appealingly squeaky howl, while
the title track suggests Alice Coltrane’s
band fronted by an android. JOHN LEWIS

ÌXTAHUELE
Dharmaland
SUBLIMINALSOUNDS

8/10
Thecuriousfateofanoverlooked
easylisteningjewel

Le© unrecorded  
by Eden Ahbez, the 
prototypical hippie 
responsible for Nat 
King Cole’s “Nature 
Boy” in 1948, then 

1960’s cult beatnik-exotica album 
Eden’s Island, Dharmaland was 
discovered a decade ago as sheet music
in Washington’s Library Of Congress. 
If Swedish quintet Ìxtahuele’s belated 
interpretation lacks its creator’s 
eccentricities, it’s nonetheless 
respectful: Ahbez’s bamboo �utes 

and drums are present, and his �nal
collaborator, Joe Romersa, adds gru�
Leonard Cohen-style vocals to “Fire
Of The Soul”. Kadhja Bonet’s also
wordlessly seductive on “Manna”,
while “Scenes I-III” is 15 minutes
worthy of any Tiki culture or Martin
Denny enthusiast. WYNDHAM WALLACE

DANKO JONES
PowerTrio MATEINGERMANY

7/10
Canadianveteransstickwith
whatworks

The title of Danko
Jones’ 10th album
very much describes
the view in their
mirror: the Canadian
threesome, named

for their singer, have long upheld
the guitar-bass-drums creed with
a fervour verging on the fanatical,
forging a sound somewhere between
the bubblegum garage of Green Day
and the wall-of-fuzz punk of Hüsker
Dü. Power Trio tampers with the
template not even slightly, a collection
of big-hearted, good-humoured,
ri�-revving rockers. The picks include
“Let’s Rock Together”, which sounds
exactly like a song entitled “Let’s Rock
Together” should, and “Saturday”, a
bait-and-switch paean to the joys of
domesticity which makes the most of
Jones’ vocal resemblance to AC/DC’s
Bon Scott. ANDREW MUELLER

DURAND JONES &
THE INDICATIONS
PrivateSpace COLEMINE/DEADOCEANS

8/10
Moresweetretro-soulmusicfrom
thelabelhomeofBlackPumasand
Monophonics

Since �ve Indiana 
University music 
majors formed 
Durand Jones & 
The Indications 
nearly a decade 

ago, these collectors of vintage-soul 
45s have become adept at “reverse-
engineering” those sounds, as 
drummer and co-vocalist Aaron 
Frazer puts it, into compelling original 
music. Inspired by Philly Soul, Curtis 
May�eld and early disco, the quintet’s 
third LP – arriving on the heels of 
Frazer’s delightful, Dan Auerbach-
produced solo album – attains 
orchestral grandeur on intricate 
set pieces, including the title track, 
while the seductively swaying groove 
of “Witchoo” could inspire a new 

generation to swarm the dance�oor
and do the hustle. BUD SCOPPA

JUNGLE
LovingInStereo AWAL

7/10
Danceduo’sthirdalbumsupplies
somemuch-neededcheer

With dance�oors
empty and fun a
scarcity for so much
of the past two years,
Jungle’s characteristic
exuberance takes

on not just a curious urgency but a
surprising weightiness, too. Of course,
anything that exudes carefree good
times may now feel awfully precious.
In any case, Tom McFarland and
Josh Lloyd-Watson’s well-trusted
blend of neo-R&B, French Touch and
retro-disco gains new zest on the duo’s
third album thanks to stylistic detours
into acid-jazz classiness (“Goodbye
My Love” featuring Swiss-Sri Lankan
R&B breakout Priya Ragu) and David
Axelrod-style psych splendour (“No
Rules”). Elsewhere the formula wears
a little thinner, but few can dispute the
irresistibility of “Talk About It”, a big-
beat banger that Norman Cook ought
to envy. JASON ANDERSON

GARY KEMP
Insolo COLUMBIA

6/10
Politicaldespatchesmeetpersonal
diaryentries

Spandau reunions 
laid to rest and Floyd-
related Saucerful Of 
Secrets activity on 
hold, Kemp returns 
to solo billing for 

the �rst time in 25 years on an album 
he says focuses on “the paradox of 
solitude in an urban landscape” and 
“how the past infects our present”. 
Queen’s Roger Taylor pounds along on 
the stately power ballad “Too Much” 
and its lament to a world overburdened
with bad news, the soulful “I Am The 

Past” forms a loose trilogy of self-
re�ection with Kemp pondering the 
paths that led him to the present day, 
while the gospel hues of “Our Light” 
recall the “boy as pale as milk” of  
his youth. TERRY STAUNTON

LES FILLES DE 
ILLIGHADAD 
At Pioneer Works SAHEL SOUNDS

7/10
Tuaregwomen’sliveand
loudtriumph

Hailing from the 
remote Niger village of 
Illighadad, Les Filles 
are a predominantly 
female band whose 
2016 self-titled debut 

album and 2017 follow-up Eghass 
Malan were recorded in the open-air 
studio of the desert. In 2019, they 
travelled to the US, where this album 
was recorded live in concert over two 
nights at a Brooklyn arts centre. The 
six songs, all from their earlier albums, 
are stretched out to in�nity and if 
the style is broadly familiar from the 
Tinariwen template, the guitars and 
polyphonic vocal chants have an even 
more hypnotically relentless groove 
than characterises the work of their 
Tuareg soulmates. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

LITTLE STEVEN & THE 
DISCIPLES OF SOUL
Summer Of Sorcery Live!  
At The Beacon Theatre UMC

7/10
LivealbumfindstheNewJersey
veteranincelebratorymood

Available as a 3CD, 
5LP vinyl set and  
Blu-ray video, this is 
an epic monument 
to an extravagant 
concert Van Zandt 

and his house band gave in November 
2019 to showcase his then new album 
Summer Of Sorcery. Alongside the 
new material, he delivered 20 more 
storming tracks in what constituted 

Soul man: 
Little Steven
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NEW ALBUMS

Infectioustuneswith’70sdressing
onquintet’sfifth

As you might expect
of a band featuring
two members of King
Gizzard & The Lizard
Wizard (singer/
keyboardist Ambrose

Kenny-Smith and bassist Cook Craig),
The Murlocs channel a torrent of ideas
into their records and have little truck
with genre demarcation. But for this
smart, fun and emotionally resonant
set they’ve settled on pop-rock with a
’70s bent, speci�cally late-era Bolan,
John Lennon’s solo debut and ELO,
while “Illuminate The Shade” suggests
White Denim as kindred spirits. Other
standouts are the harmonica-splashed
“Skewi�” (very early Lennon) and
stonking closer “Misinterpreted”,
whose power-ballad build – and
message – is as poignant as any
you’ll hear this year.
SHARON O’CONNELL

LUKAS NELSON &
PROMISE OF THE REAL

AFewStarsApart FANTASY

8/10
Findingjoyamidthefearsof
aworldundersiege

Largely written 
while riding out 
the pandemic with 
his family in Texas, 
Nelson’s latest 
collection was 

knocked into shape during a brisk 
three weeks recording at Nashville’s 
iconic RCA Studio A. Hope springs 
eternal on the waltzing “We’ll Be 
Alright”, on which Lukas’s laconic 
drawl sounds uncannily like dad 
Willie, hymnal Southern soul collides 
with stately country on the title track, 
and the strength of love through 
hard times warms the heart on the 
grin-inducing dustbowl shu¶e of 
“More Than We Can Handle”. Nelson’s 
paeans to familial bonds form a loose
song cycle that frequently surprises
and is capable of e�ortlessly li©ing
the listener’s spirits.
TERRY STAUNTON

a rock-soul tribute to the spirit of
the ’60s, with guest performances
by Peter Wolf, Bruce Springsteen
and Nils Lofgren among others, and
covers of songs by the Animals, the
Youngbloods, Electric Flag and the
J Geils Band. Look out, too, for Van
Zandt’s autobiography, Unrequited
Infatuations, due in September.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

MAPLE GLIDER
To Enjoy IsTheOnlyThing
PARTISAN

7/10
Love,faithandlonelinesson
Australian’sautobiographicaldebut

Tori Zietsch of Maple
Glider wrote the songs
that would become
her �rst album half a
world from home: in
Brighton, where, on

a break from exploring the planet, she
sought to document it all. Although
recorded on her return to Melbourne
with producer Tom Iansek, the
album plays like homesick bedroom
recordings committed to tape: sparse,
confessional, intimate. “Good Thing”
is its emotive heart, a stunning just-
before-break-up song that swells from
an acoustic strummed beginning to
a full-on howl of pain and confusion
by the third chorus; piano-driven
opener “As Tradition” reckons with
relationships and religion, and feeling
out of place in both. LISA-MARIE FERLA

WILLY MASON
Already Dead
COOKING VINYL

7/10
Dustyandintimatealt.country
fromUStroubadour

A©er getting excellent
notices when still
in his teens partly
thanks to the blessing
of Conor Oberst,
Mason continued

to accrue superior co-credits – he’s
worked with Mark Lanegan, Dan
Carey, The Chemical Brothers and
Brendan Benson among others –
without quite breaking through on his
own. This �rst solo album since 2012
sees the songwriter combining lo-�
country with contemporary textural
sonic trickery. But his own now more
careworn voice is the key ingredient,
bringing renewed pathos to tracks like
the groove-laden “Reservation”, the
beleaguered “Oh My Country” and
upbeat closer “Worth It”.
PETER WATTS

MCLEOD
Brother MOOLAHROUGE

7/10
A heartfelt eulogysoakedin
melodic grandeur

Multi-instrumentalist
Colin McLeod’s debut 
solo album is a highly 
personal tribute to 
his late elder sibling 
Norman, with whom 

he ran a Stockport recording studio, 
and who was previously the founding 
art director of this very magazine. 
Memories are shared in the Leonard 
Cohen whispers of “Borderline”, “Look 
Of Love” deals more directly with 
searching for light in the midst of grief, 
while the soulful dance groove of “Let 
The Wolf Run Free” celebrates a life 
well lived. The cream of the north’s 
session talent (with whom the brothers 
worked regularly) lend a hand on a 
record that sparkles with musical 
invention and thought-provoking 
examinations of the human condition.
TERRY STAUNTON

JAMES McMURTRY
The Horses And The Hounds
NEW WEST

9/10
Loftyreturn:avisionaryraconteur
withmuchtosay

Just his second 
set of originals 
since 2008, Texan 
McMurtry’s latest li©s 
storytelling-in-song 
to meticulous new 

levels. His sad-sack protagonists face 
troubles everywhere but the weight of 
mere human existence is evident too 
– especially on the brilliant psych-op 
tale “Operation Never Mind”. All-star 
guitarist David Grissom (Dixie Chicks, 
Joe Ely) provides intuitive roots-rock 
rhythms and leads, while powerful 
drumbeats sometimes clatter like 
guns, especially amid the hyper-
intense, bluesy title track. McMurtry’s 
dustbowl voice, meanwhile, catchy  
yet gru� as ever – and highlighted by 
“If It Don’t Bleed” – gets to the heart  
of his unique perspective.  
LUKE TORN    

SAM MEHRAN
Cold Brew
WEIRD WORLD

7/10
Posthumouscollectionofindie
outsider’slo-figems

Sam Mehran was best 
known as a member  
of short-lived new-
rave upstarts Test 
Icicles – along with 
Blood Orange’s Dev 

Hynes – who then retreated into his 
own world of psychedelic bedroom 
pop. Over the years he released a 
stream of trippy nuggets as Outer 
Limits Recordings, Matrix Metals, 
Green Crack et al, assembling an 
intriguing body of work. Cold Brew 
arrives three years a©er he took his 
own life, aged 32, and collects the 
tracks he was working on in LA before 
he died. Overseen by his father, it’s a 
bittersweet mix of bubblegum grunge 
and bite-sized glam that underlines  
his knack for uncanny pop.  
PIERS MARTIN

THE MURLOCS
Bittersweet Demons  
ATO

7/10
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WILLY MASON 
On a nine-year wait fornew songs that ‘live in real time’

REVELATIONS

W illy Mason started 
working on what would 
become Already Dead, 

his first album since 2012, in 
Martha’s Vineyard in the 
summer of 2019, when it was 
“hot and crazy outside”. 
Starting with the lyrics and 
then adding layers of guitar 
and keyboard, he finally 
presented the songs to 
collaborator Noel Heroux in 
November 2019, who noted 
that Mason’s songwriting had 
“shifted significantly”, with 
more sonic complexity than 
Mason’s folk-inspired singer-
songwriter origins.

“Noel helped me expand its 
biological complexity,” says 
Mason. “His use of effects 
pedals and distinct editing 
style have a lot to do with the 

sound. I was also influenced in 
the arrangements because 
I’ve played in a lot of local 
bands since my last album and 
I wanted to make music that 
was fun to play with a group.”

The result is an album that’s 
raw, unexpected and 
compelling, with tracks like 
“Reservation” occupying a Tom 
Waits-style space between 
tradition and experimentation. 
A tour is planned. “There is a 
European tour booked for 
November and we are starting 
to line up dates this summer in 
the US,” he says. “These songs 
are meant to live in real time. 
We just got to perform them 
once before everything shut 
down. I am most excited to give 
them another ride.”
PETER WATTS
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NATHAN SALSBURG
lives on an old tree
farm just outside
Louisville, Kentucky,
with his partner
Joan Shelley, their
newborn baby

daughter, a cat, a couple of goats and a
barnful of old 78s and roots reggae 45s.
He has a dream day job working for the
Alan Lomax Archive and a burgeoning
reputation as an intrepid folk guitarist,
having released three solo albums
and backed up the likes of Shelley, The
Weather Station, Shirley Collins and
Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy. But there was still
something missing.

Since forgoing the synagogue for the
church of hardcore punk as a teenager,
Salsburg felt he had lost touch with his
essential Jewishness. And so, over the last
few years, he has taken to lea�ng through
a book of Hebrew psalms and turning
them into brand new songs. It’s the kind
of practice that would seem to satisfy his
curatorial mindset, but unlike Salsburg’s
two recent low-key Landwerk releases –
which found him playing along to loops
from that prodigious collection of 78s as
a way of convening directly with the past
– Psalms is a ‘proper’ album that marks
the emergence of Salsburg as a singer-
songwriter in his own right.

Certainly, Salsburg is more conscious
than most of the shoulders on which
he stands. On Psalms, he was keen to

reference various styles of Jewish music, 
whether that be the folk music of Maghrebi 
Jews in North Africa or the happy-clappy 
“American nusach” played in the Jewish 
summer camps he attended as a kid. But 
these stimuli merge naturally with his 
usual folk, blues and post-rock in�uences, 
becoming something fresh and his own. 

Where Landwerk was slow-moving, 
eerie and solemn, Psalms is cautiously 
rousing. Opener “Psalm 157” begins with 
an organ drone, introducing a resonant 
acoustic guitar ri� reminiscent of Saharan 
desert rock. Salsburg’s playing is bright 
and purposeful, capable of driving a 
song forward as well as �lling in crucial 
detail. Singing mostly in Hebrew, his 
voice is low but not gru�, with Israeli 
singer-songwriter Noa Babayof providing 
harmonies but more o©en simply doubling 
the melody an octave higher. The aim was 
to remain faithful to the source material by 
shaping these psalm fragments into songs 
that listeners could play or sing along to 
themselves; Salsburg achieves this with 
simple and inviting refrains that avoid 
tweeness or banality.

In places, though, his ambitions are 
bolder. The beautiful “Psalm 33” is 
freighted with yearning, even when 
singing phrases that, in the English 
translation provided, may struggle to 

engage secular listeners (“Sing gladly, O 
righteous, of the lord”). Salsburg’s evident 
passion for the project and his earnest 
mission to reconnect with his Jewish 
heritage provides the emotional trigger.

The overall e�ect is not unlike Su¸an 
Stevens’ Seven Swans, an album that 
drew heavily on the songwriter’s religious 
upbringing to say something about his 
relationship to the world in the here and 
now. On Psalms, it’s the arrangements – 
by close friend and regular collaborator 
James Elkington – that really elevate this 
album beyond the level of quaint personal 
project. A canopy of clarinet and strings 
lends the music a verdant, mystical 
quality, with Salsburg’s quizzical guitar 
�gures o©en answered by a stirring burst 
of �ugelhorn. “Psalm 104” is swathed in 
descending piano chords and Hammond 
swirls, supporting a melody that nods to 
Lou Reed’s “Perfect Day”, itself a kind of 
urban hymn.

“O You Who Sleep” – based on a poem 
by the medieval Hebrew poet Judah Halevi 
– is the only song performed in English,
but it provides enough lyrical �bre to give 
you a strong impression of Salsburg’s 
infectious, can-do worldview (“As birds 
shake o� the dew of night when they wake/
Like swallows soar/And free yourself of 
time/That seething sea”). It’s credit to his 
newfound con�dence that it takes you a 
few lines to realise the elegant lead vocal 
is being sung by Salsburg himself and not 
actually Will Oldham, who adds a counter-
melody midway through. 

You might suspect that a quasi-
conceptual venture such as this serves 
partly as a protective shield for its creator, 
to avoid the messy business of revealing 
too much of themselves. But actually the 
opposite feels true here. For a musician 
who has up until now released largely 
instrumental music or played sideman 
to others, Psalms �nds Salsburg stepping 
up to the plate as a songwriter and 
delivering a rich, full-blooded experience. 
The words may be centuries old but his 
emotional commitment to these songs 
and the way they throb with meaning 
and urgency – even in a language that 
will be unfamiliar to most listeners – is 
mightily impressive. 

Nathan Salsburg “I have 
gotten weary of doing solo 
guitar records”

When did you realise this book 
of psalms might make for a 
good source of material? I 
wanted to do something Jewish, even 
if only for myself. It occurred to me that 
the psalms would be a great place to 
look as they’re written largely in a first-
person voice and part of what they 
are are injunctions to sing. It made for 
a wonderful, almost daily practice. I 
was looking for something a little less 
decisive than liturgical hymns; the 
psalms feel like they’re more seeking 

than finding. Idon’treallyobserve 
Jewishly, and part of this was finding 
my own means of observance. 

Was making Psalms a less 
daunting prospect than writing 
a whole album of your own 
lyrics? Yes, absolutely. I have no 
desire to add my own writerly voice 
to the conversation, but I have gotten 
weary of doing solo guitar records. I 
didn’t think this would be a whole LP of 
singing, but reading the psalms again, 
just how often we are enjoined to sing, 
there was no way around it. So some 
of it was me getting over my insecurity 
about stepping out as a singer.

Could we therefore expect 
more singer-songwriter 
albums from you in future?
Um, we’ll see! We’ve been working 
on a new Joan record – she’s got 
a ton of new songs. And I’ve been 
doing various things here, mostly 
with Will [Oldham], but also 
accompanying other singers. 
Going back to that stuff was 
a massive relief because the 
pressure was so much less intense. 
I’m definitely not writing it off, but 
categorically I’m not going to become 
a singer-songwriter – there are too 
many good ones already!  
INTERVIEW: SAM RICHARDS
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SALSBURG
Psalms NO QUARTER
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Talented folk guitarist 
makes his bow as a 
singer – in Hebrew. 
By Sam Richards

NEW ALBUMS

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Psalm 147
2 Psalm 19
3 Psalm 47
4 Psalm 90
5 Psalm 33
6 Elli, Elli + Psalm 42
7 Psalm 104
8 O You Who 
Sleep + Psalm 96
9 Psalm 111

Produced by: 
James Elkington 
and Nathan 
Salsburg 
Recorded at: 
Earthwave Studio, 
Shelbyville, 
Kentucky; Hefty, 
Chicago; The 
Loft, Chicago; 
ComboMusic 
Studios, Be’er 
Sheva, Israel; 
various home 
studios
Personnel: Nathan 
Salsburg (guitar, 
vocals), Noa 
Babayof (vocals), 
James Elkington 
(dobro, organ, 
percussion, 
piano), Will 
Oldham (vocals), 
Joan Shelley 
(vocals), David 
Asher Brook 
(trumpet), 
Stephen Burns 
(flugelhorn, 
trumpet), Jean 
Cook (viola, 
violin), Jacob 
Duncan (clarinet), 
Nick Macri (bass), 
Spencer Tweedy 
(drums) 
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late 4AD designer Vaughan Oliver,
and “Familiar”, six pearly-dewdrop-
�lled minutes of Cocteaus-worthy
loveliness.
JASON ANDERSON

KATHERINE PRIDDY
TheEternalRocksBeneath
NAVIGATOR

8/10
Long-awaiteddebutalbumby
Englishfolk’sgreatwhitehope

It’s three year since
Priddy’s debut EP
was chosen by
Richard Thompson
as his ‘best thing
I’ve heard all year’, 

so she’s had plenty of time since to 
mature from youthful prodigy into 
fully developed artist. You can hear 
in these 10 self-penned songs what 
attracted Thompson’s ear, for the likes 
of “Indigo” and “Icarus” have more 
in common with Vashti Bunyan and 
Bridget St John than the current neo-
trad school of Eliza Carthy and Kate 
Rusby. Her gentle �ngerpicked guitar 
and haunting voice are accompanied 
by gorgeous string arrangements that 
evoke Robert Kirby’s work with Nick 

Drake, whose songs Priddy covered
rather spectacularly online during
lockdown.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

ALEX REX
Paradise
NEOLITHIC

7/10
Ex-TremblingBellsmanfindspeace
ofasortinscabrousgarage-country

The sudden death of
Alex Neilson’s brother
Alastair in 2017 made
his second Alex Rex
album, Otterburn,
a purging, feral,

righteous memorial. This fourth record
moves towards a more sustainable
model of Glasgow underground indie,
scattering absurd lyrical sparks, while
the music is licked by steel guitar,
swelled by gospel harmonies and
acid-fried. “What’s Shouted In The
Dark (The Dark Shouts Back)” typically
hymns “the collapsed star of her navel/
Voice like bells in Wells Cathedral/And
me like a hostage strapped to a table”.
There’s a buoyancy to even the most
lacerating lines now, a liberating
relief in pressing on.
NICK HASTED

REZO
Travalog
REZO

7/10
Atmosphericcallingcardfrom
aCelticcoupling

Irish duo Colm 
O’Connell and Rory 
McDaid inhabit a hazy 
hinterland between 
melodic electronica 
and the moodier 

proto-Americana of, say, Sparklehorse 
or Mercury Rev. This debut LP �its 
from minimalist odes to artist Tracy 
Emin’s kitchen-sink upbringing (“Girl 
From Margate”) to bluesy ruminations 
on the blurring of days under Covid 
quarantine (“Life During Lockdown”) 
to the delicate Simon & Garfunkel folk 
harmonies of “This Is You”, on which 
O’Connell duets with his daughter 
Rosa. In�uences are worn on sleeves 
throughout but the varying sonic 
palettes weave together beautifully, 
belying the fact that the tracks, 
through necessity, were recorded 
remotely, with McDaid hunkered  
down at home in Malaga.
TERRY STAUNTON

WILLIE NILE
The Day The Earth Stood Still
RIVER HOUSE

8/10
NYCsongwritingmaestro’s
celebratoryreturn

Hammering 
feverishly into the 
new normal – the 
(hopefully) post-
pandemic world – 
Nile’s title track o�ers 

up celebration and togetherness, with 
disease and idiocracy pushed into the 
back mirror, and guitars and organs to 
the fore. Within this 11-song set, tracks 
such as “O� My Medication”, with a 
Sex Pistols buzz, are countered by 
traditional-style folk ballads like “The 
Justice Bell (For John Lewis)”, racial 
justice at centre stage. “Blood On Your 
Hands”, pulverising the politics of late, 
longtime peer Steve Earle providing a 
sinister answering stanza, belongs  
in Nile’s upper echelon.
LUKE TORN

JIM NOIR
Deep Blue View DOOK

6/10 
Mini-albumfromtheMancunian
singer-songwriterAlanRoberts

Some of the tracks 
on this six-song LP 
sound like promising 
preparatory sketches 
rather than �nished 
pieces: potentially 

intriguing cinematic miniatures 
�lled with drones, synth strings and 
tinny synth voicings, like DJ Shadow 
soundscapes made on a Manchester 
City Council budget. But Jim Noir has 
also cra©ed two killer songs that are 
worth the entrance fee alone. The 
title track is a tangle of dreamy major
sevenths, brushed drums and hushed
vocals over a heart-tugging John Barry
string arrangement; while the dreamy
baroque ballad “Have Another Cigar”
is a series of wonderfully angular
chord changes, delicately orchestrated
with glockenspiel and woozy strings.
JOHN LEWIS

MAARJA NUUT
Hinged ÕUNAVIKS

8/10
Lusciouselectro-folklullabies
fromtheBalticBjörk

Combining 
storytelling 
folklore, acoustic 
instrumentation 
and lo-� electronica, 
Estonian singer-

composer Maarja Nuut occupies a 
unique niche in experimental folk-
pop. She has been dubbed the “Baltic 
Björk”, a reductive but unavoidable 
sonic parallel when her third solo 
album contains tracks like the sublime
organ-powered hymnal “Vaheala 
Valgus/I Hear Behind The Moon” 
and the tape-warping techno-tribal 
nursery rhyme “A Feast”. Guesting 
on several tracks, Swiss avant-jazz 
percussionist Nicolas Stocker lends  

an agreeably wonky, honking  
groove to Nuut’s lush vocalese layers 
in “On Vaja/In Need” and a deliciously 
wobbly metallic clang to “Jojobell”, 
which sounds like the Clangers having 
a rave. Joyous. STEPHEN DALTON

PIROSHKA
Love Drips & Gathers   
BELLA UNION

7/10
Bandofshoegazeall-starsreturn
todreamyform

Since Lush’s mid-
2010s reunion only 
lasted long enough 
to yield one EP of 
new material, one of 
the great pleasures 

o�ered by Piroshka is the chance to 
hear Miki Berenyi �nd her �ow as a 
songwriter again. The chiming and 
charming likes of “Scratching At The 
Lid” and “Wanderlust” are typical 
of the second e�ort by the band 
Berenyi formed with her partner and 
former Moose guitarist KJ McKillop, 
Modern English bassist Mick Conroy, 
and Justin Welch of Elastica. There’s 
plenty more of that vintage shimmer 
and shine on “VO”, a tribute to the 
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E stonian composer,
singer and violinist
Maarja Nuut spent her 

globe-trotting childhood 
steeped in the classical and 
folk tradition, working with 
choirs and orchestras. But her 
eclectic albums have mostly 
taken a more experimental 
direction, blending acoustic 
and electronic elements, 
loops and beats and avant-
world textures.

The title of Nuut’s new album, 
Hinged, has a playfully bilingual 
double meaning. In Estonian, 
she explains, it invokes 
“departed spirits or souls of all 
living things, be it you or the old 
linden tree in my backyard.” 
The album was partly inspired 
by Nuut inheriting a farm from 
her grandmother, where she 
sampled the sounds of “local 
ghosts”, buzzing insects and a 

wild barn cat called Vanja.
Nuut has a strong track

record of collaboration, 
including with Scottish trip-
hop producer Howie B, 
American psych-rocker Sun 
Araw and Estonian electronic 
composer Ruum. On Hinged, 
she enlists Swiss jazz 
percussionist Nicolas Stocker. 
“I’m a bit obsessed with 
drummers and their different 
ways of approaching groove,” 
Nuut nods.  
     While recording Hinged in 
lockdown, she would dance 
around the modular synths in 
her seaside studio. “One of my 
favourite things on earth is to 
dance for hours and hours, and 
forget everything else,” she 
says. “It’s certainly something 
I’ve missed very much during 
the silent isolation times.”
STEPHEN DALTON

I’M
NEW 
HERE

MAARJA NUUT 
On sampling local ghosts, buzzing insects and barn cats 
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LISTENER
expectation is
something that
most bands who have
stayed the course must
contend with, choosing
either to acquiesce to it,

meet it halfway or de�antly turn their backs
and wear the consequences. Liars, however,
seem to have never even acknowledged its
existence. A luxury long a�orded them by
their record label, maybe, but far more an
indicator of their protean constitution.
Over 20 years, change really has been
Liars’ only constant.

Their 2001 debut was as an NYC-based
four-piece, whose They Threw Us All In A
Trench And Put A Monument On Top was
a set of pleasingly rowdy and abrasive
tracks that cut Gang Of Four- and The Pop
Group-style post-punk with US hardcore,
but closed with a 30-minute, psych-doom
raga. Singer Angus Andrew later claimed
Underworld’s Beaucoup Fish was actually
its inspiration, which illustrates the nature
of Liars’ entertainingly unknowable
mindset. Done with that, they switched
to monstrously degraded noise-rock
with dread-�lled beats for the witchcra�-
themed They Were Wrong, So We Drowned.
A�er relocating to Berlin, they followed
up with 2006’s bravura Drums Not Dead,
which thrust brutalist beats to the fore
while mixing �elds of electronic static and
no-wave guitar scree with warm, ambient
dri�s. Subsequent albums variously
featured more structured songs, introduced
strings and piano, delivered mutant dance
music and more. In terms of consistency,
Liars have never yielded an inch.

Which is not to say that they’ve been
unstable. The creative partnership of

Andrew and guitarist Aaron Hemphill 
lasted until 2017, at which point Andrew 
suddenly found himself adri�. However, 
that split opened a fresh chapter and 
he made two albums in self-imposed 
isolation in the Australian bush, TFCF  
and Titles With The Word Fountain. 
Computer-created, they leaned on �eld 
recordings, earlier scrapped material 
made over and acoustic guitar cra�;  
both were documents of their author’s 
external environment and inner turmoil.

The Apple Drop is also a kind of mind 
map, representing change on several 
signi�cant fronts. Firstly, it’s a stepping 
out of solitude and a return to teamwork 
for Andrew, with guitarist and bass 
player Cameron Deyell, drummer and 
percussionist Laurence Pike, and Mary 
Pearson Andrew, his wife, who sings and 
collaborated on the lyrics. On a deeper 
level, the record represents shi�s both 
conceptual and perceptual resulting from 
Andrew’s quitting of SSRI medication 
and self-administration of psilocybin. 
He told Uncut: “I took the ’shrooms in all 
forms. Some group-guided ‘hero doses’, 
also microdosing in regular and not so 
micro ways.” The record also sees him 
looking back at Liars’ history (a �rst) and 
considering connections between records 
(he was keen to foreground drums again),

revisiting themes (the reappearance  
of Mt. Heart Attack, the character that 
represents fear and anxiety on Drums Not 
Dead, is crucial) and reviving a few ideas 
abandoned in previous album sessions. 
A balance has been struck between live 
instrumentation and digitally treated 
sounds, both in experimental pieces such 
as closer “New Planets New Undoings”, 
where rumbling electronics and 
unintelligible vocals wash over treated 
keys in a gentle ebb and ¡ow, and in 
songs with more conventional structures, 
including the TV On The Radio-toned 
“From What The Never Was” and “Big 
Appetite”, which suggests nothing so 
much as a swinging Nine Inch Nails.

Liars’ unpredictability has previously 
manifested not as genre switching but as 
apparent randomness within individual 
tracks and wilful disruption of the ¡ow of 
the albums as set pieces. The Apple Drop is 
less obstreperous on both counts. It begins 
gently, with the ¡oppy (o�)beat pattern, 
subtle electronic drone and feel of a 
corrupted Disney score that is “The Start”, 
then builds steadily to the dark, mid-point 
intensity of the monolithic “Star Search”, 
which summons both the ominous dread 
and sublime beauty of space and sees a 
resolution of Andrew’s ongoing con¡ict 
with Mt Heart Attack. The measured 
climb-down before exit is via the terri�c 
“Leisure War”, with its groovy synth, 
Fripp-ish guitar passage and clattering 
beats, and the slow-fried thump of “Acid 
Crop”, which connects to the well known 
“acid drop” and so supplies the album’s 
title. It underlines one aspect of Andrew’s 
existential thinking too: “What we do now 
will forever de�ne us/What we do now will 
absolutely de�ne us/What they do may 
somehow hurt us but/What they ever gonna 
do about what happened to my mind?”

He’s clearly referring to something much 
broader and deeper than artistic de�nition 
but Andrew’s mercurial mindset is again 
the key to Liars’ singularity. If The Apple 
Drop is more, in light of their history, a 
considered experiential teaser than a 
synapse frazzler, it’s his choice. Once 
more, expectation can go to hell.

Angus Andrew on the 
power of musicianship 
and mushrooms

How did the record 
initially take shape?
Ihad written demos that felt 
bigger than me. In my mind, 
Icould hear them growing 
large, if fed correctly. So I was 
aware the record wanted 
to expand and develop 
symphonically. I romanticised 
acoustic architecture 
and envisioned the sonic 
possibilities of letting the 
work breathe. Throughout 
the process, it felt like the 
album and the narrative 
continually asked for “more”.

WhatdidCameron
DeyellandLaurence
Pike bring?
First and foremost, I’d say 
that they brought a level of 
musicianship and skill that 
I’d never had the privilege of 
working with before. For me, 
this kind of felt like picking up 
a new instrument for the first 
time, in that the possibilities 
seemed endless. The second 
most important thing they 
brought was just a complete 
willingness to support the 
vision – to allow me the space 
and freedom to take the 
work wherever I felt it should 
develop, despite it possibly 
going against their instincts.

How did taking 
psilocybin affect  
the making of  
the album?
I think it had a profound 
effect. Specifically, on 
how recorded sounds 
were processed in post-
production. I feel like even a 
small amount of psilocybin 
can unlock a physical 
musical connection, one 
that reverberates beyond 
intellectual perception and 
into something much more  
primal and instinctual. I let  
this physical connection 
guide most of my musical 
decisions. INTERVIEW:  
SHARON O’CONNELL

SLEEVE NOTES
1 The Start
2 Slow And
Turn Inward
3 Sekwar
4 Big Appetite
5 From What
The Never Was
6 Star Search
7 My Pulse
To Ponder
8 Leisure War
9 King Of
The Crooks
10 Acid Crop
11 New Planets
New Undoings

Produced by:
Angus Andrew
Recorded at:
Oceanic Studios,
Brookvale, NSW,
Australia
Personnel: Angus
Andrew (vocals),
Mary Pearson
Andrew (vocals,
additional
production),
Cameron Deyell
(guitar, bass, keys,
vocals, additional
production),
Laurence
Pike (drums,
percussion, keys,
vocals, additional
production),
Tana Deyell and
Richard Deyell
(backing vocals)

Q&A

Summoning 
dread and 
sublime 
beauty: 
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Hallucinogens and history on Angus 
Andrew’s 10th album. By Sharon O’Connell
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red,as ifdynamitingpast thepain.
Theninadesiccatedcroon,“Sawdust
ChokesTheWind”makesaslumped
prayerforcompanyinaforgotten
town,likeapost-industrialSinatra.
This isrock’n’rollofgreatpersonal
purpose,�ndinggleefulresolutionin
recognisinghowbadthingshavegot,
andstill refusingtobuckle.Mercury
Rev’sDeserter’sSongscomesto mind,
in the discernment of beauty in
dismaying times. NICK HASTED

SIX ORGANS OF
ADMITTANCE
TheVeiledSea
THREELOBEDRECORDINGS

7/10
Withhisnewone,BenChasny
provesthattheonlyconstant
ischange.

The Six Organs
leader has spent
his career defying
expectations. Over
the past 15 or so years
he’s morphed from

freak-folk ambassador to psych-rock
blaster to textural drone architect
with nary a blink — a sort of gnostic
trickster. A new album from him is
always a curious proposition and,
with The Veiled Sea, he distills his
unpredictability into one single work,
presenting a lineup of songs that have
little to do with each other beyond
the realm of an omnivorous appetite.
Electric guitar blitz. Beats. Free jazz.
A Faust cover, even. It’s weird and
enticing, hypnotic and jarring. In a
word: it’s Chasny.
ERIN OSMON

THE SHADRACKS
FromHumanLikeForms
DAMAGEDGOOD

6/10
Medwaythree-piece’sgarage-
punksecondLP

A band produced
by Billy Childish
and featuring Billy
Childish’sson,Huddie
Shadrack, on Billy
Childish’s favourite

record label are going to sound a lot
like Billy Childish, which is no bad
thing in the case of The Shadracks.
Rumbling opener “Don’t Let Go” sets
a tone of down-and-dirty garage punk,
with Huddie supplying superb Dave
Vanian-inspired vocals on the jagged
new wave of “You Can’t Lose” and the
title track. It’s not all one-paced: “You
Are Adored” brings a pleasing moment
of gothic tenderness, while “Did You
Like It Then” o�ers a sweet, country-
in¡uenced ballad.
PETER WATTS

SOCCER COMMITTEE
TellFromTheGrass MORC

9/10
Minimal,oneiricminiatures
viatheNetherlands

On her �rst album
in 14 years, Mariska
Baars of Soccer
Committee makes
great virtue of very
little. As with its

predecessor, the 2007 album sC, Tell
From The Grass features Baars’ lovely,
unforced voice, and a smoky, mottled
guitar that recalls the muted tone of
jazz guitarists such as Barney Kessel.
At its most layered, as on the wispy folk
of “Hazy” and “Interstellar”, it’s a little
like Cat Power circa Moon Pix and You
Are Free. But more o�en than not, it’s
more bare-boned – just the essence of
the song: one note, and then, slowly,
carefully, the next.
JON DALE

TEXAS
Hi BMG

7/10
Sturdypopsoul,bothnew
andre-upholstered

It may be pure 
coincidence that 
Texas’s �rst album in 
four years shares its 
name with a revered 
Memphis record label, 

but there’s no denying the smooth 
grooves of Willie Mitchell and Al Green 
is a template for several cuts here 
(“You Can Call Me”, “Unbelievable”). 
It’s perhaps expected, as Sharleen 
Spiteri and bassist co-writer Johnny 
McElhone say much of the material is 
based on revisited sketches unused 
from 1997’s multi-platinum, soulful 
White On Blonde, although “Just
Want To Be Liked” follows a more
cinematic, mariachi-¡avoured country
cantina path, and the Wu-Tang Clan
collaboration title track unashamedly
lunges at a pop jugular.
TERRY STAUNTON

ALASDAIR ROBERTS
OG VOLVUR
TheOldFabledRiver
DRAGCITY

8/10
Scottishfolkie’sNorwegianfusion

To categorise
Glasgow-based
Roberts as a folk
singer ignores
his fondness
for exploratory

collaborations. Likewise the Oslo-
based band Völvur, who tend to give
traditional forms a playful battering.
When Völvur’s Marthe Lea sings on
“Nu Rinner Solen Opp”, the bell-like
clarity of her voice rings out over
scratchy, wheezing drones. Roberts
has the deceptively tentative cadences
of Will Oldham, pitching in a ¡exible
space between joy and exultation on
the seasonal prayer of feeble love,
“Orison Of Union”. On Robert Burns’
“Song Composed In August”, the
voices blend beautifully in a seasonal
(temporary?) celebration of love.
ALASTAIR MCKAY

SHAUN RYDER
VisitsFromFuture
Technology
SWRX

6/10
Ryderaimstokick-offthepost-
lockdownparty,withmixedresults

Though some
artists revel in
an obscurantist
surrealism, there’s
a sense that, with
Shaun Ryder’s self-

admittedly “nonsense” new record,
deliberately bonkers lyrics, such as
on the jelly�sh-oriented lead single
“Mumbo Jumbo”, underline a lack of
real substance. That being said, Visits
From Future Technology does reveal
the former Mondays man quite clearly
having the time of his life, and there
are some undeniably head-bobbing
cuts, such as “Close The Dam” and
the tight-guitar-centric “Straighten
Me Up”, which sounds like a great
forgotten baggy banger. But this is
balanced by a range of tracks that
sound fairly sub-par, while the less
said about the unforgivable “Pop Stars
Daughters”, the better.ANDREW PRICE

REY SAPIENZ & THE
CONGO TECHNO
ENSEMBLE
NaZalaZala
NYEGENYEGE

7/10
High-octaneAfro-ravefrom
Congolesepartytroupe

From its home base 
in Kampala, record 
label Nyege Nyege 
has uncovered 
an impressive 
underground 

strain of African electronic music 
that mixes technical creativity with 
raucous energy. This Uganda-based 
trio – fronted by rapper-producer Rey 

Sapienz, who grew up against the 
backdrop of the Second Congo War 
– play a breakneck fusion of techno, 
dancehall and frantic hand percussion 
atop which vocalists ricochet around 
like pinballs. But Na Zala Zala is more 
than party music. On the contrary, 
there’s a heaviness of spirit here, a 
sense of hurt to “Dancehall Pigme” and 
“Posa Na Bika” that if anything only 
intensi�es the frenetic energy. 
LOUIS PATTISON

THE SCIENTISTS
Negativity IN THE RED

7/10
CelebratedAussiegarage-punk
veteransreturn

“Thought I was in 
the ‘in’ crowd, but 
that would never 
be allowed,” yowls 
Kim Salmon on the 
opening song on this 

return of his band’s 1981-86 lineup.  
If it’s rather more of a stretch 40 years 
on, there’s still some justi�cation in his 
claim to be an outsider, and Negativity 
sees the four refreshed and diverging 
from swamp/surf type, ready to throw 
a few punches. The malevolent, 
Stooges- and Suicide-styled noise of 
their de�nitive Blood Red River is less 
apparent, but attitudinal chops and 
unpredictability abound, notably with 
¡anged, scuzz-rock epic “Seventeen” 
and “Moth Eaten Velvet”, a sweet, 
undisguised tribute to Lou Reed  
and co, with strings.  SHARON O’CONNELL

TREVOR SENSOR
On Account Of Exile Vol 1
HIGH BLACK DESERT

8/10
Illinoisdrifterseesanewhard
rainfalling

Sensor spent much of 
the four years since his 
debut, Andy Warhol’s 
Dream, dogged by 
visions of personal 
and American decay. 

The resultant apocalyptic songs see 
him slam his razor-edged rasp against 
the wall, volume bleeding into the 
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NEW ALBUM

DURING
lockdown, 
Liam Kazar 
found new 
ways to make 
a living. With 
his regular 

gigs playing in Je�  Tweedy’s live 
band on hold, Kazar opened 
Isfahan – a delivery-only kitchen, 
named a� er a Duke Ellington 
song, whose cuisine is inspired 
by his Armenian heritage.

Such resourcefulness has been 
evident throughout Kazar’s career 
so far. As a teenager in Chicago, he 
was a member of Kids These Days, 
an eight-piece musical collective 
whose sole album Traphouse Rock
was produced by Tweedy. Since 
then, Kazar has busied himself as a 
journeyman guitarist, performing 
with Tweedy, Steve Gunn, Chance 
the Rapper and Daniel Johnston. 
Before the pandemic, he and some 
friends put together a David Bowie 
tribute show.

Inevitably, Kazar – born Liam 
Cunningham – arrived late to a 
solo career. He � nally made his 
debut solo recording on Uncut’s 
Wilcovered compilation in 2019, 
where his version of “Sunloathe” 
came bathed in warm slide tones 
that foregrounded the George 
Harrison in¡ uence on the original. 
Meanwhile, the � rst sightings 
of Kazar’s original material 
arrived last year with “Shoes So 
Tight”, a sprightly, soulful jam 
built around Kazar’s core band: 
Spencer Tweedy on drums, Lane 
Beckstrom on bass, Dave Curtin 
manning a punchy Prophet VI 
and co-producer James Elkington 
on pedal steel. The video found 

Kazar in full Pierrot make-up, 
inspired by Lindsey Kemp – but 
with his mop of tousled brown 
hair, he looked more like Dylan 
on the Rolling Thunder Tour. The 
song was a terri� c calling card 
from an artist who, nine years 
a� er his recording debut with 
Kids These Days, had at last found 
his own voice. “I lost a few good 
years killing time,” he sings on “So 
Long Tomorrow”, which seems 
like he’s doing himself a great 
disservice: Due North might have 
been a long time coming, but it’s 
very much the work of someone 
who’s bene� tted from spending 
a long time watching others do it 
well. Much like a chef at a pop-up 
restaurant, you might say – 
following treasured recipes and 
putting his own spin on them.

Tweedy, of course, is an 
in¡ uence – but not in ways you 
might imagine. There’s something
of Wilco’s inherent intensity in the
thrumming, needle-y guitar intro 
to “Shoes Too Tight”, and on “On A
Spanish Dune”, which recalls the 
mellow and soulful temperament 
of Sky Blue Sky. You can also hear 
Tweedy’s lyrical dryness in lines 
such as “I hang my coat on any old 
hook/But I prefer the second from 
the le� ” on “So Long Tomorrow”, 
and his fragile songcra�  in lines 
like “It seems I haven’t changed/
Half as much as I let you down” 
on “Something Tender”.

But instead of Tweedy’s a� able, 
rumpled narrators, Kazar has 
swagger – even when addressing 
matters of the heart. “Don’t leave 
me hanging on the laces of your 
shoes,” he sings on “Old Enough 
For You”. But it’s hard to sound 

anything other than 
con� dent when the 
music swings like this. 
Spencer Tweedy and 
Lane Beckstrom provide
tight, upbeat backing – 
everything is lit up, like 
the � rst day of summer 
– while Kazar and
Curtin’s array of synths 
provide infectious 
undercurrents. On “Old 
Enough For You”, Kazar 
and his cohorts sound 
like they’re channelling 
Talking Heads, while 
“Shoes Too Tight” 
boogies along on 
crunchy, glam grooves. 
He maintains this wide-
open spirit of optimism 
on “Frank Bacon” – “Keepin’ my 
feet on solid ground/I’m never 
gonna let you down” – where 
Elkington’s slide twangs playfully 
against Kazar’s layered guitars.

But Kazar has evidently worked 
hard not just on his songwriting. 
His arrangements have grain and 
depth, even on deceptively lighter 
songs like “So Long Tomorrow”

and “Shoes Too Tight”, 
you’ll hear pianos, 
synths and multiple 
guitar lines artfully 
enter and depart the 
songs, but they never 
risk overwhelming their 
momentum. Even the 
more re¡ ective songs 
are richly textured. The 
soulful grooves of “Give 
My Word” and spacey 
expanse of “Something 
Tender” both � nd a 
complementary space 
between Elkington’s 
lachrymose slide and 
the analogue burblings 
from a Korg. Then there’s 
Kazar’s voice. He has a 
slightly theatrical croon, 
indebted to Bowie and 
David Byrne, that brings 
di� erent weights of 
feeling to the songs. He 
projects playfulness to 
the up-tempo strut of 
“So Long Tomorrow” 
but also warmth to 
the wistful “I’ve Been 
Where You Are”.

Even with lockdown, 
Due North has taken 
three years to complete, 
which suggests that 
Kazar has taken the 
time to think everything 

through. A� er all, having spent 
so long at the side of other artists, 
wouldn’t he want to ensure his 
debut album was good enough 
to hold its own in such exalted 
company. As the � nal synth 
whooshes of “Something Tender” 
evaporate, Due North feels like 
Kazar coming to terms with his 
place in the rock’n’roll � rmament.

Liam Kazar: “There’s a deep
shared musical language”

What have you learnt from 
Jeff Tweedy and Steve Gunn?
KAZAR: The biggest thing I’ve 
taken from Jeff and Steve is that 
writing songs and playing them is a 
wonderful and harmless way to live 
your life. I feel lucky to have toured 
with two folks who’ve been at it 
for some time and still feel like 
it’s a worthwhile venture. 

You have a strong relationship 
with Lane Beckstrom and 
Spencer Tweedy. What do 
they bring to the table?
That’s where I started. First two 
people outside my family I played 
music with, when I was about 12. I 
knew they were great but then you 
meet new people and realise you’re 
lucky to have come up playing with 
musicians like them. There’s a deep 

sharedmusical language. I can talk 
through a song idea in about one 
minute with those two. They’re lovely!

Who are your key influences 
on the record?
Al Green’s The Belle Album was 
my biggest influence. The acoustic 
guitar playing on “All ‘N All” is brilliant – 
definitely where I got the idea to start 
“Shoes Too Tight” with an acoustic 
guitar solo.

If I were to order delivery 
tonight from Isfahan, what 
would you recommend? 
Kashki Bademjan, Persian eggplant 
dip; Jingalov Hat, Armenian herb-
stuffed hand pies; Aash-e Dogha, 
yoghurt soup with lamb meatballs; 
Mussakhan, Palestinian roast 
chicken; Sabzi Polo with Tahdig, 
crispy rice with herbs and saffron; 
Fereni, rose water pudding with fig 
preserves. INTERVIEW: MICHAEL BONNER

Q&A

DISCOVERED 
Searching out 

the best albums 
new to Uncut

SLEEVE NOTES
1 So Long 
Tomorrow
2 Old Enough 
For You
3 Shoes Too Tight
4 Nothing To You
5 On A Spanish 
Dune
6 Frank Bacon
7 I’ve Been 
Where You Are
8 No Time For 
Eternity 
9 Give My World
10 Something 
Tender

Produced by:
Liam Kazar and 
James Elkington
Recorded at: 
Foxhall and Nada 
Studio, Chicago; 
Flying Cloud, 
West Shokan; 
Refuge Arts, 
Appleton, WI
Personnel includes: 
Liam Kazar (gtrs, 
bass, keys, vocals), 
Spencer Tweedy 
(drums), Lane 
Beckstrom (bass), 
James Elkington 
(pedal steel, 
perc), Andrew Sa 
(vocals)
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LIAM KAZAR
Due North
WOODSIST/MARE

8/10
Infectious debut from Jeff  Tweedy and 
Steve Gunn sideman. By Michael Bonner



TORRES
Thirstier MERGE

8/10
MackenzieScottunleashesherinner
joyonexuberantfifthalbum

“I wanted to channel
my intensity into
something that
felt positive and
constructive, as
opposed to being

intense in a destructive or eviscerating
way,” says Mackenzie Scott of Torres’
latest. This desire to create joyous
intensity is apparent throughout,
from the raucous guitar-growl-meets-
seamless-pop-swagger of opener “Are
You Sleepwalking?” to the grunge-
pop of the title track. Scott’s ability
to weave between monster guitar
eruptions, re�ned pop and stripped-
back moments that allow her voice
to soar is a constant. This approach
applies all the way until the album’s
closing moments, refusing to go out on
a delicate note and instead ending on
a Nine Inch Nails-esque blaster.
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

XAN TYLER & MAD
PROFESSOR
ClarionCall ARIWA

7/10
Sweetreggaefromformer
MissionControllers

Fife-based Tyler
has sketched an
eclectic career,
including a successful
collaboration
with producer

Kramer. She �rst encountered Mad
Professor when she and her former
partner in Technique, Kate Holmes,
contributed to Mission Control’s Dub
Showcase. Apart from a couple of dub
deconstructions, the Professor keeps it
light,pushingTyler’ssweet,airyvocals
to the top of the mix, notably on the
delicious “Silver And Gold”. There’s a
gentle call for unity on “Clarion Call”
but the highlight is an extraordinary
cover of Townes Van Zandt’s “Be Here
To Love Me”, a country lament reborn
as lovers’ rock. ALASTAIR McKAY

U-ROY
SolidGoldU-Roy TROJANJAMAICA/BMG

6/10
Lastwillandtestamentofthe
legendarytoaster

The title suggests 
a retrospective 
compilation but 
although Solid Gold 
includes remakes 
of several U-Roy 

classics, it’s an entirely new album 
representing his �nal recordings 
before his death in February 2021. His 
vocals – as exuberant in his seventies 
as half a century ago – were recorded 
in 2018 by Trojan Jamaica’s mainman 
Zak Starkey who then overdubbed 
further contributions from Shaggy, 
Clash guitarist Mick Jones, Sly & 
Robbie and others. Highlights include 
a thrilling duet with Ziggy Marley on 

“Trenchtown Rock” and an echoing, 
dubby take on “Man Next Door” with 
Santigold, who was born the year 
U-Roy recorded his original DJ version 
of the song. NIGELWILLIAMSON 

SUZIE UNGERLEIDER
My Name Is Suzie Ungerleider
MVKA

7/10
Thenamehaschangedbut–
thankfully–littleelsehas

Vancouver songwriter 
Suzie Ungerleider 
traded for nearly 
25 years under the 
name Oh Susanna, 
in which guise she 

released an impressive catalogue 
of smart, waspish Americana. Her 
ditching of her previous identity seems 
a combination of desire to at once 
completely embrace her songs and 
dissociate herself from the less savoury 
heritage of the Stephen Foster song 
whose title she’d borrowed. It is no 
slight against My Name Is… to suggest 
that it hasn’t made much di�erence. 
On tracks such as “Ships” and “Mount 
Royal”, in particular, Ungerleider 
remains a superlative scene-setter 
and storyteller, with a voice managing 
the rare combination of being at once 
delicate and careworn. ANDREW MUELLER

VILLAGERS
Fever Dreams DOMINO

8/10
ImmersivefifthfromIrishcollective

Over �ve albums,
Weller collaborator
Conor O’Brien has
strived to combine his
distinctive but fragile
voice with music that

applied folky sensibilities to more
expansive and busy R&B productions.
At its best here, this produces minor
masterpieces like the shimmering
romance of “The First Day” or “Circles
In The Firing Line”, a lithe and
bristling combination of John Grant
and John Misty, which repeatedly pulls
the rug from under your feet with its
cheek. The dense and atmospheric
“Song In Seven” is another highlight,
while “Full Faith In Providence”
brings the mood down a notch without
reducing impact. PETER WATTS

MARTHA WAINWRIGHT
LoveWillBeReborn
PHEROMONERECORDS/COOKINGVINYL.

8/10
Awelcomereturnafterfiveyears

Wainwright wraps 
her gloriously 
unique voice around 
11 original songs. 
Opener “Middle 
Of The Lake” has a 

rockier feel than she’s dabbled in for 
some time, with loose drumbeats 
and dusty guitar giving her a perfect 
framework for her bombastic delivery. 
Elsewhere there’s “Getting Older”, 
which opens with a slight salsa sound 
before turning into something the 

Patti Smith Group would’ve turned
their hand to The gorgeous title track,
meanwhile, dives into heartbreak
and misery and comes up hopeful.
Wainwright wrote it in “its entirety
within 10 or 15 minutes”, and that
�zzing creativity is audible across the
whole record. HANNAH VETTESE

WAVVES
Hideaway FATPOSSUM

7/10
NathanWilliamsgetsreflectiveand
returnstohisrootsonseventhLP

Returning to his 
parents’ backyard 
shed where he made 
much of his earliest 
material, Nathan 
Williams connects 

back with his origins – as well as the 
record label that released his 2010 
breakthrough King Of The Beach. The 
fuzz-heavy pop-punk he was making 
back then still echoes loudly here but
by connecting with producer Dave

Sitek, the material also sounds crisper. 
“Thru Hell” is an infectious anxiety 
anthem that sets the tone for an album 
rooted in the insecurities of getting 
older. “It’s been torture existing this 
long,” he screams on the hard-hitting 
“Hideaway”. However, Williams has 
a clear knack of peppering his dread 
with plenty of pop-heavy hooks. 
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

DANIEL WYLIE’S COSMIC 
ROUGH RIDERS
Atoms And Energy
LATE NIGHT FROM GLASGOW

8/10
Cosmicsensibilitieson1970s-styled
seventhfromGlaswegiansinger

Daniel Wylie had 
a moment in the 
spotlight when Alan 
McGee took the best 
songs from Cosmic 
Rough Riders’ two 

self-�nanced albums and released
them in 2000 on his Poptones label as
Enjoy The Melodic Sunshine, a jangle-
pop classic. Wylie quit his own band
not long a�er. Atoms And Energy is
his seventh solo album. Basic tracks
were recorded in Glasgow in 2019 and
completed in lockdown but much of
it sounds like a great lost LA singer-
songwriter album from about 1971,
with echoes of CSNY, Love, The Beach
Boys and the Neil Young of A�er The
Gold Rush. ALLAN JONES
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NEW ALBUMS

VILLAGERS 
Frontman Conor O’Brien on “becoming unmoored”

REVELATIONS

C onor O’Brien finished 
recording backing 
tracks for the new 

Villagers album as Ireland’s 
national lockdown began  
in spring 2020. Recording  
had started in a spirit of 
collaboration at the end of 
2019 as a series of full-band 
jams but were finished by 
O’Brien in relative isolation, 
working remotely with brass, 
woodwind and string players. 

Villagers’ fine sixth LP, Fever 
Dreams, bristles with ideas that 
emerged from both stages of 
this process. “I wanted to feel 
that collective sense of 
discovery with the musicians 
I’d been playing with for the 
previous few years,” he says of 
the initial recordings.  “I think 

you can hear the excitement in 
the recordings. There were 
quite a few eureka moments – 
simplifying ‘So Simpatico’ 
springs to mind, as does sitting 
at my piano and ‘Momentarily’ 
spilling out over the course of 
an hour or two. Jamming 
‘Restless Endeavour’ with the 
band and realising it was 
becoming something special 
and unmoored.” 

O’Brien is looking forward to 
going on the road for the first 
time since December 2019. “I 
just want to play music in a 
room full of people again; this 
crazy year-and-a-half has 
revealed to me the importance 
of a shared creative expression. 
I feel like I’m going to explode 
with excitement.” PETER WATTS
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“You’re sittin’ in a dentist’s chair/And they’ve got music for you there”

O
N 15 August 1970, The
Beach Boys repaired
to Brian Wilson’s
house in Bel-Air,
setting up in the studio
downstairs. Sun�ower,
their new album, was

due out in a fortnight, but the band were already
sketching ideas for a follow-up. Wilson laid down a
basic track for “’Til I Die”, a song he’d been struggling
with for some time but was yet to perfect. Mike Love,
meanwhile, unveiled the quietly rapturous “Big Sur”.

Trailed this June ahead of Feel Flows – a major
compilation centred around Sun�ower and its 1971
successor, Surf’s Up – “Big Sur” �nds the band
in their preferred milieu: hymning the glory of a
California that’s part real and part fantasy, where
crimson sunsets are followed
by dutiful golden dawns and
bubbling mountain springs
feed inexorably into the ocean.
A less melli�uous version of
the song would surface as the
opening section of Holland’s
“California Saga” in 1973,
but the original is far more
persuasive. Much bootlegged
but widely unavailable until
now, its belated appearance
teased the possibility of a trove
of hidden revelations within
The Beach Boys’ catalogue.

Feel Flows makes good on that promise. 
Produced by Mark Linett and archive 
manager Alan Boyd – the capable hands 
who delivered 2011’s The Smile Sessions – it’s 

a set as vast as it is remarkable, containing no 
fewer than 135 tracks, 108 of which have never 

been o�  cially released before. Strung across 
�ve CDs are various live cuts, outtakes, demos, 

alternate mixes and isolated backing tracks that 
show the full extent of The Beach Boys’ endeavours at 
a critical point in their history.

The tragedy back then, as the late ’60s gave 
way to a new decade, was that most people had 
stopped listening to The Beach Boys. A� er a string 
of dismal-selling albums, Capitol showed no 
interest in extending their contract beyond 1969. 
And Jimi Hendrix’s tart assessment of the band as 

a “psychedelic barbershop 
quartet” con� rmed the 
suspicion – certainly among 
those who still only equated 
The Beach Boys with sand, sun 
and breakers – that they just 
weren’t made for these heavier, 
more socio-political times.

Released with the full 
co-operation of the surviving 
members, Feel Flows attempts 
to � nally lay waste a tired myth. 
The Beach Boys were brimming 
with ideas for Sun� ower, each 
member spurred by a new 

THE BEACH BOYS
Feel Flows: The Sunflower & 

Surf’s Up Sessions 1969-1971 
CAPITOL/UME

Weighty boxset uncovers the full extent of a wonderfully fertile 
transitional period for “America’s Top Surfi n’ Group”. By Rob Hughes
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Hitting a 
second 
peak: The 
Beach Boys 
circa 1970’s 
Sunflower
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sense of artistic liberation. Brian Wilson 
was slowly returning to action a� er the 
psychic collapse that followed the aborted 
Smile sessions, though he would never 
again be the dominant force that had 
captained Pet Sounds. “Brian probably 
knew he couldn’t make a whole album at 
that point,” says Bruce Johnston in Howie 
Edelson’s comprehensive liner notes for 
Feel Flows. “So we got the best out of Brian 
and also discovered the other guys in the 
band could write. And it was interesting. It 
had a lot of textures as far as the songs, the 
voices, the leads.”

Rooted in remastered versions of 
Sun� ower and Surf’s Up, Feel Flows stakes 
a number of claims. The accompanying 
live tracks prove that, at their best, The 
Beach Boys could be a pretty formidable 
rock’n’roll band, an attribute not always 
given its rightful acknowledgement. Carl 
leads the charge on a heroically vigorous 
“It’s About Time”, from 1971, � anked by 
fat horns and whirling organ. The same 
applies to Al Jardine’s “Susie Cincinnati”, 
recorded at an Anaheim show in 1976 
during the “Brian’s Back!” campaign, 
marking the eldest Wilson’s return to the 
live stage. Meanwhile, a 1972 rendition of 
“Long Promised Road” is nothing short of 
majestic, as is a Carl-steered “Surf’s Up”, 

hic sacri�ces some

of Brian’s studio delicacy for a jazzier kind 
of ebb and � ow. Carl’s creative awakening 
is a key aspect of Feel Flows, beginning 
with “Long Promised Road” and the 
title track, both written with Beach Boys 
manager Jack Rieley. He emerges as a � ne 
musician too, but it’s his capacity as an 
arranger and producer that guides the 
band’s aesthetic. Brian had a point when 
he called the youngest Wilson brother 
“the spirit of The Beach Boys”.

That said, it’s Dennis Wilson who reveals 
himself as arguably the true star of Feel 
Flows. Having partially � lled the Brian 
void on 1969’s 20/20, Sun� ower saw him 
reconcile the twin poles of his songwriting 
with the vivaciously rocking “Slip On 
Through” and the sensitive “Forever”. 
Here, on disc � ve, are the gorgeous 
remnants of a lost solo project, tentatively 
titled Poops/Hubba Bubba. Co-written in 
1971 with Daryl Dragon, later to � nd fame 
as one half of Captain & Tennille, Dennis’s 
songs achieve a new kind of elevation. 
“Behold The Night” is a harpsichord ballad 
pitched between anguish and longing, 
all the more striking for its understated 
elegance. “Old Movie (Cuddle Up)” was 
revamped for the following year’s Carl 
And The Passions – “So Tough”, but is 
much more e¦ ective as a wordless chorale, 
oi e by the similarly blissful “Hawaiian 

”. But it’s the crystalline, piano-
led “Medley: All Of My Love / 

Ecology” and “Before” (the latter 
unctured by distorted guitar) that 

gnify his unbound talent, both 
rving to foreshadow the wounded, 
ulful beauty of 1977’s Paci  c Ocean 

, Dennis’s solo debut.

Unsurprisingly, given its sheer size, 
Feel Flows also makes room for a fair 
share of curiosities. Disc two closes with 
a cloying cover of “Seasons In The Sun”, 
produced by Al Jardine and Terry Jacks at 
Brian’s house in the summer of 1970. Never 
mind that Jacks would turn it into a huge 
solo hit a few years down the line. Here, 
sequenced together with Love’s “Big Sur” 
and Dennis’s “Sound Of Free”, it feels like 
The Beach Boys are merely slumming it.

The decidedly odd “My Solution”, also 
from the Surf’s Up sessions, makes its 
bow too. Recorded on Halloween night, 
it � nds Brian going full Vincent Price, 
playing the mad scientist over descending 
chords and various sound e¦ ects. “Sweet 
And Bitter”, sung by Mike Love, is more 
intriguing but equally strange, essentially 
a healthy living manual with a jokey plug 
for the Radiant Radish, Brian’s short-lived 
grocery store in West Hollywood.

A good portion of discs three and four 
are taken up with in-progress backing 
tracks and a cappella cuts from the 
Sun� ower and Surf’s Up sessions. And 
while this is hardly a new tactic for Beach 
Boys compilers, it does at least underscore 
how the rich complexity of the syncopated 
vocal arrangements were such an integral 
part of the band’s identity. More directly 
engaging are the alternative takes. A 
stretched-out version of the august “’Til I 
Die”, with a lingering bass and vibraphone 
intro, attempts to inject Brian’s existential 
crisis with a misplaced feelgood factor. No 
longer is he lost on the ocean or perishing 
in a valley. Instead, he declares, “I found 
my way”. By contrast, a sparser take on 
“Surf’s Up” (only one of several variants 
on o¦ er throughout) only accentuates its 
allusive vulnerability.

Feel Flows is emphatic proof that The 
Beach Boys never stopped making 
sublime, artful, spiritually invested music, 
no matter how far they’d fallen in popular 
opinion. Post-Pet Sounds, the incentive, 
as Al Jardine observes, was “to � nd a way 
to move on beyond ‘Good Vibrations’. 
That was the pinnacle.” In that context, 
Sun� ower and Surf’s Up represent their 
second great peak.

SLEEVE NOTES
DISC ONE
Sunflower -
Original Album 
Sunflower - Live
+ Bonus Tracks 

DISC TWO
Surf’s Up - 
Original Album 
Surf’s Up - Live
+ Bonus Tracks 

DISC THREE
Sunflower Sessions 
1969–1970 
A Cappella 

DISC FOUR
Surf’s Up Sessions
 -  A Cappella
+ Bonus Tracks

DISC FIVE 
Bonus Disc
1. This Whole World
2. Add Some Music 
To Your Day
3. Don’t Go Near 
The Water
4. Surf’s Up Part 1
5. Soulful Old Man 
Sunshine
6. I’m Goin’ Your 
Way
7. Where Is She
8. Carnival (Over 
The Waves/Sobra 
Las Olas)
9. It’s Natural
10. Medley: All Of 
My Love / Ecology
11. Before
12. Behold The 
Night
13. Old Movie 
(Cuddle Up)
14. Hawaiian 
Dream
15. Settle Down / 
Sound Of Free
16. I’ve Got A Friend
17. ’Til I Die
18. Back Home
19. Back Home
20. Won’t You 
Tell Me
21. Won’t You 
Tell Me
22. Barbara
23. Slip On Through
24. Susie Cincinnati
25. My Solution
26. You Never Give 
Me Your Money
27. Medley: Happy 
Birthday, Brian / 
God Only Knows
28. You Need A 
Mess Of Help To 
Stand Alone
29. Marcella
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Carl Wilson 
(left): “the 
spirit of The 
Beach Boys”

CarlAndThe
Passions – “So Tough”
BROTHER/REPRISE, 1972
Bolstered by the 
addition of Blondie 
Chaplin and Ricky 

Fataar from Carl Wilson protégés The 
Flame, The Beach Boys locate the sweet 
spot between West Coast pop and 
experimental daring. Of Brian’s minimal 
contributions, “Marcella” is the keeper, 
while two Dennis tunes (“Make It Good” 
and “Cuddle Up”) were rescued from an 
aborted solo album. Standout moment 
is “All This Is That”. 7/10

Holland
BROTHER/REPRISE, 1973
Temporarily shifting 
base to record in the 
Netherlands only 
brought their homeland 

closer, as evinced by “California Saga”, 
a three-part eco suite written by Mike 
Love and Al Jardine, with contributions 
from American poet John Robinson 
Jeffers. Aside from “Funky Pretty”, Brian’s 
major offering is a revived “Sail On, 
Sailor”, co-written with Van Dyke Parks 
and expertly delivered by Blondie 
Chaplin. 8/10

Love You
BROTHER/REPRISE, 1977
The successor to 1976’s 
disappointing 15 Big 
Ones started life as a 
solo Brian project before 

falling under the Beach Boys banner. 
Synths and keyboards abound, but 
there’s an endearingly imperfect quality 
to the texture of many of these songs, 
which slalom between pensive ballads, 
celestial meditations, marriage, 
schooldays nostalgia and tributes
to TV host Johnny Carson. Weird and 
welcoming in equal measure. 8/10

HOW TO BUY...

ILING ON
sential post-’71 Beach Boys albums
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“Theotherguysinthe
bandsuddenlyhad
moreofachance”
BRUCEJOHNSTON

How were things in The Beach
Boys’ camp during the late ’60s?
AL JARDINE:It was di�cult being
a Beach Boy in the years a�er the
assassination of Martin Luther King.
Tough, really tough. And of course there
was increasing negativity with the
Vietnam War. It wasn’t very cool to be
a Beach Boy, it wasn’t “Fun Fun Fun”
any more. So we were hitting a big
wall of change. Things were de�nitely
moving quite rapidly and we were just
on the edge of it.

How did the band deal with
Brian’s withdrawal from
leadership?
BRUCE JOHNSTON:Brian was kind of
peeling back a little. It’s kind of like a
running track; you’re going to get tired
out. You’re not going to win the Olympics
every year. We had a recording contract
and product requirements, so the other
guys in the band suddenly had more of
a chance and started writing. I don’t
think we created as many hits, but
certainly, artistically for the guys, it
was like: “Hey, I can do that!” Brian
would be in and out of the studio and
wouldn’t produce every track, so you
had di¦erent tones of the band in terms
of writing, singing and production. It
was a really interesting period.
JARDINE:We all �lled the vacuum that
Brian created. He was always there,
but not in a dominant way, not at the
forefront any more. It was more of a
supporting cast role. He was more or
less following the lead of his younger
brother Carl, who was beginning to
become a really good producer. And

Al Jardine and  
Bruce Johnston on  
the Feel Flows era

myself and Mike, of course, and Dennis,
who started to make his own category of
music. He was like his older brother, but
in a di¦erent way. So things started to
open up for us, individually.

How did that manifest itself in
the studio?
JARDINE:We were expressing ourselves
without drugs, which of course is
completely contrary to what was going
on at the time. Everybody was turning
on and we were kind of turning o¦,
into the transcendental state of mind,
encouraging people not to use drugs.
Mike’s into it, I still do it, McCartney
does it. We all still meditate in our own
ways. It really does help a great deal
and the music re�ected that. It was
a more passionate and subtle kind
of music. For instance, “Our Sweet
Love” [on Sun�ower], was something
that Brian had started, then Carl and I
�nished it. It was just a beautiful little
love song. We put those kinds of things
on there because they were really
good songs, not because they were
about some cultural shi�, trying to be
something we weren’t.

One of the most striking things
about that era was Dennis’s
emergence as a songwriter. Did
you know he had it in him?
JOHNSTON:None of us did, including

Dennis. In January 1966 we 
were in Japan and had a lot of 
time on our hands. We played 
about 14 shows, so I started 
showing Dennis how to play 
the piano and how to chord. 
I kind of unlocked what was 
already in there and he started 
putting it all together. I think 
his song “Forever” is fabulous. 

What do you recall of the 
Sunflower sessions?
JOHNSTON: I think that’s 
the time when the band was 
as friendly as it could be. 
Everybody was cheering 
everybody else on with their 
songs. I did “Deirdre” and 
“Tears In The Morning” and 
Brian had “Add Some Music 
To Your Day” and “Cool, Cool 
Water”. It’s just a great album, 
I loved everybody’s songs 
on there. And I kind of like 
that Sun�ower is underrated,
because I think that makes it

really special. You have to dig a little to
�nd it. Sun�ower is my favourite Beach
Boys album over Pet Sounds.

Everybody seemed to continue
that form into Surf’s Up…
JARDINE:We were just doing what we
had to do. We were literally putting our
careers back together again on Surf’s
Up, by �nishing the songs [from Smile]
and creating a few others, like “’Til I
Die”. I thought we were on an amazingly
good track. We would resurrect things
like “Surf’s Up” and Carl and I would sit
there and put the pieces together again.
I think we did a pretty damn good job
to get that done. “Surf’s Up” is such a
beautifully sad piece of music. That’s
Brian at his most melancholy.
JOHNSTON:Brian wrote one of my
favourite things ever for Surf’s Up: “’Til
I Die”. Oh my God, it’s ridiculous! Some
people were writing their lives. I haven’t
changed. To this day I live by the beach
in California and I’m a total surf guy.”

Surf’s Up also manages to
subvert the Beach Boy
clichés with “Don’t Go Near
The Water”, which is also an
early eco anthem…
JARDINE: I love that. I could’ve done a
much better job, but Mike insisted on
putting these meditation lyrics in it,
whereas I wanted it to be more dramatic.
But sometimes you just have to go with
the �ow, because you’re a team. He
sang the lead and the lead singer
always gets the upper hand. Daryl
Dragon helped a lot too. He was the
piano assistant and we had those crazy
little chords going on there. Looking
back now, Surf’s Up was a powerful
piece of music. It was a good direction
for us, in a lot of ways.
INTERVIEW: ROB HUGHES

Q&A

“Everybody was 
turning on and we 
were kind of turning 
off”: The Beach 
Boys in London, 
November 16, 1970
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F
OR a while now, 51 years 
maybe, there’s been 
talk of de-Spectorising 
All Things Must Pass, of 
wiping away the reverb like 
grime from a golden murti. 
Phil didn’t make it easy, 

though: rather than adding e�ects during 
mixing, the layers of echo that cloud this 
motherlode of songs and jams are o en 
baked onto the tapes themselves.

This 50th-anniversary edition, therefore, 
is not the clear and crisp version of All 
Things Must Pass that’s hovered in some 
people’s imaginations for decades like 
some audiophile Holy Grail, as sparse and 
dry as 1973’s Living In The Material World. 
On this new mix by Paul Hicks, the fog 

is very much there, but a little daylight 
(good at arriving at the right time, you may 
recall) has been let in. The breadth and 
ambition of All Things Must Pass remain 
astounding in better de�nition: for a sense 
of scale, George’s contributions to the 
‘White Album’ total 13 minutes, while All 
Things Must Pass is itself 13 minutes longer 
than the entirety of The Beatles.

The most striking di�erence here is 
Harrison’s voice, set forward, intimate and 
relatively dry, so that quivers or in�ections 
in his singing that might have been 
subsumed in the mush are unearthed. 
Instrumental parts are also clearer: the 
acoustic guitar picking, timpani rolls and 
low, buzzing synth on “Isn’t It A Pity”, 
the subtleties in the drums on “I’d Have 
You Anytime”, every curlicue of Pete 
Drake’s pedal steel, even the maelstrom of 

free-jazz horns and 
guitars at the end of 
the immense “Let It 
Down”. Harrison’s 
masterful slide 
guitar parts (he had 
only taken up the 
technique the year 
before) are even 
more striking in this 
new setting.

If we don’t get 
an entirely new 
All Things Must 
Pass though, what 

we do get are a number of hypothetical 
alternative versions. For an ATMP where 
Harrison’s passion for The Band and 
John Wesley Harding-era Dylan takes 
precedence, check out day one’s acoustic 
guitar, drums and bass demos of “Behind 
That Locked Door”, “Dehra Dun”, “I Live 
For You”, a slower, funkier “My Sweet 
Lord” or the Bob co-write “Nowhere To 
Go”, or day two’s plaintive “Run Of The 
Mill” or a dirgier “Art Of Dying”. As an 
album, it would have been no starker 
than Plastic Ono Band, released two 
weeks later.

However, if Harrison had only had ears 
for the soulful gospel and R&B he loved 
around that time, then electric band 
demos of “What Is Life”, “Awaiting On You 
All” and “Going Down To Golders Green” 
give a good idea of what might have 
arisen. For some other avenues ripe for 
exploration, see the Fabs-y garage of the 
“I Dig Love” demo, a solo “Hear Me Lord” 
that’s today reminiscent of something 
baked and slow from Neil Young’s Zuma, 
or the three-minute demo of “Isn’t It A 
Pity”, which shines a light on how the song 
could have sounded if The Beatles hadn’t 
rejected it for Revolver.

The two discs of proper early takes 
demonstrate how the �nal recordings 
came together through live performances, 
with Harrison refusing to dictate what 
the musicians played a er su�ering 
such treatment at the hands of top 

GEORGE 
HARRISON
All Things Must Pass: 50th 
Anniversary Super Deluxe 
Edition CAPITOL/UME

10/10
A fitting update to George’s magnum opus. 
By Tom Pinnock

George at 
Friar Park 
in 1970
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SLEEVE NOTES
5CD+BLU-RAY SUPER DELUXE

CD 1 – Main Album
CD 2 – Main Album
CD 3 – Day 1 Demos 
26th May 1970
1 All Things Must Pass 
(Take 1) †
2 Behind That Locked Door 
(Take 2)
3 I Live For You (Take 1)
4 Apple Scruffs (Take 1)
5 What Is Life (Take 3)
6 Awaiting On You All 
(Take 1) †
7 Isn’t It A Pity (Take 2)
8 I’d Have You Anytime 
(Take 1)
9 I Dig Love (Take 1)
10 Going Down To Golders 
Green (Take 1)

11 Dehra Dun (Take 2)
12 Om Hare Om (Gopala 
Krishna) (Take 1)
13 Ballad Of Sir Frankie Crisp 
(Let It Roll) (Take 2)
14 My Sweet Lord (Take 1) †
15 Sour Milk Sea (Take 1)
† Previously Released

CD 4 – Day 2 Demos 
27th May 1970
1 Run Of The Mill (Take 1) †
2 Art Of Dying (Take 1)
3 Everybody/Nobody 
(Take 1)
4 Wah-Wah (Take 1)
5 Window Window (Take 1)
6 Beautiful Girl (Take 1)
7 Beware Of Darkness 
(Take 1)
8 Let It Down (Take 1)

9 Tell Me What Has 
Happened To You (Take 1)
10 Hear Me Lord (Take 1)
11 Nowhere To Go (Take 1)
12 Cosmic Empire (Take 1)
13 Mother Divine (Take 1)
14 I Don’t Want To Do It 
(Take 1)
15 If Not For You (Take 1)
† Previously Released

CD 5 – Session 
Outtakes & Jams
1 Isn’t It A Pity (Take 14)
2 Wah-Wah (Take 1)
3 I’d Have You Anytime 
(Take 5)
4 Art Of Dying (Take 1)
5 Isn’t It A Pity (Take 27)
6 If Not For You (Take 2)
7 Wedding Bells (Are 

Breaking Up That Old Gang 
Of Mine) (Take 1)
8 What Is Life (Take 1)
9 Beware Of Darkness 
(Take 8)
10 Hear Me Lord (Take 5)
11 Let It Down (Take 1)
12 Run Of The Mill (Take 36)
13 Down To the River 
(Rocking Chair Jam) (Take 1)
14 Get Back (Take 1)
15 Almost 12 Bar Honky 
Tonk (Take 1)
16 It’s Johnny’s Birthday 
(Take 1)
17 Woman Don’t You Cry 
For Me (Take 5)

Blu-ray – Main Album 
in surround, Atmos, 
hi-res stereo

songwriting duo Lennon-McCartney.
The � rst take of “Wah Wah” is already a whirlwind 

of sound, pretty much ready, with just vocals to be 
improved; take 27 of the second version of “Isn’t It 
A Pity” is almost done. Some tracks are presented 
in more embryonic states: take � ve of “I’d Have You 
Anytime”, with its overbearing drums and Spector-
ish grand piano, shows little sign of its later spectral 
grace, while take 36 of “Run Of The Mill” opens 
with harmonised lead guitars which are a little 
too bombastic for such a thoughtful piece. Other 
highlights include take � ve of “Hear Me Lord”, nine 
minutes that culminate in a hypnotic, spiralling outro, 
and a funkier take on “What Is Life wit arrison’s
voice raspily throwing f
Curiously, like Lennon d
Ono Band sessions, he a
“Get Back”.

The genius of the comp
Must Pass is that Harriso
combine all those possib
a cohesive whole that sou
little else. Excavating all
permutations is an illu
exercise, but in the end 
you’ll most likely � nd th
you prefer the original 
record – tapestries do 
have a habit of ceasing to
exist when they’re unpic

This is a world where the thundering tumult of “Wah 
Wah” happily sits alongside the Greenwich Village 
folk of “Apple Scru� s” or the soul groove of “I Dig 
Love”, and a lot of that success is down to the echoey 
fug laid by Spector around most of these songs, like 
the accessory that completes a whole out� t. It’s the 
holy haze of voices, the distant clang of massed 
instruments, that elevates and uni� es this album’s 
spiritual hymns of longing and its earthly tales of 
desire and pain.

Harrison may be the best-loved Beatle in 2021; his 
grace, humour and spiritual searching feel very 
relevant to now. Musically, too, he seems to make 
en e in o r io s ti es: the most played Beatles 

s, by a country mile, is 
mes The Sun”. This new mix 
his � nest work for today, 

detail than ever before, 
managing to retain the 
 that binds these 106 
ther. It seems a mind can 
e of, those clouds away.

vailable in a variety of 
including an Uber Deluxe 
e, which includes George 

gnome � gurines, various 
ooks, prayer beads, a 

ooden bookmark sourced 
rom a felled Friar Park oak 
ts more. 

Dhani Harrison: “It must have been
a heavy record for him” 

What did you want to achieve when you 
started on this box? We’re not going to do this 
again [at this scale], so we wanted everyone to
feel represented. You can’t choose which 
fans’ version you want to do, you have to do 
it a ll. It was quite a jigsaw puzzle.

Were you originally hoping to de-
Spectorise the album? Paul [Hicks] 
and I have tried to lean away from that. 
The original record was brilliant. Some of 
the decisions Spector made were perfect, 
and some were not the best for the track. 
My dad was always trying to pull back in 
the reverb. We’ve stayed true to everything

as best we could, but now you can hear all these 
things that were buried in the mix.

What did your dad think of the original 
album? It must have been a heavy record for him,  

but he was proud of it; when we did it again in 2000, 
he was very happy to be working on it all. It’s an 

intense record and a very intense period in 
his life – his mum passed away, he’d left his 
band, he’d moved. He dived full force into the 
Friar Park vibe, and that’s why Friar Park and 
All Things Must Pass are so connected. He 
created what he set out to do, musically, and 
spiritually, and physically in the garden at 
Friar Park. So, big success! This LP coming 

out now, given what everyone in the world 
has been through… it seems appropriate that 

it’s coming back to us at this time. TOM PINNOCK

&A

MOSE ALLISON
The Complete Atlantic/
Elektra Albums 1962–1983
STRAWBERRY/CHERRY RED

8/10
Twentyyearsinthecareer
ofaneccentricjazzicon

Mose Allison had the 
best deadpan in jazz. 
His piano playing was 
spry, o  en mordant, 
but his voice su� used 
every note with a 

low-key beatnik irony and turned 
every lyric into a missive that only the 
hippest of listeners could decipher. 
A Mississippi farmboy who served 
in the army and studied literature 
at Louisiana State University, he’d 
lived several lives and released nearly 
10 albums before he signed with 
Atlantic, where he endeared himself 
to jazz bohos and rockers alike. As a 
songwriter, he brought a sharp wit to 
counterculture rebellion (“Young Man 
Blues”, famously covered by The Who) 
and anti-war dissent (“Everybody’s 
Cryin’ Mercy”, a hit for Bonnie 
Raitt). This generous set collects a 
dozen albums on half a dozen CDs, 
chronicling Allison’s heyday as well 
as his fallow period in the early ’80s, 
portraying him as an extremely 
idiosyncratic solo performer and a 
highly mischievous ensemble player.
Extras: 7/10. New, lengthy liner notes.
STEPHEN DEUSNER

KAREN BLACK
Dreaming Of You 1971–1976
ANTHOLOGY

7/10
UncoveredreelsfromGolden
Globe-winningactor/songwriter

ChicagoanKaren
Blackwasbestknown
forherworkasan
actor–acrossafour-
decade-pluscareer,
sheappearedinsuch

� lms as EasyRider,TheGreatGatsby
and Five EasyPieces.Sheoscillated
betweengenres,ascomfortablein
the arthouseasshewasonthehorror
screen. Lessknown,though,isher
music, evenasshewrotesongsforsome
of the � lmssheappearedin.Dreaming
Of You wascompiledbyBlack’s
friend CassMcCombs,onwhose
albums sheguested,anditreveals

AtoZ
This month… 
P42 AZTEC CAMERA
P43 GENTLE GIANT
P43 CARAVAN
P44 CHRISTINE PERFECT
P46 JACKIE LEVEN
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P47 CHARLES MINGUS
P47 LESLIE WINER

Dhani at The 
V&A, London 
June 23, 2021  DA
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THERE are two ways
of looking at this 
incomplete history of 
Roddy Frame’s time 
in Aztec Camera. 
You can gaze at the 
contents – everything 

except for the band’s two Postcard Records 
singles and then High Land, Hard Rain, the 
album that established Frame as one of 
the greatest songwriters of his generation 
– and come to the conclusion that a career-
spanning boxset without High Land, Hard 
Rain is like, say, a Velvet Underground 
boxset without a banana. But, without 
that record, Backwards & Forwards – The 
WEA Recordings 1984-1995 tells an equally 
fascinating tale.

It’s not a story about Aztec Camera per 
se. It’s a story about independent music 
in the early ’80s; about a wave of literate, 
ambitious young songwriters who gazed 
on from the periphery at ABC, Duran 
Duran and Spandau Ballet and thought, 
“Why not us?” Artists such as Scritti Politti, 
Prefab Sprout and Everything But The Girl, 
who – not unreasonably – thought that 
with major label cash behind them, it was 
possible to �nally make the music they 
heard in their heads, have it resound from 
the Radio 1 breakfast show and colonise 
the Top 10. A er all, if they were really that 
good, what was there to be afraid of?

Did it work? Sometimes. To Rob Dickens, 
the Warners executive who signed him, 
Frame’s suede fringed jacket authenticated 
his credentials as an emerging troubadour 
gunslinger, equally in thrall to The 
Clash as he was to Dylan. Not that East 
Kilbride’s most fêted export since BSR 
belt-drive turntables took too kindly to 
anyone telling him who he was or where he 
might be going. When Dickens welcomed 

him to the fold by presenting him with
Jackson Browne’s back catalogue, Frame 
told journalists that he threw it out of the 
window. Neither did he pay much attention 
to anyone who expected him to repeat the 
formula of High Land, Hard Rain. But then, 
that’s hardly surprising. Have you ever 
met a 19-year-old who wants to be like their 
16-year-old self? 

So instead, Frame enlisted the services 
of Mark Knop�er a er hearing his work 
on Bob Dylan’s In�dels. Bene�ting from 
the tender, acoustic songcra  of standouts 
like “Backwards & Forwards” and “Birth 
Of The True”, the album should have done 
enough to please existing fans, while 
enticing early adopters of the new CD 
format with a title track that bore an audible 
debt to Fleetwood Mac’s “Albatross”, and 
“All I Need Is Everything”, a lead single 
that suggested Chick Corea and Hejira-era 
Joni had been racking up turntable miles 
chez Frame. But while Knife certainly kept 
diehards onside, Dire Straits fans kept 
their powder dry for Brothers In Arms. No 
matter though. The great thing about being 
Warners’ golden boy is that as long as you 
can point at it, there’ll be someone on speed 
dial who can get it for you. 

And so, with Frame increasingly 
obsessed by Anita Baker’s Rapture album 
and the machine-tooled soul of Mtume and 
The System, 1987’s sublime Love album 
boasted a panoply of soul sessioneers, and 
yielded “Working In A Goldmine”, the most 
fully realised vindication of Frame’s new 
R&B vision. Yet, the breakout hit from the 
album was “Somewhere In My Heart”, a 
slice of drive-time pop initially  slated for 
use as a B-side a er it was cut out of the 
�lm for which it was written. The leverage 
it gave him is also the reason he could 
continue to do as he pleased for the rest of 

his time on Warners.
In the case of 1990’s Stray, that meant 

an LP which paid tribute to his favourite 
musicians of the time: those being Wes 
Montgomery and Chet Baker on the 
exquisite rainy-day languor of “Over My 
Head” and the title track; Johnny Thunders 
and perhaps Springsteen on the serrated 
triumphalism of “The Crying Scene”; and 
Mick Jones, who even took a turn on “Good 
Morning Britain”. On 1993’s Dreamland 
he sought out the studio nous of Ryuichi 
Sakamoto, adding the sun-dappled 
existential stock-check of “Let Your Love 
Decide” and �amenco balm of “Spanish 
Horses” to the list of Frame standards.

By the time he was poised to release 
1995’s Frestonia, seven years had elapsed 
since Frame had last troubled the Top 
40. For an artist who cited his move to
Warners as a repudiation of Rough Trade’s 
lack of ambition, it must have hurt to see 
himself, still only 31, adri  in the age of 
Britpop and trip-hop, deprioritised by the 
label who had e�ectively handed him a 
blank chequebook – not least because 
Frestonia was his one indisputable 
masterpiece for the label.

The ensuing decades haven’t dampened 
its emotional impact either. Recorded 
fresh out of rehab, it’s an album that 
chronicles the most fragile of awakenings, 
played out over a series of big, redemptive 
pop songs. With sobriety comes painful 
clarity – and this was the point at which 
all the insecurities that had beset his peers 
�nally penetrated Frame. On this release, 
the album is bookended by two versions 
of “Rainy Season”, on which Frame 
confronts “the devils I had come upon 
in sleep”. The breathtaking live version 
recorded at the 1995 Phoenix Festival is 
one of the many extras that will play the 
biggest part in making fans handing over 
the RRP of £45 for the entire CD set. 

Elsewhere, it has to be said that a more 
curated approach might not have gone 
amiss – we probably don’t need six 
remixes of “Good Morning Britain” – but 
the upside of this collection’s extensive 
approach is the wealth of live recordings 
and B-sides that turn a �ve-album legacy 
into a 9CD extravaganza. It’s a genuine 
thrill to hear Frame quoting The Go-
Betweens’ (just-released) “Part Company” 
in the middle of a version of “Backwards & 
Forwards” at Glasgow Barrowlands (from 
a live album previously only available 
as a US radio promo) along with myriad 
live versions of High Land, Hard Rain 
songs and inspired renditions of Van 
Halen’s “Jump” and The Blue Orchids’ 
“Bad Education”. As Uncut went to press, 
�nished copies of the record had yet 
to arrive, but if the outer box has been 
designed with a little room to spare, just 
enough, ideally, to slide in your existing 
CD of High Land, Hard Rain, then we can 
draw a line under this story and dare 
to hope for a solo years box. Because as 
future classics like The North Star, Surf and 
Seven Dials attest, Roddy Frame was far 
from done.

Backinblack
andwhite:
Roddy Frame
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CD 1 – Knife
plus bonus tracks...
All I Need Is 
Everything  
(7″ Edit)
Jump
All I Need Is 
Everything  
(Latin Mix)
Jump (Loaded 
Version)

CD 2 – In Concert 
1984
(Live in Glasgow  
and  London)

CD 3 – Love
plus bonus tracks...
Bad Education
The Red Flag

CD 4 – Remixes, 
B-Sides and Live 
1986-1988

CD 5 – Stray
plus bonus tracks...
Salvation
True Colours

CD 6 – Remixes, 
Rarities and  
Live 1990

CD 7 – Live at  
Ronnie Scott’s

CD 8 – Dreamland
plus bonus tracks...
(If Paradise Is)  
Half As Nice
Just Like The USA 
(Live in Barcelona)
Let Your Love 
Decide (Edit)

CD 9 – Frestonia
plus bonus tracks...
The Crying Scene 
(Live At The 
Phoenix Festival, 
1995)
Black Lucia (Live 
At The Phoenix 
Festival, 1995)
We Could Send 
Letters (Live At  
The Phoenix 
Festival, 1995)
Rainy Season  
(Live At The 
Phoenix Festival, 
1995)

AZTEC CAMERA
Backwards & Forwards: The WEA 
Recordings 1984-1995 CHERRY RED

7/10
Post-Postcard, there’s still a lot to love. By Pete Paphides
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1996 acoustic reading of 1971’s “In The
Land Of Grey And Pink” (on the disc All
Over You), which replaces the sublime
piano and guitar solos with mandolin
drenched in cheesy but strangely on-
brand psychedelic back-masking.
Extras:8/10Bonustracksincludedon
studioalbums,11unreleasedliveCDs,
DVDofaEuropeanBlu-ray5.1surround
soundremixof InTheLandOfGrey
AndPink,book,poster, fanzine,signed
picture,mapofCanterbury,band
familytree...andmore. JOHNNY SHARP

ERIC CLAPTON
EricClapton(reissue,1970)
UMC/POLYDOR

7/10
Steppingoutonasturdysolodebut

Released18months
a erCreamsigned
o�withGoodbye,
Clapton’s�rstalbum
underhisownname
seeshimaccompanied

bysundrymembersofDelaney&
Bonnie&Friends(withwhomhetoured
extensivelyduringhis“gap”year-and-
a-half)andthecoreplayerswho’dgo
ontoformDerek&TheDominos.Its
contentshintatthebeginningsofthe
laidback“Slowhand”personahe’d
cultivatefurther,yetwhiletheguitar-
playingissublimely�uidthroughout,
aquestionmarktendstohangoverthe
thinvocals,suggestinganinitial lack
ofself-con�denceinhissingingchops.
Nonetheless,thereareearthyblues
tonestotheDelaneyBramlettandLeon
Russellco-write“LonesomeAndA
LongWayFromHome”,muscularbass
andbackingvocalsfromStephenStills
on“LetItRain”,andthe�rstfruitsofa
collaborativefriendshiponacoverof
JJCale’s1966single“A erMidnight”.
Extras:7/10. Threediscsofalternate
mixes;periodrecordingswithKingCurtis
andDelaney&Bonnie. TERRY STAUNTON

GENTLE GIANT
FreeHand(reissue,1975)
ALUCARDMUSIC/SOULFOOD

7/10
Unorthodoxproggers’marginally
lessdifficultseventhalbumreissued

Evenatprog’s
commercialpeak,
GentleGiantremained
somethingofacult
concern,whichthey
addressedbysigning

toChrysalisandturningouttheirmost
accessiblesettodateintheshapeof
FreeHand. Itachievedacareer-high
Billboardchartpositionof50intheUS,
butunliketheGGalbumsthatfollowed,
thatwasn’tachievedbyunpicking
theknottytangleof jazzchord
progressions,baroqueharmoniesand
angular,Crimson-ishavant-rockthat
built theirreputation.Itsstrengthsare
newlyhonedherebyprog’sremixer-in-
chiefStevenWilson,whocrispsupthe
four-voicefuguesof“OnRe�ection”,
andaddspunchtosongssuchas“Just
TheSame”andthetitletrack,whose
hopscotchingsyncopatedgroovesfully
justifytheirwilfulcomplication.
Extras: None. JOHNNY SHARP

GOAT
Headsoup ROCKET

7/10
History-refreshingblastfromthe
Swedishshapeshifters

When they appeared 
in 2012 with their 
costumes, masks and 
fuzz-heavy, acid-rock 
raga “Goatman”, this 
collective was seized 

on with cultish enthusiasm. Debut LP
World Music was a satisfying stew of 
ritualised chanting, wild psych rock, 
Afrobeat and ’70s funk/blues rock that 
didn’t wholly de� ne its makers; four 
years later, Requiem tipped the balance 
from wild wig-outs to globe-trotting 
wonderment. Headsoup compiles 13 
non-album tracks, opening with “The 
Sun The Moon”, the hectic, Can-ish 
� ipside of “Goatman”, then moving
through the joyous, � ute-driven “Union 
Of Mind And Soul” (a di� erent version 
from the one on Requiem) to aradio edit 
of the hard-swinging “Let It Burn”. There 
are two new tracks, too: “Fill My Mouth” 
and “Queen Of The Underground”, 
respectively a shu³  e-funk jam and 
sleazy, Sabbath-toned epic.
Extras: None. SHARON O’CONNELL

a smart, generous songwriter with a 
gentle melodic sensibility. Given the 
pared-back acoustic guitar and voice 
setting, you’d be forgiven for placing 
this with other once-lost folk singers 
like Sibylle Baier and Elyse Weinberg, 
and while there are connections, Black 
has her own thing going on: the songs 
skirt profundity through everyday 
observational � air; the voice arresting, 
the phrasing stagy but assured.
Extras: None. JON DALE

BRICOLAGE 
Bricolage CREEPING BENT

7/10 
ThesoundofwanScotland

In retrospect, it 
may have been 
unfortunate that 
Bricolage, in their 
brief existence (2005–
2009), became known

as “Franz Ferdinand’s favourite band”.
The Glasgow-based four-piece shared 
in� uences, notably an appreciation 
of the repurposed funk rhythms 
that were popular among acts on the 
Postcard label (Bricolage were more 
Orange Juice, while Franz mainlined 
Josef K). The band’s early promise was 
short-circuited when singer Wallace 
Meek le   as the single “The Waltzers” 
was released. It’s a breezy record 
with a Northern Soul drumbeat and 
a ri�  like a � re engine stuck in tra  ́ c, 
but the setback prompted Memphis 
Industries to decide against releasing 
the LP. From this distance it’s clear that
Bricolage’s in� uences were broader 
than they seemed. There are echoes 
of Roxy Music (or at least Suede) and 
producer Stephen Lironi (ex-Altered 
Images) keeps it brisk, adding tasting 
notes of candy � oss to the bruised 
Orange Juice of “Turn U Over”.
Extras: None. ALASTAIR McKAY 

TIM BUCKLEY
Bear’s Sonic Journals: Merry-
Go-Round At The Carousel
OWSLEY STANLEY FOUNDATION

8/10
Recently unearthed live bliss 
from folk-rock pioneer

Drawn from a two-
night stand, mid-June 
1968, at the Carousel 
– a venue that’s better 
known as the Fillmore 
West – Merry-Go-

Round has Buckley grabbing the reins 
of his music and not letting them go 
for its entire 80 minutes. There have 
been variable live Buckley sets circling 
throughout the years, but this one’s 
a valuable addition to his catalogue, 
partly for the elastic expressivity of 
the playing, partly for its uncovering 
of songs such as “Blues, Love” and 
“The Lonely Life”. The two versions 
of “Buzzin’ Fly” have Buckley diving 
deep, teasing out the nuances of his 
free-weaving melody; a gorgeous 
closing weave around “Strange 
Feeling” is alternately spacey and 
whip-smart, a dri  ing splendour. It’s 
a great set, but someone really needs 
to dig out those Starsailor band shows 
for some documentation of Buckley 
at his most astral.
Extras: 8/10 Typically excellent liner 
notes from rock scholar and researcher 
Pat Thomas. JON DALE

CARAVAN 
Who Do You Think We Are?
MADFISH

8/10
Limited,37-discboxofentireback
catalogue,livetracksandrarities

You could probably 
buy an actual 
caravan for little 
more than this £275 
boxset but fans of 
these Canterbury 

Scene alumni might still feel that this 
sumptuous set is worth it. The blend 
of quirky, pastoral prog and inventive 
instrumental jams that characterised 
early albums still charms, and even if 
the schoolboy humour of albums like
Cunning Stunts and For Girls Who Grow 
Plump In The Night has worn thin, the 
music mostly endures. Highlights on 
this set are freewheeling, previously 
unreleased versions of live staples 
such as “The Love In Your Eye” and 
“For Richard” along with alternative 
takes on classic material such as the 
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HOW TO BUY...

GENTLE GIANT
Fee-fi-fo-fum, here’s the pick of their albums

Three Friends
VERTIGO, 1972
A concept album 
lyrically, but the 
musical contrasts 
again define the 

mood: gnarly riffs and dovetailing 
harmonies on “Prologue”; the faux-
gauche sprawl of “Schooldays” 
(imagine an actual school prog 
band making it up as they go); the 
beautifully loose-limbed grooves 
of “Working All Day”; the howling, 
Zappa-ish jazz-rock of “Peel The 
Paint”, offset against the chamber-
rock of the closing title track. 7/10

Gentle Giant 
VERTIGO, 1970
This shape-shifting 
introduction to 
Gentle Giant’s 
brand of prog still 

sounds rivetingly original. It neatly 
showcases their ability to smoothly 
segue from gutsy guitar rock riffing 
to moody impressionism and folk-
informed harmonies via angular, 
synth-enhanced jazz-rock and 
wry, Beatle-esque retro pastiche. 
While you wonder what’s coming 
next, the hooks and unorthodox 
grooves get under your skin. 8/10

Octopus 
VERTIGO, 1972
Thirty-four 
minutes but 
with as many 
beguiling 

melodic tangles, arresting 
motifs and layered musical 
tapestries as most prog LPs 
twice that length. New 
drummer John Weathers 
adds punch, swing and shuffle 
to the piano-tinted groove of 
“Advent Of Panurge” and 
the stuttering “Raconteur 
Troubadour”, while their avant-

barber-shop side resurfaces 
on “Knots”, and “Think Of Me 
With Kindness” is a mellow 
symphonic beauty. Dense 
but rewarding. 8/10
JOHNNY SHARP

Mid-’70s GG: (l–r) Ray 
Shulman, Kerry Minnear, 
Gary Green, Derek 
Shulman, John Weathers
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REDISCOVERED 
Uncovering the underrated and overlooked

GRATEFUL DEAD
Grateful Dead (Skull & Roses)  
(reissue, 1971) RHINO

8/10
Deadfreaksunite!50thanniversary
foraGratefulclassic

Skull & Roses captures the 
Grateful Dead in transition. 
They’d lost Mickey Hart but 
hadn’t yet welcomed Keith 
Godchaux, so the live  
recordings that make up the 

album, from April ’71 shows at the Fillmore East, 
Hammerstein Ballroom and Winterland, have 
the group playing as a stripped-back quintet. 
There are moments of longueurs – parts of the 
improvisations don’t quite fall together, with 
“The Other One” oscillating from telepathic 
to sloppy in a manner of seconds – but they 
introduce a bunch of Dead standards here,  
and it’s worth it for the sublime, elemental  
depth-charge that is “Wharf Rat” alone.
Extras: 7/10. Ten live recordings from the Dead’s 
July 2 show at the Fillmore West in San Francisco, 
which features a limber run through “Cryptical 
Envelopment” to “The Other One”, and a wistful 
real-time cross-fade from “Not Fade Away” to 
“Going Down The Road Feeling Bad”. JON DALE

BRIAN MAY
Back To The Light (reissue, 1992) VIRGIN

6/10
ExpandedreissueofMay’sfirst
post-Queenrelease

Released 10 months a�er  
the death of Freddie Mercury, 
May’s �rst proper solo album 
was culled from sessions 
recorded over the previous �ve 
years, with several songs also 

recorded by Queen, such as “Too Much Love Will 
Kill You”. Much of the album is reminiscent of 
Queen at their heaviest but sung by an earnest 
May rather than an unhinged Mercury: “I’m 
Scared” sounds like a punkier moment from News 
Of The World; “Love Token” is a histrionic, balls-
out rocker; and the folksy “Let Your Heart Rule 
Your Head” recalls A Night At The Opera’s “39”.  
Best of all is the galloping, rabble-rousing 
prog-metal of “Resurrection”.
Extras: 7/10. Eleven extra tracks include three 
Hank Marvin-style instrumental versions of songs 
from the LP; versions of the single “Driven By You” 
(including one used on a Ford ad) and live versions 
of May’s band playing Queen tracks “Tie Your 
Mother Down” and “We Will Rock You”. JOHN LEWIS

CURTIS MAYFIELD
Curtis (reissue, 1970) RUN OUT GROOVE/RHINO

9/10
Twin-vinyleditionof1970’sblack-
consciousnessclassic

On the verge of leaving The 
Impressions, Curtis May�eld 
embraced funk and psychedelic 
soul as America entered a new 
decade, though his central 
directive remained unchanged. 

The songs on solo debut Curtis took up where 
Civil Rights anthems “People Get Ready” and 
“We’re A Winner” le� o¡. “(Don’t Worry) If There’s 
A Hell Below We’re All Gonna Go” is a gravely 
apocalyptic vision of racial unity, driven by wah-
wah and an immense fuzz bass; shi�ing between 
symphonic soul and a loose jam, “We The People 
Who Are Darker Than Blue” is no less powerful; 
ripples of strings conceal the inner-city rage of 
“The Other Side Of Town”. And the euphoric 

CONSIDERING Christine 
McVie’s huge success with 
Fleetwood Mac, penning songs 
that would stay in the UK and 
US charts for months on end, 
this treasure of a debut album is 

curiously unknown. In 1970, Christine Perfect – 
the maiden name by which she was still known, 
at least professionally – was performing with 
Chicken Shack, dabbling with her husband’s 
band Fleetwood Mac, then led by Peter Green, 
and also �nding time to record and release this 
bluesy delight on, naturally, Blue Horizon.

Christine Perfect is full of sultry brilliance. 
Take “Crazy ’Bout You Baby”, which manages 
to be sexy and yet also perhaps the most 
clipped English delivery on record. There are 
two strong Bobby Bland covers, of the B-side 
“I’m On My Way”, full of longing and sensual 
desperation, and “I’m Too Far Gone (To Turn 
Around)”, which lacks the xylophone and 
cooing backing singers of the R&B original but 
again, is uniquely and charmingly delivered. 
At times, McVie’s vocals are curiously detached 
from the music, as if she’s in the room with you, 
singing along to a recording of the backing. It 
works, though: her version of “I’d Rather Go 
Blind” doesn’t have the guts and grit of Etta 
James’s version from three years earlier, but it 
shines a whole new light on the song. Chicken 
Shack – bass guitarist Andy Sylvester, guitarist 

Stan Webb and drummer Dave Bidwell – back 
McVie on the latter track, which shows o¡ their 
skill at sounding like they’re playing down the 
local pub, while also being telepathically locked 
in a groove. Elsewhere, Tony Joe White’s “I Want 
You” is more Thames than swamp without the 
lowdown dirty guitar White brought to the song. 
McVie shows o¡ her keyboard skills throughout 
the album, though, but also stretches her voice, 
allowing it to soar, whisper or belt depending on 
what the songs need.

Danny Kirwan and John McVie turn up on 
Kirwan’s “When You Say”, a tender ballad with 
syrupy strings. McVie’s delivery, however, is 
distinctly Nico-ish, bringing an icy de�ance to 
lines such as “When you say/That there’ll always 
be/You and me”. There are also a handful of 
original songs, from the minor-key blues of “Wait 
And See” and the funkier R&B of “Close To Me”. 
Funereal horns li� “No Road Is The Right Road”, 
while McVie really lets rip on the mutated 12-bar 
boogie of “For You”. These originals don’t have 
the indelible melodies of the likes of “Don’t Stop” 
or “Little Lies”, but they have a ragged soul that 
transcends the muddy production.
Extras: 7/10. Available in a limited edition of 
2,000 snow-white vinyl copies. In this 50th-
anniversary vinyl edition, you get a better look 
at just how fab the cover art is. Mullet. Peacock 
chair. Moccasins. Who could ask for more? 
HANNAH VETTESE

CHRISTINE PERFECT
Christine Perfect (reissue, 1970)

MUSIC ON VINYL

9/10
Life before Mac: the very underrated blues  

debut from Mrs McVie

Curiously 
detached: 
Christine 
McVie, née 
Perfect
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“Gartside still possesses one of the most
unashamedly lovely voices in British rock”

The Times

The acclaimed albums Cupid & Psyche 85
& Anomie & Bonhomie reissued now with
extensive notes from the band themselves.

Out 30th July



“Move On Up” (recently adopted by Joe Biden 
for his presidential campaign) is all the more 
striking in its extended form.
Extras: 7/10.Nine bonus tracks, including 
terri� c demos of “Power To The People” and 
“Ghetto Child”. Note that this reissue is only 
being released in the US. ROB HUGHES

CHARLES MINGUS
Mingus At Carnegie Hall  RHINO

8/10
Landmark1974concerthalldate
whichveersintofree-jazzterritory

Mingus had overcome a 
decade of personal turmoil 
before he was o¡ ered the 
chance to present a rare 
celebration of jazz in New 
York’s most prestigious 

classical concert hall. Most of the tracks on 
this two-hour set are about 20 minutes long: 
they start as intricately arranged charts that
become the basis for lengthyimprovisations, 
changing tempo, rhythm and genre without 
losing sight of the melody or chord structure. 
Mingus never particularly liked free jazz, but 
his core sextet here – featuring Cecil Taylor-
ish pianist Don Pullen, impudent baritone 
saxophonist Hamiet Bluiett and high-note-
hitting trumpeter Jon Faddis – o� en move 
in that direction, lurching from leisurely 
ballad-playing to tricksy hard bop to ecstatic 
freakouts. The two � nal tracks (previously 
released on a 1974 LP) are jam sessions based 
on Duke Ellington songs with additional 
guests – Roland Kirk stars in a rambunctious 
take on “Perdido” and a deconstruction of “C 
Jam Blues” that ends with a series of spectral, 
avant-garde drones.
Extras: None. JOHN LEWIS

PRINCE
Welcome 2 America LEGACY

7/10
Araresliceofsociallyconscious
Purplefunk,rescuedfromthevaults

“I love my brother Prince, 
but he’s no Curtis May� eld!” 
said prominent le� -wing 
academic Dr Cornel West in 
a 2010 TV interview. Prince, 
rather amused by this, 

responded with a Curtis May� eld pastiche 
entitled “Born 2 Die”, featuring clipped 
rhythm guitar, a “Pusherman” falsetto, some 
“Super¬ y”-style string arrangements and 
street-level lyrics. It’s the highpoint of a rather 
good LP of socially conscious R&B, something 
somewhat uncharacteristic of Prince. “1,000 
Light Years From Here” is a vision of a post-
racial US that continues the May� eld theme; 
the title track is a slow-burning, “SignO’ The 
Times”-style state-of-the-nation address 
that rails against corporate corruption and 
godlessness; the mid-tempo funk of “Running 
Game (Son Of A Slave Master)” is a meditation 
on the legacy of slavery. One wonders what 
kind of quality control Prince was operating 
in the years before his death: putting out 
boring prog-fusion albums but keeping gems 
like this in the vaults.
Extras: None. JOHN LEWIS

NINA SIMONE
Little Girl Blue (reissue, 1959) BMG

9/10
All in a day’s work for the future 
High Priestess of Soul

REVELATIONS come from the 
most unexpected corners. For 
Michael Kasparis, who runs 
Glasgow’s Night School imprint, 
the keys to the kingdom of late 
Scottish songwriter Jackie 

Leven were gi� ed to him by friend and label 
artist Molly Nilsson. “I instantly knew I was 
listening to a miracle,” Nilsson writes in the 
liner notes to Straight Outta Caledonia, of her 
� rst encounter with Leven’s music. “The best 
song ever written.” That song, “The Sexual 
Loneliness Of Jesus Christ”, long considered 
one of Leven’s greatest, leads Straight Outta 
Caledonia. The experience of hearing the 
song for the � rst time was so profound for 
Kasparis that he almost crashed his car.

That’s a familiar story. But it makes sense – 
Leven’s always been an artist who engendered 
strong responses in listeners. Of course, there’s 
also something grimly compelling about Leven’s 
backstory. First � nding attention as a member 
of the punk-adjacent Doll By Doll, he survived 
a mid-’80s mugging that damaged his larynx, 
but turned to heroin addiction; a� er kicking his 
habit, he formed The Core Trust, an organisation 
that treated addicts. There was a short stint 
with ex-Sex Pistol Glen Matlock in Concrete 
Bulletproof Invisible, but the shackles really 
seemed to come o¡  in 1994, when Leven’s solo 
career started properly via a string of quixotic, 
magical albums. Releasing more than 20 albums 
since then, his seemingly endless fount of song 
ended when he succumbed to cancer in 2011.

It feels reductive, though, to use Leven’s 
autobiography to explain the statuesque, yet 
deeply human songs he wrote. Straight Outta 
Caledonia does a great job of introducing you 
to the multiple sides of Leven – the questing 
troubadour, reeling out visions as in� nite 
horizons, in “The Sexual Loneliness Of Jesus 

Christ”; the intimate folk singer, a near-direct 
lineage from � gures such as Dick Gaughan, 
in “Poortoun”; the deeply felt (inter)personal 
admissions of songs like “Single Father” 
and “Heartsick Land”; the soul swaggerof 
“Irresistible Romance”. “Leven’s songs always 
sound so full to me, � t to burst,” says Kasparis.
“Full of comedy, sadness, several lives lived in 
one, full of love… He never leaves anything out 
when he’s writing or delivering the song.”

Some might have trouble with the ’90s tinges in 
the production on some of these performances. 
In lesser hands, with a lesser songwriter, it’d 
date the material, strand it in its era. In Leven’s 
case, however, it gives the songs a spectrality, 
a peculiar, ¬ ickering radiance, that this burly, 
imposing character, a voice like liquid mercury 
trapped in jagged basalt, can harness such 
intimacies from this base material. But it’s also 
a world-warping voice, as the litany of cities in 
“Irresistible Romance” tells us. Yet Leven always 
returns, ever loving, to his Kingdom of Fife.
Extras: 7/10. Notes from Nillson, Kasparis and 
author Ian Rankin. Limited poster available too. 
JON DALE

JACKIE LEVEN
Straight Outta Caledonia… The Songs Of Jackie Leven

NIGHT SCHOOL/SCHOOL DAZE

9/10
Solo career-spanning set, long needed, by one 

of Scotland’s fi nest songwriters

THE SPECIALIST

Leven: 
a questing 
troubadour 
and so 
much more 

Dog star: 
Jackie 
Leven
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Havingfamously
signedoverherrights
toaday’srecordingsin
exchangefor$3,000,
NinaSimonewas
unabletoenjoythe

fruitsofherremarkabledebut,even
when,in1987,Chanellicensedwhat’s
nowconsideredhersignaturetune,
“MyBabyJustCaresForMe”,thus
introducinghertoanewgeneration.
Fortunately,everyoneelsecanmarvel
atthisnewlyremasteredshowcasefor
herexpressivevocalandpianoskills,
fromitsopeningreinventionofDuke
Ellington’s“MoodIndigo”toherown
closing,quietlyswinginginstrumental,
“CentralParkBlues”.Atender“ILoves
You,Porgy”unexpectedlystormedthe
Top20,andthepoignancyof“HeNeeds
Me”eclipsedPeggyLee’s1955version.
ButtheinterpolationofaBachtribute
intothebridgeof“LoveMeOrLeave
Me”andthetitletrack’suseof“Good
KingWenceslas”asanintroduction
highlightedSimone’splayfulspirit too.
Extras:None. WYNDHAM WALLACE

PHILIP TABANE
TheIndigenousAfro-Jazz
SoundsofPhilipTabaneand
hisMalomboJazzman
(reissue,1969) WEAREBUSYBODIES

7/10
Vintagespiritual jazzfromeccentric
SouthAfricanguitar-mangler

SouthAfrica’sPhilip
Tabanewasnotmuch
troubledbymodesty.
Thoughheplayed
withjazzlegends
includingMilesDavis

andHerbieHancock,heresistedthe
J-wordanditscolonial implications.
“Idon’tplaylikeMiles,” he once said.
“Miles plays like me.” His lean, choppy
guitar style certainly strays far from
jazzconventiononthisremastered’69
collection,coveringabroadspectrum
fromdeconstructedAfricanfolk-pop
melodiestobluesyminimalism.
Le��eldjewelssuchas “Inhliziyo”
and “Man Feeling” bristle with wonky
tangents, strangulated twangs, spiky
improvisationsandsuddenoutbreaks
of melli¬uous beauty. There are even
cracklesofelectricalstaticin“Babedi”
and“Dithabeng”,¬awsthatalmostfeel
likewilfulglitch-punkdistortiontoday.
Crucial to Tabane’s evergreen avant-
primitivism is longtime collaborator
Gabriel “Mabi” Thobejane, whose
inventivecow-hidedrumvolleysand
dainty thumb-piano motifs provide
sparingbutpotentcounterpointhere.
Extras:None. STEPHEN DALTON

VARIOUS ARTISTS
EchoWielkiejPłyty–Rare,
Unreleased&Forgotten
ElectronicMusicFrom
Poland1982-1987
THEVERYPOLISHCUT-OUTS

7/10
Sentimentalgroovesfrombehind
theIronCurtain

Polandwasapioneer
of electronic music.
The Polish Radio
ExperimentalStudio
launchedinWarsawin
1957,ayearbeforethe

BBC Radiophonic Workshop opened
itsdoors.There,thelikesofKrzysztof
Pendereckiwouldexperiment.Butfor
mostmusicians,accesstothesynths
andhardwareproveddi²cultduring
socialism.Onlythestatebroadcasters
hadadequatelyequippedstudios,
sothosewhousedthemproduced
backgroundandlibraryfare–what
becameknownasel-muzyka–inthrall
toJean-MichelJarreandTangerine
Dream.Thismayexplainthekitsch
characterandelaboratestructureofa
lotofPolishelectronicmusicreleased
inthe’80sontheTonpressandPolton
labels,andshowswhyeventhe
obscurematerialonthiscompilation
hasanaïve,questingquality.That’s
partofthecharmoftracksbyAndrzej
MikołajczakandKrzysztofDuda,while
theKra�werkianfunkofGrupaJotand
synthetictearsofStefanSendeckiadd
acosmopolitantouch.
Extras:None. PIERS MARTIN

VARIOUS ARTISTS
HabibiFunk015:AnEclectic
SelectionOfMusicFrom
TheArabWorld,Part2
HABIBIFUNK

9/10
Whathappenedwhenfunk,disco
andreggaemadetheirwayeast

Giventhesometimes
mercenarywaysof
crate-diggersbenton
exposingrealmsof
musiclittleknown
tomanyWestern

listeners,GermanDJandcollector
JannisStürtzhasbeenremarkably
respectfulwithhisHabibiFunk
releasesofvintagerecordingswith
scantcirculationbeyondhomelands
suchasLibyaandLebanon.Inhis
notesforthelatest–afollow-uptothe
superb2017compilation–henotes
thepost-colonialcomplexitiesof
endeavourslikehisownandlaments
theuseoftheword“funk”becauseof
howit imposesalimitedconception
ofmusicthathadawidevarietyof
componentpartsandpurposes.Really,
whattheseamazingselectionsshare
islessaboutsoundsandrhythmsand
moreaboutthealchemythatoccursas
outsidein¬uences–whetherit’sthe
discopulseof“YaAenDaly”byNajib
AlHoushorthereggaelilt inIbrahim
Hesnawi’s“Tendme”–interactwith
regionaltastesandstylesaswellasthe
idiosyncrasiesoftheircreators.Then
again,allsuchheadyconsiderations
meltawayamidthepleasurestobe
foundinZohra’sshimmering“Badala
Zamana”and“FreeBlow(Dub
Version)”,aChic-worthygrooverby
LebanesemaverickTonyBennFeghaly.
Extras:8/10. A 12-page booklet
accompanies 2LP black and colour
vinyl editions. JASON ANDERSON

VARIOUS ARTISTS
JourneysInModernJazz:
Britain(1965–1972)/Don
Rendell–SpaceWalk/
KenWheeler&TheJohn
DankworthOrchestra–
WindmillTilter(TheStory
OfDonQuixote) DECCA

8/10,8/10,8/10
Threehomegrownjazzalbums
givenrenewedlife

HomegrownBritish
jazzisundergoing
somethingofa
renaissance,which
hasangledthe
spotlightonanearlier

generationofplayers.Decca’snew
seriesofvinylreissueskickso¡with
JourneysInModernJazz:Britain(1965–
1972),adoublediscsurveycapturing
sevenyearsinwhichtheUKscene
responded–andinplacesexpandedon
–movementsintheStatesidesound.Its
foursides�ndasuiteofcombosputting
theirownstamponthepost-bopera,
liningupcoolyfunkyRhodesjams
(theBarbados-borntrumpeterHarry
Beckett’s“ThirdRoad”), freneticpiano
acrobatics(CollinBatesTrio’s“Brew”)
andsashaying,funkyjazz-rock
(MichaelGibbs’“SomeEchoes,Some
Shadows”).Theseriescontinueswitha
coupleofLPs.SaxophonistDonRendell
hadbeenafaceforacoupleofdecades
whenhecut1972’sSpaceWalk,but it
hits just therightmixofplayfulness
andexperience.Saxophoneand¬ute
taketurnstoe¡ervescentlysoloabove
abedofdrumsandvibraphone; it’s
sometimesformal,o�enfree,o�en
ajoy.AlmostasgoodisWindmill
Tilter(TheStoryOfDonQuixote),a
1969albumbyCanadiantrumpeter
KenWheeler,backedbyTheJohn
DankworthOrchestra.Wheeler
hadonefoot inLondon’snascent
freeimprovscenebuthisdebutasa
bandleaderinsteadpursuesadynamic
big-bandstylewith¬urryingguitar
fromayoungJohnMcLaughlin,shortly
beforehemovedtoNewYorktoplayon
MilesDavis’s InASilentWay.
Extras:None. LOUIS PATTISON

LESLIE WINER
WhenIHitYou–You’llFeel It
LIGHTINTHEATTIC

8/10
Career-spanninganthologyof
enigmaticNewYorkartist

Adopted as a baby,
Leslie Winer became
a model in ’80s New
York famed for her
androgynous look,
befriending the likes

of Burroughs and Basquiat, before
focusing on music. On Witch, Winer’s
largely ignored 1993 Virgin debut,
her provocative lyrics, delivered in a
lackadaisical Tom Waits drawl, and
love of heavy rhythm and dub framed
her as a trip-hop pioneer. Since then,
across a number of self-released
albums and projects, she’s never
really changed her tune, while artists
– from Vincent Gallo and the late Jon
Hassell to recent collaborations with
Jay Glass Dubs (included here) and
Maxwell Sterling – relish her unique,
unpredictable quality. This is a �ne
introduction to her wild world.
Extras: 7/10. 24-page booklet with
extensive liner notes. PIERS MARTIN

COMING NEXT
MONTH...
W

e’ll be taking a look at
new records from Low,
Sarah Davachi, The Felice

Brothers, José González, The
Stranglers, Laura Stevenson
and Matthew E White, plus many
more. In the increasingly busy
world of archival releases,
there’s a menacing Van Der
Graaf Generator box, some very
fine Bryan Ferry reissues, a cool
John Coltrane comp and more.
EMAIL: TOM.PINNOCK@UNCUT.CO.UK

Charlie 
Mingus: 
improv 
master
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UP WITH
THE

Heart gallery: Aaron 
Dessner (left) with some 
of the voices on the 
second Big Red Machine 
album – (c/wise from 
above) Robin Pecknold, 
Sharon Van Etten, Justin 
Vernon and Taylor Swift

Deep in Upstate New York, The National’s AARON DESSNER
is masterminding the next phase of BIG RED MACHINE – the
musical collective he founded with Bon Iver’s JUSTIN VERNON.
Friends and contributors – including Fleet Foxes’ ROBIN
PECKNOLD and ANAÏS MITCHELL – join Laura Barton to
discuss community, collaboration and creative “mess”…
Reveals Dessner, “We’ve never had a master plan!”
Main photo byJOSH GOLEMAN

BIG RED MACHINE

LATE November, 2019 in downtown Eau 
Claire, Wisconsin and lines of well-
wrapped people snake through the cold 
night, stretching from the Masonic 
Ballroom on Graham Avenue to the 
Unitarian Universalist Chapel on 

Farwell Street. This is Eaux Claires Hiver, an event 
that hovers somewhere between a festival and an 
artistic residency. Musicians and artists have 
spent several days experimenting and working 
with one another and are now presenting their 
collaborations to small audiences in intimate 
locations across the town. The event’s curators, 
Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon and The National’s Aaron 
Dessner, have stood on the Ballroom stage and 
welcomed us. There have been sets by Jon Hopkins 
and Shahzad Ismaily and a Q&A with Ani 
DiFranco. Later, there will be a tribute to Prince. 
On the third night, meanwhile, Big Red Machine 
take over the main hall at the Pablo Center – a 
large, modern arts building on the Chippewa 
River. The band, made up of Vernon and Dessner, 
play as if they are not so much performing as deep 

in conversation with one another. This is not a set 
of crowd-pleasers – only one track appeared on 
the band’s first album. The rest are new works, 
semi-formed, their edges still sketchy and 
blurred. Still, the audience is rapt.

Next month, many of those songs appear, fully 
fledged, on Big Red Machine’s second album, How
Long Do You Think It’s Gonna Last?. It is an 
extraordinary record: contemplative, tender, 
strikingly vulnerable, pulling in collaborations 
with Fleet Foxes’ Robin Pecknold, Taylor Swift, 
Sharon Van Etten and Anaïs Mitchell among 
others. “I can’t think of another record like this, 
where it’s not really a band, but tons of lead 
singers,” says Vernon.

The album is the product of four years’ worth of
recording sessions, live shows, dabblings, half-
thoughts and conversations. “At some point, 
Justin and I got in the habit of getting together and
bouncing off each other,” Dessner says, down the
line from Long Pond – the studio in Upstate New 
York where he’s recorded everything from The 
National to Swift’s two lockdown albums, 
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Folklore and Evermore, and where Big Red Machine 
songs are largely put together. “We were talking a lot 
about community and collaboration and the fabric of 
voices, about music that is meaningful. But we’ve 
never had a master plan. It’s kind of like we just kept 
making things.”

It would be easy to dismiss Big Red Machine as 
merely a National-Bon Iver spin-off, but the way
that Dessner and Vernon work, the community
they gather, the space they make and safeguard
for creativity, comes close to representing a 
musicians’ ideal.

“I think both of them are working really hard to 
create spaces for creative communion, that don’t have to do 
with ‘How are we going to market this music?’” says 
Mitchell. “It’s just a reprioritisation of art itself, making 
space for the vulnerability of it, that is separate from your 
career. It’s been a total blessing in my life.”

Pecknold, too, feels Vernon and Dessner have come to 
represent something greater. He tells of the fierce sense of 
kinship he has long felt toward them both: “It’s been kind
of like we’re looking at the same stars from across the 
country or something,” he says. “Watching them make
their amazing records with their bands, but still making 
time for music outside of that, has always seemed really 
inspiring to me.”

From Vernon’s perspective, Big Red Machine and 
collaborating with Dessner, has not been so much 
about making time, but about something more holistic. 
“Music is almost something we’ve always done as 
respite from other projects, musical and otherwise,” he 
explains. “It made it always loose and fun – something 
we didn’t have to worry about, or stress, or play the 
usual PR games. It was about expressing things that we 
both needed expressing.”

BIG Red Machine began in 2008, when Dessner 
contacted Vernon via MySpace and suggested 
they collaborate. Back then, The National were 

gathering pace with their fourth album, Boxer. Vernon, 
meanwhile, had released Bon Iver’s debut, For Emma, 
Forever Ago. Dessner sent Vernon a sketch for a song, 
“Big Red Machine” – the nickname of the Cincinnati 
Reds baseball team that won the World Series back to 
back in 1975 and 1976. The title was significant – 
Dessner and his twin brother Bryce, also a member of 
The National, were born in Cincinnati in 1976.

By 2008, the Dessners were working on a compilation 
album, Dark Was The Night, to benefit the HIV and Aids 
charity Red Hot; “Big Red Machine” was included in 
the tracklisting. “I never met Aaron until after we made 
the original song,” says Vernon. “But everything was 
built on that song.” 

‘Everything’ is a big term in the world of Dessner and 
Vernon. Over the past 13 years, their relationship has 
come to encompass a broad range of creative projects – 
appearing on stage together, performing on one 
another’s records, co-curating festivals, founding a 
label and recording as Big Red Machine. Ten years
after that initial collaboration, the pair released their 
self-titled debut in 2018, featuring guest spots from the 
likes of Phoebe Bridgers, Kate Stables, The Staves and 
Lisa Hannigan.

“It’s a very fun and freewheeling collaboration,” says 
Bryce Dessner. “I think there’s a joy in the process. Not 
to criticise The National, but historically it can be pretty 
tortured. Though that obviously leads to good results, 
there’s a comfort zone with improvisation and even 
virtuosity sometimes and just letting things ride.”

Dessner, who also provided orchestration for the 
new record, sees a tangible effect on his brother: “It 
feels like he’s blooming into a fuller vision of himself 
and allowing himself to branch out. Justin’s so wildly 
talented and inspiring. He empowers and excites my 
brother to do things outside of his comfort zone. Then 
Aaron is such a work person, he pushes things 
absolutely as far as you can. So to have someone like 
that for Justin is also really exciting.”

For the last few years, Dessner’s work with artists 
such as Swift, Ben Howard and Hannah Georgas has 
shown how he excels at taking songwriters into a new 
musical space. In Big Red Machine collaborations, this 
is even more pronounced. Michael Stipe recalls how 
their track “No Time For Love Like Now” grew out of a 
chance conversation at the Metropolitan Museum in 

New York, after which Dessner sent the singer a selection of 
music to write to. 

“A lot of change happened from the genesis of the track,” 
Stipe says. “We did a key shift in order to put it in a key for 
the melody that I wrote, and to match my voice better… and 
then I came up with a lyric.” In this intricate musical setting, 
Stipe’s voice found new intensity and resonance. The 
collaboration is ongoing, he says. “There’s a lot of stuff 
that’s compelling that [Dessner] sent,” says Stipe. “I’m 
continuing to work on that stuff.”

“I think of Aaron like a pollinator,” says Mitchell. “First of 
all he’s buzzing around all the time, he’s working 24/7 and 
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“WE PUSH 
EACH 

OTHER, WE 
HELP EACH 

OTHER”
AARON 

DESSNER

Justin Vernon 
(left) and Aaron 
Dessner do 
“loose and fun”.
Below: the first 
BRM album
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he loves it and he’s a very buzzy little bee. I think he’s 
vitalising different people’s creative work.”

“I work all the time,” Dessner concedes. “Whereas Justin 
would dive into it for a few days at a time, but always with 
major impact. We don’t talk a lot in terms of ‘do this, do 
that’, but he’s good at checking in and at times he’ll weigh 
in with force. We push each other, we help each other and 
there’s a lot of love and care.”

Collaboration with Vernon has, Dessner believes, 
changed his musical brain. He relishes its moments of 
exploration and musical expansion – “that feeling of just 
doing something and not really knowing what it is,” he 
says. “I sometimes look into my folders and there’s 
hundreds of these sketches that I’ve never done anything 
with.” Still, for a song to take flight he first has to find its 
emotional core. “I have trouble making things that don’t 
feel cathartic in some way,” he says. “I call it ‘Smurf Emo’.”

It is in Vernon’s nature to avoid talking about himself 
and today is no different. “I don’t often love being Lead 
Singer Guy only, ya know?” he explains. “Like, I don’t love 
the attention. But I love making songs.” In conversation, 
he would sooner talk about the wonder of his 
collaborators, place himself, his talent and contribution 
several feet behind Dessner. “I’ve really wanted people to 
start to see Big Red Machine for what it is: Aaron and his 
community,” he says. “I’ve been happy to be a part of that 
in a major way, but I really enjoy when more voices, more 
players, more community, gather around him to showcase 
his emotional strength with music.”

To stand within that community is galvanising, he says. 
“[It feels] like I can just GO, and act in the moment, and 
Aaron will do his thing to make it complete.”

He questions those who find the amorphous concept of 
Big Red Machine confusing, who regard it as a hobby or 
distraction from Bon Iver or The National. “I think the 
music industry wants you to do the same thing over and 
over,” he says. “But I feel like music has always been about
growth and expression and processing emotion for 
yourself and others. The point is to challenge and find
new forms of it.” TA
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IN September 2016, Mary Hickson was sitting in her 
makeshift office just off the courtyard of Berlin’s 
Michelberger Hotel. There was a white board, several 

marker pens and a rising sense of panic: in less than a 
week’s time she would be overseeing a festival at the 
Funkhaus, a former GDR broadcast centre in the east of the 
city. The festival was the brainchild of the Dessner brothers, 
Andre de Ridder of the chamber-pop orchestra Stargaze, 
Ryan Olson of Poliça, French filmmaker Vincent Moon and 
Vernon. The structure – a musical residency followed by a 
series of public performances – was much the same as at 
Hiver three years later.

This was the first iteration of PEOPLE – since reformulated 
as 37d03d (People, written upside down) a loose community 
of musicians, dancers, writers and filmmakers who 
collaborate on a variety of projects, from music to festivals to 
films and dance performances, who now have their own 
label, releasing work with artists such as Michael Stipe, 
Bonnie “Prince” Billy and Helado Negro. Hickson, the one-
time director of Cork Opera House, who had already worked 
on the Sounds From A Safe Harbour festival with Bryce 
Dessner, is 37d03d’s central cog. 

Back in 2016, it became apparent to Hickson that the 
Funkhaus event was quite different to any of her previous 
projects. “Once we got our feet on the ground in Berlin, we 
all realised that we can’t actually prescribe anything,” she 
explains. “The beauty of this was to let it happen.”

Her role involves helping artists to understand the essential 
tenets: “Being open and being vulnerable. Choose process 
over product. Don’t even think about what you’re going to do 
at the end of it or what it might sound like or what it might 
look and feel like. Get into the mess of it.”

It is hard to overestimate the creative sustenance that the 
“mess” of the 37d03d community has given both Dessner 
and Vernon, though it’s worth noting that one of the Big
Red Machine tracks that did not make the new album (but 
that was performed at Hiver, and elsewhere) is a song called 
“Hickson”. Hickson was alone in Joshua Tree when Dessner 
and Vernon sent the song to her. “I was on the ground,” she 
remembers, “crying my face off, in the desert.”

Welcomed to the
Machine: (c/wise) Taylor 
Swift (with Dessner),
Anaïs Mitchell, Kate 
Stables, Lisa Hannigan,
Ben Howard, Shara Nova 

’S 
CHOICE
Who’s Who on How 
Long Do You Think 

It’s Gonna Last?
TAYLOR SWIFT
Breakout singer-

songwriter – “Birch”, 
“Renegade”

ROBIN PECKNOLD
Vernon’s lead folk-scene 
falsetto rival – “Phoenix”

ANAÏS MITCHELL
Classicist and polymath 

– “Latter Days”, “New 
Auburn”, “Phoenix”

THIS IS THE KIT
Sometimes known as 

Kate Stables – “Magnolia”

SHARON VAN ETTEN
World’s leading 

female Springsteen 
impersonator – “Hutch”

BEN HOWARD
Devonian Brit winner 

– “Magnolia”

SHARA NOVA
Better known as My 
Brightest Diamond – 

“Hutch”

LISA HANNIGAN
Always known as Lisa 

Hannigan – “Hutch”, 
“Hoping Then”



Susanna
& David
Wallumrød
LIVE
Songs by
Leonard Cohen,
Joni Mitchell,
Tom Waits +++

SUSANNA & DAVID
WALLUMRØD

LIVE

New album in August
CD VINYL DIGITAL

Order now: www.susannasonata.com

BRAND NEW ZEROS
Back To Zero
ronted by Ronan MacManus 
nd Luke Dolan, BNZ‘s 2nd 
lbum brings together 11 songs 
f raw emotions delivered to 

maximum impact whether it’s 
performed as a ballad, a pop 
ong or an ear-bleeding rocker.  
eatures singles Love You If You 
et Me, Human Kindness, Angels 

With Guns, Cigarette and Money 
Goes To Money

MATT McMANAMON
Scally Folk
Matt McManamon is back with 

0 self-written autobiographical 
songs with the passion you’d 
expect from The Dead 60s lead 
singer. He offers open and 
candid reflections on some of 
he definitive moments life has 

dealt him, and often with an 
unflinching honesty. Features 
singles Jumpin’ The Gun,
Every Time I Close My Eyes
and Mulranny Smile

JOHN JENKINS
f You Can’t Forgive 

You Can’t Love
Sonically the album fuses 
ransatlantic influences, 

elevated by some of the finest 
session musicians in the 
Liverpool creative space.
Folk and country-tinged tunes 
hat are most enjoyable’ 

- RNR Magazine
Onto a winner...’ 

- Maverick Magazine
‘A real gem’

- PennyBlack Music

THE MONO LPs
Shuffle/Play

0 stylistically different songs 
or the digital age but all with 
heir characteristic “rock’n’roll 

with a cello” sound.
Play it backwards, play it 
orwards, play it in any order; 
ust make sure you don’t skip 
 beat. Capturing all the chaos, 
reativity and curiosity that a 

playlist on random brings.
eatures singles Hell Save

My Soul, Love Me
and Think About Ilinktr.ee/fretsorealbums
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Although the public performance element of 
37d03d events can be rewarding, it is in the 
residencies that the real joy comes for the 
assembled musicians. “It’s a wild explosion,” 
Vernon says. “It’s what it was like when they were 
scribbling in notebooks in class, when they didn’t 
have to uphold an idea of themselves for anyone.” 
A strange thing happens when you become a 
successful musician, he points out: “They miss, 
sometimes, why or how they even came to do it in 
the first place. The natural inclination to make a 
song is suddenly something that is expected. This 
is such a major change for someone like me who 
grew up writing songs every day.”

For all the playfulness, there is a serious side to 
37d03d too – a broader rejection of music industry 
practice, of the relentless cycles of albums and 
promo and tours, but also of the structures of 
labels and streaming services that prevent many 
musicians from being properly remunerated for 
their work. “We just want artists to be given the 
most opportunities to make music and art and get 
paid fairly,” Vernon says. “We tried and tried for 
years and years to create new payment systems – 
it’s so difficult with the way the industry is set up. 
We’re still exploring and trying though.”

Trying to do things differently has been 
challenging; a story of “struggle and 
conflict and overarching collective goals 
that are just so hard to hit”, Vernon 
continues. Even in 37d03d’s 
infrastructure there lie some uneasy 
contradictions: “We want to be a punk 
label of sorts,” he says. “Yet me and 
Aaron and Bryce and some others 
lending this currency of ‘indie stars’ or 
some shit to try and help that is really 
antithetical to the way we actually want 
it to look and feel. But it helps people get 

in the door so to speak… So you can see how 
difficult it can be.”

Despite its difficulties, having that community 
has proved hugely valuable to Vernon as he has 
grappled with the uncomfortable relationship 
between fame and making music. “My single 
favourite thing to experience right now is being 
reminded that I’m not the only one,” he says. 
“Sometimes I have to be reminded, which is ugly, 
but just the nature of how things have gone.”

THAT first Big Red Machine record largely 
took shape as a four-piece band – Vernon 
and Dessner accompanied by drummer JT 

Bates and Vernon’s long-term friend Brad Cook. 
This time around it was different. “Aaron decided 
everything for this record,” Vernon says. “He was 
at the helm almost singularly in this one.”

Dessner’s move centrestage was neither 
egomania nor happenstance. Two years ago, on 
the day The National released I Am Easy To Find, 
Vernon called up Dessner and invited him to 
perform solo as the opening act for Bon Iver’s 
European arena tour. Dessner was stunned. “I 
think [Justin] was interested in what would 
happen or what I would do,” he says, “because 
he’s heard so much of the music I’ve made, and 

he’s been very close to how I’ve been developing.” 
“It took me a long time to find my voice,” he 

continues. “I think I lean heavily on others or 
enjoyed the process of inspiring other people to 
sing or to write words.” But as the arena dates 
drew closer, Dessner began to explore the sound 
and texture of his voice and his lyric-writing. The 
songs that emerged were deeply personal, 
addressing “how easily you can transgress or hurt 
someone; how there’s a lot of wreckage, and I 
think it’s hard sometimes to be content. Or you’ve 
lost people.”

In this last, Dessner numbers his friend Scott 
Hutchison of Frightened Rabbit, who took his 
own life in 2018. “That’s very dark, but it also felt 
good to write it and work through,” he says, 
“because Scott wasn’t the first person I lost that 
way – my brother had his best friend from 
childhood die that way 15 years ago, and it was 
something that we had a really hard time 
processing and still do.”

Dessner explores his relationship with his 
brother in the track “Bryce”. “I was hospitalised 
for depression when I was in high school and my 
brother covered for me and literally prevented me 
from doing anything bad to myself,” he explains. 
“But having that relationship, as close as we are, 
it’s also hard sometimes. We’ve had major family 
trauma, but talking about it and writing about it, 
even though I’ve had to cloak some things, 
helped me stay above the ground.”

In an echo of their original collaboration, much 
of the album was recorded at a distance (Vernon 
and Swift, who have now recorded several duets, 
have still to meet in person). Dessner would send 
a sketch of a track and each collaborator would 
respond – making musical contributions, 
singing, writing their own lyrical segments.

Pecknold recalls Dessner’s instruction to “just to 
record whatever my first impulse was”. The song 
he was sent, “Phoenix” (so named to mark the one 
time Pecknold and Vernon have met to date, in a 
lift in Phoenix), already had Vernon’s chorus in 
place. “So I was having to write to set up his 
chorus. I’d never done that before, and it was 
really fun.” His solution was for his verses to offer 
a list of questions. “And then his answer would be 
the chorus, this bleak wisdom.”

When Mitchell first began working with Vernon 
and Dessner she was struck by “an insecurity 
about my own work being so literal and so 
square”, she says. “How I go about music is 
usually lyrics first – with those guys it’s really 
about sounds, and layering. They’re inhabiting 
this abstract world.”

The way that Vernon writes lyrics is also often 
more about sound than sense, his lines imagistic 
and neologistic, fuelled by the belief that “not 
being conscious is the best way. Feeling rather 

than thinking.” It is a remarkable trick – 
how this half-babble carries such huge 
emotional heft and coherence.
“The fascinating thing about Justin
is the way he channels these sounds
that don’t necessarily have meaning,
and there’s something very right about
the syllables that he chooses,” says 
Mitchell. “I find there’s something very 
mystical about what Justin does when he’s 
making sounds.”
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Vernon and 
Dessner in 
2021: wingmen 
with a shared 
understanding

Home run: Big 
Red Machine 
at the Boston 
Calling Music 
Festival, May 
25, 2019

“WITH 
THOSE GUYS 

IT’S REALLY 
ABOUT 

SOUNDS”
ANAÏS MITCHELL

BIG RED MACHINE



MACHINESTHATGOPING!
TherecordsthatledtoHowLongDoYouThinkIt’sGonnaLast?

VARIOUS
ARTISTS
DARKWASTHE
NIGHT 4AD,2009
Forthissublime

charityalbum,theDessner
brothersgatheredindiearistocracy,
includingFeist,Anohni,CatPower,
ArcadeFireandSufjanStevens,to
coverNickDrake,BobDylan,Vashti
Bunyanandothers,andcollaborate
onexclusivenewrecordings.

BIG RED
MACHINE
BIGREDMACHINE
JAGJAGUWAR,2018
Thefirstoutingfor

theDessner-Vernonhybridwas
acollisionoftalent:experimental
songstructures,opaquelyrics,
oddtimesignatures,andsonic
complexity. Itwasalsoapowerfully 
beautifulrecord.

THE NATIONAL
I AM EASY TO FIND
4AD, 2019
For their eighth album,
The National opened 

up the familiar and close-knit setting
of their all-male band to a range of 
featured female voices, including 
Gail Ann Dorsey, Sharon Van Etten 
and Mina Tindle. The move brought 
a remarkable reinvigoration of the 
band’s sound. 

BON IVER
i,i
JAGJAGUWAR, 2019
Vernon relocated 
to Texas for several 

weeks to record the fourth Bon 
Iver record, accompanied by a 
shifting cast of artists, dancers and 
musicians, including Bruce Hornsby, 
Moses Sumney and James Blake. 
The result was some of the finest 
work of his career.

[Mitchell’s] voice is my favourite thing, without a
doubt,” Vernon says, then immediately considers
some of his other favourite points on the album.
“So awesome Taylor did a song too,” he says.
“Touched on multiple levels. ‘Birch’, I love –
happened in like 30 minutes or something, whole
song just came out. ‘Reese’ reminds me a lot of
taking LSD and playing with JT [Bates] and Brad
[Cook]and Aaron. It makes me want that song to
last forever and ever. Really everyone who sings
and plays on the record rules so heavily.”

THERE is a certain sense of emancipation in
the way Aaron Dessner speaks about the
past year – the “simpler, stronger, more

creative” life he has been able to lead being home
without interruption for the first time in 20 years,
the colossal success of the Taylor Swift records,
the enrichment of Big Red Machine, the
realisation that, although The National are
working on their next record, he does not exist
solely within that world.

“There’s an element of sadness because I love

The National and missing my 
brother was really hard,” he 
says. “But at the same time, 
clearly it was something I 
needed to do and I think I 
learned a lot about myself. I 
didn’t know what I was 
capable of.”

Along with a similar musical
sensibility, what unites 
Dessner and Vernon is a 
shared understanding of
fame and creativity and the 
precariousness of mental 
health. “I have something 
where there’s nothing wrong 
with my life, I have a beautiful 
family, I get to do what I want 
to do, I get to play music and 
I’m not disadvantaged in any 
way, but ever since I was a kid 
for some reason I have this 
tendency to sometimes 
struggle and sometimes quite 
severely where I feel scared of 
it,” says Dessner. “I think 
Justin, in his own way, is 
familiar with that struggle. I 
felt like it from very early on, 
and I think that’s what it felt 
like to him – that he was sort
of my wingman.” 

In the years since the success of For Emma, 
Forever Ago, Vernon has attempted to find ways 
to continue being a working musician and protect
himself from the intrusion and bewilderment of 
celebrity. It has not always been easy. “I’ve 
changed,” he says. “I know I have to limit my 
time around others. The tiny bit of fame I have 
has taken a lot of energy from me. I call it 
overexposure. So I even have to be careful
not to get too tired ’cause it 
makes me panic, even 
around people I love. 
Which is nobody’s fault
but really sucks.

“I’ve had some really ugly 
behaviours that developed 
from being overtired and 
drinking and doing things
to elevate myself to what I
thought was expected of
me.” He gives an example:
“‘Just be awake for your
show… after you had three

organisational meetings and had 14 visits with
33 nice people on your way from one thing to 
another. I overdid it for years. It’s almost 
embarrassing. I’ve had some rough shows,
rough years where I just didn’t have it, yet I still 
just went on.”

Having Dessner as his wingman gives
him someone to discuss these things. “But 
sometimes, even with Big Red Machine, which
is meant to be an outlet, it still creeps up on you 
and hurts,” he says. “I think the PEOPLE events 
and Eaux Claires were some of the funnest times 
for so many musicians and friends and fans. [But] 
I just felt overwhelmed, nervous and frail. I 
almost have no recollection of any of them as 
singular events, just one long panic attack where 
I was really feeling unwell. I’m glad they 
happened though. Just don’t recognise the 
person I was almost.” 

In a low period not so long ago, Dessner began 
writing the track called “Birch”. “I wrote it 
because I kind of was letting go of the idea of Big 
Red Machine,” he says. “I felt a little bit done, or a 
little bit lost with music. I was just kind of stuck, I 
think. But that song came out and I sent it to 
Justin. We hadn’t talked in a while. I just said, 
‘I’ve been making this stuff, not feeling so well,’ 
and he wrote that instantaneously, not to lift me 
up, but it kind of restarted the whole process.’”

This rhythm of starting, stopping, starting 
again; of rest and replenishment and return, is 
perhaps integral to the story of Big Red Machine. 
“The pandemic gave me a lot of time to be alone, 
which was actually really good,” says Vernon.
“I feel recharged.” 

It is hard not to think back to that November
in Eau Claire, when between sets I sat in the
lobby of the Pablo Center and read a specially 
commissioned piece about the festival by 
Vernon’s friend, the writer Michael Perry. Hiver, 
he wrote, “echoes the tradition of fall plowing, 

when farmers turned the 
earth before it froze, so it 
would be soft for the seeds 
come spring”. It is summer 
now and in Wisconsin the 
hours will be hot and long, 
the grass high and green. 
These are the rich days, 
abundant and full; a time to
reap what was sown.

How Long Do You Think It’s 
Gonna Last? is out August 
27 on JagjaguwarJO
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Aaron Dessner: 
leading a “simpler, 
more creative” life 
working at home 
over the past year
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ON
	ere’s not much that can keep LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM down.
Not heart surgery, the pandemic or even his exit from Fleetwood
Mac. As he resumes his solo career as one of rock’s most discreet

musical radicals, Buckingham tells Tom Pinnock about false starts, 
his “crisp and dirty” new songs, the death of Peter Green and the 

ongoing soap opera around his alma mater. “Who knows, maybe the 
five of us will end up doing something…”

Photo byLAUREN DUKOFF

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM

INDSEY Buckingham steps out into the afternoon heat of west Los 
Angeles. Surrounded by dogs, he takes the short walk across the yard 
from his home to his out-house studio.

“We’ve got way too many actually,” he explains. “We’ve got one 
miniature poodle, a miniature Australian shepherd, a white lab and two 
Pomeranians. Yeah, I think one is enough…”

Based around an old reel-to-reel tape machine, the studio appears to 
be a fairly primitive set-up – at least for a man of Buckingham’s wealth 
and reputation. But then, Lindsey Buckingham has always been one to 
confound expectations. He hasn’t used the studio much since 2018, 
when the 10 songs on his new, self-titled solo album – his first in a decade 

– were recorded. Back then, things were different. Buckingham’s heart was doing fine, Covid was 
unheard of, and he was still a member of Fleetwood Mac.

In fact, the subject of Buckingham’s departure from the group in 2018 – after he requested a delay 
to their upcoming tour so he could release his own album – comes up early in our conversation, 
after Buckingham himself raises it. It is, he explains, inexorably tied in with the origins of this 
new album. “Once I’d been ousted from the band – which in itself was just so absurd after all the 
troubles we’d been through and managed to overcome for 40-plus years – I was poised to put the 
album out. Then I ended up having a bypass operation, so we had to kick it down the road a little 
further. And then the pandemic hit. So it’s been a sort of running gag, to have so many false starts.”

Here at last, post-Macxit, the Lindsey Buckingham album has many highlights – including the 
chiming, propulsive “I Don’t Mind” and the striking and experimental “Power Down” – that bring 
into focus Buckingham’s melodic gifts as well as his hunger for unconventional thinking. 
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“I have control 
issues”: Lindsey 
Buckingham in 
Los Angeles,  
April 2021
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“It’s just a one-man show, me playing and
engineering,” he says. “It’s like painting. It does start
to become a one-on-one, like with a canvas.”

Althoughthehomestudiohasbecomeacritical
partofamusician’sarsenalduringlockdown,
Buckingham’sloveaffairwiththemstretchesbackto
theearlieststretchesofhiscareer.Later,evenduring
FleetwoodMac’s imperialphaseinthelate ’70sand
’80s,Buckinghamfavouredsimilarunconventional
workingpractices.“IdidalotofTuskathome,too–
formeitwasthelineinthesandthatshowedthe
signstowhoItrytobetoday.That’soneofthe
definitionsofanartist, taketherisks, findwhat’s
outsideofyourcomfortzone,keepmovingforward,
don’t fallpreytosomeexternalexpectations. Ifyou
startwithnotworryingaboutsales, thenit freesyou
upandyouknowthepeoplethathavetheearsfor it
aregonnafindit.That’sall thatmatters.”

From the studio to the stage and Buckingham is
about to begin rehearsals for a tour. It is, he explains,
something of a trial by fire, as he works out whether
his voice, damaged during his heart surgery, can cope
with five gigs a week.

“I’ve always loved the smaller-scale things,” he says.
“Fleetwood Mac tours were always fun and always
satisfying, and certainly always profitable, but
playing smaller shows is much more satisfying in so
many ways. It’s just a more arty approach and you
know that the people coming want to be challenged
and they want to be surprised. They’re not just coming
to hear the hits in the same way a Fleetwood Mac
audience may be. The potential for continuing to
aspire to be an artist, it’s where that lives, in solo work
and in solo touring.”

Freed from having to deal with the complications of
what he calls “the big machine”, Buckingham is
relaxed and candid during our chat – happy to
discuss matters ranging from his songwriting process
and his new album to what he thinks of the post-
Lindsey Fleetwood Mac. He also reveals his
admiration for Jack Antonoff, producer of records by
St Vincent and Taylor Swift, and is excited when the
idea of working with him is suggested by Uncut.FI
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Fleetwood Mac in 
October 1975 (l-r): 
John McVie, Lindsey 
Buckingham, 
Christine McVie, 
Stevie Nicks, Mick 
Fleetwood 

“Oh, I’d love to. Would he? You think so? He’s an 
wful busy guy. He’s Mr Producer now. That would be 
really interesting exercise, to let someone else do for 

me what I seem to be intent on doing for myself.”
Uncut suggests that such a collaboration might be 

ough when one has as many ideas on how things 
hould sound as Buckingham does.
“Oh,” he laughs, “I thought you were gonna say, ‘It 

might be tough when you have as many control issues as 
ou have.’ Which I do, I have control issues. No question!”

What else have you been doing in lockdown, aside 
rom making the album? For a long time when the 
andemic kicked in, I didn’t really do much of anything. 

We moved, it took a long time for my studio to get all set 
up and during that time the pandemic happened. So 
here were quite a few months where I didn’t do much of 

anything. Finally, I said, “I gotta go reclaim my 
discipline a bit.” So I finished a couple of new songs in 
the studio. I’ve only done two. I’ve got a bunch of other 
ideas and a bunch of voice memos on my phone of me 
humming, ideas I could be working on, but I’ve not 
been overly motivated to do too much. I’m supposed to 
start rehearsing in a few weeks, so maybe I’m just 
psychologically taking a break at this point.

When did your interest in unusual studio set-
ups begin? I got hold of an Ampex four-track machine 
back in the days before Stevie and I moved to Los 
Angeles. It was probably what The Beatles used for Sgt 
Pepper. I was taking my cues from Les Paul, who was 
bouncing tracks over tracks over tracks. Stevie and I 
had become a couple, then a musical duo, so I needed 
a place to be able to work on this stuff. My dad gave us 
a store room in his coffee roasting plant just south of 
San Francisco, and I would go up there at night after 
everyone had gone and work for five or six hours. 
That's how Stevie and I demoed all the material for the 
Buckingham Nicks album.

You played absolutely everything on this new 
album? Yeah, everything on there is me. We gave the 
masters to a couple of different people to try some 
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those two paths in 
parallel the way I 
have. One could say 
that maybe I need 
some therapy.

You wrote much of 
this album at the 
same as you were 
writing for the 

[2017] Buckingham McVie album. Is there a 
difference for you between solo songs and 
Fleetwood Mac songs, as you’re writing them? 
Probably, but it’s not like I’m saying, “Well, I’ve gotta 
write a Fleetwood Mac song now,” so my process gets 
altered. When I’m working by myself, the writing and 
producing and recording all start to mix together. It 
starts to become like painting; but in a group situation, 
the process is maybe a little more like movie-making, 
because there are more links in the chain, perhaps 
even more politics. There may be certain songs I would 
gravitate to, that would be great for solo work, which 
maybe the rest of the band might not really feel as 
strongly about. The last studio album Fleetwood Mac 
did was back in 2003, Say You Will. Ironically, much of 
that material was stuff I’d recorded for a solo album 
and I gave it over to the band. That wasn’t the first time 
that had happened.

Presumably the band would veto your more 
angular, weirder material? Yeah, maybe – but 
you’ve gotta think about what makes a unified piece of 
work. You’d like to think it’s gonna blend in well with 
the other two writers. An example of me completely 
upsetting the status quo was me saying, “I wanna 
work at home” [during the making of Tusk], and that 
was really the beginning of applying a lot of that 
painting process into the band. The stuff of mine stood 
apart in a pretty stark way from what Christine and 
Stevie were doing. All we could really do at that point 
to find more of a centre for all three was to rough up the 
stuff that Stevie and Christine were bringing in and 
keep everything as raw as we possibly could.

That’s what makes Tusk great, though, the 
diversity. It’s like the ‘White Album’ in that way. 
At least The Beatles had worked up to that point 
incrementally – we just slapped everybody across the
face going from Rumours to that! In a way that was the
beauty of it, that it was so confounding of expectations.
That’s what art’s supposed to do, isn’t it? In some ways
it’s supposed to undermine... something.

Talking of out-there stuff, how did you end up
with those drum-and-bass beats on “Swan
Song” and “Power Down” on the new record?
I wanted to do two songs that felt like a pair. Those two
were done with the same mindset, built off a drum

remixes on, but we didn’t use anybody else’s mixes 
except mine, aside from the very last song. I’m not 
saying my mixes are perfect by a long shot, but they did 
achieve the intent that the song has from the time it was 
written and recorded, that singular vision. I thought of 
it as more of a pop album than I’ve made for a while, in 
a good way hopefully, with weirdness around the 
edges. The songs are crisp and dirty at the same time.

There’s always been that fascinating tug of war 
in your music between art and commerce, or art 
and pop. You’re obviously aware of that. Part of 
that is built into my situation. Fleetwood Mac was 
“the big machine” and my solo work was “the small 
machine”. Most people embrace one or the other. 
Ironically, without the big machine, I wouldn’t have 
had the perspective to try to do something far more 
esoteric in my solo work. If you wanted to compare it to 
a filmmaker, it’s like Jim Jarmusch, he’s doing exactly 
what he wants to do. But his films are never gonna do 
the kind of business that Raiders Of The Lost Ark does. 
That’s a trade-off I came to be completely comfortable 
with in my solo work. I knew I’d probably lose nine out 
of 10 of my listeners, so it is sort of schizoid in that way. 
But there aren’t a lot of people who have carved out M
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WHAT I’M
DOING”
Lindsey Buckingham
on his upcoming tour 

and voice issues

“THERE would be riots 
if I didn’t play some 
Fleetwood Mac, but 

beyond that I have no idea what 
the set’s gonna be. It all seems so 
intangible to me because it’s been 
so long [since I toured]. I asked 
for a couple of extra weeks of 
rehearsal because I have no idea 
what I’m doing, I have no callouses, 
I don’t know how my voice will be 
under the duress of rehearsals 
every day – we’re about to find out. 
When I had the [heart] bypass they 
jammed this breathing tube down 
my throat and there was a period 
of time when I was talking like this 
[hoarse] afterwards. There was 
some question whether I’d be able 
to sing again, I was seeing a voice 
therapist, but over time it became 
clear that it was either going to fix 
itself organically or it wasn’t. But 
it came back. I did a streaming 
show, but there’s a difference 
between singing five or six songs 
and doing five shows a week. It’ll be 
interesting to see how much of a 
factor it becomes. I’m about to find 
out! Generally speaking, I’d say it’s 
all gonna be fine.”

Mouth of 
the Mac: 
on stage 
circa 1975

Hat’s all, folks: 
Buckingham 
(right) backstage 
with Mac in 
Santa Monica, 
California , 1978
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not want to participate was because she 
didn’t have any songs.

What happened next? That got put on the 
backburner. Then when Christine came back 
we thought maybe that would engage Stevie 
in the idea of doing a Fleetwood Mac album. 
Once we got close to finishing that Mac tour 
with Christine, she and I worked on her songs. 
Then we went in the studio for a couple of 
months and cut all of that, it was great. All this 
time we’re still trying to get Stevie on board for 
a Fleetwood Mac album and she just won’t do 
it. Her rationale is “Albums don’t sell any 
more...” Yes, they don’t sell the way they used 
to, but does that mean you’re not supposed to 
make art? At some point we just gave up and 
decided to make it into a duet album.

Did that start the process which 
culminated in you leaving the band? Part 
of Stevie’s problem with me onstage was I was 
so energetic and I had so many peak moments 
in the show. “Go Your Own Way”, “Big Love”, 
“Never Going Back Again”, “Tusk”, “I’m So 

Afraid” – with that long solo – and “The Chain”. I think she 
came off stage every night feeling like she’d come in second. 

Even so, Stevie was still this figurehead in the band. If our 
options were to be “we’re gonna do this album” or “we’re 
gonna kick you out of the band”, then she might have left. 
I don’t think Mick especially would have been happy with 
that. Everyone wanted to protect the touring mechanism 

and no-one wanted to even contemplate Fleetwood Mac 
without Stevie Nicks. That’s understandable.

How bad did it get between the two of you? There were
a lot of things Stevie refused to do as part of the
group, because they weren’t about her. Every time 
Fleetwood Mac was off the road, she would work on 
touring larger and larger venues as a solo artist. She 
finally got to this place, not long before I got ousted 
from the band, where she was able to play arenas by 
herself. I was happy for her; it was admirable that 
she’d been able to do that on her own. But at the 
same time she then felt enabled enough to say, 
“Either Lindsey goes or I go,” which she probably 
wouldn’t have done without knowing she had the 
ability to play arenas on her own in her back pocket. 
The power, it was this ongoing, expanding thing.

loop, built off of the same idea of a background vocal, 
and suddenly, subject-wise, built off of a certain idea 
of relationship challenges. So yeah, it all grew out of 
the loops. I sensed right away that because I was 
making something that was a little more poppy 
than I’d done in a while, that these would be in a 
way the counterpoints to that poppiness. Those are 
two of my favourite tracks on the album.

Do you think these new songs will fit into your 
live shows well? I think it’s gonna be a lot of fun to finally 
get them out there. Coming out with something new 
and playing to 2,000 people solo instead of 20,000 
people with Fleetwood Mac, it’s just a whole other drill. 
It’s a much more satisfying one in so many ways… the 
camaraderie with my bandmates and the camaraderie 
with the audience. People either appreciate why you’re 
doing it or they don’t. And that’s fine.

Is there any deep reason behind this record being 
self-titled? That was my manager’s suggestion. 
Someone said, “Why don’t you self-title it, because 
you’ve never done that.” It was that banal a decision.

It does seem to make a statement, though. It’s your 
name above the door. It reintroduces you as a solo 
artist. Well, it’s been a while. People are going, “Oh, is 
he still alive?” Health-wise, it’s been a strange couple of years. But we 
ain’t getting any younger. It’s odd, though, it doesn’t jive with the 
way I think of myself, because even though I’m 71 I feel like mentally 
I’m 30 or 40. I don’t buy into any stereotypes about age. That’s 
certainly served me well in Fleetwood Mac onstage. But all of a 
sudden your body starts rebelling against that, it all becomes a factor 
you never really thought about having to deal with before, as far as 
what it does to your psyche.

The Buckingham McVie record was originally going to be a 
Fleetwood Mac record, though, right? Even before Christine 
returned to the band in 2014, Mick and John and I had gone into the 
studio and cut a whole bunch of tracks of mine with Mitchell Froom 
at his house in Santa Monica. The idea was to make the start of a 
Fleetwood Mac album. I was extremely prolific at that point and had 
lots of material, which we cut, and yet when it came to trying to get 
Stevie onboard for a four-piece Fleetwood Mac album, she wouldn’t 
do it. I believe over time she has incrementally bought into this idea 
of herself as Stevie Nicks, in capital letters. I think the reason she did RI
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“We slapped 
everybody 
across the 
face”: Touring 
Tusk, 1979

“I had so 
many peak 
moments”: 
Playing with 
Fleetwood Mac 
in New York, 
January 2018



LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM

What did you think about Mike Campbell and Neil Finn 
replacing you? I never saw the show. But because they were all over 
the map in terms of material – I know it was important to Mick to get 
back to doing some Peter Green and some other stuff, they had Neil 
Finn doing something too – it sounded to me like they’d somehow 
turned Fleetwood Mac into a bit of a cover band. It didn’t seem right 
for the legacy at all, but that’s showbiz.

Talking of Peter Green, is it right that you and Mick 
reconciled when Peter died? As soon as I’d heard that Peter had 
passed away, my first thought was I’ve gotta call Mick. I had 
communicated with him by text or email but I hadn’t actually spoken 
with him. I knew how much Peter Green meant to me – the whole 
Then Play On album is so ridiculously good – and I knew how 
important Peter was to Mick. So that was a turning point in terms of 
us breaking the ice a little bit, on a warmer level, not just a functional 
level. Peter passed away in his sleep, which Mick characterised as 
“a king’s death”. That’s touching.

Do you remember what it was like when you first joined 
Fleetwood Mac, stepping into the shoes of musicians like 
Peter Green, Danny Kirwan and Bob Welch? When I first joined 
Fleetwood Mac I had to stop using my guitar of choice. They had a 
pre-existing sound, between those low-tuned drums and Christine’s 
Rhodes piano and other dark, full keyboards, and the bass. The
Stratocaster did not fit into that sound, so I had to start using a Les
Paul. That was fine, but the Les Paul was not as well-suited to
fingerstyle, and I wasn’t going to change to a pick just because I had
to change guitars!

How are things now between you and Christine and John?
John and I were never really close anyway. When all the stuff went
down with Fleetwood Mac, he pretty much stayed off to the side.
There’s never been a huge rapport with John, as much as I admire
his talent and his intelligence. With Christine, I think I talked
to her once. But it was hard all round – they were all caught in the
middle when all that went down, they didn’t want it to happen but
they didn’t feel strong enough to be able to do anything about it. I
think Christine’s comment to me was, “I’m sorry I didn’t stand
up for you, but I had just bought a house.” That pretty much
summarises the whole thing.

It must feel good to be getting this album out, then, to show
that you don’t need that group setting. Definitely, yeah. But
who knows? Maybe the five of us will end up doing something.
Stranger things have happened. If that were to come down, we

could just call a
vote and call the
last three years
“performance
art”, right?

Lindsey 
Buckingham is out 
on September 17 
on Reprise D
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Lindsey’s last 
stand: with 
Fleetwood Mac 
in New York, 
October 2014

Mac Daddies: 
Peter Green’s 
Fleetwood 
Mac circa ’68

Insane times: 
Buckingham 
promoting his 
second solo 
LPin 1984

ThebestofBuckingham’sotherrecordings
BUCKINGHAM
NICKS
BUCKINGHAM
NICKS
ANTHEM/POLYDOR,1973

Thealbumthatgotthepairinto
FleetwoodMac,whenproducerKeith
Olsenplayedtheepic“FrozenLove”
toMickFleetwood.Stilla“lostalbum”,
verymuchinneedofreissue.Says
Buckingham:“10yearsagothere
wassomeoptimismthatSteviewould
wannaplayball,butsheapparently
didn’t.So,yeah…”8/10

LAW AND ORDER
WARNER/ASYLUM,1981
Amidthegroup
backlashoverTusk’s
experimentationand

commercial ‘failure’,Buckingham
respondedwiththisunhinged,retro
11-songset, includingtheornate
doo-wopof“SeptemberSong”
andtheoverwroughtscreamer
“JohnnyStew”.7/10

GO INSANE
REPRISE/WARNER,1984
Buckinghamgot
seriousabouthissolo
careerhere,crafting

thisglossiersecondLPfeaturingthe
classictitletrack.Heplaysnearly
everythingincluding, inarch’80sstyle,
LinndrummachineandFairlight.6/10

OUT OF THE
CRADLE
REPRISE,1992
Hisfirstalbumafter
leavingFleetwoodMac

in1987,OutOfTheCradleperfectly
showcasesthesongwriterand
guitarist’s impressiveskills,alongwith
hismorehyperactiveidiosyncrasies.
8/10

UNDER
SKIN
REPRISE, 20
“Reading
paper, sa

review/Said I was a visi
but nobody knew,” 
begins the opening 
track, “Not Too Late”, 
perhaps with a grain 

of truth. Recorded almost entirely by 
Buckingham, with a stripped-down 
acousticflavour, it’soneofhisfinest.
8/10

GIFT OF SCREWS
REPRISE, 2008
A louder, but no less 
experimental set, 
highlighted by the nimble 

picking of “Great Day”, the anthemic 
Californian rock of “Love Runs Deeper” 
andthegarage-bluesofthetitletrack.
7/10

SEEDS WE SOW
MIND KIT/EAGLE ROCK, 
2011
Elegiac acoustic pop, at 
times gorgeously lo-fi, 

Buckingham’s sixth solo LP builds to the 
tender “End Of Time”, its commercial 
potential intentionally warped by his 
breathy verse vocals, and a hushed 
coveroftheStones’“SheSmiled
Sweetly”.7/10

LINDSEY 
BUCKINGHAM 
CHRISTINE 
MCVIE
LINDSEY 

BUCKINGHAM CHRISTINE 
MCVIE ATLANTIC/EAST WEST, 2017
The Fleetwood Mac album that 
wasn’t, this collaboration between 
Buckingham, Fleetwood and the 
McVies is an adept, mature set, 
with the pair alternating vocals. 
Buckingham’s cuts, such as the 
acoustic “Love Is Here To Stay", 
would havefittedinwellonhis
solo albums.8/10

LINDSEY 
BUCKINGHAM
REPRISE, 2021
Theguitarist’s latest, 

and high-
the two-

ener “Scream” 
ctious, 
e pop of “On 

ng Side”. Only 
losing ambient 
t of “Dancing” 

ovides respite. 
10



Move

Goldengreat:
Mayfieldashe
appearsonthe
coverofhis1970
solodebut,Curtis

CURTIS MAYFIELD
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JON FRENCH

N a freezing New York night in January
1971, Curtis Mayfield is performing 
with a new band for the first time. He 
is also recording a live album. Over 
four evenings at the Bitter End in 
Greenwich Village, he beds in with 
the musicians while making Curtis/

Live – one of the most engaged and electrifying concert 
recordings of all time. Mayfield was a multi-faceted genius. 
Artistic courage was just one of myriad talents. 

“Curtis said, ‘We’re going to do a live album,’” recalls 
guitarist Craig McMullen, the last surviving member of that 
lineup. “I said, ‘Live album? Man, I don’t even know the 
names of the songs!’ He said, ‘Me neither! Don’t worry about 
it, we’ll just do it.’ Usually with a live album it’s a show you’re 
familiar with, but the spontaneity came across on the record.”

Eddie Kramer, the producer at Jimi Hendrix’s Electric Lady 
studio, recorded Curtis/Live in FEDCO, a converted bread 
delivery van housing a 16-track recording console. The 
connection felt significant. Hendrix, who had died the 
previous September, “was a huge Curtis fan”, says Kramer. 
“It was a very exciting night. The audience was pumped, 
they couldn’t wait for him to come in and do his thing. 
Curtis was so commanding on stage, he had such good 
communication with the audience. They were following 
everything he did. You got the feeling that they were holding 
on to every last phrase.”

America was listening. Mayfield had become the voice of 
a cultural movement, speaking hard truths with depth, 
empathy and humanity. Four months before the Bitter End 
shows he’d released his debut solo album, Curtis. Within 
a year of Curtis/Live, working with the same band, he 
released Roots and had started work on Super Fly, the 
soundtrack to the blaxploitation film which made him, 
briefly, a mainstream superstar.

These are the records on which Mayfield’s legacy rests, 
each one as totemic as Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going On, 
Stevie Wonder’s Innervisions and Sly Stone’s There’s A Riot 
Going On. Musically, the mix of melody and rhythm, beauty 
and toughness, influenced everyone from Bob 
Marley to Prince and Kanye West. Lyrically, the
songs are powered by righteous anger infused with
a spiritual humanitarianism. As the storm of the
Civil Rights struggles of the ’60s subsided, Mayfield
posed the question, both to himself and his
audience: what next? There were no easy answers.
His kaleidoscopic reflections of black reality are
hopeful and despairing in equal measure.

“He was very compassionate and observant
about the world around him, and that flowed
through his mind and into his music,” saysM
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“He was in 
command”: 
Mayfield on 
stage in 1971

Gettingready:
withThe
Impressions
in1958

Time to “be freer: 
Mayfield with Sam 
Gooden (top) and 
Fred Cash in The 
Impressions, 1970

Mayfield’s son, Todd. “He had deep feelings about 
the condition of people, his personal relationships, 
just observing life in America. Some of the songs are 
just as relevant now as they were then.” 

This is true, but these communiqués would be less 
powerful without the magnificent inducement of 
the music. “We didn’t talk too much about the 
messages,” says McMullen, recalling the excitement 
of those Bitter End shows. “We liked it. We knew 
what he was saying because we were all coming up 
in the same era. His message was in there, but we 
were just playing. Curtis loved to play.”

CURTIS Mayfield left The Impressions in 1970, 
heading for higher ground. He had joined the 
vocal group in 1956, aged 14, back when they 

were called The Roosters. Mayfield had grown up 
fatherless in Chicago’s notorious Cabrini-Green 
housing projects, church and music on one side; 
hookers and hustlers on the other. The environment 
forged his visionary blend of compassion and 
streetwise suss. In the mid-’60s, The Impressions’ 
“Keep On Pushin’” and “People Get Ready” became 
empowering anthems of black consciousness. Now he 
wanted to build on the more direct activism of songs 
such as “They Don’t Know”, “This Is My Country” and 
“Mighty Mighty (Spade & Whitey)”.

“It was time to get away from just R&B and be freer as 
to the happenings around me,” he said. His country 
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PAULWELLERonmeetingoneofthebest

I REMEMBER “Move On 
Up” from the early 1970s, 
hearing it at discos. But I 
only really got into Curtis’s 
music later, around the 
late ’70s/early ’80s. I was 
good friends with a great 
DJ called Ady Croasdell, 
who made me cassettes 

of all Curtis’s solo stuff. That really set me off. 
The Jam doing “Move On Up” towards the end 
was probably me going through my full-on 
Curtis phase.

Those solo records in the early 1970s are just 
one classic after the other. The first two, Curtis
and Roots, are incredible. “The Makings Of You” is 
probably my favourite Curtis song Johnny
Pate’s orchestrations are incre
he was also a fucking genius! W
the Curtis/Live album, I love th
you’re right in the room; Donny
Hathaway Live is a similar 
vibe. Super Fly is incredible. 
I love Back To The World. 
You think of one and they 
just keep coming. It was a 
golden run. And a golden 
time. Even the later ones, 
there are two or three really 
great tunes on each one.

For me, Curtis is a prophet. A
of the things he was talking ab
back then are still relevant now
Racism, inequality, ecology, 
the whole corporate takeover 
thing. He’s meaningful in loads 
of different ways. I think of him 
as a prophet, but he’s a beautiful 
romantic writer as well. He 
covers the whole spectrum.

When I started to get into his 
solo records, it was also around 
the same time that I also started 
getting into Nina Simone. They’re 
not the same, obviously, but 
there’s a similarity in that the 
power and the message doesn’t 
have to come from shouting or 
from rock music, or from being loudorexplosive.
It’s a very, very calm delivery, which I think 
strengthens the message. It becomes more 
serious and more focused on what the person is 
saying. It’s interesting when you have that match 
of a strong lyric against this quite gentle voice 
and musical backing. That fed into what I felt 
about what I was doing with The Style Council. It 

doesn’t have to be sorockytogetthemessage
across, it can be quitetheopposite. I likethat. It
can mess with peopleabit.

We really need to talkabouthisguitar-playing.
We’ve done a few of hissongsovertheyears,
but we’ve always hadtosimplifythechords.
It’s tricky to try and playlikeCurtis!Heused
some really weird made-upguitartunings. I
could never ever get thehangofwhathewas
doing. He was a phenomenalguitarist,aswell
as everything else. Hecoulddoeverything!He
wrote for so many peopleonCurtom.Allthose
songs he did for MajorLanceandPattiJo–“Make
Me Believe In You” is abrilliantrecord–andLeRoy
Hutson. It’s incrediblethathewasdoingallthat
while making his ownamazingalbums.

Isawhimplayonafewoccasions. I
rseeinghimattheold
onwealthInstituteon
ingtonHighStreet,which
sareallyweirdvenue.He
asalwaysamazing.
IalsometCurtistwoor

hreetimes.Thefirsttime
wasaround1986,through

rRobert. Iwantedtoask
imaboutdoingamix

naStyleCounciltrack,
iryTales”,onTheCostOf

ng. Iwenttomeethimin
lofftheEdgwareRoad.

ross-leggedonhisbed.
reallyfelt likeitwas

meetingBuddha.He
wasjustlovely.Hedid
mix“FairyTales”andhe
putbackingvocalsonit
aswell.Later, in1988,
didaninterviewwith
imatRonnieScott’s

whichwasfilmedfor
hannel4. I’venever
aredwatchitback!
Ididn’tknowhimwell,
uthewasalwaysreally
vely,agentlemanand
spiritualman.Hehada

ealessenceabouthim.
I’mnotgoingtosayholyman,that’sgoingtoo
far, but I certainly felt aspiritualauraabouthim,
and I felt that his writingcamemorefromthat
standpoint. Songs like“ChoiceOfColours”are
humanist, really. He wasagreatpoetaswellas
being a great songwriter,arranger,producer
and everything else –andasapoet,hestandsup
there with the best. INTERVIEW:GRAEMETHOMSON

was changing and so was 
he. As the decade turned, 
Mayfield swapped formal 
attire for funky threads 
and started smoking 
weed. On 1970’s Check Out
Your Mind, his final album
with The Impressions, the 
hard edges of the title track
were auspicious. “It just 
felt like it was time to move
on,” says drummer Jon French, who played with 
The Impressions and Mayfield in the early ’70s. 
“He wanted to check out different avenues and 
explore and expand his vision.”

He spent the summer of 1970 recording Curtis at 
RCA Paramount in Chicago, using an array of 
musicians. He toiled over it. “The sessions for 
Curtis were rough, they took time,” says French, 
who worked on preliminary sessions. “There was 
a lot of practising. We worked on it until we got it 
right. Curtis’s work ethic was strong. He was 
strictly business! He didn’t kid around much.
He stayed to himself pretty much, too. He very 
seldom came and talked to the guys. He just 
wanted you to do your job and keep him happy.”

Mayfield’s creative evolution was evident from 
the first seconds of “(Don’t Worry) If There’s A Hell 
Below, We’re All Going To Go”. It begins with the 
sinister throb of “Lucky” Scott’s fuzzed bass. A 
woman’s voice extols the Book Of Revelation 
before Mayfield shouts, “Sisters! N------! Whiteys! 
Jews! Crackers! Don’t worry. If there’s a hell below, 
we’re all gonna go”. Horns, strings and wah-wah 
usher in a funky eight-minute apocalypse on 

which nobody ets a free pass.
m’s second single, 
On Up”, was more 

n a US and UK hit; it 
came an anthem. 
xhorting humanity 

 transcend its 
complications” and 
trive for the ideal 
f empowered 
getherness – “Into 

teeple of beautiful 
e/Where there’s 
kind” – the lyrical 
tched by an 

explosive horn fanfare and relentless percussive 
pulse. The drum break later became a foundation 
stone of hip-hop; Kanye West sampled the whole 
shebang in 2005 on “Touch The Sky”.

Released in September, Curtis gave Mayfield a 
Top 20 album. He lounged on the cover wearing 
a sunburst yellow suit and floral shirt, beads 
strung down to his navel, looking hip and 
current. Strange to think that contemporary 
reviews were cool. Critics missed the melodicism 
of The Impressions, but now the medium needed 
to match the message. It required a tighter focus. 
The rhythm drove the writing, with fewer chord 
changes and less complex melodies. Solo, the 
unique qualities of Mayfield’s vocals were 
exposed. The thin, yearning tone sweetened 
the message while somehow making it more 
heartfelt and urgent.

Four months after Curtis, Mayfield and his 
new band arrived at the Bitter End to record the 
live album. McMullen, “Lucky” Scott and M
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percussionist Master Henry Gibson had played with
The Impressions. Tyrone McCullen was new to the
drum stool, replacing André Fischer, who had left to
play with Rufus. On stage, Mayfield tells an audience
of 200 that these “wonderful and beautiful musicians
have been taking me through a change”. Everything
had become looser, freer.

“In a way we were the original black rock band,”
says McMullen. “With two guitars, bass and drums
– like the Stones! Curtis didn’t bother to pull in
keyboards or horns, so it became a different thing,
sound-wise and creatively. Curtis would start and
we’d pick up the rhythm. He wasn’t like James Brown,
you make a mistake and you get fined. No, we’d be on
stage making bets to see who would make the most
mistakes, Curtis or Tyrone. It was always between
those two. We’d laugh about it.”

“The band was ridiculous!” says Kramer. “Tight.
That’s a tribute to the way those musicians understood
each other. It was probably due to Curtis. He was a
strong leader. Even if those musicians hadn’t played
with him for long, there was this aura that he had
about his playing, his status, his role, the way he
approached his guitar. He was in command. It was the
same way with Jimi. People respect and follow you.”

Kramer is unsure whether they recorded more thanG
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Hitting a commercial 
andcreativepeak: 
Curtis and co on 
stage in the US, 1972

one night at the Bitter End, but he recalls the 
occasion well. “It was just this very warm feeling. 
I remember walking in and thinking, ‘Ah, this feels 
good.’ Lots of colour in the room, great lighting. 
The audience could reach out and touch the band! 
From the moment we started rolling tape, we were 
in for a big ride. I felt that. The truck was parked 
outside and I was running back and forth, 
checking the mics.”

If Mayfield’s studio recordings very occasionally 
feel like a lecture, the live album is a dialogue. 
Lyrics are greeted with whoops, laughter and cries 
of “Right on!”. Mayfield responds in the moment, 
chatting easily with the crowd. On the slyly 
insistent “Stone Junkie”, the references to drug use 
are knowing and inclusive. Mayfield understands 
his constituency. He’s one of them. “The 
communication between the audience and the 
main man is so critical,” says Kramer. “We made 
sure we had plenty of room mics, put them on the 
far walls, on the sides, to capture everything. You 
put that record on and, from the first track, you just 

know you’re in the presence of somebody great. The 
ibe was the thing.”
Mixed at Electric Lady, Curtis/Live was released in 

May 1971 as a double album. The same band entered 
he studio shortly afterwards to make the magnificent 

Roots. This hot streak is all the more remarkable 
onsidering Mayfield was also overseeing a personal 

fdom. He was an astute businessman. Half a century 
efore Taylor Swift, in 1969 Mayfield re-recorded the 
ulk of The Impressions’ back catalogue to regain 
wnership of his masters. Around the same time, with 
is manager Eddie Thomas, Mayfield bought a small 
uilding at 8543 S Stony Island Avenue in South 

Chicago and established the Curtom studio and label.
As well as being Curtom’s CEO and A&R, Mayfield 

wrote and produced for all its artists, including The 
Impressions, who had drafted in LeRoy Hutson as 
their lead vocalist. “I don’t think it was a problem,” 
says McMullen. “Curtis could handle it. He never 
crowded himself. Because he was running his own 
company, he could pace himself.”

THINGS were about to get even busier. Following 
a show at the Lincoln Center in New York late in 
1971, screenwriter Phil Fenty and producer Sig 

Shore visited Mayfield backstage with a script for a 
movie they wanted him to score. Called Super Fly, it 

tracked the fortunes of Youngblood Priest, a conflicted drug dealer 
from Harlem, played by Ron O’Neal. Following the huge success 
of Isaac Hayes’ Shaft, the way movie soundtracks were perceived 
had shifted. Mayfield jumped at the opportunity.

The first song recorded for Super Fly was “Pusherman”, cut in 
December 1971, months before the rest of the album. “We were 
getting ready to go to England on tour, and they wanted us to do 
a cameo in the film,” says McMullen. “We cut ‘Pusherman’ in New 
York for the club scene and then filmed it the next day, playing to 
the track. After that, we left for Europe and didn’t come back to it for 
a few months.”

Mayfield’s touring schedule included a show at the Rainbow in 
London. He returned to Chicago to finish writing, producing and 
arranging Times Have Changed for The Impressions, before focusing 
on Super Fly in the spring. He was sent rushes from the film, enabling 
him to sync the music to the visuals. While some existing material 
was massaged to fit the concept – “Ghetto Child” became “Little 
Child Runnin’ Wild” – most of it was bespoke. He wrote “Freddie’s 
Dead” in his basement in five minutes on Fender Rhodes piano. The 
song, he said, “came to me immediately”.

Mayfield knew ghetto life from his upbringing, the pimps and 
pusher-men on every corner. Eschewing glamourisation and 
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EDDIE KRAMER

Backstage at 
Top Of The Pops, 
1971: (c/wise 
from top left) 
Craig McMullen, 
Tyrone McCullen, 
Mayfield, Henry 
Gibson, Joseph 
“Lucky” Scott



“It was like, ‘You two are brothers,
what you doing tripping about
some credit thing?’ Johnny did the
arrangements, no matter what they
say. You can’t dictate that stuff, it takes
a skilled person in reading music to do
those kind of parts. They were going to
go into a legal thing and then Johnny
backed off. I thought that was wrong of
Curtis. Things were never really the same
between him and Johnny.”

The musician credits on the album
– “Written and performed by Curtis
Mayfield” – also demean the contribution
of his band. “Super Fly grossed $20m
and we didn’t even get our names on the
album,” says McMullen. “Our names
were on Roots, our pictures were on the
live album and I remember asking Curtis,

‘How come our names aren’t on Super Fly?’ He said,
‘Well, you ain’t in the movie!’ It’s like, are you guys
running out of ink or something? That’s when we
started seeing some different stuff going on.”

Some confidantes blame these antics on Mayfield’s
co-manager, Marv Stuart. “Marv’s thing was to
conquer and divide,” says McMullen. “When Marv
was in the mix, trickery was always going to be
happening.” Maybe so, but Mayfield was no saint. He
fathered 10 children from several relationships. By the
time of Super Fly was abusing cocaine and prone to
vicious mood swings. Nonetheless, McMullen says
that “he was a good person overall. He never put
pressure on anybody, he wasn’t a demanding guy.
That doesn’t mean he couldn’t get cantankerous, but
we would laugh it off.”

Super Fly was released in July 1972, a month before
the film, and reached No 1 on the Billboard chart in
October. “Freddie’s Dead” and the title track were
both hit singles. Aged 30, Mayfield had attained
a commercial and creative peak with a gritty,
uncompromising record which spoke directly to the
concerns of his people. “I knew it was going to be good,
as it felt good playing with the guys, but I didn’t know it
was going to hit like that,” says Jon French. “When it
happened, it was beautiful. The message was powerful
and was needed. We needed help to get out, we needed
power, we had to have the same rights as other people.
Curtis was trying to get this point across.”

“Curtis’s stuff is so relevant, it’s like we cut it last
week,” says McMullen. “It references where we are
today and tomorrow. It reflects to Curtis being a great
songwriter, a visionary, but it also reflects how poor
we have been in improving ourselves as humans.”

Mayfield would make lots more remarkable music
before the freak accident that occurred in August 1990,
when he was hit by a lighting rig during a gig in
Flatbush, Brooklyn. Despite being paralysed from the
neck down and left quadriplegic, in 1997 he released
one final record. Unable to play guitar, on New World
Order Mayfield painstakingly pieced together each
vocal part, line by line, while reclining in a wheelchair.

When he died, aged 57, on Boxing Day 1999,
Mayfield’s legacy was secure, primarily thanks to the
power and beauty of the records he made in the early
’70s. “Curtis, the live album, through Roots and into
Super Fly, is the culmination of his greatest stuff,” says
Craig McMullen. Fifty years later, the music speaks
more clearly and compassionately than ever.

Curtis 50th Anniversary Edition 2LP set is available
via Run Out Groove from July 16

glorification, his songs became the film’s conscience, 
articulating the inner voice of Priest, giving his actions 
a depth and complexity the movie lacked. “I didn’t put 
Priest down,” said Mayfield. “He was just trying to get 
out. His deeds weren’t noble ones, but he was making 
money and he had intelligence. And he did survive. I 
mean, all this was reality.” 

Even closer to reality was Priest’s fall guy, Fat 
Freddie. As Mayfield noted, while the majority of us 
never encounter a major gangster, most of us know 
a Freddie. “The music was more anti-drugs than the 
movie, if you’re listening correctly,” says McMullen. 
“‘Freddie’s Dead’ isn’t telling you to go shoot up and 
snort cocaine: it’s telling you, Freddie’s dead. ‘Little 
Child…’ is looking at what we’re doing to our children 
in the ghetto. The songs were all very meaningful.”

The sessions at RCA Paramount in Chicago were 
fast and thrilling. Morris Jennings replaced Tyrone 
McCullen on drums, Phil Upchurch added guitar 
on a handful of tunes and Jon French was also 
involved. They laid down the backing tracks in 
three days, strings and horns recorded alongside 
the band. At times, up to 40 musicians squeezed 
into the studio. “The best part was, we cut to a full 
orchestra,” says McMullen. “Most records, they record
the horns later. In this case, all the instrumental
stuff was at the same time. We had the advantage of 
listening to the arrangements then and there. I’ve got 
to give credit to Johnny Pate, all that stuff was written 
out by him for us.”

Pate had worked with Mayfield since The 
Impressions. His arrangements on Super Fly are 
simply staggering: apposite and intricate. But he and 
Mayfield fell out over the album credit, which read: 
“Successfully arranged and orchestrated from the 
original dictations of Curtis Mayfield by Johnny Pate”. 
Pate claimed he did significantly more than transcribe
dictations and requested a writing credit on the two 
instrumental tracks. Mayfield refused. Craig 
McMullen feels that Curtis called that one wrong. W
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CURTIS 
1970-1972 

ABUYER’SGUIDE
CURTIS 
CURTOM, 1970
“Move On Up” and “…Hell 
Below” take the headlines, 
but the quality runs deep. 

The dense, polyrhythmic “We The 
People Who Are Darker Than Blue” calls 
on the black community to embrace 
self-determination; “The Other Side 
Of Town” digs under the skin of eternal 
outsiderdom,while“TheMakingsOf
You”isaromanticmasterclass.9/10

CURTIS/LIVE 
CURTOM, 1971
The next best thing 
to seeing Mayfield 
in the flesh. Blending 

Impressions songs, recent solo tunes, 
unrecorded material (“Stare And Stare”, 
“Stone Junkie”) and a tender cover 
of The Carpenters’ “We’ve Only Just 
Begun”, Eddie Kramer’s mix puts us in 
the thick of the action as Mayfield and 
bandtakehismusictoextraordinary
newplaces.9/10

ROOTS 
CURTOM, 1971
Spanning the raw 
sensuality of “Get Down” 
to the ravishing uplift 

of “Keep On Keeping On”, perhaps 
Mayfield’s most magnificent five 
minutes, Roots is beautiful, ambitious, 
languorous and expansive. “It’s not just 
message songs to uplift black people,” 
saysCraigMcMullen.“It’s justgreat
CurtisMayfieldwriting.”9/10

SUPER FLY 
CURTOM, 1972
Compassionate, 
despairing, angry, morally 
complex, intricate and 

funky (few albums deploy harp and 
wah-wah), Super Fly is maximum 
Mayfield. The Wailers repurposed the 
groove of “Freddie’s Dead” on “Get Up, 
Stand Up”, “Give Me Your Love” is smoky 
and sultry, and “No Thing On Me” sniffs 
out sweet-scented positivity among 
the gritty urban realism. A masterpiece. 
10/10

Real deal: 
Mayfield 
as himself 
in 1972’s 
Super Fly



ABRACADABRA!
Is it any wonder that THE BEATLES nearly named their seventh studio album after

a magical invocation? After all, no other word captures the feats of creative alchemy
that transpired on REVOLVER… Fifty five years on, Uncut has assembled a crack team 

of Beatles heads including JOHNNY MARR, BRIAN WILSON, GRAHAM NASH,
ROGER McGUINN, RICKIE LEE JONES, SEAN ONO LENNON, DHANI HARRISON,
STEVE CROPPER, MARGO PRICE and WAYNE COYNE to explore their favourite
tracks from this, the Fabs’ finest body of work. Even PAUL McCARTNEY is on hand 

to tell Uncut about the origins of his experimental side.

But first RICHARD WILLIAMS takes us back to EMI Studios on
Abbey Road where, on April 6, 1966, tape loops, drones and mystical
incantations derived from The Tibetan Book Of The Dead herald this 

next revolutionary phase in The Beatles’ career…

Photo by ROBERT WHITAKER
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THE BEATLES

PLUS!
THE

BEATLES
ON FILM

PAGE 79



“I can change it 
round…”: The 
Beatles filming 
the “Paperback 
Writer”/”Rain” 
videos, 1966
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S they approached the making 
of Revolver, The Beatles couldn’t 
have known that they’d just 
enjoyed their last carefree year. 
In 1965, they had made Help!, 
played Shea Stadium and 
visited Elvis and the Queen. Just 
before Christmas, as was now 
their habit, their second album 
of the year had been released. 
Rubber Soul still sounds like the 
perfectly balanced expression 

of a pop band with artistic ambitions, expanding 
their creative range without jeopardising the 
relationship with their vast and adoring public. 
The following year would be different.

They started 1966 still shining still like a four-
headed Sun King, dispensing rays of unsullied 
happiness. But in February, during an interview 
with the Evening Standard, John Lennon 
compared their popularity with the statistical 
decline in Christian worship. He was trying to say 
how ludicrous it seemed, but the subtlety of his 
point was ignored in America’s Bible Belt, where 
Beatles records were promptly piled up into 
bonfires. In July, the group released an album in 
America titled Yesterday And Today, its cover 
showing the four of them smiling as widely as 
usual while holding the bloodied body parts of 
dolls. Another uproar forced its withdrawal. They 
were starting to tread on dangerous ground.

Revolver arrived in August, on schedule, but it 
was the result of a very different creative process. 

Their debut album, Please 
Please Me, had been recorded 
in a single day. Rubber Soul
had taken 80 hours of studio 
time. Revolver took 220 hours, 
the result of a band suddenly 
liberated from constant live 
performances and from an 
aborted third feature-film 
project. Now so successful 
that they were free from the 
imposition of studio budgets, they were 
able to use Abbey Road as a laboratory.

But the album might not have been 
recorded in England at all. Following the 
example of the Stones, who had already 
recorded successfully at Chess in 
Chicago and RCA in Hollywood, they 
had made overtures to Stax in 
Memphis, thinking 
that the label’s boss, 
Jim Stewart, might 
produce them. 
Somehow, though, 
they ended up in the 
same old place with
the same old George 
Martin, although this 
time the chief engineer 
would be the 19-year-
old Geoff Emerick, who 
had just completed his 
EMI apprenticeship.

Before the sessions 
egan on April 6, 
ennon and McCartney 
ere played an advance 
opy of Pet Sounds, 
rian Wilson’s response 

to the possibilities 
suggested by Rubber 
Soul. McCartney in 

particular recognised 
the need to accelerate 
he sort of 
evelopment 
limpsed in the 
trospective lyric 

f “Help!” and the 
se of sitar on 
orwegian Wood”. 

he others needed no 
couragement to 
periment with sound, 

o tackle new subjects, to turn 
op into art.
In the world outside, it was 

a time of celebration and 
discontent. A week before the 
sessions started, Harold 
Wilson’s Labour party won 
a general election with a 
majority of 96. Six weeks into 
recording, someone in the 
audience at Manchester’s Free 
Trade Hall shouted “Judas!” at 
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Taxing times ahead: 
the Fabs at the BBC 
Television Studios in 
London before the 
start of their world 
tour, June 17, 1966

Lennon 
inflames 
America’s 
Bible Belt

THE BEATLES
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SIDE 1
1“TAXMAN”
“One… two… three… four…” And we’re off – The
Beatles’ seventh studio album begins with
George Harrison’s tight, 12-bar riposte to the
government’s punitive tax regime. Thirteen
tracks later, it will end in another dimension…

JOHNNY MARR: “I’ve been 
thinking about George 
Harrison a lot recently. He’s 
a good advert for how 
incredibly famous people 
might want to conduct 
themselves. He seemed to be 
above needy celebrity. He 

was, I like to think, a very singular personality in 
rock music. When I was a little kid in the early 
’70s, his support for the Krishna movement was 
a big deal – he had the eyes of the world on him, 
but he single-mindedly followed his own path. 

Similarly, with ‘Taxman’, I hear a young man at
the peak of his powers, unafraid to stick his neck 
out and have a good old gripe – and on side one, 
track one! Considering how scrutinised The 
Beatles were, that took a lot of balance, 
perspective and self-assurance.

“Overall, the scope of ambition on Revolver for 
all of them is immense. The high moments on 
Revolver for each individual Beatle were the 
highest moments that they’d reached thus far. 
In a whole career of many, many innovations, 
Paul McCartney’s guitar solo on ‘Taxman’ is 
exceptional – his bass riff on ‘Taxman’ invented a 
genre in itself!

“Revolver was a benchmark. A lot of that was 
to do with not just the songs but the sonics. 
‘Taxman’ captures the energy of an R&B track. 
When Revolver came out, I imagine ‘Taxman’ 
sounded very hip. It’s lean, punchy and very well 
edited. But then, Revolver is all about attack and 
compression. The vocals are very present and 

Bob Dylan; a few days later they took a break 
and went to the Albert Hall to judge him for 
themselves. As they wrapped up the final mixes 
on June 21, race riots were erupting in American 
cities. On July 3, 31 people were arrested in the 
anti-Vietnam War demo in Grosvenor Square. 
The first copies of Revolver were being 
manufactured at EMI’s plant in Hayes when 
England won the World Cup at Wembley, a few 
minutes’ drive away. On August 5, the very day 
of the album’s UK release, Mao Tse Tung 
publicly endorsed the protests by China’s 
students against the country’s bourgeois elite, 
triggering the Cultural Revolution.

The Beatles responded by opening the album 
with their first real protest song. But it was not 
a civil rights anthem or a hymn to the Chinese 
proletariat. George Harrison’s target was 
Britain’s tax system, which was now taking 95 
per cent of the investment income of top earners, 
including the four Beatles. “There’s one for you, 
19 for me”, Harrison sang, “’cos I’m the taxman”. 
His sardonic whine was counterpointed by the 
snap and snarl of the backing track, which 
might as well have been recorded in Memphis.

No-one really criticised these young 
millionaires for moaning about their tax 
burden – and anyway what came next was the 
irreproachable “Eleanor Rigby”, a small string 
ensemble performing the arrangement with 
which Martin immediately justified his 
continued involvement, devising the perfect 
setting for McCartney’s dreamlike evocation 
of an England haunted by its past. Dreams 
were also the theme of “I’m Only Sleeping”, 
introducing a seemingly blissed-out Lennon, 
a tape-reversed lead guitar suggesting the 
psychotropic source of his reverie.

A sitar cascade announced the return of 
Harrison in full Hindustani drag, intoning the 
erotic blackmail note of “Love You To” over a 
droning tamboura and syncopated tablas. 
McCartney’s “Here, There And Everywhere”, the 
loveliest of his ballads, was a direct response to 
Wilson’s “God Only Knows”, giving way to the 
genial foolery of Ringo and “Yellow Submarine”, 
a song for children destined to be repurposed as 
a football chant from Anfield to Belper Town.

And so it went on, one facet of collective genius 
succeeding another in a glorious kaleidoscope 
of newly discovered feelings: “She Said, She 
Said”, “Good Day Sunshine”, “And Your Bird 
Can Sing”, “For No One”, “Doctor Robert”, “I 
Want To Tell You”, “Got To Get You Into My Life” 
and the final climactic “Tomorrow Never 
Knows”, incorporating The Tibetan Book Of
The Dead, tape loops, the use of a Leslie speaker 
on Lennon’s lead vocal (Emerick’s idea) and
the levitating effect of Ringo’s astonishing 
drumming. A three-minute vision of eternity, it 
confirmed the impression that they were now in 
a kind of collective trance, freed from the clock-
time of the “real” world, running on Beatle-time.

The album’s black-and-white cover, by their 
Hamburg friend Klaus Voormann, mixed 
Beardsleyesque ink portraits with collaged 
photos in a pre-echo of the look of International 
Times, the McCartney-supported underground 
paper whose first edition would be published 
a few weeks later. As the world changed, once 
again they were in the lead…

Specs appeal: 
McCartney 
and Harrison 
on the tourbus, 
USA, 1966
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vital, the guitar sounds are all super in your face. 
It’s a wide-awake album.

“By the time they made Revolver, they had been 
through A Hard Day’s Night, Please Please Me, 
Help! and everything – and they’re still their own 
entity. Of course Revolver is influenced by all the 
things you hear on those records – particularly 
the soul records that are hip in the UK and 
London at the time – but it’s The Beatles. They 
didn’t need to look outwardly at other scenes to 
find a concept. In a way Revolver is the 
culmination of an extremely mod phenomena.

“I got influenced by The Beatles in a big way – 
way, way after the event – through the advent of 
the VCR. You could walk into HMV and buy 
things like The Compleat Beatles, Ready Steady 
Go! and all these retrospective documentaries 
on VHS. Being able to watch t ose
was one of the reasons why I
dressed like George Harrison
for a bit in The Smiths! For 
many years, I believed 
Revolver was everybody’s 
favourite Beatles record. 
I mean – it is, isn’t it?”

2 “ELEANOR 
RIGBY”
Revolver’s only single – a dou
A-side with “Yellow Submar
and McCartney’s finest story song: a tragic
Play For Today sketched in three scenes…

NORMAN BLAKE,
TEENAGE FANCLUB:
“Revolver has a real edge –
it’s The Beatles’ punk-rock
album. ‘Taxman’ is very
punk, the way it comes in
with that little open-mic
‘One, two…’, and sets you up

for the album.
Then ‘Taxman’ finishes and it’s amazing the

way ‘Eleanor Rigby’ comes in – there’s no
preamble, just that ‘Aah!’ then into George
Martin’s string arrangement. It’s really
aggressive. George Martin’s strings remind me
of Vivaldi. He’s really edgy and makes you sit up
and listen, and the arrangement is very much in
that spirit. It’s a marriage of Vivaldi and Psycho!

“John Lennon later said he wrote 80 per cent
of it, but there’s absolutely no way. It’s so
McCartney in where it goes melodically. It’s got
the McCartney scan – the way the lyric scans
across is 4/4, but the melody scans across five
bars, so it’s slightly 5/4 in the verse. McCartney’s
melody gift was innate; John had to work
at it more. It’s quite a complex melody. He
was 23 when he was doing this stuff, really
sophisticated. He had just moved in with Jane
Asher’s folks. He was being educated culturally
and he was eager to advance his skill set. It’s like
he’s moving on from Hamburg quicker than the
other guys, in arrangements and themes.

Are the ballads on this album the climax of
a particular sort of McCartney writing? Well,
‘Here, There And Everywhere’ is one of the most
beautiful romantic songs ever. In fact, when I got
married, my wife Krista and me walked down
the aisle to it.

“‘Eleanor Rigby’ is a really sad song. Even the
way it tails off at the end, with that last little bar
with the strings: da-da-da-da-der. It’s brutal.
Like the last bit of dirt on the grave? That’s it,
you can almost see him wiping the dirt from his
hands as he walks away. It’s a really strong
image. This song about loneliness and death is
the most played Revolver song on Spotify. It’s up
to 144,903,115 at the moment! So it still resonates
with people.”

3“I’MONLYSLEEPING”
How to follow “Eleanor Rigby”? With John’s
evocative ode to introspective reveries, rich
with studio innovation: slowed-down cymbals,
varispeed vocals and a backwards guitar solo…

SEAN ONO LENNON: 
“There’s a lot of good Beatles 
records, but Revolver is hard 
to beat. They were moving at 
an unbelievable speed, 
they’d hit their stride as 
individuals and were 
claiming their power as 

artists – but they haven’t got to Pepper yet. 

Revolver is like bursting through a door. In a way, 
this transitional period is the most exciting. My 
dad and Paul are still writing together but they’re 
also individuated. It’s the best of both worlds. 
George has started writing incredible songs on his 
own. Their production is getting experimental. 
The technology is changing. They’re starting to 
listen to the mixes, they’re starting to have 
production input. 

“The tape loops on ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’ 
and the backwards guitar sound on ‘I’m Only 
Sleeping’ are the birth of psychedelic music. 
George spent hours trying to get the backwards 
guitar to sound right. You read about him trying 
to figure out guitar licks forwards and learning 
them backwards – you can tell he’s figuring it out. 
My dad’s voice is sped up but the drums are 
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MARGO PRICE

You can’t do that: 
Lennon at a press 
conferenceafterthe 
band’sreturnfrom 
Manila,July1966

Sitar comfortably: 
The Beatles’ first trip 
to India, July 1966

THE BEATLES



slowed down, so they sound really sloshy, almost
like they’re underwater. I think it had to do with 
the recording having been done a bit faster, then 
when you play it back at the regular speed it 
sounds slower – which is why the song sounds 
like it should be in E minor but it’s in E flat.

“I loved the song as a kid because everyone can 
relate to not wanting to be woken up! Please, just 
let me sleep another five minutes… I remember 
hearing this song and my mum saying to me, 
‘Your dad really liked to sleep, he was a good 
sleeper!’ So I used to take it literally – as a song 
that championed people who liked to lie in a bit. 
I didn’t know about the implications of 
consciousness, drugs or whatever.

“I never really thought about it before, but I 
don’t think any other song could follow ‘Eleanor 
Rigby’. I mean, ‘Eleanor Rigby’ is so heavy and 
sophisticated, to follow it with another complex, 
classically influenced song would have been too 
much – but this is perfect. It feels easy and loose, 
it’s incredibly cool. The perfect vibe after a song 

as highbrow as ‘Eleanor Rigby’. It shows 
how powerful my dad was, that he could 
achieve all this with just a couple of 
chords, a cool lyric and a great melody. It’s
one of my favourite songs. I think it was 
one of my dad’s, too.”

4 “LOVE YOU TO”
Following “Norwegian Wood”, George 
continues to explore his love for Indian 
classical music, abetted by tabla player
Anil Bhagwat and various members of
London’s Asian Music Circle…

MARGO PRICE:
“When I first 
listened to ‘Love 
You To’, I was 
transcended to 
another dimension.
I heard it at a pivotal
time in my life when 

I was experimenting with psychedelics, 
questioning cultural norms and 
rejecting societal pressures that had 
been drilled into my head since the day 

I was born. ‘Love You To’ was a love song to 
George’s then wife, Pattie Boyd, but it was also a 
philosophical catalyst in terms of how he was 
interpreting the world around him after his first 
LSD trip. The flowing rhythm of the tabla hand 
drums and the twangy hum of the sitar provided 
the perfect backdrop for the sly message of the 
counterculture that George was illicitly slipping 
into The Beatles’ sound. It was the first time 
Eastern music reached the mainstream 
consciousness, thanks to the most popular
band of all time.

“‘Love You To’ has few words and its chords 
are simple, but it says so much in its brief three 
minutes and nine seconds. It broke ground by 
introducing a new hybrid of philosophical love 
song. It’s sardonic and cynical – but somehow 
totally zen. The song encouraged what I already 
knew deep inside myself – that material 
possessions don’t matter, that life is brief and love 
is what’s truly important. George was tapping 
into a higher knowledge; he exuded something 
real despite being rich and famous. He was 
enlightened and grounded and eager to learn
and grow, both as a musician and a person.

“The lyrics almost seemed like a riddle to me, 
and long ago I tried to figure out how to decode 
them. I thought if I could break the code, I could 
find the true meaning to life and happiness. It 
inspired me to meditate for the first time ever in 
my life and became my mantra at times. I still 
return to this album, this song especially, when 
I feel I’m losing my centre. And I run these words 
through my mind: ‘A lifetime is so short/A new 
one can’t be bought/But what you’ve got means 
such a lot to me’.”

5 “HERE, THERE AND 
EVERYWHERE”
Supposedly inspired by The Beach Boys’ “God 
Only Knows”, Paul’s faultless hymn (written 
while waiting for John to get out of bed) glows 
with layered harmonies…

GRAHAM NASH:“I first met
The Beatles at a talent show in
November 1959 – on the final
round of TV Star Search, at the
New Manchester Hippodrome
theatre. On this particular
night it was me and Allan
Clarke, who later became

The Hollies, Freddie Garrity, who went on to lead
Freddie And The Dreamers, a guy called Ron
Wycherley, who became Billy Fury, and these
four kids from Liverpool, who were then called
Johnny And The Moondogs. Me and Clarkey
actually won. The Beatles did Buddy Holly’s
‘Think It Over’. They weren’t there at the very end
because they had to catch the last bus home to
Liverpool at nine o’clock.

“A few years later, I was working at a coffee bar
in Manchester – the 2 J’s, which had just

WHERE DO THEY
ALL COME FROM?
Paul tells Uncutabouttheorigins

of his experimentalside–and
his“story”songs

“INthemid-’60s, Iwasliving
in London,goingtothe
theatresandartgalleries,
checkingoutsomeamazing
stuff likeJohnCageand
Stockhausen,hanging
outwithHaroldPinterand
BertrandRussell,makingmy
ownexperimentalmovies,

forming my own ideas,whichIstartedfiltering
into The Beatles’ records.

“I was responsible forthetapeloopsfor
‘Tomorrow Never Knows’. Inthe’60s, Iwasmad
for tape loops. I was goingtodoatapeloop
symphony once. It mighthavetakenadayor
two because it’s quitealengthyprocess.But
after The Beatles stoppedtouring,theideaof
having all the time in theworldtodowhatyou
like doing was freeingandstimulating.Ifyou
dare to experiment alittlebit, it’sgoodforyou.
I’ve always loved that.

“With my story songs,alotofthem,besides
‘Eleanor Rigby’, tend tobecomedy.It’smedoing
the tongue-in-cheekthing,whereas‘Eleanor
Rigby’ was more serious. Ithinkthat’swhyitwas
more successful. I thinkthestorysongs…I’vestill
got a few that I haven’treleasedbecauseIdon’t
think they’re that good.It’squiteafunthingto
do, to just dream up anameofacharacterand
try and write the storyofthatcharacterand
then make it fit with anothercharacter. ‘Eleanor
Rigby’, I did it with justthefew.FatherMcKenzie
and Eleanor.” MICHAELBONNER BE
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“Love me while 
you can”: George 
Harrison and 
Pattie Boyd wed, 
January 21, 1966

Mad for tape loops: 
McCartney enters 
Abbey Road, during the 
recording of Revolver, 
June 22, 1966
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changed its name to The Oasis – where The
Beatles were due to play [February 2, 1962, their
first gig outside Liverpool]. The Hollies were
playing at the Twisted Wheel that night, about
half a mile away.

“The Beatles came in around four in the
afternoon to do a soundcheck, wearing
these black leather overcoats. It was obvious
there was something magical about these
four people. That’s before they’d even played
any music. So I followed them over the
years and watched them develop from an
R&B covers group to Revolver
and Sgt Pepper. To see
that transition was both
fascinating and inspiring.

“Revolver was so forward-
looking. I homed in on the
brilliance of Paul McCartney.
‘Here, There And Everywhere’
is one of the most beautiful
songs I’ve ever heard in my life.
It’s incredibly simple, which,
quite frankly, isn’t easy to do.
You have to absolutely make
sure that, when you simplify
a melody and backing track,
they marry together and
make one complete statement.
‘Here, There And Everywhere’
does exactly that.

“More than anything, The Beatles allowed you
to experiment. Before Revolver I’d been writing
moon-June type songs with The Hollies. That’s
when I began to realise – especially later, after
coming to America – that if I could take my ability
to write a simple melody and put meaningful
words to it, my songs would be so much better.
That’s one of the things that The Beatles taught
me. They freed you.”

6“YELLOWSUBMARINE”
Let us dive into a sea of green, as McCartney’s
jolly singalong dovetails neatly into the birth of
English psychedelia, while randomly sequenced
fragments of nautical sound continue the
album’s technical experiments…

BUDDY MILLER:“When
Revolver came out, I was 12.
I’d already been playing
guitar for four or five years.
The Beatles are the reason I
got my first good guitar, and
they made my world bigger
and better. I was a horrible

student, a horrible son to my parents. I’d just look
at whatever pictures would show up in Beatle
magazines or on Beatles bubblegum cards, to
figure, what are they playing? That was my

school. When they played
The Ed Sullivan Show, I’d set
my camera up on a tripod
and photograph the TV,
trying to figure it out.

“I stayed home from
school after Revolver came
out to listen. Everything just
dug in a little more. The
guitar parts are astounding.
The whole thing was more
difficult to digest, but it was
the harder stuff that pulled
me in. ‘Yellow Submarine’
was the only song I could
play, when my little band
would come round my
garage. It wasn’t quite as

complicated as the rest, although it’s more
complicated than it sounds. Much later on, I
played it with Kinky Friedman’s band. ‘Yellow
Submarine’ makes a real good country song! It
isn’t overly goofy. It tells a story, it’s a very catchy,
singable, lovable chorus. I love Ringo’s singing.
If anybody else did it, it would have made it more
serious. It was a weird little song that drew you in,
that I dug and could play. Whereas I couldn’t play
‘Tomorrow Never Knows’!

“I remember talking to all my friends at the
lunch table about ‘Rain’ that year. Back then, we
didn’t know they were backwards guitars. It was
just taking in the feeling. The way I felt listening
to Revolver wasn’t an emotional thing, although
there are beautiful songs on there. I just felt awe.
I still hear Revolver as one thing, I don’t pick it
apart. Because it’s a singular vision.

Starrturn:the
voiceof“Yellow
Submarine”in
Germany,1966

Creating a 
“singular 
vision” at EMI 
Studios with 
George Martin, 
spring 1966
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“Sgt Pepper didn’t ever resonate with me as 
much as Revolver. My parents played it the day it 
came out at a party, so how hip is it? Were The 
Beatles behind the game by then? I wouldn’t say 
that. The Beatles were the game.”

7 “SHE SAID SHE SAID”
Tacked onto Revolver at the last minute and 
taped “in the middle of the night, under 
pressure”, according to Geoff Emerick, the 
first of Revolver’s side-ending psychedelic 
masterpieces was based on Lennon’s acid trip
with The Byrds in LA…

ROGER McGUINN: “It was 
John, George, David [Crosby], 
Peter Fonda and me the night 
we took acid. Peter was 
enigmatic that night. He 
spoke in riddles a lot. It wasn’t 
like you could ask him a 
question and he’d give you an 

answer. It was hard to understand where he was 
coming from. Peter said the acid was from the 
Sandoz labs, so it was good stuff. But at one point 
George felt like he was dying. Peter wanted to help 
out, and said, “Well, I know what it’s like to be 
dead…” – because he’d shot himself in the 
stomach once. In ‘She Said She Said’ John said 
Peter’s comments ‘made him feel like he’d never 
been born’. So he had Peter thrown out. It had 
been quite a surreal night, like a Fellini film. ‘She 
Said She Said’ captures that.

“I loved Revolver. The vocals and guitars slide 
around and have almost a Doppler effect, which 
created a sense of euphoria. ‘She Said She Said’ 
had that, changing into 3/4 time at ‘When I was 
a boy…’, and back to 4/4. I love the guitars on that 
track – the tone, and the way it mimics the 
melody. It’s really beautiful music. It gave you 
the impression of an acid trip. 

“You’d have moments of sheer panic on LSD, 
then moments of ecstasy, where the colours were 
great and everything smelt good, almost like 
when you’re on a motorbike and you’d go through 
pockets of warm and cold air. You could feel 
things changing back and forth in ‘She Said She 
Said’ too, going into other areas and coming back 
to the original. Then when John sings, ‘When I 
was a boy, everything was right’, he’s longing for 

THE BEATLES
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McCartney in 
’66: here, there 
and everywhere 
around avant-
garde London

the normal life experience, for the comfort and 
security of youth. It’s possible to go to different 
levels of memories like that on acid. It’s a very 
flexible experience.

“Revolver made The Byrds want to experiment 
more, with backward-tape and sound effects. We 
had a lot of interplay and cross-pollination. But 
The Beatles were like our older brothers, and we 
followed them right through the ’60s.”

SIDE 2
1 “GOOD DAY SUNSHINE”
Written by Paul on John’s piano at Kenwood and 
partly influenced by The Lovin’ Spoonful’s recent 
hit “Daydream”. George Martin heightens its
old-school feel with a great barrelhouse solo…

BRIAN WILSON: “I first 
heard Revolver at my house 
in Beverly Hills and got very 
excited about it. I thought it 
was very revolutionary for 
the time. I loved the singing 
and all the instruments used 
in the production. I loved 

‘Good Day Sunshine’. I like Paul’s voice, I think 
he’s a great singer.

“In the ’60s, Paul was somebody I admired 
very much, but a competitor at the same time. It 
was a thrill to have him around. When The Beach 
Boys first heard Rubber Soul we were so flipped 
out that we cut Pet Sounds. There’s absolutely no 
way that Pet Sounds would have happened 
without it. I knew then that I needed to create an 
album that everybody would like. Then Lennon 
and McCartney were so flipped out with Pet 
Sounds that they made Sgt Pepper. So it was like 
a friendly rivalry.

“Paul’s best quality is his singing voice. And of 
course, his songwriting ability runs very high. He 
has such a versatile way of writing. He’s probably 
the most prolific songwriter in the history of the 
business. There were similarities between us in 
that we were both bass players and our birthdays 
were two days apart. He was June 18th and I was 
June 20th [both 1942].

“The first time I ever heard The Beatles was 
when ‘I Want To Hold Your Hand’ came on the 
radio. I flipped – I really loved it. Later on, The 

Beach Boys took on Derek Taylor as our publicity 
agent. He’d been The Beatles’ agent too. Because 
of the Beatles connection, we decided he’d be 
appropriate for us as well.

“I first met Paul in a recording studio in Los 
Angeles in 1967. He came by with Derek Taylor 
and was dressed in a white suit with red leather 
shoes. He looked really spiffy and good. Then he 
sat down at the piano and played ‘She’s Leaving 
Home’ for me and my wife. We both just cried 
tears. It was such a beautiful song. Then of 
course, he ate a carrot and some celery on my 
song ‘Vegetables’. We got along pretty good. We 
didn’t really stay in touch over the years, but 
when we met in 2004, he had come to watch the 
Smile concert in England. I was told that he was 
crying. I knew he’d said that ‘God Only Knows’ is 
the best song ever written.”

2 “AND YOUR BIRD 
CAN SING”
Continuing side two’s upbeat start, this brisk 
slice of psychedelic R&B rides in on McCartney 
and Harrison’s twin lead guitars while Lennon 
works through his romantic disenchantments…

FRAZEY FORD: “I was 
deeply into The Beatles as 
a small child and stayed 
that way for a while. Bob 
Dylan was a religion for 
my dad. The Beatles were 
more like the foundation 
to everywhere pop music 

went. Listening to Revolver now, I don’t lean 
towards that fuller production on my own 
records. But hearing something like ‘Got To Get 
You Into My Life’, they’re doing that thing where 
they’re fusing Stax with something else to create 
a new sound. The Beatles had that drive and 
belief to constantly move forward and the way 
they did it is part of why people have that spirit 
of innovation now.

“‘And Your Bird Can Sing’ really hits me, it’s so 
quick. Like ‘I Want To Tell You’, it has this manic 
quality. It’s so short, like soul records, like Otis 
Redding songs that are so fucking fast that all you 
can do is play them again. It’s the combination
of Paul’s sweet harmonies and George’s cool, 
scratchy guitar – there’s such visceral immediacy 
to it, and then there’s a Beach Boys vibe too, 
where suddenly it’s very lush. It unfolds really 
quickly, like origami, then it goes away. It’s a very 
fast feeling that you’re not expecting. 

“There are a few songs on Revolver that whip 
through you like that, overwhelming and sort of 
uncomfortable. The Beatles have got so much 
craft that they make it sound easy, but it must 
have been challenging to make, and what 
Lennon’s working through in ‘And Your Bird 
Can Sing’ is quite hard. He’s sorting through a 
very uncomfortable feeling, from different 
perspectives, of envy and insecurity: ‘You don’t 
get me… you can’t hear me’. What I get from that 
song is that for people who are very famous it’s 
very hard to keep your humanity. You can be 
surrounded by all of these riches, but you’re 

ROGER McGUINN
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still missing something. The song feels like 
a storm, and a reminder: ‘When your prize 
possessions start to weigh you down… I’ll be 
around’. ‘And Your Bird Can Sing’ is also funny. 
John’s not taking it too seriously, and making it 
seem ridiculous puts it all in perspective.”

3 “FOR NO ONE”
Paul’s sombre ballad, about the end of an affair, 
is a baroque masterclass, largely played out on 
a clavichord (borrowed from George Martin)
and featuring doleful French horn…

RICKIE LEE JONES: “It was 
a rough year in the Jones 
house the year Revolver
came out. We’d moved to 
a new school district, for 
which I was grateful, but 
my brother had been 
maimed on his motorcycle, 

my dad was drinking and mother just sat in the 
kitchen like a character from a John Prine song, 
smoking cigarettes and thinking of ways to 
torment everyone. 

“My room was my only refuge. It was not the 
geography of the bed or the closet that kept me 
safe and sound – it was the record player. I played 
Beatles records all night long. I was still a little girl 
in many ways. I would play with my doll while 
listening to this record, for acting out my life was 
the only way I could find any release from the 
stress, make any sense of my longing and the 
prison of so much prohibition that is life for a 
12-year-old girl. So The Beatles’ voices were as 
close to God as I would ever come.

“‘For No One’ is a greater song than its function 
on Revolver gave it credit for, a bridge to connect 
the big, scary, psychedelic finish of ‘Tomorrow 
Never Knows’ to the rest of the record. It’s a brief 
gasp of a song, a loss of air in someone’s life. A 
silent inhale, the kind of sound you try not to 
make when something terrible has been revealed.
While I was sure this was the territory of grown-
up strife, it never occurred to me that I was 
listening to the sound of my own life, gasping for 
air as every single thing I held close loosened and 
fell away from me in the aftermath of my brother’s 
accident. I already knew there would be times 
when life seemed like a receding dream. ‘For No 

One’ offered some kind of reality the rest of the 
songs didn’t bring, a diamond of a song, simple 
and melancholy.

“I had the great fortune to record a version with 
the legendary Joe Jackson. He pounded out the 
notes like he was hammering a new house for 

me to look out of. Something safer 
than that room from 1966. But it 
wasn’t possible. I would always be 
in that room, then and forever, any 
time I sing of the hours when love 
is dying and there is nowhere to 
run, and love inexplicably ceases 
to exist, ‘a love that should have 
lasted years’.”

4 “DOCTOR 
ROBERT”
The first specific drugs reference 
in a Beatles song – “It was about 
myself,” said John – with maracas,
harmonium and double-tracked 
vocals alongside George’s peppy,
psychedelic guitar…

STEVE CROPPER: “A DJ 
friend of mine in Memphis, 
George Klein, got to interview 
The Beatles when they first 
came over to the States. Ringo 
said that they wanted to cut 
an album at Stax, where I was 
the A&R director at the time. 

It was a real compliment. 
“A couple of years later [1966], Brian Epstein 

came over to discuss it. He said, ‘We’re going to 
need security. We’ll need a safe place for The 
Beatles to stay.’ So I found them a house owned by 
the manager of the Hilton Hotel, surrounded by 
an iron fence, very secure. But Brian didn’t think 
that it was going to be good enough. I kept telling 
him that The Beatles wouldn’t go through the 
same experience in front of the Stax studio as 
they would elsewhere. Then he called me again: 
‘They’re still working on it. Would you mind 
coming to New York to do the album?’ I said I’d go 
wherever they wanted me to do it. The next time 
he called from England and said, ‘They’re almost 
through with this album. We’ll catch you on the 
next one.’ But I never heard from him again. 

“I don’t know how Revolver would’ve sounded if 
they’d cut it at Stax, but I remember hearing it for 
the first time. The Beatles were getting into more 
psychedelic stuff with some of the chords they 
used and I was more influenced by the music 
than the lyrics. ‘Doctor Robert’ wasn’t on the 
album in the States, so I heard that later [on 
Yesterday And Today]. It had such a great sound 
– I don’t know if George is getting that from a 
12-string Rickenbacker or not – and I loved the 
chord changes. Some of the harmonies on that 
song are amazing.

“Later on, in the ’70s, I got to play with them 
individually. Ringo and I used to hang out 

  
RICKIE LEE JONES

“We’re going to 
need security…”: 
Fifth Fab Brian 
Epstein, July 1966

Paul and John deploy 
their “amazing” 
harmonies at Detroit’s 
Olympia Stadium, 
August 13, 1966

THE BEATLES



sometimes, as well as doing music in the studio,
and I was with George when he played with Ravi
Shankar. And I played on the sessions for John’s
Rock’n’Roll. The only one I never worked with
was Paul. Now, every time I see him, he says to
me, ‘Cropper, you and I need to do something
together one of these days!’”

5“IWANTTOTELLYOU”
“My head is filled with things to say…” George
shares his philosophical musings on this, his
unprecedented third contribution to a Fabs LP

DHANI HARRISON: “‘I Want
To Tell You’ reminds me of
touring with my dad in Japan
in 1991, with Eric Clapton’s 24
Nights band. We opened the
show with ‘I Want To Tell You’
every night. My dad was kind
of nervous, because it was the

first song of the set – but the lights would go
down, the guitar riff would start and everyone
would go mad! It would blast off so fast that,
before you knew it, the song was over and
everyone was cheering. I felt like that gave him
such a good boost – opening with a track from
Revolver on your solo tour is not something many
people can do!

“We also opened with it in the western part of
the Concert For George, too. We learnt every
single one of his songs during almost three
months of rehearsal – at the end of it, I felt like
I’d done my 10,000 hours! I’d known the band
from when I was a kid, so everything felt very
familiar. But all the same, I don’t really remember
the show itself – that was too much information,
it was like a final university exam or something.
We walked on stage exactly a year after the
moment my dad passed away, given the time
difference. I remember trying to have a little quiet
moment for myself before we went on, then it was
like, ‘Right, here’s your guitar – on stage!’

“That opening chord! It definitely makes your
head tilt for a second: ‘What?’ The three-part
harmonies are some of the greatest ever. They’re
completely different – the tone in John’s voice,
Paul’s voice and my dad’s voice. That makes for a
really great Shirelles-y, radio-sounding harmony.
At the end, you’ve got Paul singing an Indian
gypsy-style vocal –I’ve heard people singing like
that in the desert in Rajasthan. Hearing Paul
McCartney doing Rajasthani vocals is very cool!

“I go through periods where Revolver is my
favourite album. I guess if something creates that
kind of strong reaction in you, then it’s evidently
the most incredible recording. It might be my
favourite thing of all time…”

6“GOTTOGETYOUINTO
MYLIFE”
Paul’s brassy fanfare to the joys of pot was
heavily indebted to Stax and Motown, with
members of Georgie Fame’s Blue Flames
brought in to steer the horn section…

GREEN GARTSIDE, SCRITTI
POLITTI: “I got my copy of
Revolver when it was released
in 1966 – I was 11 years old. I
don’t think any other cultural
artefact, any book, film or
work of art, has had a greater
impact on making me the

man I am. I would play the LP over and over on a
suitcase record player in the tiny front room of our
house in Cwmbran New Town. In a rhapsodic
state I’d begin a kind of interpretive dance which
lasted the length of the record. The only part of the
routine that I remember clearly is my expressive
response to Lennon’s ‘She Said She Said’, which
involved me surfing on an imaginary board. I’ve
no idea where the surfing connection came from,
nor the indefinable sense of Scottish-ness that
came over me when Lennon sang ‘And you’re

REVOLVER 
REVEALED!

14 facts for 14 tracks

1If you’d never put the needle 
down on “Taxman” – side one, 

ack one – your first-week mint 
ono UK press of Revolver (matrix
EX 601) would conservatively 
e valued at £700-plus 

2George Martin’s inspiration 
for the strings on “Eleanor 

gby” was Bernard Hermann’s 
ore to Psycho

3Depending on which mono/
stereo version of Revolver you 

ve, the backwards guitar solo on 
m Only Sleeping” starts and ends 

atdifferentpoints

4The working title for “Love You To” was 
“Granny Smith”. Alternate titles are a theme 

onRevolver,withRingojokingthealbumshould
becalled“Aftergeography”inresponsetothe
Stones’Aftermath

5“Here,ThereAnd
Everywhere”wasswiftly

coveredonmezzo-soprano
CathyBerberian’sall-Fab
ariafestRevolution(1967)–
stilloneoftheoddestBeatles
tributealbumsever.

6Teacherishnotes–
possiblyLennon’s–on

thehandwrittenlyricdraftof
“YellowSubmarine”read:“Disgusting.
Seeme!”

7Thefinalmixof“SheSaidSheSaid”doesn’t
featureMcCartneyatall,butthesongwas

rehearsedbythefullbandinJanuary1969
duringwarm-upsforLetItBe

8LeonardBernsteinpraisedtheinnovative
useofathree-beatmeasureon“GoodDay

Sunshine”inhis1967documentary InsidePop:
TheRockRevolution

9“AndYourBirdCanSing”wasusedasthe
themetuneforthe1967seasonofThe

Beatlescartoonseries

10FrenchHornplayerAlanCivil–thefirst
non-Germantobeofferedaplacein

theBerlinerPhilharmoniker–enduredan
intensesessionfor“ForNoOne”.Hewas
rewardedwiththatrarestofaccolades:an
actualcreditonthealbum

11InNovember1967,“DoctorRobert”
wascartoonifiedbyAlanAldridgefor

Woman’sMirrormagazine.Lennonhungthe
rejectedoriginalartwork–whichfeatured
severedlimbs–inhishome

12GrannySmith#2!Georgeoftenstalled
onhissongtitles:whenaskedbyGeorge

Martinwhat“IWantToTellYou”wascalled,he
replied,“IDon’tKnow”.Thatbecameitsofficial
name,temporarily

13ThefirstBeatlestrackwithahorn
section,“GotToGetYouIntoMyLife”

featuresJamaicantrumpeterEddie“TanTan”
Thornton,whowouldlaterplaywithBoneyM,
Aswad,and–inhiseighties–Kitty,Daisy&Lewis

14Tocreatetheartificialdoubletrackingon
“TomorrowNeverKnows”,EMIengineers

switchedfrommainselectricitytoaseparate
generator,ensuringa‘lockedfrequency’
betweentaperecorders
MARKBENTLEY
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“I’ve got time”: 
George Harrison in 
Monte Carlo for the 
opening day of the 
Grand Prix, 1966
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making me feel like I’ve never been born’. Maybe 
it’s the Mixolydian mode of the melody.

“I’m a McCartney man by inclination. It’s
his wide-ranging melodies and harmonic 
inventiveness. Lennon’s tunes, by contrast, 
tended to be more conjunct. But on Revolver it 
seems like an unfettering force drives all the 
Beatles’ melodies into exquisite shapes and 
trajectories. The same emancipatory power that 
set their fingers free to explore the fretboards. In 
those 1966 recording sessions, The Beatles turned
Abbey Road studios into a laboratory for fissions 
and fusions of countercultural energies – 
collected, absorbed, intensified and exploded. 
There’s almost a celebration of unease and 
dissatisfaction at the heart of this record. A joyous
sense of liberation in being able to sing the 
confusion alongside the absolution. ‘She Said She
Said’ revels in doubt, soars with the struggle to 
communicate the ineffable and hymns the 
retrieval of uncorrupted childhood. It also rocks 
like a motherfucker.

“But maybe my desert island track from the 
album would have to be McCartney’s gently 
stonking stomper ‘Got To Get You Into My Life’. 
There’s a tiny guitar break at around the 1:50
mark that always occasioned a moment in my 
improvised gyrations between the settee and the 
fireplace when I almost passed out in sheer 
ecstasy. It has that power still. It’s classic Paul 
with the heartstring-tugging verse and the almost 
menacing monotone flattened third in the hook, 
straight out of his Little Richard register. It goes 
sublimely from yearning to vehemence in a shift 
that’s typical of the album’s exaltation of
uncertainty. Revolver is the hypocentre of a
nuclear reaction. I’m still surfing its shockwaves
and basking in the fallout.”

7 “TOMORROW NEVER 
KNOWS”
So Revolver ends, after 35 minutes and 1 
second, with The Void. Lennon’s incantatory 
reading from The Tibetan Book Of The Dead, 
via Timothy Leary, prepares The Beatles for
liberation and rebirth. Pepper awaits…

WAYNE COYNE: “The 
Flaming Lips have always 
used The Beatles as a 
comparison because their 
music was so diverse. They 
would do ‘Yesterday’ and 
then ‘Revolution 9’, so we’d 
take the equation any way it 

worked for us. ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’ falls 
somewhere in between. It’s such an insanely 
great-sounding song. It all meshes together in 
such a hypnotic way that you can’t quite picture 
yourself playing it. It’s just such a strange, 
heavenly rumble. There are no drums that you 
could actually play in real life that would sound 
like that. If you listen to the isolated tracks from 
‘Tomorrow Never Knows’ you’d think it’d be a bit 

like a magic trick being explained to you. But it’s 
even more magic once you pick it apart. You can’t 
quite believe what you’re hearing.

“I realise now that I just can’t figure out most 
Beatles songs, because I’m not a musician like 
that. But I could play bass along with ‘Tomorrow 
Never Knows’. It’s one of the simplest ones, and 
that’s part of its strange beauty too. So many of 
their songs have these insane, sophisticated 
chord changes, then this one comes along and it’s 
just grinding away on a C major chord. It’s really 
unbelievable. That’s the mind-blowing thing 
about The Beatles – they were the most popular 
group in the world, but also fucking weird. And 
it’s not a throwaway. It’s like The Beatles couldn’t 
ever really break free of doing a great song.

“If The Beatles hadn’t have made that break 
from touring in 1966, I don’t think they would’ve 
been considered so far ahead of the curve. So 
Revolver seemed to come along a couple of years 
before everyone else was doing it. When you 
think about the way their music went afterwards, 
what a great gift to the world that was. 

“They’re forever in the realm of the gods for me. 
They’re mythological. Mount Rushmore has the 
presidents’ faces carved into the rock, but for me 
it should be The Beatles. I think about it more and 
more, how I was influenced by them and not by 
the actual music that was going on in Oklahoma 
at the time. And I’m so glad. Wanting 
to be like The Beatles was 
different to wanting to 
just be a musician. It 
was like wanting to be 
a superhero.”

INTERVIEWS BY MICHAEL 
BONNER, NICK HASTED, ROB 
HUGHES AND TOM PINNOCK
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WAYNE COYNE

“A great gift to the 
world”: The Beatles at 
Capitol Records in LA 
before their show at 
the Dodger Stadium, 
August 28, 1966
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O
N a sunny spring day in 1966, midway
through the Revolver sessions, The
Beatles decamped to Chiswick House
for an afternoon’s filming. The band
had selected the landscaped grounds
of this 18th-century stately home to
film two promotional videos for their
single “Paperback Writer”/“Rain”.
Ready Steady Go! director Michael

Lindsay-Hogg had been recruited to film in colour
and on location – creating striking standalone
films that could be described as the first pop
videos. This was the latest stop in the evolving
cinematic relationship The Beatles developed in
tandem with their musical careers. What started
with Pathé newsreels, press conferences and A
Hard Day’s Night continues in the band’s
extended afterlife with Get Back – Peter Jackson’s

three-part reimagining of Let It Be, which arrives
in November.

“They didn’t want to be bothered plugging their
records on shows like Ready Steady Go!,” says
Lindsay-Hogg. “Those public appearances were
becoming a headache. They wanted more say in
how they were presented. We shot both songs in
the studio first – that was a long day because they
were also being fitted by Michael Rainey with
suits for their 1966 tour. The next day, we went to
Chiswick. We chose a location that looked a little
like a clip from Help!. We had them performing,
although Ringo was playing drums with his
fingers. The kids were off school and hanging out
in the park, so they appeared in the promo. It was
a nice day. I remember, we even had a picnic.”

Although most British homes had black-and-
white television sets in 1966, the promos were

shot in colour for American audiences. The
Beatles had filmed their first promos six months
previously, in November 1965, when they shot
quirky black-and-white shorts for “We Can Work
It Out”, “Day Tripper”, “Help!”, “Ticket To Ride”
and “I Feel Fine” at Twickenham Film Studios
with director Joe McGrath. A friend of Richard
Lester, McGrath had worked on A Hard Day’s
Night, writing sight gags, including the scene
where Ringo messes around on the riverbank.

“They weren’t afraid of film,” says McGrath.
“Not at all. By the time we made the promos, they
were quite skilled in the process of making films.
I would get sent each track and play it over and
over, then write a small screenplay for each one
with some ideas. I would meet with them, they
would give their suggestions and we would
talk it through until we came to a compromise.
Having already made A Hard Day’s Night, they
were way ahead of everybody. They were very
open-minded.”

Lindsay-Hogg likens The Beatles’ collaborative
process to throwing a lump of meat in a cage with
four lions. “One of them would take a bite and then
chuck it to the other who would take a bite,” he
says. “They would figure out what they collectively
thought of the idea and then chuck it back at you.”

The Beatles grew up with a love of cinema. Some
of their first purchases were cameras – which they
used to make home movies during early tours. On
film, meanwhile, all four members exuded an
individual and collective charisma that stood
them apart from their peers. Evident in their
earliest TV appearances, they harnessed these
qualities first more resourcefully in film and on
through the early black and white promotional
films. “A Hard Day’s Night and the promos were
a hugely successful way of introducing The

SEPTEMBER2021•UNCUT•79

As Peter Jackson’s upcoming film
will remind us, John, Paul, George and Ringo

were attractive personalities and the camera was there to
capture it – the more spontaneously the better. Peter Watts

charts a Fabulous course from Pathé newsreels and pop
promos to the roof of Apple and beyond

REELLOVE
“It looks like it was shot 
yesterday”: The Beatles 
at Twickenham Film 
Studios, January 1969
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Beatles to the public,” confirms McGrath. 
Later, they continued to innovate with the 
first colour pop videos, the first stadium 
concert film (The Beatles At Shea Stadium) 
and even groundbreaking animation 
(Yellow Submarine).

Measured against the developments 
in their musical career, you can trace a 
corresponding cinematic arc. Just as their 
debut album was recorded in a single day, 
there was little wasted footage from A 
Hard Day’s Night, so tightly had it been 
scheduled. By the time they made Let It 
Be, however, there was 60 hours of unseen 
film and 150 hours of unheard audio, 
enough for Peter Jackson to assemble an 
entirely different production – his Get 
Back to Lindsay-Hogg’s Let It Be. The 
release of Get Back sees The Beatles return 
to the screen, a place that always seemed 
like their second home. “I’m glad any film 
exists of The Beatles, because it’s these 
wonderful, handsome young boys all being 
wonderful,” Paul McCartney tells Uncut. 
“All Beatles things are good, period. That’s 
the great thing about it, it’s a body of work.”

FOR many fans, one striking Pathé newsreel, 
shot in colour, of The Beatles preparing to play 
the ABC Ardwick in Manchester would have 

been their introduction to the Technicolor 1960s. 
“The Beatles Come To Town was made in 1963 and 
would have been shown in every cinema in the 
UK at the height of Beatlemania,” says Peter 
Compton, co-director of a new documentary, The 
Beatles And India. “The Beatles had emerged in 
the black-and-white world, but this was the first 
real footage of them in colour. It’s sensational.”

The genius of A Hard Day’s Night was to take the 
manic, good-natured energy of the Pathé newsreel 
and incorporate it into the structure of a feature 
film. Richard Lester, like George Martin, cut his 
teeth in comedy and applied many of the genre’s 
techniques and tricks to The Beatles, allowing 
them space to ad lib while shooting fast, partly to 
avoid being mobbed by fans but also to ensure the 
boys didn’t get bored. Combined with press 
conferences and TV performances like The Ed 
Sullivan Show and the Royal Variety Performance, 
A Hard Day’s Night created a public identity for 
The Beatles – cheeky, cute, informal – every bit as 
dynamic and compelling as their music.

“Back in 1963, it was the logical step if you were 
a pop star to make a movie,” says Tony Bramwell, 
a childhood friend of The Beatles who later 
became head of Apple Films. “But the only really 
great rock and roll movie was The Girl Can’t Help 
It, which we all loved. The Beatles were four pop 
stars, not one, so it was difficult to think of a way 
of filming them. Alun Owen went on the road for 
a few weeks at the end of 1963 and then wrote a 
screenplay that captured what happened in a 
couple of days in The Beatles’ lives. When it came 
to Help!, I don’t know if anybody actually had a 
script. It was more like a series of sketches with a 
vague storyline running through it.”

Compton argues that Help! is “ahead of 
its time… The sheer inventiveness of the 
musical sequences stands up easily in the 
TikTok/YouTube world”. He also describes 
the third Beatles movie, Yellow Submarine, 
as “a benchmark”. Yellow Submarine
reflects the golden touch The Beatles had 
at this time. It was made to complete a 
three-film contract with United Artists in 
a way that inconvenienced the band as 
little as possible, but in the process 
created a brand within the brand – an 
additional market in Beatles merchandise 
emblazoned with the cuddly yellow boat. 
Something similar happened with the 
promo videos. These were conceived to 
solve a specific problem and became a 
lucrative form of secondary income.

“In 1965, there was a perfect storm,” says 
Bramwell. “All the record companies had 
caught up on Beatles releases, so now 
singles had an international release date. 
That meant it wasn’t possible to tootle off 
to all these different places around the 
world to do TV shows. There was also the 
mania problem, where the studios got 

invaded by fans who disrupted the entire 
neighbourhood. These shows were bloody boring 
to do, too. Finally, the Musicians’ Union banned 
American artists from coming to the UK to mime 
to records and in turn the American union banned 
English artists. So me and Brian [Epstein] had an 
idea. Let’s make some little films and give them to 
the TV people to promote the records. Then, bless 
me, the TV shows all over the world bought them 
– in fact, they were prepared to pay a lot of money
for them. It became pretty worthwhile.”

McGrath’s black and white promos were shot in 
an afternoon, costing around £700 to make and 
selling for $20,000 a go, essentially earning the 
Fabs money by selling adverts for their own 
records. Sets were created by the Ready Steady Go!
team and a couple of films were shot for each song 
to provide a choice. McGrath came back with 10 
fun shorts, including one of the band using 
exercise equipment while miming to “I Feel Fine” 
or playing “Ticket To Ride” in front of oversized 
tram tickets. A film of The Beatles eating fish and 
chips during “I Feel Fine” was not sold under the 
specific instructions of Epstein. He wanted the 
films to show The Beatles performing, as Michael 
Lindsay-Hogg discovered when he was contacted 
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TONY BRAMWELL

John lensman: at 
Chiswick House, 
west London, for 
the “Paperback 
Writer”/“Rain” 
shoot, May 20, 1966 

Black and white and 
fun all over: shooting 
A Hard Day’s Night
with director 
Richard Lester, 
March/April 1964

I’m only sweeping: 
McCartney in the 
Austrian Alps 
filming Help! , 
March 1965
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the following year to make new promos. “I 
suggested making a story video for ‘Paperback 
Writer’,” he says. “They would all have been 
working in a newspaper office and Paul would be 
in his cubicle at a typewriter working secretly on 
his novel. They liked that idea, but about three 
days later I heard that Mr Epstein didn’t want a 
story, he just wanted the boys performing.”

Could there ever have been a film made by The 
Beatles themselves? The disorganised Magical 
Mystery Tour suggests they didn’t have the focus, 
even if they were reasonable actors and natural 
improvisers. What about their own footage – 
some of which appeared in Anthology? “They had 
their own hand-held cameras right from the very 
start and they would all film when we were out on 
tour,” says Bramwell. “At the end of the tour we’d 
get them developed. It was basically four versions 
of the same home movie – here’s four shots of 
Stonehenge from the coach window… here’s four 
shots of the stage at ABC Manchester. They 
weren’t exactly masterpieces. They were just like 
anybody’s home movies.” Ron Howard ran into a 
similar problem when making Eight Days A Week. 
His initial idea was to use found footage shot by 
fans, but he soon realised it takes a professional 
to make a film – as The Beatles themselves found.

JUST as The Beatles’ music progressed, their 
films became more complex and creative. 
“Penny Lane” and “Strawberry Fields 

Forever”, shot by Swedish director Peter 
Goldmann, used jump cuts and reverse footage. 
But the constant quest for experimentation 
sometimes took them down blind alleys. 
McCartney took control for Magical Mystery Tour
and the result was “Chaos, chaos. Complete 
bloody chaos” according to producer Denis 
O’Dell, while an attempt to film a promo for “A 
Day In The Life” using infrared cameras ended
in disaster. There’s also a sense that The Beatles
got bored of film, which requires a lot of waiting
around, as the final product can take months to
complete. Filming the early promos, they’d 
politely ask McGrath if he needed another take,
but by the time it came to Let It Be they took little
interest in the edit, even though Lindsay-Hogg 
was doing it right under their noses at Apple.

He had come back on board in 1968 to film 
‘in performance’ videos for “Revolution” and 
“Hey Jude”. For the former, his only instruction
from Lennon was to shoot a close-up for the 

FROM LETITBE
TOGETBACK

MICHAEL LINDSAY-
HOGG: “Apple were 
worried I might throw 
a wobbly when they 
said Peter Jackson was 
interested in looking at 
the Let It Be footage – but 
I couldn’t be happier. Peter 
is a great filmmaker. What 

Peter said to me is that it is a very interesting 
job because he is making a documentary 
about the making of a documentary. 

“I am involved peripherally, not in any major 
way. It’s so much material you could make five 
different movies. The rough cut of Let It Be ran 
about 30 minutes longer. There was a feeling 
there was too much John and Yoko, and the 
other three didn’t want to emphasise that – 
it was meant to be about the four of them. I 
always hoped some sequences I had to cut 
would get seen.

“Peter has this studio in New Zealand with 
incredible equipment. He showed me a 
comparison of the original footage and his 
restored sequence side by side, and it looks 
like it was shot yesterday rather than 50 years 
ago. He is a master at reconstructing and 
reviewing footage. 

“He released the trailer of them larking 
about. I think he wanted to give people a little 
taste and a bit of a lift after Covid. But there will 
be much more going on than that – this was 
a calculation of what the audience wanted 
to see at that point. After it is released, Apple 
say they will re-release Let It Be in some form. 
That’s what I’ve always wanted, for Let It Be to 
be seen with new eyes - not those drowning in 
sorrowatTheBeatlessplittingup.”
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“Chairman Mao” couplet, while on “Hey Jude” he
recruited a choir of members of the public to carry 
the long outro. Between takes of “Hey Jude”, The 
Beatles began to perform Motown hits for their 
audience – an experience that fed directly into 
their desire to record a performance for a TV 
special. But The Beatles, unable to settle on a 
location, soon got bored of that idea, leaving 
Lindsay-Hogg with cans full of tape he’d shot of 
them rehearsing, plus footage of the impromptu 
concert he persuaded them to film on the roof at 
Savile Row. His Let It Be was an attempt to make 
sense of this material, but it did so by going 
against the grain of almost everything else The 
Beatles had previously set to film. It has rarely 
been broadcast since it was released. It’s a sign of 
how difficult his job was that Peter Jackson’s 
reappraisal, initially intended as a single film, 
has now become three two-hour films.

“My contention is that the movie was quite 
happy,” says Lindsay-Hogg. “By the time it came 
out in America, they had broken up, so people 
went to see the movie with their hearts already 
broken. The group that had guided them through 
the 1960s were no more. So the movie was seen as 
a gloomy record of the dissolution of The Beatles 
– but it was never that. When people watch it 
again, they will see the basic mood is funny, 
collaborative and fraternal. There’s the odd spat, 
but that was normal, especially when you are 
working with people you have known for 15 years. 
Underneath it all there was still that deep love.”

Even 50 years later, it is questionable how much 
complexity audiences are prepared to deal with 
when it comes to their visual image of the band. 
It’s all very well reading about intra-Beatle rows, 
but seeing that played out in front of your eyes is 
another matter, a little too real. That shows how 

brilliantly The Beatles built and maintained 
their public image through film, creating an 
indelible record of four smiling, cheerful 
brothers even as the real relationships became 
frayed. Will Get Back rewrite the past, like a 
cinematic version of Let It Be Naked – as if the 
split never even happened? Or will it find a way 
to incorporate some of the more challenging 
footage without diluting the magic? How Jackson 
squares this circle will be fascinating to behold.

The Beatles: Get Back airs on Disney+ on 
November 25, 26 and 27. The Beatles And 
India is released in the autumn

“Complete bloody 
chaos”: filming 
Magical Mystery 
Tour at West Malling 
Air Station in Kent, 
September 23, 1967

Very strange: filming 
the “Penny Lane” 
promo at Knole Park 
in Sevenoaks, Kent, 
February 7, 1967



WOODEN SHJIPS
WOODEN SHJIPS
HOLYMOUNTAIN,2007

Thedrone-rockquartet’sgaragey
debut,recordedinSanFrancisco’s
Somadistrict

JOHNSON: It’s
been a journey
from this
record, for sure.
This was the
first LP I’d
ever done with

any band, so it was a new process for
me. John Whitson from the Holy
Mountain label contacted me after
hearing our early releases and said,
“Let’s do a record.” So I had to come
up with the songs and we bought a
tape machine and mixing desk so we
could record in our rehearsal studio.
The bass player, Dusty, works in
sound recording and he bought the
tape machine on Craigslist from
someone who was trying to get rid of
her son’s gear because it was taking
up too much space in the house!
Dusty knew what he was doing, but
I had no idea – a lot of it was recorded
in the ‘wrong’ way, but that adds a
certain charm. I had this ridiculously
loud Fender Quad Reverb amp. I
wanted to get a super-oversaturated
fuzz sound, but instead of using
compressors and preamps and
knowing what I was doing I was like,
“I’m just gonna turn my amp up all
the way!” Our rehearsal studio was

a dark, dingy, very dead room, with
no separation. There were lots of
beer spills and lots of cigarette
smoke, the carpet everywhere was
really stinky. This was in Soma,
before it became condo city – back
then it was one of those areas that
had a lot of warehouse spaces and
a lot of nightclubs, because people
didn’t live there. There’s been a big
exodus from San Francisco since
then, for sure. I still have friends
there, but a lot of musicians and
artists left as it became harder to
work a part-time or flexible job and
still be able to pay the rent.

MOON DUO
MAZES
SACREDBONES,2011

Johnson’snewprojectwithpartner
SanaeYamada.Thepitch?“Suicide
withguitar…”

When Wooden
Shjips had some
success, we
started getting
a lot of offers to
play shows but
we couldn’t

really tour much and we weren’t that
career-minded. But I was regretting
getting all these offers to go to
Europe and having to say no. Sanae,
my partner, she grew up playing
piano but had never been in a band,
so I said to her, “What if we start a
band that’s just the two of us? Then

we could travel really easily and
we don’t have to worry about
conflicting schedules. We’ll just do it
together, one hotel room, we can fit
all our gear in our car, it can be really
economical.” We were both big fans
of Suicide, still are, and Silver
Apples, Cluster, Royal Trux, all these
great duos. So the way I pitched it to
Sanae was, “What if we had a band
that was like Suicide, but with
guitar? You be Martin Rev, I’ll be
Alan Vega but with a guitar…” We
did a couple of EPs and then the first
record [2010’s Escape] was our trial
by fire, it was a real struggle. Mazes
was recorded on Pro Tools at home.
A good friend of ours, who was also
our tour manager, facilitated us
going to Berlin to work with these
two Finnish guys who ran a studio
called Kaiku. Jonas Verwijnen
became our main guy for mixing
records. We really gelled with him
because he was coming from a
European electronic and pop
background that we didn’t know
anything about, but he could apply
his skills to our scuzzy recordings
and bring clarity and a balance to
them that worked really well.

WOODEN SHJIPS
WEST
THRILLJOCKEY,2011

TheShjipsembracesomeclassic
rockvibesastheyrecognisetheir
Californianheritage

One of the 
things that has 
come back to 
me more and 
more over the 
years is the 
influence of 

the music I listened to when I was 
a teenager and first got really into 
music. I never strayed too far from 
that, but starting with West, there 
was more of an acknowledgement of 
our shared classic rock influences: 
Neil Young, the Stones, The Band, 
the Grateful Dead, Zeppelin, the 
Faces, whatever. This was the first 
record we did in a proper studio. We 
recorded with Phil Manley from 
Trans Am and The Fucking Champs. 
Lucky Cat [in San Francisco]
was a cool studio – it had a band 
apartment and it was right next to 
the train tracks, so we’d be woken up 
at 6am by the first train of the day  – 
it’d feel like there was a freight train 
going right through your apartment. 
To do anything quiet, you had to 
time it with when the trains weren’t 
going by. It did feel a bit high 
pressure, and it wasn’t my favourite 
experience. It was great working 
with Phil because he’s a friend of 
ours, but everything we were doing 
was on the clock, which is one of my 
least favourite things. You can just 
feel the money burning away. I like 
to do guitar solos first or second take 
– now I do it at home when I’m

M
ANY artists have side projects, but few lead three great 
bands simultaneously, as Ripley Johnson has with
Wooden Shjips, Moon Duo and Rose City Band. Recently 
he’s been concentrating on the latter, his psychedelic 
motorik-choogle project, who have just released their

third album Earth Trip.
“Rose City Band is where I can follow only my own ideas,” Johnson 

explains on a call from ‘The Shed’, his garden studio in Portland, Oregon. 
“I’m definitely someone who wakes up in the morning with a song in their 
head. Because I can be obsessive and prolific when it comes to wanting to 
produce a lot of stuff, it’s nice to have an outlet that’s my own thing.”

During our trip through some of his catalogue’s highlights, Johnson recalls 
his gradual journey from San Francisco to Portland and how he’s evolved 
from fuzz-drenched guitars and smelly carpets to crystalline synths, cosmic 
country and the inspiration of the natural world.

“It’s cool because I’m an older person and there’s still growth. I still feel
like I’m figuring everything out, especially when it comes to making sounds
and recording and working with other people.” TOMPINNOCK

�ree aliases; one long, strange trip…

Ripley
Johnson

p y Ripley
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Lunar tunes: 
with partner 
Sanae Yamada in 
Moon Duo, 2017
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relaxed, I like to do things in the
morning, and all of these things run
contrary to the studio style. We
didn’t have enough material for the
whole record, so for the last track,
“Rising”, we took the first track and
turned it backwards and did some
different stuff with it. We were
talking about the Neu! 2 record,
where they just reversed a bunch of
tracks and changed the speed. It
worked, so that was cool.

MOON DUO
OCCULT
ARCHITECTURE VOL 1
SACREDBONES,2017

Thefirstofapairofalbumsthat
blewopentheMoonDuosound

We had more
material than
we needed for
one record
here. I’ve done
many records
and for most of

them we have just enough for the
record. But in the process of making
this, one of the things that became
apparent was that some of the songs
fitted together better than others, so
a solution was to split them up into
two records. We were also playing
with the idea of darkness and light
and one of the conceptual ideas was
a dark side and a light side. So we
expanded that whole concept to
having two records, a dark and a

light one, as opposed to giving
people a double album, which is a
lot of music to ingest. So we recorded
all of it at the same time, but working
with Jonas at Kaiku Studios in Berlin
we decided we would mix them
separately – we mixed the dark one
in Berlin in the winter, and then we
mixed the second one in Portland
in the summer, which is almost
guaranteed sunshine. Seasons
affect my music so much and
geography as well. That became
more apparent when we left San
Francisco – just having seasons in
Oregon! We didn’t have seasons in
California – when you’re living there
you get used to it, but when you
leave you realise how much that
affects you. It’s hard to mark time
when the seasons don’t change,
there’s not this obvious cycle of life.

WOODEN SHJIPS
V
THRILLJOCKEY,2018

ThefinalShjipsLPtodate,rehearsed
andrecordedineightdays

This was our
second album
recorded up in
Portland. Omar
[Ahsanuddin],
our drummer,
also lives here,

so we tend to do things up here
because there’s space and it’s
cheaper and Omar has a child and

no-one else does. We have
basements here in Portland, we
have a PA and everything set up
ready to go. After [2013’s] Back To
Land, the band hadn’t really been
doing much but I wanted to do
another record – people didn’t have
a lot of time, so what I proposed was
we’d rehearse for two weekends and
then record for two weekends. We’d
keep it really succinct, just focus and
do it really quick and not belabour
the thing. So that’s what we did, at
Type Foundry with our friend
Jason Powers. With West, the classic
rock influences started coming in,
but it became more prominent on
Back To Land and V. For me the last
two records were my way of trying to
connect with the other guys in the
sense that these are our musical
roots and we all go back so long
together. It’s hard to have a band
that doesn’t live in the same place,
because as you grow and change
and everyone’s into different things

and different music, how do
you find that connection? After
Back To Land I wasn’t sure if we
would ever make another Wooden
Shjips record because it requires
so much preparation and
momentum. But I think it worked
really well – I enjoyed having more
spontaneity. Will there be another
one? I have no idea. Never say never.
Maybe we’ll all live to 120 – you
know, you gotta do something
with your time.

ROSE CITY BAND
ROSE CITY BAND
JEANSANDWICH,2019

Johnson’slatestproject, jammy
andpropulsiveporchmusic

I’m really into
private press
hippie country-
rock, stuff like
Kenny Knight
and Jim
Sullivan and

Kathy Heideman. That ’70s cosmic
country stuff in general and then
all of the goodtime summer records
I like to listen to, became more
and more a part of my summer
experience in Oregon. Things like
Creedence or Van Morrison or
Lucinda Williams, stuff that has
more of a country rock feel, I call it
porch music – you’re sitting on the
porch and you put on Eat A Peach or
something. That was the main
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Classical influences:  
(l–r) Nash Whalen, 
Omar Ahsanuddin, 
Erik “Ripley” Johnson 
and Dusty Jermier in 
Wooden Shjips, 2011
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influence for the vibe of the record.
There’s a trope of cosmic hippie
country stuff but there’s not that
much of it and as far as the more
extended improv stuff I like to do, at
least in parts of the records, there’s
not a whole load of that outside of
the Dead and Mighty Baby. I was
recording at home, though I did
some stuff at Type Foundry too. I had
mixed the record, but it had drum
machines on it and not real drums.
It was cool, but it was missing
something, it just didn’t work. So I
asked John Jeffrey from Moon Duo to
come and record some drums – he’s
just amazing at doing stuff like that,
he’s got such a good sense of time
and feel. I wanted this to just come
out and see if I could get some
reaction from people before it
became, ‘Oh, the guy from Wooden
Shjips has a new record.’ Not that
there’s anything wrong with that,
but I like the idea that people can
hear something without any
preconceived notion of what it is.

MOON DUO
STARS ARE THE LIGHT
SACREDBONES,2019

JohnsonandYamadateamupwith

SonicBoomtorecordtheirmore
colourful,breezierlatest

We wanted to
switch it up
after Occult
Architecture.
One of our ideas
was to work
with Pete

Kember. We’d worked with him on
some remixes, played shows with
him and are friends with him. For so
long, mixing was such a big part of
our album process – it was almost as
important as the recording – but we
thought, ‘Let’s remove ourselves
from that a little bit’. Our trial run
was this 12” we did – “Jukebox
Babe”, an Alan Vega track, on one
side, and The Stooges’ “No Fun” on
the other. Kember produced and
mixed that in Portugal, he did
a great job, he totally got what we
were going for. So that gave us the
confidence to try that with a full
record. We decided to record here in
Portland and take it to Sintra [in
Portugal] and mix it with Pete, but let
him do some pre-mixing too. After
Occult Architecture 2 we thought,
‘How light can we go?’ My fuzz got
toned back on the guitar and it
opened up all this mid-range
sonically for Sanae to do stuff with
the synths. Pete is a synth master
too, so the two of them did most of
the work really! The collaboration
between Sanae and me has grown
as we’ve matured as people and
also as Sanae’s become just such an
amazing musician. She has such a
good ear for sounds. We’re at the
point where we’re now writing songs
together for our next thing.

ROSE CITY BAND
SUMMERLONG
THRILL JOCKEY, 2020

The bright second, once again 
inspiredbytheeasy-going
Oregonsummers

When I get 
little ideas I 
just record
them on my
phone. With
Rose City
Band

sometimes it’s stuff I’m playing
on my acoustic, just sitting around.
I’ll keep coming back to a particular
phrase and eventually I’ll just
record it. When summer comes
around or when I get the time
to make a new record I’ll just
gather all of that stuff and comb
through it – usually 80 per cent
of it is terrible – then I take the
good stuff and develop it from
there like a book of short stories or
a film. I’m a big film fan. I’ve been
thinking about records more like
films and giving myself that
permission to make something
that’s its own special thing –
because if you’re Kubrick you can
make a gangster film and then a
sci-fi film and then a period drama.
You can be exploring similar themes
but the individual films stand on
their own. The summer thing has
been consistent – with the first
one I was like, ‘OK, this is gonna be
a summer record’, and the timing
just lined up for this one. When I’d
finished it, the thing that was on my
mind was, ‘I wanna tour this Rose
City Band stuff.’ At the end of
Summerlong there’s the two songs
that are joined, there are some
longer parts, but the pandemic
hit right when it was supposed to
come out.

ROSE CITY BAND
EARTH TRIP
THRILLJOCKEY,2021

Theexcellent,darkerthirdrecord,
featuringguestsincludingNorth
Americans’BarryWalker
If Summerlong was bright and
forward-moving, Earth Trip is
kind of the letdown record, more
in place, more earthy. When the
pandemic hit I thought I’d do a
winter record, ’cause it was kind
of a downer time. But circumstance
intervened and it didn’t happen,
summer did come and it was
really weird and pretty traumatic
but also beautiful in a lot of ways.
I took a lot of solace in nature and in
going into the woods and to the
lake and having some solitude,
but at the same time nature was
pushing back and saying, ‘Hey,
things are not alright.’ It was an
Earth trip, basically, it felt like the

Earth was trying to
communicate something very
forcefully to human nature and
culture. It still seems like a lot of
humans can’t get the message –
it’s amazing, I don’t know what it’s
gonna take!

With the pedal steel and the
harmonica and the mandolin on
these records, I’m careful with it
because you can very easily veer
into cliché. They do signify
something, it’s not crass like,
‘Here’s our country record because
that’s what people are supposed to
do these days’. These are things
that I enjoyed from the things I
listened to when I was a teenager
and have always wanted to
incorporate but never had a place
for in my other projects. I’m
obsessed with pedal steel; I don’t
have one because I know you
really have to dedicate yourself to
playing one well.

[Bitchin Bajas’] Cooper Crain
mixed this record. He’s an old
friend, so I just sent him the
tracks and some notes and he
got it right away. I told him I wanted
it psychedelic, but not overly
psychedelic, more like when you
take mushrooms in the woods and
things just start to get a little weird,
you just start feeling it. A little blurry
on the edges. He knew exactly what
I meant.

Because I couldn’t put together a
band to tour Summerlong, I thought
I’d put together a kind of virtual
band for this record just to get some
fresh blood into it. It really did help
– Sanae played some piano on it,
John was on the drums again,
Ryan Jewell was on percussion and
Barry Walker plays pedal steel on
half the record. It adds such an
amazing vibe. I’ve got a band
together now, so we’re working
on trying to get some shows lined
up. I don’t wanna speak ahead of
myself, but I do like this run of a
new record every summer, so we’ll
see. I have the whole summer
ahead of me and I’ve got nowhere to
go and nothing to do basically, so
we’ll see.

Earth Trip is out now on
Thrill Jockey
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“I’m obsessed 
with pedal steel”: 
Johnson in 2021
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“I don’t really 
do shorts”: the 
immaculately 
attired Leon 
Bridges in Fort 
Worth, Texas, 
April 23, 2021
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Blending avowedly ‘retro’ R&B with lo-fi garage grit,
LEON BRIDGES became a Grammy-winning Texan
success story. Back home in Fort Worth, he tells 
Stephen Deusner of the nocturnal LA sessions that 
birthed his third album Gold-Diggers Sound. “It’s hard 
to unlock a sexy vibe at 11am,” he reasons.
Photo by PAVIELLE GARCIA

L
EON BRIDGES walks into Cherry 
Coffee Shop – one of his favourite 
spots in Forth Worth’s Fairmount 
neighbourhood – and leaves the 
Texas humidity behind. Inside the 
cool, caffeinated hubbub of the 

shop, a wave of whispers and glances enlivens 
the room. This is a Leon sighting. Of course, 
Bridges would stand out as the best-dressed man 
in any room, with an impeccable fashion sense to 
match his music. Today he’s sporting black-and-
white cowboy boots, perfectly creased black 
trousers  and a silk bowling shirt from a team that 
hasn’t rolled in his lifetime. All this despite the 
extreme heat: “I don’t really do shorts,” he says 
with a laugh.

Bridges has become a local celebrity, an artist 
who got his start here in Fort Worth, then stayed 
put. He might spend long stretches on the road or 
out in Los Angeles, but he still considers this city 
to be his home, however far off the industry map it 
might be. Such loyalty has endeared him to locals, 
such that Leon sightings have lost little of their 
excitement despite their frequency.

“Fort Worth is cool because it has its own 
identity,” he says as he places his order with the 
barista – large drip coffee, no cream, no sugar. 
“Dallas aspires to be like Los Angeles or New 
York, but Fort Worth is totally comfortable 
being its own little thing. It definitely has that 
smalltown energy. It’s grounding to be in the 
place where I grew up. It’s just easy here. 
Whenever I’m out in LA, I just don’t 
understand how people even have a car 
and drive everywhere.”

Before he can cause a scene, he bails on the 
coffeeshop and walks past a barbecue joint to the 
Magnolia Wine Bar, another favourite hangout. “I 
came here a lot during the pandemic and I could 
just have a sense of normalcy. My routine was 
work out during the day, pull up to the coffee shop, 
then come here, get some wine, then go home.” 
The place is closed, but Bridges hops over the low 
fence and takes a seat at one of the many picnic 
tables on the patio. 

Fort Worth, he says, allows him to keep a little 
distance from the hustle of the music industry. It’s 
also a city with a rich musical history and he feels 
some responsibility to honour and build on that 
local legacy.

“You’ve got an interesting lineage of musicians 
who’ve come from the area,” he explains. “You’ve 
got people like Townes Van Zandt. You’ve got a 
bunch of jazz greats who grew up in the same 
neighbourhood as me – Ornette Coleman, King 
Curtis, Cornell Dupree. But there aren’t too many 
soul or R&B guys from here.” 

Bridges is best known as a soul singer, but local 
strains of country and jazz have informed all of 
his albums —including his latest, Gold-Diggers 
Sound, despite the fact that it was recorded 1,400 
miles west of here. 

“I make music through an R&B lens,” he says, 
“but there are still moments of twang in there, 
and there are moments where I’m borrowing from 
hip-hop. But when I write and sing, I’m not 
necessarily thinking about those things. All that 
shit is a part of me, so I want those sounds to bleed 
out into the art.”

Those things inform every aspect of his life, 
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from the music he makes to the clothes he wears 
(many picked out at Doc’s Records & Vintage) to the 
artwork he collects. His home is packed with vintage 
guitars and there are canvases everywhere – some 
hanging on the walls, others on the floor or in corners. 
There are renderings of old bluesmen, their arms and 
guitar necks protruding from the frame, alongside 
one colourful portrait of a black man in a plaid 
shirt holding a hat over his heart, and also 
renderings of Lone Star heroes like Willie Nelson 
and Hank Hill. The house looks like a gallery 
between exhibitions.

“Most of that stuff was made by some of my
close friends,” he explains. “It’s important to 
collect good art… and I gravitate toward 
Afrocentric art.”

“He’s into curation,” says Laura Lee Ochoa, bass 
player for Khruangbin, the Houston-rooted global-
pop band that collaborated with Bridges on last 
year’s “Texas Sun” EP as well as its upcoming 
sequel. “He’s into his outfits. He’s into visual arts. 
It’s all connected for him. He is one of those human 
beings who is just constantly singing and dancing. 
It’s been interesting to watch him change the way
he’s been expressing himself musically over these 
records. It feels like he’s really emerging as who
he truly is.”  PA
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“WHAT’S the word for being in the right
place at the right time?” Bridges asks, 
surveying the crowd of passers-by 

along Magnolia Avenue. “Serendipity! It was 
serendipity. It’s crazy to think where I might be if I 
hadn’t met Austin Jenkins.” He gestures toward the 
street. “It happened just two or three blocks down the 
road from here at this place called The Boiled Owl. 
Changed my life.” At the time, Jenkins was a guitarist 
for White Denim, but more crucially he shared Bridges’ 
passion for Wrangler denim, the slim-fitting brand 

associated with leathery ranch hands and dusty cowboys 
alike. They bonded over fashion, quickly forming a 
friendship that helped make Bridges one of the hottest 
singers in America. “Fort Worth was like the Wild West 
back then,” says Jenkins. “There was a lot of cool talent, a 
lot of great storytellers. It was inspiring but really 
unfocused.” Bridges was part of the scene, although he 
admits he had few aspirations to carve out a career in 
music. He’d actually gone to college to study dance, but 

left school to support his mother. “I’m a hip-hop 
dancer fundamentally, but I studied ballet, modern 
dance and jazz. The first time I got on a stage was as a 
dancer. In a way it prepared me for what I do now.” 

While working odd jobs around town – including 
washing dishes at restaurants not far from the 
Magnolia Wine Bar – he began writing songs that 
drew on his own love of R&B from the 1990s and 
2000s as well as from the older artists his parents 
favoured: Ginuwine and Jodeci, but also Sade, Anita 
Baker and Curtis Mayfield.

“I fell in love with that kind of music – Sam Cooke, 
Otis Redding. How do I tell my own story through this 
sound? That was my starting point. It gave the music 
a unique angle, because even when I’m flowing over 
a modern beat or modern production, I’m still 

thinking, ‘OK, how would Al Green flow over this? How 
would Bobby Womack flow over this?’”

After performing his songs at local open-mic nights, 
Bridges talked his way into a regular gig at the 
Magnolia Motor Lounge, playing between sets by Sam 
Anderson, frontman for the local country-rock group 
The Quaker City Night Hawks. “I’d go on break and 
Leon would get up and play,” says Anderson. “That 
place is known for being rowdy and it gets pretty loud 
in there. The first time Leon got up there and started 
singing, you could hear a pin drop. It was pretty 
obvious to everybody that this was something special.” 
Because there wasn’t much of an R&B crowd in Forth 
Worth, Bridges drifted between the different music 
scenes, equally at home among the country pickers, the 
rockers, the punks and the rappers. “There wasn’t a 
scene that didn’t like him,” says Anderson. “His stuff 
resonated with everybody. And he was really good at 
playing with other people. Sometimes you’ll get four or 
five different people up on stage, just trading songs, 
and Leon would play those shows with an eclectic 
group of people. He never shied away from mixing it up 
with people from different musical backgrounds.”

One night, Austin Jenkins showed up at the Motor 
Lounge and was floored by his new friend. “I 
remembered Leon and his Wranglers, but seeing him 
at the Motor Lounge, it really stopped me in my tracks. 
He had so much presence, everything seemed really 
spontaneous for him. It was so powerful. Even though 
we’re in a bar with maybe eight people, he makes an 
immediate connection. He sings to you, not at you.”

The pair began writing songs together and with 
fellow White Denim member Josh Block they set up at a 
makeshift studio in downtown Fort Worth called Niles 
City Sound. In a previous life the place had been a golf  
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equipment warehouse – there were still 
putting greens set up throughout the 
building. “Those sessions weren’t really 
formal at all,” says Jenkins. “Leon is so 
easygoing, which made everything 
effortless in a cool way. He’s really good 
at letting people just be themselves. It 
takes a lot of control to do that and still 
execute your artistic vision.”

LEON BRIDGES doesn’t have a 
problem with the word “retro”. 
For some artists it might sound 

like an insult, as though their music 
was imitative rather than innovative. But Bridges acknowledges that 
his 2015 debut was a retro soul record and that many of his new fans 
saw him as a retro soul artist. Coming Home had breezy songs that 
recalled the grit of Stax or the pop of Solomon Burke or The Isley 
Brothers, but they came filtered through other influences. “It 
definitely has a lo-fi garage-rock aspect to it,” says Bridges. “That’s 
the aesthetic we were going for.”

Even before it was released in 2015, Coming Home looked certain to 
be a hit. Thanks to Bridges’ tours with Sharon Van Etten and Lord 
Huron, as well as the word-of-mouth excitement his performances 
inspired, he suddenly had every major label knocking on his door. In 
the course of six months, he went from washing dishes to selling out 
shows to signing with Columbia Records. While many artists might 
get the bends from so rapid a rise, Bridges kept a level head and 
remained entrenched in the Fort Worth scene. “He still jumps up on 
stage with his friends if he’s out and the feeling is right,” says Sam 
Anderson. “It’s still a common occurrence to be out somewhere here 
in Fort Worth and see Leon just pop up in somebody’s set. We call it 
jambushing – ambushing the jam. He’s got a Grammy and gold
records and everything, but he still comes out to shows and he still
hops up on stage.”

Bridges immediately set about complicating the retro aspect of his
music. He was wary of being pigeonholed, recognising that many
black artists are confined to specific genres and not always granted
the creative or commercial freedom white artist enjoy. More
crucially, however, he considered Coming Home – and his follow-
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AUSTIN JENKINS

LEONBRIDGES: AT A GLANCE  
LEON BRIDGES
COMING HOME
COLUMBIA, 2015
His debut, recorded at Niles 
City Sound in Fort Worth, filters 
old-school R&B through lo-fi indie 
rock production. It’s a fine setting 
for his breezy vocals, which recall 
the smooth expressiveness of 
Sam Cooke. Meanwhile, Bridges 
emerges as a sharp-eyed 
songwriter, especially on “Lisa 
Sawyer”, a musical biography of his 
mother. 8/10

LEON BRIDGES
GOOD THING
COLUMBIA, 2018
Also recorded at Niles City Sound, 
Bridges’ second long-player builds 
on the sound of his debut but adds 
new sounds and settings – some 
Prince synths here, some Philly horns 
there, even some Houston bass. 
It was a concerted effort to shed 
the “retro” label, and at its best the 
album sounds ecstatically present-
tense. 8/10

KHRUANGBIN/
LEON BRIDGES
“TEXAS SUN” EP
DEAD OCEANS, 2020
Bridges plays frontman for the 
Houston instrumental band 
Khruangbin – a pairing that brings 
out new aspects of each act. 
The title track takes a leisurely 
drive through the scrub-brush 
countryside, but the standout is 
closer “Conversion”, which they 
transform into a moving version of 
the old hymn “At The Cross”. 9/10 

LEON BRIDGES
GOLD-DIGGERS SOUND
COLUMBIA, 2021
Named after the Hollywood studio 
where he recorded it, Bridges’ third 
and best album is a soundtrack 
to his nightlife experiences in Los 
Angeles. It has its own particular 
vibe, blending old-school soul with 
a new-school approach. And it 
features some of his most nuanced 
vocals, especially on the epic “Don’t 
Worry”, written live in the studio. 
9/10

Bridges-builder: 
Leon’s fellow Texan, 
Austin Jenkins  

Source of support: 
Quaker City Night 
Hawks’ Sam Anderson

Now and denim: 
Leon Bridges on 
stage in New York 
City, March 2020



ups – to be smaller pieces of a larger self-portrait, each
revealing a different facet of himself. “I probably alienated
some of my fans who wanted me to stay within the confines
of a certain sound,” he admits. “I get that. But I’m making a
modern thing and trying to keep it grounded in the more
organic elements of that sound.”

Good Thing, released in 2018, abandoned the lo-fi quality
of his debut and placed his acrobatic voice in a much more
modern context. “Leon had such a specific sound on
Coming Home, and we exploded it on Good Thing,” says
co-producer Ricky Reed. The two met when Reed asked
Bridges to sing on a track by the rapper Lecrae – they
had an instant rapport, the kind that made a longer
collaboration inevitable. “We just played in the sandbox.
We did a cool Philly soul thing and some early-’80s disco
funk. We just let ourselves have fun. Leon knew there
might be some people who wouldn’t come along for the
ride, but he was fine with it. He had to go somewhere else.”

“Fans get attached to a specific sound that you bring to
the world,” says Bridges, “but I felt like I’ve been able to
move past that. One thing that was very beneficial in that
regard was collaborations I did with Shawn Mendes and
Common.” Throughout his career he’s worked with an
array of artists who reflect his range: he duetted with
Kacey Musgraves on her 2016 Christmas album, provided a
vocal hook for Houston rapper Bun B and allowed himself

KaceyMusgraves
atLollapalooza
2019,GrantPark,
August4,2019

to be chopped up and sampled by The Avalanches
on 2020’s We Will Always Love You.

By far his most popular collaboration, however,
was with Khruangbin, with whom he toured
following the release of Good Thing. “Being from
the same place was a bonding thing,” says Ochoa.
“There was a familiarity to his vibe and his
interests and his reference points, because we’re
all from the same place, more or less. We felt a
kinship.” Their four-song EP, “Texas Sun”, blends
his R&B and their dub-inflected jams into
something that sounded fresh but familiar – a new
take on Lone Star music. “It was my moment to get
back to that lo-fi thing,” says Bridges. “The more I
evolve, my music will sound more polished, so it
was nice to get to do something gritty like that
again.”

“THIS new album is a reflection of the
nightlife hang in LA,” Bridges explains,
drumming on the picnic table as the

caffeine takes effect. “A lot of the inspiration came
from being out and hearing the music played in
some of those environments and wanting to do my
own version of that. I wanted to feel the mood and
the energy that I felt when I was going out. I had to
figure out a way to get into that vibe while making
something that was still true to me.” Sessions in
Nashville with Jenkins and producer Ian Fitchuk
(fresh off the success of Musgraves’ Golden Hour)
were a step in the right direction, although he’d
ultimately shelve those songs.

The key to recreating that particular vibe was
simple: make the record at night. “We made Good
Thing in the light of day,” says Reed, who
returned to co-produce Gold-Diggers Sound. “We
did these very civilised sessions that started in
the morning and went until dinnertime. But we
wondered what would happen if we started in the
evening and jammed all night.” Granted, they
couldn’t do that just anywhere. He and Bridges
had to find the right space to accommodate some
spontaneous after-hours sessions – a studio so
perfect that Bridges named the album after it.

Gold-Diggers Sound is an unassuming complex
in east Hollywood with a hotel and a bar. Bridges
stayed there for two months in late 2019, recording
when he felt inspired and retiring to the bar when

he didn’t. “There were moments when I was in the
studio and I hit a wall creatively,” he says. “I could go
to the bar and take a break, maybe get a drink, then
come back and finish out the song. Or I could go up
to my room for a while and just chill. Setting up at
night unlocked something different. I was used to
recording during the day, and it’s hard to unlock a
sexy vibe before 11am.”

“Once we’d been in there for a few weeks,” admits
Reed, “nighttime started to fold into daytime, where
you’re drinking tequila out of a coffee cup at 11am
and drinking coffee out of a wine glass at 9pm. It
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“Nighttime 
seemed to fold 

into daytime – it 
was magical”
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Below: the 
Avalanches
album We Will 
Always Love You



beautiful and I was able to figure out the melody that
I wanted to sing, the topic I wanted to cover.”

LEON rises from the table and steps back over the
fence onto the Magnolia Avenue sidewalk. The
crowds have died down and a few storm clouds

are threatening the hot Texas afternoon. “I don’t think
this record could have been birthed here in Fort Worth
or out in Nashville,” he says as he walks across the
parking lot to his car, the gravel crunching under his
cowboy boots. “It was important to do it in LA. It
wasn’t just the vibe but the players. Gold-Diggers
became a hub where we were able to filter out and
filter in some of our favourite players and determine
the sounds we wanted.”

He felt the music was so connected to the place and
to the people there with him that he named the record
after the studio.

He unlocks the Mercedes SUV he’s been driving while
his ’78 Ford Bronco is being repaired and continues
musing on old soul music. “Ultimately, it’s all about
preserving history. Blues and soul are dying out. What
dominates our culture right now is hip-hop, which
inspires me to do what I do. But I hope I can be a conduit
for someone to dig deep into the music to see who the

s were, to hear the inspirations. You make a decision to sound
t it’s always going to feel a little modern because we’re
ns living in the now. That’s always been important –
nising the sound while retaining the essence of me.”
pulls out into traffic, drives down Rosedale, merges onto
, and heads home with the Fort Worth skyline just outside
window. “It’s still grounded in soul music. The foundation
always soul.”

old-Diggers Sound is released by Columbia

felt loose and creative and magical. We tried to bottle
that up as best we could.”

Gold-Diggers Sound is Bridges’ guitar record,
featuring work by his co-producer Nate Mercereau
and Steve Wireman. They get a wide range of sounds
from the instrument: the notes on “Motorbike” that
shimmer like the quieter moments on an Explosions
In the Sky song; the choppier Afropop rhythms on
“Why Don’t You Touch Me” that recall Khruangbin.
“We’d sit down and just play guitars and write things
together,” says Mercereau. “Leon has such a distinct
guitar style. There’s a lot of beautiful guitar work
on the album; it’s put in this really soulful context
that has some country leanings and some folk
elements to it. The guitars sound like marimbas or
percussion instruments. They’re rhythmically
driving the songs.”

One night, sometime after the coffee-in-wineglass
hour, “we got into this groove”, recalls Reed, “and
Leon just starts making sounds with his mouth. Just
melodies with no words. We jammed on it for an hour
or so, and he just kept singing, ‘Don’t worry about me,
baby.’ The next day we went in and found the best
chunk of it then tried to decipher the sounds he was
making. We ended up piecing together this epic love
story. It was so beautiful and natural. He just wrote the who
live with the band.”

Bridges’ goal was to push things forward – to find his ow
first-name-basis sound. “On my second album I’d choose
from the library of beats Ricky had. That’s a normal practic
for any artist. This time all the beats and the production we
all crafted around my vibe, my voice. There would be time
when I’d be in there with a guitar and jumping things off. 
Or Terrace Martin would create a vibe with a few chords.
Or Ricky would start things off on the beat pad. It was PA
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“It’s all about 
preserving 

history. Soul 
and blues are 

dyingout”

UNDER THE 
TEXAS SUN 
How two Lone Star acts created 

a new state anthem

TOURING together in 2018, Leon Bridges and the 
members of Houston’s Khruangbin developed 
such a close friendship that they booked studio 

time together, hoping at the very least they might get 
a 7-inch out of the collaboration. “It just made sense,” 
says Bridges. “We’re basically neighbours.”

“For him the experience of the Khruangbin studio 
is probably not very flashy,” says bassist Laura Lee 
Ochoa. “We work in our engineer’s home studio, so 
there’s coffee cups everywhere and cat hair. And 
there’s a train that goes by pretty regularly, so if you’re 
singing you have to stop and wait for the train to go by. 
It’s not fancy or soundproof, but that might’ve been 
relaxing for him.”

The partnership turned out to more productive
than any of them could have anticipated. The resulting 
EP, “Texas Sun”, expands the state’s vast musical 
legacy by mixing in R&B, gospel, and dub with country 
and folk. “I hear from fans that ‘Texas Sun’ in particular 
made them proud to be from Texas,” says Bridges.
“But that’s what soul artists have historically done. 
That country element has always been intertwined. 
You just have to be from Texas to make that kind
of thing.”

It’s been such a big release that they’re putting 
together a follow-up. “We’re planning to release a 
project together in February, another EP basically,” he
says. “There were a couple of songs that we worked 
on that didn’t make the cut, and there are a couple 
of new ones that we’ve worked on. It’s one of the 
greatest collaborations I’ve ever done, and I think
our fans feel that way as well.”

Khruangbin 
with Leon 
Bridges, 
2020



A
VIVID evocation of a time 
before air-con, Tinder and 
low-tra	  c neighbourhoods, 
The Lovin’s Spoonful’s 
sixth single was a huge hit 

in summer 1966 – and remains a go-to 
song every time the thermometer nudges 
into the eighties. It was conceived in the 
heart of Greenwich Village, where the 
band’s frontman John Sebastian and 
his songwriting brother Mark were born 
into a musical family (father John was 
a harmonica virtuoso and mother Jane 
worked at Carnegie Hall). 

While John Jr was swept up in the Village 
folk revival of the early ’60s, running with 
the likes of Tim Hardin and Cass Elliot 
before forming The Lovin’ Spoonful in late 

1964, his underage brother was forced to 
watch the action longingly from a 15th-
� oor window. However, a� er bashing out 
two albums in six months, it was to Mark 
that John turned when pulling together 
songs for the band’s third LP proper, Hums 
Of The Lovin’ Spoonful. Mark’s somewhat 
jejune ballad became the chorus of a 
colossal Frankenstein’s monster of a tune, 
with verses by John, a middle-eight by 
bassist Steve Boone, spiky guitar from the 
mercurial Zal Yanovsky, an unforgettable 
electric piano ri� , a cacophony of car 
horns and a thunderous drum sound 
achieved by mic’ing up a stairwell. 

“We were scattershot and we were trying 
anything that made sense,” recalls John. 
“We wanted to do a tune by Bascom Lamar 

Lunsford, the Minstrel Of 
The Appalachians, just as
much as we wanted to do 
a Ronnie Bennett and Phil
Spector tune, and all of 
those elements did end up
in ‘Summer In The City’.”

Yet while the single’s 
release put The Lovin’ 
Spoonful on top of 
the world, the seeds 
of the band’s demise 
had already been 
sown when Boone and 
Yanovsky were busted 
for marijuana possession 
in San Francisco a 
few months earlier. 
Yanovsky, a Canadian 
citizen, was threatened 
with deportation; under 
pressure to keep the band 
together, they named their
dealer. When this incident 
was later seized upon (and 

How the perennial heatwave hit started out in a teenage bedroom and 
was almost scuppered by a car crash: “It was the deal-maker for us”

Summer
In The City
by The Lovin’ Spoonful

distorted) by Rolling Stone, the hippies 
turned against The Lovin’ Spoonful and 
the game was up. 

“It was gruesome,” admits John, but the 
long a� erlife of “Summer In The City” has 
more than compensated. “Those ice cream 
commercials, they just keep coming!”
SAM RICHARDS

MARK: My parents had an apartment on 
Washington Square West. We were 15 
stories up and my window looked directly 
out onto the Empire State Building, 
almost nose-to-nose. But when the 
summer came, it was horri¦ c! You’d pray 
that a breeze might blow from one window 
to another. I’ve had a lifelong sensitivity to 
heat ever since. 
JOHN: The really stinking hot weather, 
it’d get ya! [There was no air-con, so] you 
went to the movies. 
MARK: On Sundays there was folk music 
in the square. There were girls that came 
down from the outer boroughs with 
big bou� ants and I’d think, ‘Wow, if I 
could talk to her…’ When the Spoonful 
happened, it was very exciting. If we 
walked round the Village with Zally, 
teenage kids would come up and ask for 
autographs. I went with them to the Ed 
Sullivan Theater when they did “Do You 
Belive In Magic” and we had girls chasing 
us on the street like in A Hard Day’s Night.
JOHN: “Summer In The City” didn’t start 
with me. My brother Mark had the idea for 
the song and a couple of elements: [sings] 
“It’s gonna get hot/The shadows of the 
buildings will be the only shady spot/But at 
night it’s a di erent world…” And I went, 
“Whoa, hold on! What are those chords?” 
MARK: I began writing my own private 
little songs at 13, 14. John would come 
over from his lo�  on 11th Street to have 
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John Sebastian: 
Vocals, acoustic 
guitar, keyboards, 
co-writer

Steve Boone: 
Bass, keyboards, 
co-writer

Mark Sebastian: 
Co-writer

Erik Jacobsen: 
ProducerThe Lovin’ Spoonful 

in 1966: (l–r) Zal 
Yanovsky, John 
Sebastian, Joe 
Butler, Steve Boone
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a home-cooked dinner and he’d 
listen to what I’d just done. A� er 
the Daydream album [released in 
February 1966], he came over one 
time and said, “What was that song 
you had about summer in the city?” 
He needed grist for the mill because 
he’d had to write two albums in 
quick succession. I had a lot of the 
song, but not the verses. He did a 
fantastic thing of livening it up by 
creating those vital, energetic verses.
JOHN: “But at night it’s a di erent 
world” was a marvellous release, so 
we needed to create tension in the 
beginning. For some reason, I made 
an association with [Mussorgsky’s] 
“Night On Bald Mountain”, which 
scared the hell out of me when I saw 
it in Fantasia when I was about ¦ ve. 
I thought I could create something 
that’s tense like that and then it 
would open up into my brother’s 
chorus. But we still needed what 
The Beatles used to call a middle-
eight. There had been a ¦ gure that 
Steve Boone had been playing in 
the studio for weeks as we had been 
developing that album. 
STEVE: I think the band was gettin’ 
sick of hearing me play it! When 
John said, “I think that would work 
as a terri¦ c middle section”, I wasn’t 
gonna argue with him even if that 

meant I had to give it up as a song
in its own right. But I’m so glad I 
didn’t make a fuss because it ¦ ts 
perfectly in the song. I own a portion 
of the publishing, so those 12 notes 
really helped me out quite a bit over 
the years.
ERIK: I immediately thought it was 
a great song and was excited to 
record it. 
JOHN: The way that “Summer In 
The City” evolved was the beginning 
of designing [songs] in the studio, 
which rarely happened in those days.
ERIK: We did what we wanted from 
the get-go, because we didn’t have 
the record company or anybody else 
telling us what to do. I put up the 
money for “Do You Believe In Magic” 
because we were turned down by 
every major label. So we made up 

the arrangements, the guys and I, 
and we recorded them. We were not 
malleable artists. It was like, ‘This 
is what we’re doing and if you don’t 
like it, fuck you!’ 
JOHN: Erik Jacobsen is one of the 
most under-appreciated producers 
walking the planet. He was this 
wonderful mediator for all of these 
suggestions that would come 
through on almost every tune. 
Because we really didn’t want to give 
up and go, “OK, let’s call Hal Blaine!”  
MARK: Just before that era, the 
studios were very sterile and the 
engineers were like scientists in 
white coats. But Erik was totally cool. 
Longhairs took it over.
JOHN: One of our genius arranger 
pals, Artie Schroeck, was at the 
session. I’m not a pianist, and he 
knew it. He sat quietly through the 
¦ rst 20 takes before he ¦ nally said, 
“Sebastian, go back to the guitar – 
let me play the damn electric piano!” 
And he did it so great.
STEVE: I came into the studio and 
sitting behind the Wurlitzer was a 
guy I didn’t know. But once I heard 
that part – dun, dun, du-dun, dun 
– I went into hyperdrive, because it 
was too frickin’ good to believe! He 
nailed it, and it really inspired me on 
my bass part.

MARK: Some of the words I had in 
the original were twisted around 
and used in a di� erent form, but 
“Wheezing like a bus stop” was 
John’s. The 5th Avenue buses would 
pull up and make all these di� erent 
sounds, I don’t know if it was the 
hydraulics or what. 
JOHN: We began to hanker for a 
couple of city sounds. We came in 
for a separate session where we were 
greeted by a wonderful soundman 
from radio with trunks of sound-
e� ects records. We said, “We want 
to create a tra	  c jam,” and he says, 
“Well, I’ve got one on 48th Street” – 
and of course that’s where the band 
got all of our instruments from, at 
Manny’s Music. So we said, “Yeah, 
that’s the one.” Then the trick was 
how to get this steamhammer. He 
kept playing di� erent ones until 
we got this really loud, � atulent 
steamhammer noise, so that was 
the one that went on the record. 
ERIK: In those days, it was only three- 
or four-track. To get those things on 
right, you had to roll your tape and 
he would try to start the acetate of 
sound e� ects on his turntable and 
get it to sync in. 
JOHN: Zal Yanovsky began his 
traditional complaint about how 
the drums weren’t big enough.

“In two years, 
everybody 
had cavernous 
echo on their 
snare drum!” 
JOHN SEBASTIAN
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JOHN: Did I know 
straight away it 
would be a hit? Yep. 
No false modesty there! 
MARK: That summer I 
was in Italy because my 
mom was doing press for the 
Spoleto Festival Of Two Worlds. I rented 
a radio and was listening to Radio Free
Europe and Radio Caroline every day and
¦nally “Summer In The City” came on and
it sounded so good.
STEVE: “Summer In The City” really
changed our image because, prior to
that, people were like, “Are you guys ever
gonna make a real rock song? What’s
with all this lightweight stu� about
daydreams?” But when “Summer In The
City” got on the radio, those attitudes
changed overnight. It was the deal-maker
for us, it completed our circle. It cemented
our place as a genuine rock band.
MARK: I had no sense it would be a hit –
their only No 1! I like to rub that in, as a
younger brother. It was over so quickly
a�er that.
STEVE: I thought releasing “Rain On The
Roof” as the follow-up to “Summer In
The City” might have been a mistake. I
still love “Rain On The Roof”, it’s one of
the prettiest songs John ever wrote, but it
couldn’t compete as a hard-rocking song,
so I felt we were gonna have to climb that
hill all over again.
JOHN: We managed to soldier on for
another year or so, but the bust eventually
caught up with Zal and Steve. It was a
terrible thing because the police had
the power to end the band, by sending
Zal back to Canada and giving Steve a
nice sti� sentence. Or, you could show
us where the pot came from… And by

the way, we’re talking about an ounce of 
marijuana which you can buy for under 
$300 in California at any time now. All of 
those press guys were so anxious to side 
[against] us because we’d just gotten a 
guy busted, but nobody was interested in 
¦ nding out how we were pressured into 
that. Zal Yanovsky was not only a genius 
guitar player, but he’d become a culture 
hero – the funny-looking guy with holes 
in his jeans ¦ ve years before anyone else. 
And then the next day, he’s a ¦ nk. I mean, 
he feared for his life. That’s why I’ve never 

tried to do The Lovin’ Spoonful 
songbook movie – it was 

great fun but it does not 
have a happy ending.

STEVE: The air began 
slowly seeping out of 
our balloon. I think 
Zally really felt bad, 
it put him into a 

tailspin. John did 
come to me some time 

a� er that and said, 
“You gotta help me more 

with songwriting, I can’t 
carry the whole load.” But I 

couldn’t get motivated for songwriting, 
I was totally bummed out with what had
happened in San Francisco.
MARK: I worked around The Beach Boys
and they’ve had a lot of heartbreak and
dysfunction but somehow, as a franchise,
they managed to keep going. But my
brother has a great artistic vision, which
is: if it’s not happening, don’t do it.
STEVE: “Summer In The City” doesn’t have
a shelf life. It seems to ¦t every era, sound-
wise. It’s like “White Christmas” – it’ll still
be played every year a�er we’re gone.
JOHN: It feels delicious [to hear the song
played every summer]. It means a certain
77-year-old guy doesn’t have to be quite as
urgent to take gigs where people hold up
iPhones instead of listen…
MARK: I’m so grateful for it. I’m stunned
that young people know the song. Quincy
Jones did a fantastic version with a long
instrumental at the beginning, and many
rap artists [have sampled it]. I won an
R&B & Hip-Hop Billboard Award in 2001
from a sample. Me winning a rap award is
pretty hilarious!
STEVE: If nothing else is le� as an example
of what me and the other three guys
created, then I’m good with that.

JohnSebastianAndArlenRothExplore 
TheSpoonfulSongbookisoutin
SeptemberonRenew/BMG;Mark
Sebastian’sATrickOfTheLightisout on 
BlackSheepGlobalRecordsinOctober 

He said, “I want the drums to sound like
garbage cans being thrown down a steel
staircase.” Our engineer Roy Halee put a
microphone up on the eighth �oor of the
metal stairwell and sent the snare drum
out of the big theatre speakers down on the
ground. Obviously that gave us enormous
amounts of echo. In two years, everybody
had cavernous echo on their snare drum!
In fact, Roy Halee used the same staircase
for “Bridge Over Troubled Water”.
ERIK: Kudos to Roy Halee, he’s the greatest
engineer I ever worked with.
MARK: Originally the song had a big,
apocalyptic crash at the end. I’m glad they
took it out, ’cos it was kinda ridiculous.
ERIK: They were gonna kick the Fender
Reverb to create a loud bang. I said,
“John, you’re gonna fuck up this record!”
So I made a copy of the last verse and
chorus and spliced that in there instead,
to make an instrumental fade. That saved
the record, really.
MARK: I went in for the overdubs and
mixing. John really gi�ed me with certain
rights. He let me decide on the background
vocal harmony – Joe Butler [drummer and
backing vocalist] changed what he was
singing per my suggestion, which really
chu�ed me. Just to sit there and hear my
song,muchchanged,becomethis thing…It
was crazy how it sounded. It was gigantic.

“Tohearmysong, much 
changed,become this thing… 
Itwascrazyhow it sounded” 
MARKSEBASTIAN

TIME LINE

Written by: John
Sebastian, Mark
Sebastian, Steve
Boone
Personnel includes:
John Sebastian
(vocals, acoustic
guitar,
keyboards); Zal
Yanovsky (electric
guitar, backing
vocals), Steve
Boone (bass,
keyboards), Joe
Butler (drums,
backing vocals),
Artie Schroeck
(electric piano)
Produced by: Erik
Jacobsen, Roy
Halee (engineer)
Recorded at:
Columbia Studios,
New York City
Released: July 4,
1966
Highest chart
position: UK 8; US 1

FACT FILE

Late 1964:
The Lovin’ Spoonful
formed in New York
City from the ashes
of folk-rock group
The Mugwumps
July 1965:
Debut single “Do You

Believe In Magic” 
released, reaching No 9 
on the Billboard chart
March 1966:
“Summer In The City” 
recorded at Columbia 
Studios in Manhattan, 
engineered by Roy Halee

May 1966:
The band’s Zal Yanovsky 
and Steve Boone arrested 
for marijuana possession 
in California
July 1966:
“Summer In The City” 
released as a single on 

Kama Sutra, hitting No 1 
the following month
May 1967:
Zal Yanovsky leaves the 
band, followed a year 
later by John Sebastian. 
The Lovin’ Spoonful split 
up for good in early 1969

October 1973:
Quincy Jones releases 
his cover of “Summer 
In The City” (on the 
album You’ve Got It Bad 
Girl), later sampled by 
The Pharcyde and 
many moreDO
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“It cemented our 
place as a genuine 
rock band”: in the 
studio, 1966
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SUGARCUBES

FROM MM OCT 24, 1987

IT must be the full moon.
It was all going along quite comfortably 

for, ooh, about nine seconds. I’d asked  
what the album will be like, like it tells me 
to in the manual. And Björk had replied, 
“all sorts of things”, just like pop stars are 
supposed to, hereby suggesting a diverse 
and colourful spectrum of conversational 
topics. It was around now I opened the 
floodgates of chaos, perhaps, by saying 

“What sort of all sorts of things?”
“How it would be to sleep with God,” says Einar. It helps,  

once again, if you do the Icelandic accents. “I don’t know, 
because He’s never done it to me. If God is a stud with  
sideburns, I wouldn’t fancy Him. But if…”

“It started out like this,” interrupts Björk, who wrote the lyric 
under discussion. “I was walking down a street in Iceland and I 
just felt in the kind of mood that – as has always been my belief 
– that God do no exist. But then I thought, ‘He would be this
figure in the sky, sitting in the fattest cloud, keeping it very tidy 
and clean. In a white shirt, and always very perfect.’ And so 
when I been walking down the street – if He did exist – He 
would come down from His cloud, with marsupial fingers and 
marble hands. And they would glide over 
my shoulders, into my dress, and go down 
and down and down and down,  
and then… the song ends.”

Is this a fantasy of yours?
“It just fell into my mind. I wouldn’t  

pick it to happen to me. I don’t think it 
would be very nice.”

Today Björk is wearing an orange  
dress shaped like a bell. She is a bit sulky 
because she is fed up with everyone saying
she’s some kind of freak. So, when Einar, 
today wearing a plastic-looking jacket of 
many colours, begins a long monologue 
about violence, she takes out her sewing  
and pursues it diligently.

Later, when we’re at the flat where the Sugarcubes  
are staying in London, she goes across to the kitchen,  
sets up the ironing board and begins ironing.

“Irony,” comments the drummer, and I think about 
linguistics. Björk thinks she is perfectly normal.  
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It is 1987 and the SUGARCUBES’ extraordinary debut single, “Birthday” 
is galloping up the charts. As the band put the finishing touches to their 

breakthrough album Life’s Too Good, Melody Maker’s Chris Roberts learns the 
Icelandic art of creation, and inspiration from BJÖRK, EINAR and their cohorts

“GOD IS A 
BATHTUB!”

What I wish someone would explain to her is that “as one  
should be” is not the same as “normal”. You only have to see the 
“Birthday” video in the middle of any party-balloons-crap pop 
programme to know that next to the way the Sugarcubes are, 
most else in the medium is worthless. But sadly, it does not 
define “normal”. This I know. The Sugarcubes are positively 
super-normal. Like Leos Carax films. Like sunshine in  
winter. Like getting married at your own funeral.

“Birthday” has “done” rather well, which must mean that 
some of you have a degree of sensibility, know that being  
naked is always a serious matter, know that to wait is to  
be and to weep is to do.

Non-smokers may be cowards but Björk, as it happens, hates 
drinking. She says so. “I hate to drink.” Unless she’s dancing. 
The other night she danced to James Brown records for three 
hours. Someone points at something on the tube and she  
bites his hand.

The Sugarcubes are bringing out a second single now,  
“Cold Sweat”. I find it slightly disappointingly conventional  
but they assure me it has subconscious undercurrents. I’ll  
listen to it again, next time the room is full of temperamental 
butterflies. The video for this features Einar being crucified 
and eating money.

“She wrote it as a love song,” 
says Sigtryggur, somewhat hesitantly.

“But I can still be a… an indie person?”
I nod enthusiastically, as one should to  

a man named Sigtryggur, but that could  
be the Brennivin. We’ll tell you about 
Brennivin later.

Meanwhile Einar is still talking  
about God.

“A guy who jerked off in the bath, then 
some unsuspecting maiden went into the 
bath. Then the sperm went unexpectedly 
into this maiden, and Jesus was born.”

Björk is nearly shouting. “Have you 
 ever heard someone say that?”

Um… only Jean-Luc Godard in that film.
“Well I haven’t heard of it. So I don’t think He exists.  

This is making a very short and simple lyric a complicated  
one. So I think we shouldn’t talk about it any more.”

You have to believe in magic, though.
“Oh yes?” This is Einar. “So God is a bathtub.”RE
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“YOU ONLY 
HAVE FUCKED 

IF YOU HAVE 
THE BABIES” 

EINAR



“We never need  
a second opinion.  
We know,” says Björk 
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A bathtub.
“If not a stud with sideburns.”
What do you believe in then?
“The incredible force of our wonderful songs.”
It’s Sigtryggur talking now. Sigtryggur has one day

off from thinking each week. Usually Monday, but
that’s not a hard and fast rule. The last time Einar got
in a fight Sigtryggur was watching from his car and just
drove away, because it was his day off from thinking.
Einar respects this. Also present are Thor Eldon and
Bragi Ólafsson. Both are famous poets in Iceland. Bragi
has just been awarded two months’ “quite high” salary
for his last book. He is grateful. You can tell he’s grateful
because he says: “It’s extraordinarily stupid of the Icelandic
government.” He also says: “You see that painting there,
Silent Waters? That’s really the example of bad taste.

“Because it’s everything you expect from the title. It is silent waters.
So it’s ….no use.”

So, Sugarcubes. Why do you do what you do to me?
“Writing or playing is just a hobby,” begins Einar. “Some people

might think it’s silly, but they go… playing golf. What is more stupid
than to hit a golf ball made of rubber with a piece of iron and try to
put it in a hole? It’s just what’s a matter of… interest. Create or not
create? It’s just the physical result of our physical presence. You
see? To check that we exist. Something comes out of it, instead
of just fucking having babies. OK, some band
members have fucked and have babies, but at
least two members have not fucked yet. We are
just rearranging the world around us to fit our
non-concept of what the would should be like.”

Um. Hang on. One thing at a time. Non-concept,
you say?

“Yes, because we don’t have any concepts, any
philosophy as such. But then it starts creating a life
of its own. Like, the Sugarcubes they are alive now.
‘Birthday’ is breathing, and it would still do so if we
died today. So for the two band members who
haven’t fucked, it will be considered that
that’s our children.

“I’m sorry, I mean it.”
Björk: “This is his theory, all right?

People who haven’t had babies have
never fucked.”

Einar: “Yes! You only have if you
have the babies!”

Björk: “Have you got a baby?”
Oh, scattered all over 17 continents.

I mean, no.
“Then you haven’t fucked!” Einar

is leaning forward and breathing
into my face. “You don’t know
what sex is!”

I must say I found this interview
rather more eventful than most. Björk
saves me from having to think of a
razor-sharp spontaneous answer,
which is probably just as well.

“Are you busy just now, Einar?
Because I could take you in a room
and I could tell about the birds and
the bees.”

Bragi: “I think this homemade
philosophy of his is a bit related to
a slogan we had when we were playing
in a group years ago. It went: ‘It doesn’t
matter what you can do, but what
you do’.”

Another popular Icelandic group:
Mezzoforte.

“When I was 15 we went once a week to
séances. Thor and Odin came through.”G
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John Triumph, Iceland’s premiere novelist (honestly!) 
and friend and manager of the Sugarcubes, is having 
his say. “And the room was full of flower perfume. 
That’s how young kids in Iceland entertain 
themselves. Go to séances. Between fights.”

“This frightens me,” Einar continues, as he is wont 
to do. “I don’t want anyone from the beyond talking
to me. Unless I ask – am I born? Do I exist? I don’t! 
I don’t!”

Yes you do.
“No! I don’t! For all we know we could be dead

right now and dreaming this. So, I don’t know if I’m 
here anyway.”

But you’ll sleep tonight. You’ll wake up tomorrow.
“I’m not sure. Honestly, Mr Chris. I AM NOT SURE.”
So, if I watched you snore all night, and proved it?
“Then I would say – are you sure you were here the whole night? 

You might have started dreaming. I take nothing for granted.”
But Einar, isn’t it all complicated enough as it is?
“I know, yes, it is. It’s just… I am not sure. The only proof I want 

now is money. I want to be able to buy compact discs, then I know 
it’s happening now, because from history I know they haven’t 
been previously available.” 

Yeah. Every time I see a new Bruce Springsteen live remixed 
B-side I take it as confirmation of my identity…

“Alcohol has been previously available. So by 
drinking I am maybe re-confirming that I have 
already existed in the past. You know? I am not 
a sugarcube! Jesus was conceived in a squeaky-
clean bathtub!”

I’m lost. But not in the way you mean.
“I am a singers,” contributes Björk. “A singers. 

I don’t look at me as a person who sings, I look at 
me as a singers. I’m sorry but I have to admit this.”

Why do the Sugarcubes try to destroy their 
songs onstage?

Björk: “I don’t know what you’re talking about?”
Sigtryggur: “It’s the presence of malice. Which 

is everywhere of course. If you’re 
doing sweet music, the presence 
of malice gives it another degree.”

Einar: “Music is not God. 
But when music is just music 
it becomes boring.”

Much inter-Icelandic 
debate ensues.

Björk: “The songs wouldn’t 
work if they were in tune.”

Do you ever worry about 
alienating people?

Einar: “No no no, you can’t run 
after that. It’s not our fault that 
our own development is not a 
developing thing. We are not 
behind or ahead of people.”

Just… outside?
“No, no we are the present 

state of things. We are really very 
ordinary, even though we drink 
a lot. It’s not our fault everybody 
else is fucked up. We are the 
mainstream. The others are the 
subversives, the perverts. Not 
us. I am very happy with my 
video machine. I am very happy 
with everything. I own a lot of 
money but I am happy with 
being what I am.

“Because I don’t know 
what I’m not. If I did, then 
I’d be unhappy.

“THE SONGS 
WOULDN’T 

WORK IF THEY 
WERE IN TUNE”

BJÖRK
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Not so sweet: the 
Sugarcubes in Ghent, 
Belgium, 1988 



“I am getting pretty bored with everybody thinking 
that we are so weird. People watch me, curiously, with 
the feeling I’m some kind of freak. Yes, well that’s the 
only thing I don’t like.”

Sigtryggur: “It’s a catch 22. They expect us to act 
like freaks now.”

Einar: “Not just like, Eskimos in disguise, but 
surrealists… like, let’s shit into this teacup heh heh 
heh… what disgusted me was all the audience at our 
first concert here, gawping at her. I saw a very 
definite masculine voyeurism at work.”

Björk: “Well – I don’t really know, really. There’s 
being here, talking about ourselves, behaving like 
we’re in a band, then there’s going back to Iceland, 
to my boy, and being that again. So, it’s two lives! 
Yes, it’s interesting.”

Einar: “You want to know who’s the biggest 
bastard in Iceland?”

I was just about to ask…
“Kristjan Loftsson. The whale-killer. We want his 

name in print. Skip the rest of the interview – this is 
it. I’ll write it down for you. He is slowly and surely 
shitting into his own pants without a nappy.”

Whalemeat again: somewhere around here I should 
reiterate that the Sugarcubes’ first album, Life’s Too 
Good, will be out when they’ve finished the extra 
five tracks they’re recording for it now. This will 
make 16 songs, all short.

“It’ll be vaudeville.” Somewhere, too, I should go 
on about how the Sugarcubes make the adjective 
“brilliant” mean something again, but that’s 
already clear as a frosty night.

“It’s not in our nature to publicly protest. Dubious 
grounds, we could easily fall into a hot spring.”

It’s cliché, too.
“Oh, pure death, yes. It means a group is not 
ideologically but intellectually unsound. Then
you get labelled. I ask you now a favour. Can
you put a label on the Sugarcubes?”

No. That’s the point!
“Exactly. We might be ignorant, we might be

morons, but we’re not stupid. We do think.
Except for him, on Mondays.”
What about full moons?

“We turn into cats. Or zombies.”
Björk is allergic to cats.

“Because of the Icelandic girl being Miss World, our
biggest pop star has his latest song called ‘Does Beauty

Create Happiness?’ It’s his job to remind the Icelanders that
you don’t have everything if you’re pretty.”

Do you agree with that?
“No. It’s too… calculated. Too… nice. When I was staying with my

aunt in England when I was 15, she forbid me to use the
word ‘nice’, because it doesn’t mean anything. I was to
use the word ‘thingy’. So, I just talked about ‘thingies’
all day. I’m sorry, but I can’t think of anything else.”

What does create happiness?
“You have to be unhappy for a while, and then you

becamehappy.That’stherule.Yes,andveryunhappy.”
So, you think it’s all circles, like The New Seekers?
Einar: “No, life is a straight line and the planet is

flat. It is! You know that, don’t you? Ah, good. We
have met our man.”

Sigtryggur: “You know, we can knock anybody
into the ground with this brilliant normality of ours.”

Björk: “Ha ha ha! You shouldn’t’ve said we could
talk about anything we liked! Ha ha ha!”

Einar: “OK. Let’s go to our place and have some Brennivin .”
Some what?
“Brennivin. An Icelandic spirit called The Plague. Or The Black

Death. Then you understand our soul.”

“In every television situation comedy, they 
try and portray how things are, so all the other 
people see that they lack a semi-detached house, 
big kitchen, big TV set and the looks. But I’m
so silly that I don’t know that I lack that. And 
therefore I’m happy.

“We are not intellectuals. We are very naïve. But the 
intellectual capacity of people is getting shorter. They 
demand hooks. The ability for understanding things not 
as usual is getting lazy. The range is always closing down… 
conforming… soon we only will use words like shoot shoot 
piss piss fuck fuck stab stab.”

If you had a slogan for the Sugarcubes, would it be SNIFF IT?
“Yes! How did you know? Or – lick it. Because you’d get a direct 

connection into us. Bragi buys books to smell them.”
Bragi: “There is a strange habit in Iceland of dipping 

sugarcubes into the coffee and then we suck them.”
Einar: “Yes – sniff, lick, suck, whatever. And not 

in sexual connotations. I don’t want to get rude.”
Could a deaf person enjoy the Sugarcubes?
“Yeah! Yeah!”
Could a blind person?
“They wouldn’t see a multi-coloured event. It’s 

not like taking drugs: none of us take drugs. If you are 
blind, sniff and listen. If deaf, sniff and feel. It doesn’t 
matter. We don’t care. Nothing is more rubbish than 
when people say ‘Oh well, the sound was a bit dodgy’. 
We’re into yes or no or again.”

Björk: “We never need a second opinion. We know.”
Last week the Sugarcubes played with Swans at the Town &

Country Club. “We simply got a phone call. But we never ‘support’
anybody. We only play ‘alongside’. We exist in our own right.”

Björk has gone polite but quiet again. I nudge her. FR
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Going Dutch:
Björk on stage at 
Amsterdam’s 
Paradiso, July 1988

“THE PLANET 
IS FLAT. YOU 

KNOW THAT, 
DON’T YOU?”

EINAR
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up twang of his red Telecaster sounds  
like rock’n’roll itself. “I Love the Way  
You Do”, from his 2018 comeback album 
Blow Your Mind, nods to the Feelgoods’ 
Canvey psychogeography; as vernacular 
as anything in the Carthys’ kitbag. 1979’s  
“Dr Dupree”, an enigmatic, sinister  
outlier in his slim songbook, quits the 
Thames Delta for somewhere more like 
Kurtz’s Mekong, and a character who’s 
gone much too far out. Wilko’s guitar is 
met here by sitar, ‘East’ now an elastic 
term sited somewhere between Canvey 
and Kolkata.

Folk’s endurance, of course, rests in the 
familiarity of the human condition across 
time. This genre-spanning show ranges 
across poetry and song to make the point. 
“To His Coy Mistress”, by 17th-century 

T
HREE days prior to the
global hosannas for Bob
Dylan’s birthday, May 21
saw another folk icon turn
80 more quietly. Though
less protean than Bob,
Martin Carthy’s pursuit

of the truths of traditional song has been
broad-minded and modestly majestic,
whether in his proli�c solo output, with
Dave Swarbrick, Steeleye Span, The
Albion Band, Waterson:Carthy or, as
tonight, with daughter Eliza.

Eliza Carthy has meanwhile pushed
at folk’s boundaries anew, considering
Englishness in a multicultural, pop-
minded country. Whereas Martin’s 70th
birthday was marked by a star-studded
concert at London’s Queen Elizabeth
Hall, tonight’s celebration is more
�ttingly communal; when Eliza leads
the crowd to sing “Happy Birthday”, it
feels both poignant and transgressive to
clear our throats and sing aloud for the
�rst time in 14 months.

Tonight’s show ‘East’ is, Eliza jokes, “a
very loose concept by very loose people”.
First commissioned by the Norfolk &
Norwich Festival – and in this iteration
for the bravely Covid-overcoming, bare-
bones Brighton Festival – it’s a suite of

songs, poems and dances from England’s
eastern seaboard, encompassing Essex
were-beasts and maritime disaster, with
star guests Wilko Johnson and actors
Miranda Richardson and Kenneth
Cranham. Back-projected visuals ranging
from sullen grey Fenland to a drowned
Pre-Raphaelite beauty are by another of
the Waterson-Carthy folk dynasty, Eliza’s
cousin Marry Waterson.

Martin Carthy’s arrangement of
“Scarborough Fair” was famously nabbed
by Paul Simon during his pre-fame
European exile, and also helped inspire
Dylan’s most gorgeous ballad, “Girl From
The North Country”. This signature tune
therefore always glows with history,
especially now that Carthy’s voice is like
knotted oak, gnarled yet still sturdy. His
guitar is a raga-like drone, shadowed by
Sheema Mukherjee’s sitar, showing the
expansive reach of his folk generation.
Yet it’s the song’s heartbreaking narrative
that counts. As elsewhere tonight,
Carthy’s delivery and playing can be
halting, as if dredging the story up from
somewhere deep down.

Happily contrasting with Martin’s
di¢dent service to the song, Eliza is an
irreverent, ribald frontwoman. “Research
that, did you?” she sni¤s a¥er Ewan

Wardrop’s sword
dance. But she
relishes the wild, 
grisly “Fenrir”, 
with its Black 
Shuck demon 
dogs and undead 
wolves. A merrily 
up-for-it Miranda 
Richardson 
adopts Old English 
in§ections for the 
lyric’s glowering 
lines of lupine 
bloodshed, then 
exits, howling.  

Wilko Johnson 
appears with a bow-
legged, bovver-
booted Chaplin 
glide, and a¥er 
such a long exile 
from live electric 
music, the fuzzed-

ELIZA AND MARTIN
CARTHY: EAST
Brighton Dome, May 29
Storied folk dynasty host a freewheeling 
concept show, including an electrifying 
cameo from Wilko Johnson
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Miranda 
Richardson 
joins Martin 
and Eliza 
Carthy for 
tales of lupine 
bloodshed

Martin Carthy: 
a voice like 
knotted oak

SETLIST
1 Snow
2 Mantrap/

Parsons
3 Scarborough 

Fair
4 Orange And 

Blue
5 To His Coy 

Mistress
6 Muddley 

Barracks
7 Tommy
8 Gentlemen 

Rankers
9 Solo Rapper
10 I Love The Way 

You Do
11 Dr Dupree
12 The Lofty Tall 

Ship
13 Hornpipe
14 Geordie
15 East
16 Fenrir
17 Chant-Pagan
18 Drowned At Sea 

To Dead On Land
19 Dream Of 

Napoleon
20 Bad Times
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Hull bard Andrew Marvell, is an 
erotic plea to seize the day in a time 
of plague. Read by Wardrop, the 
Covid-aptness of its death-haunted 
urgency (“Had we but world enough 
and time…”) needs no explanation. 
Scottish acting great Kenneth 
Cranham gives Rudyard Kipling’s 
squaddie’s lament “Tommy” bitter 
life, before inhabiting another 
weary Kipling serviceman on a 
quest for liberty on “Chant-Pagan”.

Martin Carthy casts his mind back 
to Ewan MacColl’s Ballads And 
Blues Club in 1958, when he heard 
80-year-old former cabin boy Sam 
Larner sing in such “convincing” 
and “passionate” style that 17-year-
old Martin resolved: “whatever it is, 

that’s what I’m going to do”.  
He proceeds to sing “The Lo¥y  
Tall Ship” from that night and,  
later, Larner’s version of “Dream  
Of Napoleon”, a stately reverie of 
blood and glory.

Carthy’s best tonight, though, 
is “Geordie”, �rst recorded on his 
1976 album Crown Of Horn, where 
his liner notes describe “a gently 
passionate little song with the  
sting of rage in its tail”. As a wife 
with a seventh baby “in my belly” 
pleads for a condemned man whose
life is valued less than the “King’s 
deer” he stole, Carthy’s searching 
delivery and guitar clangs drive the 
injustice home.

The Carthys live not far from 

Scarborough now, in the
picturesque former smuggler’s
village of Robin Hood’s Bay. Martin
saw the late poet Pete Morgan
read his ode to their adopted home
and the span of human existence,

“Drowned At Sea To Dead On
Land”, at the local folk club. Both
Carthys sing Martin’s arrangement
of it now, noting the inevitability of
“a cold �st rapping at your door” to
shadowy jig music, and Wardrop’s
shambling, ghoulish tap-dance.

Wilko, Richardson and
Cranham return for the �nale,
“Bad Times”, a comic jeremiad
which convincingly promises “hard
times around the corner”. From the
Brighton Dome’s socially distanced
stalls, it can’t help feeling like
a skeleton of a real gig, with the
true, close connection of a crowd
still outlawed. Nevertheless, the
applause, cheers and bows are
relieved and long. NICK HASTED

Eliza relishes 
the grisly 
“Fenrir”, 
with its 
demon dogs
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He does it 
right: Wilko 
Johnson
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almost like a musical palindrome. It opens 
with a dainty melodic motif, Wood leading 
half the band in synchronised lockstep 
while Wayne whips up feathery blizzards 
of jazzy percussion in the background. 
This unravelling, sinewy chaos eventually 
engulfs the song’s mid-section. But once 
the storm recedes, the recurring melody 
tapers o� to a leisurely, elegant point.
“Nicely done!” yells one crowd member
as the nal note fades.

Unreleased live favourite “Basketball
Shoes” provides the ery nale, now road-
hardened into a mighty all-hands-on-deck
headbanger that builds doomy jazz-
metal ri�s into mountainous sea-shanty
peaks, like Arcade Fire channelling Black
Sabbath. Once again Wood’s sardonic
confessional lyric gets swamped in muddy
acoustics, but since this one involves a
feverish sex dream about Charli XCX, it’s
probably for the best. As the nal waltz-
time coda unwinds, the BCNR crew vacate
the stage to thunderous applause.

For an encore, these earnest young post-
rockers surprise Brighton – and possibly
even themselves – with a riotously
ramshackle cover of Abba’s hen-party
standard “Mamma Mia”, a party trick
they’ve apparently never attempted
before. Even if Wood’s mumblecore vocal
limitations prove resoundingly ill-suited
to the song’s vaulting vocal gymnastics,
the band still tear into it with joyous
abandon and a refreshing lack of irony.
The crowd, quite rightly, go wild. A�er
more than a year of lockdown limbo,
BCNR have earned this cathartic blast
of shamelessly goofy Europop fun.
And so have we.   STEPHEN DALTON

Black Country, New Road play End Of 
The Road festival on September 2–5

“I
T’S beenasuper-weird
year,”saysBlack
Country,NewRoad
drummerCharlieWayne
atthestartofthissocially
distancedshow.“Ahard
yearforus.Butweirdly,

inexplicably,we’rebackontheroad…”
In fairness, a healthy dash of

inexplicable weirdness is all part of
BCNR’s charmingly wonky hipster-geek
appeal. Despite being free-jazzing, post-
rocking, klezmer-infused maximalist
mists, this sprawling Cambridge seven-
piece chamber orchestra have somehow
found themselves crowned as one of
Britain’s hottest young bands, releasing
their rapturously acclaimed debut album
in the depths of lockdown. As Covid
restrictions begin to ease, it makes sense
that they are keen to cement the hype by
touring again, even if it means playing two
back-to-back Brighton shows to masked,
size-limited crowds.

Newly liberated from lockdown, the
group arrive in agreeably playful mood,
line-dancing on stage to War’s 1975
funk-pop classic “Low Rider”, a taster for
their own clattering, propulsive jazz-funk
opener “Instrumental”. A cluster of early
tracks lean a little too far into the safely

middlebrow indie-rock zone, but even
so, numbers like “Athens, France” and
“Track X” still buzz with the kind of latent
tension, tempo-stretching tonal shi�s and 
lopsided centrifugal anarchy that make
BCNR such a thrilling live prospect.

The band are partly using this tentative
comeback tour to road-test new material.
They only play one new composition in
Brighton, “The Place Where He Inserted
The Blade”, but it is a widescreen beauty
full of billowing summertime sadness
and towering psych-pop mania. It sounds 
majestic and melancholy, with faint
echoes of vintage Pink Floyd. Those
Cambridge ley lines run deep.

A�er this promising pointer to future
arena-rocking greatness, BCNR fully
cut loose. “Sunglasses” is a deceptively
jaunty indie-folk stroll that implodes into
a glorious howling maelstrom, powered
by Lewis Evans’ saxophone skronk and
Georgia Ellery’s frenzied ddle. The only
pity is that Isaac Wood’s semi-spoken
lyric – a surreal stream-of-conscious
rant about Kanye West, Scott Walker,
antidepressants and watermelon juicers
– gets buried in the sonic avalanche.

A masterclass in control and release,
“Snowglobes” is meticulously
orchestrated and structured, unfolding

BCNR:lopsided
centrifugal
anarchyahoy
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SETLIST
1 Instrumental
2 Athens, France
3 Track X
4 The Place 

Where He 
Inserted The 
Blade

5 Sunglasses
6 Snowglobes
7 Basketball 

Shoes
8 Mamma Mia
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BLACK COUNTRY, 
NEW ROAD
Komedia, Brighton, June 17
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A
GED 14, Baxter Dury was 
expelled from his Chiswick 
school, prompting the 
deputy head to phone his 
father Ian at the squalid 

Hammersmith � at in which they both 
lived at the time. As Baxter remembers 
in Chaise Longue, his memoir of his 
complicated bohemian upbringing, it was 
a fairly short conversation: “Why don’t 
you fuck o� , you snotty little maggot!”

Le�  partially paralysed by a childhood 
case of polio, Ian Dury grew up devilishly 
smart but deeply angry. A pupil of Sgt 
Pepper sleeve designer Peter Blake at the 
Royal College Of Art, he became a � xture 
in grotty rock clubland with Kilburn And 
The High Roads, before The Blockheads 
helped to make him a punk-era star, with 
barroom funk banger “Hit Me With Your 
Rhythm Stick” going to No 1 in 1978. 

For Baxter – born in 1971, and raised in 
penurious circumstances by his mother, 
Betty Rathmell – his father’s success 
brought rewards. He featured on the 
sleeve of 1977’s New Boots And Panties
and reaped the windfall as he joined 
his sister Jemima for the ride on an early 
Blockheads tour, recalling fondly: “When 
my clothes became too smelly to continue 
wearing I was bought a new football kit 
in whatever city/town we were in.”

However, that freewheeling parenting 
style had its downside. As a teenager, 
Baxter went seriously o�  the rails, and 
ended up spending much of his time 
living with his father and his minder, one-
time Led Zeppelin factotum Pete Rush – a 
“six-foot-seven malodorous giant” better 
known as the Sulphate Strangler. “There 
was no school, there were no rules about 
drinking, there was no dinner,” he writes. 
Baxter paints a vivid portrait of his late 
father in perhaps his leanest years, when 
making bad European art � lms was his 
only respite from making indi� erent 
records. Ian was “a pot-soaked Fagin 
character” who thrived on mind games 
and was fascinated by “anyone able-
bodied and potentially violent”. Amid 
the dope smoke and free jazz, he could 
be sparkling company but – as Baxter 
succinctly puts it – “by the evening, 
if he was drinking, he was a cunt”.

Baxter disentangled himself from his 
father eventually, and his own low-key 
pop career was underway by the time 
Ian died, aged 57, in 2000. Not unlike 
Ian’s portrait of his own father, “My Old 
Man”, Chaise Longue glosses a di¦  cult 
relationship with sensitivity.

DYING of leukemia as they put together 
their autobiography Non-Binary, 
pandrogynous art terrorist Genesis 
P-Orridge mused on the legacy of hippie 
occultist of choice, Aleister Crowley. 
“The more I had read about him, the 
more I thought he was a dick,” wrote 
the former Throbbing Gristle tyrant. 

“But that doesn’t mean everything he
said was stupid. You have to pick out
bits that seem relevant and practical.”

Characterised by former partner
and musical collaborator Cosey Fanni
Tutti in her 2017 book Art Sex Music
as a controlling, violent nightmare,
P-Orridge’s personal reputation took
a massive hit in the years before their
death in March 2020. However, their
position as the progenitor of industrial
music still seems unassailable. Lou
Reed and Peter Gabriel both apparently
bought mail order copies of Throbbing
Gristle’s 1977 ug-fest Second Annual
Report, a purposeful stare into the
darkest recesses of humanity that birthed
a whole, grim genre.

Born Neil Megson, P-Orridge was
an asthmatic one-time grammar school
choirboy whose mind was blown by the
underground press and a copy of The
Velvet Underground And Nico – purchased
at Boots in Solihull. They changed their
name, hung out with William Burroughs,
and strayed into the wildest corners
of the performance art world (one key
work included injecting milk into
their testicles) before moving into
profoundly disturbing music.

TG were dark, but funny too; 1980’s
misleadingly titled 20 Jazz Funk Greats
featured the band on top of Beachy
Head, with a hired Range Rover in the
background “so it would look as if we had
lots of money”. Their Industrial Records
label established a network of like-
minded provocateurs around the
world, while P-Orridge bonded with
Joy Division’s Ian Curtis over a mutual
love of Frank Sinatra.

P-Orridge is uncharacteristically coy
about their relationship with Curtis and
their split with Tutti, but a little more
excited about their subsequent work
as Psychic TV – and the investigations
into their ersatz cult, Thee Temple Ov
Psychick Youth, that led them to �ee to
America with their daughters, Caresse
and Genesse. In their �nal grand creative
act, P-Orridge and their second wife Lady
Jaye had cosmetic surgery in a mission
to morph into each other. Lady Jaye’s
sudden death in 2007 was heartbreaking,
but did not shake P-Orridge’s belief
in the validity of their life’s work. “We
were right about industrial music,”
they write, using their preferred
pronoun. “We predicted a resurgence
of contemporary magickal forms. We
predicted pandrogyny and radical new
visions of the body and gender. We also
said piercing and tattooing would be a
global phenomenon.” Not such massive
claims, perhaps, but dick or otherwise,
P-Orridge’s case for being a visionary
remains a compelling one. JIM WIRTH

Clevor boy: (c/wise 
from top) Baxter Dury 
with dad Ian and 
minder “the Sulphate 
Strangler”; with Ian
in 1983; and early on
in Wingrave, Bucks
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CHAISE LONGUE
BAXTER DURY
LITTLE, BROWN, £17
8/10

NON-BINARY
GENESIS P-ORRIDGE
ABRAMS, £20
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REVIEWED THIS MONTH

of the tough prison drama is pretty  
much universal, and watching Ivorian 
director Philippe Lacôte’s Night Of The Kings 
you may be reminded of everything from 
David Mackenzie’s Starred Up to Brazilian 
jailhouse epic Carandiru. But while this 
African variation on a theme uses familiar 
tropes, it reworks them into something 
strikingly di�erent – a singular combination 
of myth, magic and theatre, as well as recent 
political reality.

The �lm is set in Côte d’Ivoire’s real-life 
MACA prison. Its hero (Bakary Koné) is a 
wide-eyed young inmate who arrives at the 
prison in the middle of a gang war. Ailing 
boss man Blackbeard (Steve Tientcheu) 
selects the boy as the MACA’s new ‘Roman’, 
or storyteller – his role being to spin a tale 
that will enthrall the prison population, or 
lose his life. Nervously taking to the task, 
the boy eventually shows he has the stu� of 
the griot, as he weaves the life story of Zama 
King, a bandit whose brutal saga embodies 
the turmoil of the country’s civil war years.

As the �lm progresses, director Lacôte 
increasingly mixes his realistic palette with 

bravura CGI dashes of magic realism.  
A singing, dancing cast – including many 
real ex-prisoners – and Koné’s candid 
lead make this one of the most vivid and 
muscular African �lms seen in a while. 
Watch for arthouse �xture Denis Lavant  
as the in-house madman, chicken 
permanently perched on his shoulder.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BOY IN THE WORLD  
“Fame, fame, fatal fame”… There couldn’t be 
a starker illustration of that theme than this 
documentary portait of Swedish actor Bjørn 
Andrésen. He was the angel-faced teenager 
who seemed to have walked o� a Botticelli 
canvas and straight into Luchino Visconti’s 
1971 classic Death In Venice, where he played 
Tadzio, the boy whose otherworldly looks 
drove Dirk Bogarde’s composer to fatal 
distraction. Becoming famous overnight and 
indissoluble from his character, Andrésen 
set the keynote for ’70s male androgyny a 
year before Bowie. He became a pop star 
and all-round idol in Japan, where his looks 
inspired many a manga artist to create 
feminine western-style boys. 

R
IDERS OF JUSTICE   
Mads Mikkelsen has 
long been Scandinavian 
cinema’s poster boy for 
maleness in crisis – from 
Nicolas Winding Refn’s 
Pusher �lms to Thomas 

Vinterberg’s recent Another Round. In the 
latter, he depicted sensitive midlife ennui 
going boozily o� the skids. But his latest 
�lm Riders Of Justice has him in a more 
traditionally macho role, with the Viking 
facial hair to prove it. Made by Anders 
Thomas Jensen, who previously directed 
Mikkelsen in the eccentric Men And Chicken, 
the �lm follows the a�ermath of a subway 
bomb attack in which a woman is killed. 
Obsessive statistician Otto (Nikolaj Lie Kaas) 
examines the facts, connects the explosion 
with a neo-fascist biker gang and persuades 
the dead woman’s husband – soldier Markus
(Mikkelsen) – to join him on a mission to 
bring the gang leaders to justice.

Things get entertainingly and brutally out 
of hand, but while Riders Of Justice works 
compellingly as a twisty, suspenseful crime 
thriller, there are some more unexpected 
things at stake in Jensen’s devious black 
comedy. There’s a clever philosophical 
strand, to do with chance and the intricate, 
hidden causes of everything – all leading 
back to a Christmas wish in Estonia. Then 
there’s a droll, oddly touching comedy 
about the adoptive extended family that 
�nds itself hiding out at Markus’s house, 
including his teenage daughter, a rescued 
rent boy and Otto’s massively dysfunctional 
sidekicks, who are posing unconvincingly 
as psychotherapists. A scowling Mikkelsen 
essentially plays the straight man, but 
behind that thicket of beard he’s clearly 
having as much fun as everyone else.

NIGHT OF THE KINGS  Gangs vying for 
dominance, a cell block boss in danger of 
losing his supremacy, ine�ectual screws 
powerless to contain chaos… The language 

Vigilantes in Denmark, 
prison dramas in Côte 
d’Ivoire, a boy of beauty, 
women in love and 
migrants in limbo 
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Mads’ men: 
Nikolai  
Lie Kaas, 
Nikolas  
Bro, Lars 
Brygmann 
and Mads 
Mikelssen in 
Riders Of 
Justice  

RIDERS OF
JUSTICE
Directed by
Anders Thomas
Jensen
Starring Mads
Mikkelsen,
Nikolaj Lie Kaas
Opens July 23
Cert To be
confirmed
7/10

NIGHT OF
THE KINGS
Directed by
Philippe
Lacôte
Starring
Bakary Koné,
Steve
Tientcheu
Opens July 23
Cert 12A
7/10

THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL BOY
IN THE WORLD
Directed by
Kristian Petri,
Kristina Lindström
Starring Bjørn
Andrésen
Opens July 30
Cert To be
confirmed
8/10

TWO OF US
Directed by
Filippo
Meneghetti
Starring
Barbara
Sukowa,
Martine
Chevallier
Opens July 16
Cert 12
7/10

LIMBO
Directed by 
Ben Sharrock
Starring Amir 
El-Masry,  
Sidse Babett 
Knudsen
Opens July 30
Cert To be 
confirmed
6/10
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Directed by Kristina Lindström and Kristian 
Petri, The Most Beautiful Boy In The World – as 
Visconti dubbed him – follows Andrésen from 
his time as a young deity to the present. Now, 
though only 66, he is a lean, haggard greybeard 
who resembles Gandalf’s fashionista cousin (he’s
recently used his singular looks in Midsommar 
and Border). Andrésen comes across as a reserved
�gure, evidently damaged by the shock of early 
celebrity. But we also learn that he is haunted  
by the death of a young son, many years ago.

The �lm gleans footage from Andresen’s  
life, pre- and post-fame, as well as at its height; 
talks to people around him; and follows him 
on his contemporary travels. There’s clearly 
considerable trust between him and the directors, 
although at moments the �lm feels at least 
borderline intrusive. Still, this is a mesmerising 
and compassionate �lm that avoids being merely a
cautionary tale – or worse, a freak show – to make
a sobering statement about mortality, human 
frailty and the destructive cult of the image.

 
TWO OF US  This French �lm is what you might 
call a chamber drama – in fact, it’s a drama of two
chambers, or rather apartments. They belong 
to two elderly women, Nina and Madeleine, 
long-term lovers who essentially live together – 
although Madeleine has never been open about 
their relationship, so that the world believes that 
they’re just neighbours. When Madeleine has a 
stroke, Nina suddenly �nds herself locked out 
of her partner’s life, ignored by her distrustful 
family and engaged in an escalating con�ict  
with Madeleine’s carer. 

A love story that works somewhat like a 
Hitchock thriller, this is a drama about territory, 
as Madeleine’s apartment – once home to Nina 
– becomes a forbidden zone. The �lm o�ers 
something of a revelation for cinemagoers in the 

form of Martine Chevallier, who plays Madeleine:
she’s an eminent theatre and TV veteran but
less known on big screen. But cinephiles will
particularly relish the performance that really
carries the �lm: German actress Barbara Sukowa
as Nina. The star of �lms by Margarethe von
Trotta and Rainer Werner Fassbinder (she was
the Dietrich-like cabaret singer and sex worker
in his 1981 �lm Lola), she gives a mesmerising
performance here, ranging from fragile
desperation to uncrushable determination.
Filippo Meneghetti’s drama is a real rarity in
cinema: a depiction of women in love but far
outside the aestheticised romanticism of youth.

LIMBO British �lm Limbo has been conquering
transatlantic hearts and minds since it premiered
in Toronto last year. It has charm to spare, though
in a restrained, melancholic way that makes
it akin, more than anything, to the tragicomic
oddities that sometimes surface from Icelandic
cinema (Rams, Of Horses And Men). Of course, the
fact that it takes place on a desolate, windblown
island may have something to do with that.

The �lm is set in a scantily populated Scottish
community where a collection of asylum
seekers has been sent to cool their heels – a
destination chosen, says one migrant, in order
to discourage them and make them go back.
The central character is Omar (Amir El-Masry),
a laconic young Syrian oud player, who keeps
his instrument by his side but has pretty much
forgotten how to play it. His housemates are two
young African men posing as brothers – forever
warring, but clearly joined at the hip and the
heart – and Farhad, an indefatigably upbeat
Afghan (Vikash Bhai), who worships Freddie
Mercury and enjoys the company of chickens.

EpisodesbothcomicandsorrowfulbefallOmar,
togentlyamusinge�ect–thoughLimbo feelsout
of its depth tonally when it has to contend with
real tragedy. Sidse Babett Knudsen (from TV’s
Borgen) and Kenneth Collard seem awkwardly
out of place in goo�ly deadpan scenes as a couple
who coach the new arrivals in British customs.
Shot beautifully by Nick Cooke, this is a �lm
that’s most eloquent when it lets its landscapes
speak, with static human �gures framed to o�en
absurd e�ect in the wild outdoors. However, the
�lm asks us to care about its characters in a way
that director Ben Sharrock’s formal tendencies
don’t quite allow for; and the satire of British 
insular xenophobia is sometimes too �atly stated. 
Still, beneath the comedy, Sharrock is serious 
about depicting the experience of migrants from 
their own perspective. While Limbo doesn’t quite 
balance the candour, the artfulness and the 
political anger, it bene�ts from breathing an
air that’s markedly stranger and headier than
you normally �nd in British art cinema.   
JONATHAN ROMNEY

Behind that 
beard Mikkelsen 
is having as much 
fun as anyone

THE WORLD TO COME
OPENS JULY 23
Mona Fastvold’s film may  
be the sort of Lesbian Period 
Drama recently spoofed by 
Saturday Night Live but it’s  
one of the best of its kind – a 
compellingly staged story  
of 19th-century America, 
superbly acted by Vanessa 
Kirby and Katherine Waterston. 

OLD
OPENS JULY 23
M Night Shyamalan returns  
with a tale of weirdness on the 
beach, starring Gael García 
Bernal and Phantom Thread’s 
Vicky Krieps.  
 
THE SPARKS BROTHERS
OPENS JULY 30
About to conquer the European 
arthouse with their Leos Carax 
collaboration Annette, Ron and 
Russell Mael’s six-decade 
career is celebrated in this 
documentary by Edgar Wright. 

THE GREEN KNIGHT
OPENS AUGUST 6
Director David Lowery (A  
Ghost Story) goes grand-scale 
Arthurian in his version of the 
Gawain legend, starring  
Dev Patel, Alicia Vikander  
and Joel Edgerton. 
 
STILLWATER
OPENS AUGUST 6       
Matt Damon and Camille  
Cottin (from Call My Agent!) 
star in Spotlight director 
Tom McCarthy’s drama 
about an American oil worker 
moving to France to clear his 
daughter of a murder charge.

ALSO OUT...

Old

Stillwater
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The Harlem 
Cultural Festival, 
1969: (c/wise 
from left) Nina 
Simone, Gladys 
Knight & The Pips 
and Sly & The 
Family Stone
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BOB DYLAN
ODDS AND ENDS
SONY PICTURES

7/10
ConvenientcollectionofDylan
microdocumentaries

Almost every new release 
in Dylan’s Bootleg Series 
and other archival strands 
has come complemented 
by online promo 	lms.  
More than advertising, 
these videos are valuable 

micro docs, featuring key collaborators 
and commentators, sly humour and 
previously unreleased archive footage 
(the most mouthwatering here in the 
excellent 	lms covering the fabled 
1966 tour and The Basement Tapes). 
This digital-only release handily 
sweeps them all together into one 
place, forming a disjointed, two-
hour patchwork of 1961-74. The only 
downside is that most of them remain 
available for free online… for now.
DAMIEN LOVE
 THE ROLLING STONES
A BIGGER BANG - LIVE ON 
COPACABANA BEACH
MERCURY STUDIOS

9/10
Thegreatestbeachpartythe
world’severseen

Of the 147 shows the 
Stones played on the 
Bigger Bang tour, the 
biggest of all came when 
they touched down in 
Rio on February 18, 
2006 to play in front of 

1.5 million fans spread over the two 
and a half golden miles of Copacabana 
Beach. The 20-song, two hour set is 
thrillingly shot close-up and personal 
on stage but when the cameras cut 
away to convey the sheer vastness 
of the spectacle, the scenes are as 
awesome as the show itself.
Extras: 8/10. Deluxe edition comes 
with a 40-page book and a November 
2005 concert from Salt Lake City on  
the Bigger Bang tour.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

THE STORY OF FILM:  
AN ODYSSEY
NETWORK

8/10
TenthanniversaryBlu-raydebut
foralandmarkseries

Hosted by Mark 
Cousins with a 
winning blend of 
academic insight and 
enthusiasm, this 15-
part doc charts both 
the technological 

progress of cinema over 120 years 
and how movies have mirrored the 
histories of the cultures that made 
them. Cousins’ interviews with dozens 
of directors, producers and performers 
are frequently enlightening, and this 
new high-de	nition treatment helps 
the hundreds of archive clips shine. A 
valuable reference work to be dipped 
into time and again, or to enjoy in one 
delightfully long binge.
Extras: None.
TERRY STAUNTON

“DO you remember
the Harlem Cultural 
Festival?” the 
interviewer asks, 
and 50 years on,  
by the distant looks 
on some faces, you 
sense even people 

who were there are still not sure 
if it was all some hazy, childhood 
’60s summer dream. A�er all, until 
recently it had le� barely a ripple in 
the wider culture, overshadowed 
by Woodstock happening a couple 
of hundred miles north and the 
ongoing political turmoil of 1969.

“The Harlem Cultural Festival 
was, indeed, a meaningful entity,” 
the journalist Raymond Robinson 
wrote at the time, “but was it fully 
appreciated? The only time the white 
press concerns itself with the black 
community is during a riot or major 
disturbance…” Sure enough the tapes 
of these six incredible free shows 
that took place in Mount Morris Park 
through June, July and August of 1969 
have languished in a Westchester 
basement for more than 50 years.

What’s brought to light in Ahmir 
“Questlove” Thompson’s thrilling 
and timely doc, is a revelation: an 
event that rewrites everything you 

thought you knew about postwar
pop. Here in a park on 124th Street, 
as Apollo 11 landed on the moon and
the Panther 21 Trial rolled on, as the 
long mourning of MLK continued 
and the heroin epidemic burgeoned,
more than 300,000 gathered to 
witness a stunning staging of the 
Black American musical diaspora: 
from blues to jazz to soul, Motown 
and Sly Stone’s psychedelic fantasia.

But in one sense the music is 
secondary. Witnesses agree they’d 
never seen so many black people 
together before. The event was put 
together by eccentric, enigmatic 
lounge singer turned cultural 
hustler Tony Lawrence, under the 
patronage of Republican mayor John
Lindsay and with the sponsorship 
of Maxwell House. The police were 
largely absent, with the Panthers 
providing security. The crowd is 
wonderful: grooving old guys in 
trilbies, jiving matriarchs, dapper 
dudes in dashikis. “When I looked 
into the crowd I was overtaken with 
joy,” says Mavis Staples, still moved 
50 years later.

The music is, of course astonishing.
Stevie Wonder, still only 19 but 
greeted as a conquering hero, 
spi¤ed up in a gold cravat, like some 

regency dandy, casually playing 
the most incendiary drum solo 
you’ve heard, while a courtier holds 
a brolly above him. Nina Simone, 
a visiting dignitary from cosmic 
Wakanda, 	rmly but politely asking 
whether we’re willing to smash 
“white things”. Sly And The Family 
Stone, and their white drummer Greg 
Errico in particular, slowly winning 
over the crowd before blowing their 
minds with an irresistible “Higher”. 
And then there’s Mavis Staples, 
humbly accepting the gospel torch 
from Sister Mahalia Jackson, as 
they’re driven to inspired glossolalia 
in memory of Martin Luther King…

And what about David Ru§n, 
a snazzy, lanky crow, leading the 
crowd with an unearthly falsetto 
on “My Girl”, and Gladys Knight 
burning up “I Heard It Through the 
Grapevine”? Maybe the weirdest 
triumph of all are the 5th Dimension, 
dolled out in creamsicle orange and 
Big Bird yellow, surely the whitest 
sounding group of 1969, dazzling the 
crowd with “Let the Sunshine In”.

“We were creating a new world,” 
one woman remembers thinking, 
“Harlem was our Camelot.” With 
Summer Of Soul, that myth feels 
close enough to touch.

Summer Of Soul will be released 
in cinemas across the UK and 
Ireland on July 16 before showing 
on Disney+ from July 30 

  

SUMMER OF SOUL  
(… OR WHEN THE REVOLUTION 
COULD NOT BE TELEVISED) DISNEY+

10/10
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Not Fade Away
Fondly remembered this month…

Synthpioneer
�1933�2021�

EngineerandcomposerPeter
Zinovie(below)playedamajorrole
inshapingthecourseofmodern
musicwhenheco-foundedElectronic
MusicStudioswithDavidCockerell
andTristramCaryinLondonin
1969.Oneofthe�rstcompaniesto
makesynthesiserscommercially
available,EMSdevelopedtheVCS3
andSynthiA,employedinthe’70s

byPinkFloyd,Kra�werk,Brian
Eno,Hawkwind,Jean-MichelJarre,
TheWho,ToddRundgren,King
Crimsonandcountlessothers.
ThesonofRussianaristocrats
who’d�edtherevolution,Zinovie
begancreatingelectronicmusic
withUnitDeltaPlus,featuringBBC
RadiophonicWorkshopmembers
DeliaDerbyshireandBrianHodgson,
in1966.Ayearlatertheyperformed
atashowcasegigattheRoundhouse,
alongsidePaulMcCartney(avisitor
toZinovie’sstudioinPutney),

whounveiledthe
still-unreleasedavant-
gardepiece,“Carnival
OfLight”.Zinovie
reignitedhisinterestin
compositioninrecent
years,workingwith
varioussoundartists,
musiciansandpoets,
includingregular
collaborator
KatrinaPorteous.

Datblygufrontman
�1964�2021�

DescribedbyGruRhysas“a
gigantic�gure”,singer,songwriter
andpoetDavidREdwardscame
toprominenceasthefrontman
ofWelshpost-punksDatblygu.
HeandschoolmateTWynDavies
formedthebandinCardiganin
1982,withmulti-instrumentalist
PatriciaMorganjoiningacoupleof
yearslater.Theband,withEdwards
vocalisingmostly inWelsh,caught
JohnPeel’sattentionwiththeir
1986EP,“Hwgr-Grawth-Og”.A
full-lengthdebut,Wyau, landedin
1988.EdwardsbalancedDatblygu
withtheoddcollaboration,most
notably1992’sLL.LLvT.G.MCDRE,
conceivedwithT Gwydrand
electronicaout�tLlwybrLlaethog.
HeandMorgandisbandedDatblygu
inthemid-’90s,butreturnedin
2012.Theyissueda�nalalbum,

CwmGwagle, lastyear.SuperFurry
Animalscovered“YTeimlad”on
2000’sMwngandfrontmanRhys
toldNation.Cymruthat,“His
contributiontotheWelshlanguage
can’tbeoverestimatedandhiswork
withDatblyguservesasafocalpoint
for itsvibrantcounter-culture.”

Slideguitaristandsinger
�1945�2021�

EllenMcIlwainecreditedJimi
Hendrix,withwhomsheplayed
inGreenwichVillagein1966,for
inspiringherdistinctiveslideguitar
work.Shefrontedpsychedelic
rockersFearItself for theirsoledebut
twoyearslater,beforeembarking
onalongsolocareerwith1972’s
HonkyTonkAngel.Hervarious
collaborators includedJack
Bruce(1982’sEverybodyNeeds
It)andtablaplayerCassiusKhan
(2006’s MysticBridge).

-

A
LAN LEWIS was 
already a publishing 
legend when he 
oversaw the launch 
of Uncut in 1997. His 

career in music journalism started 
when he joined Melody Maker 
in 1969 as Production Editor. He 
also wrote authoritatively about 
soul music and in 1973 launched 
Black Music, a pioneering monthly 
dedicated to soul, R&B and reggae. 
Subsequently, as editor of Sounds, 
Alan was alert to punk’s �rst 
stirrings, famously changing the 
paper’s direction overnight when he 
replaced a scheduled Rod Stewart 
cover story with brash upstarts The 
Damned, a typical masterstroke.
Alan was similarly quick to react
to what Sounds dubbed The New
Wave Of British Heavy Metal,
switching its allegiance from
punk to bands like Def Leppard,
Saxon and Iron Maiden, inspiring
him to mastermind the launch
in 1983 of Kerrang!, another
publishing triumph.

Alantookabreakfromjournalism
inthemid-’80s, torunapub.But
theroleofgenial landlordproved

more demanding than imagined 
and put him on the wrong side of 
the bar. He returned to publishing 
at IPC, as editor of pop weekly No 1. 
In 1987, he was tasked with reviving 
the recently �oundering NME 
and, in the early ’90s, he assumed 
publishing responsibilities for both 
Melody Maker and NME, launched 
Vox and Muzik, and was in�uential 
in the development of Loaded, Alan 
being about the only publishing 
executive who could temper editor 
James Brown’s wilder editorial 
fancies. They were a brilliant team 
and Loaded quickly became a 
publishing phenomenon. 

Alan was involved with Uncut 
from its early development until 
his untimely departure from IPC, a 
victim of a callous new publishing 
culturewithlittleregardforthe
editorialvalueshecherished.
From2002untilheretiredin2011,
heeditedRecordCollector,driven
aseverbyasimpleimperativeto
entertainandinform.

Alanwasinmanywaystheperfect
publisher.Supportive,enthusiastic,
rarelyinterfering.Generouswith
wiseadvice;criticismdeliveredwith
adeadpanwit.Duringthefrantic
six-weekscrambletoproducethe
�rstUncut,hebroughtareassuring

Man among 
mentors: Alan 
Lewis in the  
early 1970s
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calm, usually responding to serial 
crises by suggesting a quick trip 
to the pub to rethink and regroup, 
a winning strategy in most 
circumstances. He’ll be remembered 
by everyone who worked with him 

as an inspiration, for his loyalty, droll 
hilarity, impeccable journalistic 
instincts, infectious enthusiasms 
and an unforgettable way with a 
good pub yarn. Thank you, man, 
for everything. ALLAN JONES



-

D
ISCOVERING the 
music of Pandit 
Pran Nath was 
an epiphany for 
Memphis-born 

musician Jon Hassell. Introduced 
to the Indian classical singer 
by fellow minimalists La Monte 
Young and Terry Riley in the early 
’70s, Hassell studied raga under 
Nath, adapting elements of the 
Kirana vocal style for trumpet. It 
led to Hassell developing what he 
called “Fourth World” music, a 
blend of traditional ethnic sounds 
and processed electronica. “It’s 
about making a beautiful shape 
in air,” he explained to All About 
Jazz. Hassell’s debut album, 1977’s 
Vernal Equinox – on which his 
trumpet and electric piano playing 

was augmented by Indian frame 
drums, synths and mbira – was 
its �rst manifestation. Brian Eno, 
who called it “music I felt I’d been 
waiting for”, became an instant  
fan, leading to their joint 1980  
work, Fourth World, Vol 1:  
Possible Musics.

A graduate of New York’s Eastman 
School Of Music, Hassell �rst studied
under Karlheinz Stockhausen 
in mid-’60s Cologne, where his 
classmates included future Can 
members Irmin Schmidt and 
Holger Czukay. He returned to the 
US in 1967, appearing as part of 
Terry Riley’s ensemble for the �rst 
recording of the seminal In C a year 
later. Hassell went on to perform with
Young’s Theatre Of Eternal Music, 
though his exposure to Nath brought 
about a change in approach. 

He enjoyed crossover success 
by contributing to Talking Heads’ 

“HousesInMotion”fromtheEno-
producedRemainInLight, followed
byguestappearanceswithDavid
Sylvian(BrilliantTrees,Alchemy),
PeterGabriel (soundtracksforBirdy
andPassion)andTearsForFears
(TheSeedsOfLove).RyCooderwas
afrequentcollaboratorfromthe
’90sonwards, themostconcerted

expressionofwhichwas2000’s
HollowBamboo,withIndian
musiciansAbhijitBanerjeeand
RonuMajumdar.Hassellcontinued
to�lterhisFourthWorldaesthetic
overthedecades,his�nalrelease
arrivingin2020withthemutable
SeeingThroughSound(Pentimento
VolumeTwo).

Blackaliciousrapper
�1971�2021�

Knownforhiscomplexrhymes
anddexteroustechnique,rapper
TimParker–akaGi�OfGab–
formedhip-hopduoBlackalicious
withXavier ‘ChiefXcel’Mosleyin
Californiain1992.Thepair issued
fouralbumsandvariousEPsover
thefollowingdecades,during
whichtimeGi�OfGabalsorecorded
solo(debutingwith2004’s4th
DimensionalRocketshipsGoingUp)
andcollaboratedwithDJShadow,G.
Love,Lotusandmanymore.

Jazz-funktrombonist
�1934�2021�

BrazilianRauldeSouzamadehis
namewithSérgioMendes’Bossa
Riointhe1960s.Hewentsolowith
1975’sColours, featuringCannonball
Adderley,andenjoyedgreater
successwiththeGeorgeDuke-
producedfollow-up,SweetLucy.
Earlier thisyearhereleasedthe
albumPlenitudewiththeRaulde
SouzaGenerationsBand.

Ambrosiakeyboardist
�DOB UNKNOWN�2021� 

David Cutler Lewis joined 
Californian so�-rockers Ambrosia 
in 1978, and played on major US hits 
“Biggest Part Of Me” and “You’re 
The Only Woman” before quitting 
in 1982. Lewis then joined New Age 
band Shadowfax, with whom he 

wonaGrammyfor1988’sFolksongs
ForANuclearVillage.

Pianistandcomposer
�1938�2021�

FredericRzewskistudiedatHarvard
andPrincetonpriortomovingto
Rome,whereheco-foundedfree
improvtrioMusicaElettronicaViva
in1966.ReturningtoNewYork�ve
yearslater,Rzewskibeganrecording
aseriesofworks, includingthe
socio-politicalThePeopleUnited
WillNeverBeDefeated!andthe
minimal, jazz-in�ectedComing
Together,basedonlettersfroma
prisoneratAtticaState.

NorthernSoulhitmaker
�1942�2021�

NewYorkerPhilAnastasi,who
changedhisnametoDeanParrish
ontheadviceofRonnieSpector,
earnedlegendarystatusonthe
NorthernSoulcircuitwhen“I’mOn
MyWay”becameaWiganCasino
favourite inthemid-’70s.The
reissued1967singlemadetheUK
Top40.Aformersessionplayerfor
JimiHendrix,Parrishalsoappeared
inanepisodeofTheSopranos.

Motownhornplayer
�1939�2021�

Detroit-based trumpeter Johnny 
Trudell played with a number of big 
names during Motown’s glory years,
such as The Temptations, Martha 

Reeves,TheFourTopsandMarvin
GayeonWhat’sGoingOn).Trudell
madehissolobowin1979with
DreamDanceandissuedabelated
follow-up,ButBeautiful, in1993.

Belfastbluesman
�1948�2021�

HailedbyBBCRadioUlster’sRalph
McLeanas“aniconic�gureinlocal
musicfordecades”,bluesguitarist
RabMcCullochwasreveredin
Belfast forhisweeklybasement
showsattheEmpireMusicHall,a
residencythat lasted21years.His
careersawhimsharestageswith
thelikesofVanMorrison,Rory
Gallagher,AC/DCandJimiHendrix.

Celticfolkcustodian
�1956�2021�

Laudedbysuch�guresasEmmylou
HarrisandLindaRonstadt,Grace
Gri°thwasagalvanisingpresence
ontheWashingtonDCfolkscene
fromthelate’80s.Havingpreviously
ledtheCeltic-in�uencedConnemara,
hersolodebutwas1996’sGrace
and,soona�er,shehelpedEva
Cassidyachieveposthumousfame
byintroducinghermusictotheBlix
Streetlabel.Gri°th’s�nalalbumwas
2014’sPassingThrough.

Undergroundscenester
�1952�2021�

Songwriterandpercussionist
EdwardDunntookhisaliasfrom

hiscityofbirth,wherehewentonto
jointheWhitePantherparty.A�er
relocatingtoHollywoodtoform
TheTerminalWaveBandinthe
’70s,he�nallysettledinPhoenix,
Arizona,releasingahandfulof
psych-folkalbums(beginningwith
1982’s ImmortalGod’s),becomingan
uno°cialmemberofSunCityGirls
andtouringwithMeatPuppets.

Esteemedcharacteractor
�1937�2021�

Oncedeclared“thebusiestactor
inHollywood”byDailyVariety,
NedBeattyexcelledinaseriesof
supportingrolesoveracareerthat
spanned�vedecades.Hisbigbreak
arrivedwhenJohnBoormancast
himastheterrorisedBobbyTrippe
in1972’sDeliverance,a�erwhich
heappearedinthelikesofNetwork
(receivinganOscarnomination),All
ThePresident’sMen,Supermanand
TheBigEasy.

SkidRowsinger
�1965�2021�

JohnnySolingerformedhis
ownband,Solinger, inTexasin
1990.A�ernineyearsandfour
independentlyreleasedalbums,he
washiredbynewlyreformedmetal
out�tSkidRowasreplacementfor
SebastianBach.Solingerbecame
theirlongest-servingfrontman(a
tenurethatincluded2003’sThickskin
and2006’sRevolutionsPerMinute),
beforeleavingtogosoloin2015.
ROBHUGHES

Breaking the Fourth wall: 
Jon Hassell plays trumpet 
and mans the electronics 
on stage in New York, 
February 2009
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FESTIVAL OF DREAMS
I was at the Newport festival that 
Michaelangelo Matos mentions in 
his fine article about Sly & the Family
Stone [August issue]. Promoter 
George Wein had previously ran 
both folk and jazz festivals at 
the site, but with the growing 
popularity of rock music he decided 
to feature both jazz and rock acts in 
this first – and last – experimental 
Newport Jazz and Rock festival.

The memories are hazy, but Miles 
Davis was definitely there, and 
possibly Herbie Hancock, Ten Years 
After and the Jeff Beck Group. As 
Matos relates, fans tore down the 
perimeter fence during Sly & The 
Family Stone’s lively set and 
stormed the site. Fearing more 
trouble, Wein announced that he 
was cancelling the next act – Led 
Zeppelin. That’s when the seats 
started flying, and Wein quickly 
relented, allowing Zep to go on.

Good as these acts were, however, 
for me the highlight of the festival 
was the astounding performance by 
Denmark’s The Savage Rose – the 
best group no-one has ever heard of 
– with their lead singer Annisette
Kopel prowling about the stage and 
belting out songs in one of rock 
music’s most powerful-ever voices. 
(They’ve several fine albums to 
their name as well).
Bruce Paley, Pembrokeshire
Hey, Bruce. We’re glad you enjoyed 
Michaelangelo’s piece, but more 
importantly thanks for sharing 
your eyewitness account from the 
Newport festival. What a lineup… 
[MB]

PURPLE PRAISE
Thanks for the Prince cover story 
[July issue]! I really enjoyed reading 

about all these different aspects of 
his career, but the piece that got my 
attention was about the guerrilla 
gigs. I was there at Camden’s Electric 
Ballroom. We stood in the rain for 
hours! Everyone was very excited 
and nervous about getting in but 
there was a great communal 
atmosphere. Mid-afternoon, I 
remember someone from his 
management company started 
handing out purple umbrellas! Not 
long after that, we got handed 
strawberry milkshakes! That kept 
us going (just about) for the rest 
of the wait. We finally got in just 
after 7pm – everyone ran straight 
to the toilets! The gig itself? Well, 

that was one of the best shows I’ve 
been to in my life.
Harriet Harper, Croydon

 
REVIEWING THE 
SITUATION
One of my favourite sections of 
Uncut is the review section. I imagine 
it has to be selective with so much 
new material released every month. 
However, I bring your attention to 
three Richard Thompson releases on 
Bandcamp over the last year not 
reviewed by Uncut:

Live From London – 16 first-class 
performances of classic songs by 
the man.

“Bloody Noses” EP – six new 
songs.

“Serpent’s Tears” EP– six new 
songs.

Each deserves a review. Maybe 
you’ll consider covering all three in 
a future issue.
Malcolm Couldridge, via email

…Just wanted to weigh in with an
opinion over the ongoing debate 
about the music reviews in Uncut. 
I have to say that I agree with your 
rationale 100 per cent: ie, select 
the new releases you like the most 
and write about them – and if 
this means ratings are pretty 
much always 7-9/10, so be it, 
acknowledging also that a 10/10 
review is vanishingly rare.

I must confess to being perplexed 
by a recent letter which bemoaned 
the lack of low ratings and which 
harked back to the days when 
records were eviscerated as a matter 
of course. Growing up in the ’70s 
and ’80s, such music journalism 
was par for the course, where 
writers harboured the delusion that 
they were more important than the 
artists they were reviewing. I for one 
don’t miss the inane ramblings of 
these people, because I was never 
convinced that they truly believed 
what they were writing. I do believe 
that an Uncut review is a sincere 
expression of the reviewer’s opinion 
– as your writers are music fans
first and ‘critics’ a distant second. 
Peace out! Ed Robson, via email

 
HEAVENLY VIEW
Great to see Ian McNabb’s double 
album Utopian getting a good 
review. He’s been beavering away 
all these years in relative obscurity 
and it’s way past time that his 
substantial solo catalogue was 
given an overview. Utopian is 
an excellent album packed with 
great songs and I can’t recall 
hearing a more consistent double 
album for a long time. Let’s 
have a feature on Liverpool’s 
most underrated and under-
exposed songsmith!
Alan Savage, via email
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Almost cancelled: 
Led Zeppelin 
at the Newport 
festival in 1969

Prince at the 
Electric 
Ballroom, 
London, 
2014
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Email letters@uncut.co.uk.  
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ANSWERS:TAKE290
ACROSS
1+10ATheManWith
TheChildInHisEyes,8
DOA,11NME,12
Elemental,14Sting,16
Turtles,18+33AThere
There,19Goo,20Rich,
22Falco,24Orb,25

Dreja,26Sunshine,27
Smiths,30Blues.

DOWN
1TicketToRide,2Exile,
4Win,5ThisLove,6
ThereSheGoes,7+32A
EdenKane,9Osman,13
Testify,15+3DGoodbye

And Hello, 17 Rocket 
Man, 19 Glorious, 21 
Taste, 23 Louise, 28 Set, 
29 OK, 30 BE, 31 So.

HIDDEN ANSWER:  
“Take Me With U”

XWORD COMPILED BY:
Trevor Hungerford

LETTER FROM AMERICA
Greetings from College Park, 
Georgia, USA!

Your celebration of Dylan’s 80th 
birthday in the June 2021 issue is 
absolutely sublime. I’m the type of 
Bobfan who has nearly 100 books or 
magazines written about him, and 
essentially all albums and 
box sets. Yet in this article, I found 
myself discovering new nuggets 
of interest over and over. The 
reminiscences through the decades 
by people who knew Dylan are 
just fantastic.

And the compilation CD – 
amaaaazing. One of my favorites 
ever. And I say this as a longtime 
fan of your magazine with many 
dozens of Uncut CDs through 
the years.

Thank you all so much for Uncut’s 
articles, features, compilation CDs, 
and everything. You ROCK!
Noel Mayeske, College Park, 
Georgia, USA

 
BAD DAY FOR BOB
I find Harry Benson’s assertion in 
your Paul McCartney photo feature 
[August issue] that Bob Dylan was 
slow-witted around The Beatles 
very strange. He obviously has not 
seen the 1966 film Dont Look Back 
in which Lennon seems to be in awe
of Dylan.
Richard Thomas, via email 
Perhaps Bob was having an 
off-day, Richard?

 
STAR OF ST GEORGE
Thank you for your article by Klaus 
Voormann on George Harrison [July 
issue]! I am quite sure I’m not the first
or last to react on the opening of his 
text, that we should keep in mind 
that George was a Gemini.

I seem to recall that he was born 
on February 25, 1943, which would 
be Pisces. I acknowledge that this is
a very superflous remark, in the 
perspective of Voormann’s personal
relationships with The Beatles, his 
sleeve for Revolver and bass 
playing. I’m not even that interested
in astrology. But, just to set the 
record straight.
Ludvig Josephson, Stockholm, 
Sweden

 
A DIFFERENT DRUMMER 
Enjoyed the Jackson Browne article 
[July issue], great to see him ageing 
gracefully and still being so active 
50 years on from The Troubador. 
Just one picture error though – the 
sidebar from Russ Kunkel showed a 
picture of the great but troubled LA 
session drummer Jim Gordon – of 
Derek And The Dominoes fame – 
backing Jackson.
Andy Spofforth, via email

CROSSWORD
OneoftwocopiesofSteveGunn’sOtherYouon LP

HOW TO ENTER 
The letters in the shaded squares form an anagram of a song by The Beatles. 
When you’ve worked out what it is, email your answer to: competitions@uncut.
co.uk. The first correct entries picked at random will win a prize. Closing date: 
Wed,August18,2021.ThiscompetitionisonlyopentoEuropeanresidents.

CLUES ACROSS
1 Man walks into a bar and puts an old 
Bee Gees song on the jukebox… (1-7-1-
4)
9 Album with quite a punch from The 
National (5)
10 Dope stank awfully, No Doubt (4-5)
11 Really going to town singing the 
praises of The Verve (5-5)
13 Germans who had “The Power” (4)
14 A questionable solo album from 
Ginger Baker (3)
15 They celebrated their biggest hit 
with some “Milk And Alcohol” (2-8)
18 Song that makes reference to a jar, 
socks and rice (7-5)
21 Of their four singles, one had a 
“Timeless Melody” (3)
23 (See 20 down)
24 Three Imaginary Boys turned out to
be this band (4)
25 Laugh aloud with the inclusion of a 
number by Texas (4)
26 Moving on from Felt, Lawrence’s 
material became harder (5)
27 All the people concerned with a 
Tommy Roe song (9)
31 A bit of a following for Sub Pop label 
band (3)
32 “Help The ____”, Pulp (4)
33 “____ I’ll remember all my life”, The 
Kinks (4)

CLUES DOWN
2 Air of excitement from him (4-3)
3+16D The word from The Streets is 
that this’ll cost you (1-5-4-4-3-4)
4 1988 album from Galaxie 500 set in 
the present time (5)
5 Put on one of the Everly Brothers (3)
6+22D How to come to a simple 
agreement with Snow Patrol (4-3-3)
7 Alan _____ , manager of both The 
Beatles and The Rolling Stones (5)
8 Musicians ____ Spence or ____ 
James (4)
9 An indecent couple of days lined up 
with new album by Wolf Alice (4-7)
12 Blondie music that cannot be 
described as ‘way out’ (2-4)
13 _____ White, guitarist with Thin 
Lizzy in the early ’80s (5)
16 (See 3 down)
17 Band that evolved into Vinegar Joe 
and title of their debut album (4)
19 New oven broken by Bob Seger (4-3)
20+23A Opening act to Glastonbury 
2013 with an unbilled performance 
(5-3)
21 Cool arrangement of album by The 
Fun Lovin’ Criminals (4)
22 (See 6 down)
28 Garbage drummer and producer of 
Nirvana’s Nevermind (3)
29 Looking embarrassed at owning 
Elbow’s first single (3)
30 They worked out “E=MC2” (1-1-1)
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NINA SIMONE
LIVEINEUROPE TRIP,1972

I was given this album by Rufus. I’d already started
writing songs and playing some shows, but I
was really moved when I heard this. Obviously
she’s the singer and the piano player who’s
leading the whole band, but she doesn’t take too

much emphasis away from the purpose of the song. She doesn’t sing as a
songwriter, because oftentimes she didn’t write the songs, but as someone
conveying the idea of the song. Obviously in this case “Ne Me Quitte Pas”
would have spoken to her. [The album inspired me] to be good on stage, to be
interesting and compelling musically, but also to give space to others who
are on stage around you. It’s not an ego trip!

VAN MORRISON
VEEDONFLEECE WARNERBROS,1974

I heard this record years ago, but it was recently
sent to me by happenstance at the very moment
I was discovering my new middle-aged love. It’s
kind of amazing to meet somebody at the age of
42, and it was very exciting. My new partner lives

at the end of a cul-de-sac in Woodstock – there’s a song called “Cul De Sac” 
on Veedon Fleece and it became my anthem as I drove to visit him with this 
incredible feeling of joy. I would turn up Veedon Fleece super-loud on the
highway and roll the windows down. All of the freedom of Van and how he’s 
singing and how the band are playing is just completely intoxicating, and
that’s how I felt.

RICHARD, CAM & BERT
LIMITEDEDITION TRILOGY,1969

Thiswasafavouriteofmymother’s, fromtherecord
collection in our family home in Saint-Sauveur
where I grew up. It’s an oddball record – they’re
buskers, essentially, in San Francisco in the ’60s
and ’70s. One song is called “Sittin’ In The Kitchen”

and it really made you feel like you were in Haight-Ashbury, at somebody’s
kitchen table. I know that [my mother] later reached out to them to find out
their story and they became pen pals. I think they did have some success
as musicians, but that album definitely felt like a discovery. It spoke to an
American style of travelling around, playing your guitar, busking on the
streets… They had really nice three-part harmonies but it wasn’t too perfect.

JANE SIBERRY
THEWALKING
DUKESTREETRECORDS/REPRISE,1987

Recently I was trying to clean up my house, going
through some cassettes, and I found a cassette
of an artist that I used to really love: Jane Siberry.
She’s got a very particular, wonderful voice. The

Walking is definitely from an era, but it’s incredibly haunting and mystical
– not at all in the same songwriting style as myself, much more esoteric.
She’s quite a complicated and intense person and you can hear that in her
music. She’s expressing some of her pain, but it’s done in a way that’s very
jazz, [with] incredible chords and interesting keyboard sounds. You can
hear an anger in her music, but it all comes out in this beautiful, rangy voice. 

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
ATTEMPTEDMUSTACHE COLUMBIA,1973

I’m obviously very influenced by my parents’
music. On this album he’s with a band, which
is not something he’s known for. You can hear
him trying to break out of the singer-songwriter
thing, like Bob Dylan did with The Band, allowing

himself to be a little bit more free, stylistically. As a kid, when I would see
him play, I was very moved by songs that referred to me because I felt like I
existed. I didn’t get to grow up with him that much: I lived with my mother
in Canada and he was down in New York. But of course I loved the idea that
I was in his songs, and it was a way for him to communicate with me and my
brother about some of the regrets that he had.

JONI MITCHELL
BLUE REPRISE,1971

Joni Mitchell was an artist we were told to stay
away from in some ways, because I think my mum 
and my aunt were probably a little bit envious of
her! There I was, relatively tall, somewhat blonde, 
with an acoustic guitar and having grown up in

Canada… but I think I kinda pushed her away, associating her voice with
something sweet because she sang high. Then I went down to New York and 
had a roommate who was obsessed with Joni, and this rediscovery really
emphasised the importance and the intensity of her songwriting. It’s not
sweet or girlish at all, but incredibly personal and intense, wrapped in this
envelope of perfection. Blue puts her out there in all of her glory.

KATE&ANNAMcGARRIGLE
HEARTBEATSACCELERATING
PRIVATEMUSIC,1990

To me, it’s one of their greatest albums. It talks
about middle age and loneliness and has [my
mother’s] great song “I Eat Dinner” on it: “No more
candlelight/Nomoreromance”.There’sasongabout

Rufus going off to boarding school and her wishing she had taught him more
about life. Thirty years later, I’m essentially the same age and I’ve paired up
with the same producer – Pierre Marchand – and done my own version of
thatconcept. It’smorehopeful,butIhaveasongcalled“ReportCard”,which
is essentially about divorce and not having the kids with me all the time and
walking around my house with a gin and tonic in a haze of loneliness.

EDITH PIAF
MASTERSERIE POLYGRAM,1987

As a child, listening to her songs was life-
changing. She wasn’t a songwriter – although
she did write “La Vie En Rose” – so she expressed
all of her hardship through her performance. The
songs became completely hers and she was able to 

express the deep pain and sadness of not only her daily life but also the lives 
of the people that she sang about, whether they were soldiers, vagrants,
misfits, lost souls. The intensity of it really struck me as a kid. I think that
[singing in French] can be more romantic, literally. It can be very over the
top but the language allows for that; the sound of the words holds those
dramatic ideas.
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MarthaWainwright
           

Martha Wainwright’s Love Will Be Reborn is released on August 20 by Pheromone Records/Cooking Vinyl
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PRINCE.COM

PRODUCED, ARRANGED, 
COMPOSED & PER4MED 

BY PRINCE

P R I N C E
   wE MaDe mUsIc wAy aHeAd 
oF ItS TiMe aNyWaY. iT’s aS 

fReSh 2dAy aS EvEr. ”
-Prince

“   

THE NEW PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED 12 SONG STUDIO ALBUM

12 song studio album + a complete live concert Blu-ray of 
Prince & The New Power Generation from their 

“TWENTY ONE NITE STAND” in Los Angeles, alongside a 12”12” 
32-page companion book with never-before-seen photos; song 
lyrics; detailed liner notes; and an embossed vellum envelope 

containing exclusive Welcome 2 America-era ephemera.” 

DELUXE EDITION ALSO AVAILABLE

RELEASED 
30TH JULY


